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Fu chai Catalogue - read as - Fu chai chi chin 
l.!J., 
the Tsin Hou P1 an inscription is also pub-
lished in the .T .R.A.S., 1912, and in s. vi. 
Bushell 1 s Chinese Art, vol. 1. The reference 
to Shang Ch 1 eng-tso 1 s reproduction as the 
only one published is not correct. ~ 
the third archaic character should be [ ; 
a further variant form \vas mistakenly copied 
here which does not accord 1'lith the observa-
tions made in the text. 
Po ku - read as - K1 ao ku. 
the rhyming character in no. 298 is 
C~i~~ ) not the following character 
Hs\k Hsien - read as - Chlk Hsien. 
Jimbunka - read as - .Timbunkagaku. 
Hs 1 iao- read as -Hsiao. 
sentence omitted after'···· interpreted as 
a vessel-name,' Insert, 1The same character 
is employed in the present inscription on the 
basis of this incorrect transcription.' 
(The next sentence should commence as a new 
paragraph.) 
after 'inscriptions', a period, then insert, 
1Those 1 • 
Tso-ch 1 e Uieh-ling - read as - Tso-Ch 1 e-Nieh-
Ling. 
Chu Fang-P 1u - read as - Chu Fang-p 1u. 
the tRiPd eharaetsr in eaeh of the aneostors 1 
names should road '{' , nGt 14 , 
Hslk Hsien - read as - Chlk Hsien. 
1
.,. (p. 9) 1 -read as- 1 in Ch 1 eng ~'lang's 
reign (p. 9); however, •••'• 
Li pan - read as - Li pien. 
characters for Kuo Mo-jo omitted, see no. 81. 
characters for Tung Tso-pin omitted, see no. 97. 
characters for ~iang Kuo-i.J"ei omitted, see no.l34. 
Hs~ k 1 ao ku Catalogue read It k 1 ao Cata-
-
as Hsu 
logue, (Abbreviation), 
Liang lei hsien - read as - Liang lei hs~an. 
no. '{3: 
no. 76: 
no. l.M·, 103: 
no. 133: 
no. 169: 
no. 272: 
General: 
Hsiao hsiao - read as - Hsiao chiao; the 
term is probably an official title {apparently 
also vrritten as ;~, ~ ) • The first char-
acter, Hsiao, is mistakenly romanised as Shao 
in the Heference Table of Inscriptions. 
):''eng Ju-chiai - read as - Feng Ju-chieh. 
Hstk 
-
read as 
-
Ch\k. 
Fu shih ;z;in ch 1 i vTei iven 
-
read as 
- Fu shih 
ch 1 ;!. cheng vren. 
\tu Hou-hslkn - read II as 
-
Hu Hou-hsuan. 
Hun hsien - read as - Hui hsien. 
Ts 1 in is employed for Ch 1 in ( ~ ) throughout the work-
occasionally Karlgren 1 s system slips in in this vray, but most 
cases have been standardised to accord with the Wade system. 
~scri"!l~ Fang Tsun{!fiontaining in • .i.2Q. ~see Fig;tL 
28) ; pl'ivate collec"tion, Canberra. Height 58cms., 
max. width of mouth 38cms., max. width of base 31 
ems. Probabl-;v: an 18th cen-c~y fake. 
· iil.i (Frontispiece) 
ftawwt Qf Origiml Vork• 
It lJIIJ.y be noted in the Preface that acknowledgement or assistance 
received has not been given; this omission has been made purposely as 
part or the ganeral indication that the survey in its present form is 
purely a preliminary one aDd is not written with the intention or its 
being published. However, I lJIIJ.Y record here the valuable help received 
in assembling the collection of inscription rep!.'Oductions upon which the 
survey is based atld 1111U17 usef'UJ. discussions on various aspec~ of my 
research from Profs. Kailllllta Shigeki, Kata J&en, Sekino ·ra~shi, lJmehara 
Sueji, Messrs Fujida Kunio, Ito Miohiharu, Sugilm.tra Yuzo, Yoshida Mitsultuni, 
aDd others in Japan; Prof. Tung Tso-pin, Messrs Chou Fa...ltao, Shih Chang-;vi, 
Jao Tsung-yi end others in Taiwan and Hcngkong. Full acknowledgement 
will, of course, appear in its proper place in the lJIIJ.jor work projected 
when it is completed. 
The general thesis that forgery amongst the bronze inscriptions 
or Western Chou is extensive and the systelJIIJ.tic methods applied in an 
effort to clear this important group or historical docwaents from. spuricus 
lJIIJ.terials compriseS 'original work' in the sense that such a survey has not 
previously been attempted on so large a scale in respect to this gronp 
of docum.ents. Most of the research in Sections Two to Six lJIIJ.Y be regarded 
as original from the point or view or the necessarily new approach to 
the lJIIJ.terial investigated. Section One is based to a large extent on JUJig 
Keng's §hyg cl!.ou rl AA'i. t 1upg k 1§2 wt the interpretations made are my 
own. I am., or course, greatly itldebted to the ll)llllerous catalogues, 
commentaries, and general works of numerous Chinese and Japanese scholars 
without which lJIIJ.terial the survey could not have been undertaken. To 
Kuo Mo-jo's various books I owe the greater part or my knowledge of the 
archaic script which was gradually assimu1ated during the early stages 
of the research and before I had ~ reason to suspect the extensive 
prevalence or forgery amongst the inscriptions; needless to say Prof'. 
Bernhard Karlgrents !fGmlleta Se£ica has also been round an indispensible 
oompetldium although I do not subseribe to the 'loan' charaeter (chia 
chieh) theory • · 
During the period or active research more than 50% of the inscriptio! 
incorporated in the survey have been transcribed by- myself into modern 
character forms; all earlier transcribed inscriptions have been revised. 
All translations are my own based, or course, on studies or various 
commentators but the f'inSl renderings seldom accord entirely with that of' 
aey one commentator and nwaerou.s new interpretations are suggested partieulsi 
ly in respect to the recently excavated inscriptions dealt with in Section S~ 
Ala to the plan or the work and the general presentation there is 
practically no relevant Western language publication available here which 
oou.ld be consulted for ideas; the plan aDd presentation has developed dur-
ing the course of research and writing. It has some disadvantages which 
will be modified in the major work. 
~ 1 J'it 
f~ 5 ~t 
~ )~\.. ~ 
n:~ 
~ J11 ~ 
'"In~~:-... i t 
The first forgery? 
"Ts 1 i attacked Lu and demanded 
* the Ch'an Tripod; the people 
of Lu sent them a faked copy. 
The people of Ts 1 i said it was 
spurious; the people of Lu 
(said.) maintained that it was 
genuine •••" 
(Han Fei Tzu, Shuo lin, B/2l.t. 
p. 17, Kambun Daikei, vol. ~) 
* Commentaries discuss 
the possibility that 
1Ch 1an 1 should be 
written with the •metal' 
radical - was the vessel 
also inscribed? 
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11 lpstratisne apg AJY9aig Cbaragtets 
Within the body of the text shApes of archaic 
characters written in by baud may often vary 
in respect to the originals; structures, how-
ever, are oaref'ull;r and accurately maintained. 
Hand drawn illustrations of archaic script in 
the Figures are in most cases copies made by 
eye and only in a few instances have actual 
tracings been made. Proportions are not in 
accordance with the original rubbings but the 
general appearance, shapes, structure and balance 
of characters reflect reasonably faithfUlly the 
same features of the inscriptions. In all cases 
character structures have been drawn ,to the best 
of the writer's ability, correctly in all detail. 
The poor quality of some of the reproductions is 
due in some measure to the eccentricities of the 
photo-copying machine as well as to the in-
experience of the writer in operating it. 
The Wade System is generally followed 
but without the circumflex •S• or the 
l!IU'ked tu t 1 the letters te t and tu t 
oDJ.y are employed. .Ul aounds 'i' are 
written '71'. These three moditicatione 
have been made onl,y for typographical 
reasons. 
Proper names in the bronze texts often 
present difficulties as the characters 
cannot be equated with modern forms; 
in men:y such cases the sound of a 
prominent and reoogDisable element of 
the 8haraoter is arbitraril,y chosen 
and employed as the sound of the whole 
character - this is done merel,y' to 
avoid frequent use of 'I's and •z•a. 
Preface. 
This survey is written primarily as a record of my 
investigations on the authenticity of the bronze inscrip-
tions of Western Chou for examination as a doctoral thesis; 
the research involved covers a period of less than two years• 
full-time study of the problems and is still in progress. 
Final assessment of the nature and the extent of forgery 
will not be possible for some time, thus the present paper 
must be regarded only as a preliminary survey of particular 
aspects of the study. A selection has been made.of those 
items which I consider to be of special significance in 
indicating the urgency for a complete and thorough 
investigation of the bronze inscriptions of ancient China; 
several statements and conclusions presented in the 
following treatise are therefore necessarily of a tentative 
kind and may require certain modification or, perhaps, 
complete re-assessment during the next few years as more 
archaeological documents are unearthed. Certain results 
of the survey are, however, not only conclusive but also are 
of considerable importance in the determination of forgery. 
The thesis may be summed up in a few words: 
Amongst the general body of bronze inscrip-
tions numerous inscribed vessels, hitherto 
accepted as genuine, are actually forgeries 
11. 
of comparatively recent manufacture; the 
basic criterion of forgery established is 
one heretofore unknown to forgers and to 
scholars alike and is here revealed for 
the first time and its application care-
fully expounded. 
Other features which I believe to be 
indicative of spurious inscriptions are 
analysed throughout nearly 1,000 bronze 
texts and their possible value as 
criteria of fraudulence is considered. 
To those familiar with the bronze inscriptions the 
highly unorthodox aim of the survey will be immediately 
apparent, for a long list of eminent scholars such as 
Ou-yang Hsiu, Juan ttkn, Sun Yi-jang, Wang Kuo-wei, Yang 
Shu-ta, etc., have accepted as genuine many of the 
inscribed bronz.es which are determined as fakes in this 
paper. Western sinologists, amongst whom w. P. Yetts, H. G. 
Creel, and B. Karlgren are the most important, similarly 
accepted the inscriptions as authentic. However, mere 
acceptance is no proof of authenticity. It will be 
observed that the methods of research applied in this 
paper are, when compared with those of earlier scholars, 
also •unorthodox• in some respects: firstly, all available 
and relevant archaeological documents form the basis of 
the investigation - a feature to be found in no previous 
work; secondly, each inscription is regarded as a separate 
document even though the text is identical throughout a 
series of inscriptions or vessel-lid sets - an important 
iiio 
departure from the rather loose approach in earlier 
published studies; thirdly, transcriptions of archaic 
characters into modern forms are effected in a systematic 
manner so that the reader may readily reconstruct the 
original forms in his mind in the majority of cases -
meticulous observation of this kind has paid good 
dividends; fourthly, translations of the inscriptions render 
faithfully what is expressed in the original inscription -
if sense does not prevail no attempt is made to force, 
by what I believe to be unjustifiable methods, an interpreta-
tion which is not supported by the text itself. Furthermore, 
translations are based primarily on word-usage as exbibited 
throughout the bronze texts; the chia chieh or 'loan character' 
theory is largely dispensed with for reasons advanced later 
on; fifthly, all inscriptions that are fully attested, and 
a few cases of inscriptions that are 'acceptably' attested, 
are assembled into one group to form the basis or the study 
and to act as a form or control. They are regarded as 
'primary evidence'; unattested and vaguely (therefore un-
acceptably) attested inscriptions are classed as 'secondary 
materials'. 
These five disciplines have not previously been employed 
effectively in this field, in fact, only the third item may 
be noted in the works or one or two Chinese scholars. Although, 
for nearly three decades, it has been theoretically possible 
iv. 
for the principle of constancy of character structures to 
have been discovered - an aspect of Chinese writing which 
has existed unnoticed over a period of three thousand years 
exerting its influence on the script from Shang times to the 
present - it has remained hidden simply because tully 
authenticated inscribed articles recently excavated have 
never before been examined apart from the vast mass of pur-
ported (but untestified) documents of Shang, Chou and the 
Chan Kuo periods. My discovery of the principle was purely 
accidental but its effect on my attitude and approach to the 
bronze texts was considerable; no longer could I find justi-
fication to rely solely on the accumulated knowledge and 
opinion of scholars of the last nine centures whose efforts, 
and indeed those of their recent and modern counterparts, 
were often highly tempered by medieval concepts. It was 
necessary to review again each inscription upon its own 
merits and to study each in relation to all. This is the 
outstanding feature of the survey - every inscription whether 
discussed in detail or merely incorporated in one or other of 
the various Tables has been examined directly from reproduc-
tions (in a number of cases from the originals) and the notes 
and analyses made are the direct results of this practice. 
Earlier transcriptions of the archaic texts have, naturally 
enough, been carefully considered but they have been employed 
only as a general aid and are not regarded as conclusive 
v. 
renderings in every case. Chinese and Western commentaries 
are, of course, referred to but the survey is not a study 
of commentaries; the insgriptions are the baSic materials 
and have been consulted individually and collectively as the 
occasion demands. 
Particular care in matters of observation has resulted 
in the discovery of many spurious copies of earlier existing 
inscriptions in catalogues of Sung, Ch'ing and recent times 
which have not hitherto been suspected. So complicated is the 
set-up that it is now no longer possible to refer to indi-
vidual inscriptions in the lax manner found in most publica-
tions; a system of serial numbers has been allotted to each 
inscription so that definite and unambiguous reference is 
now possible. In a manuscript of this nature it is not 
practicable to present illustrations of all the documents 
consulted - as far as the bronze texts are concerned a large 
proportion are reproduced in two well known catalogues that 
should appear on the shelves of any well-equipped Chinese 
library; a list of the inscriptions by serial numbers together 
with location references follows the Introduction. Throughout 
the survey and the Tables, the inscription serial number is 
employed, only in a few cases are the inscriptions referred 
to by name. 
New material is constantly arriving and important 
evidence supporting or modifying aspects of the survey becomes 
~ In some cases it has been found possible to re-cast the 
text on finally-typed pages and to incorporate further ob-
servations based on later available material. A consid-
erable amount of re-typing of this kind has been done· it 
has not been restricted to nevr archaeological publications, 
for instance, H. A. Giles 1 s Ad versaria S inica arrived a 
month or so after Section One was finally typed and caused 
the re-typing of 10 pages of this Section as Giles had 
also made a translation of Chao Hsi-ku 1 s account of archaic 
bronzes. His misinterpretation of the terms K1 uan and Chih 
and a fevr minor points relevant to the general discussion 
had to be referred to. Dr. Plenderleith 1 s important arti-
cle on patina was discovered in a private library in Mel-
bourne only a feiv vreeks ago. Archaeological bulletins, 
however, have caused the greatest difflculties in regard to 
the important evidence they contain, and the necessity of 
its incorporation by some means in relevant places in the 
thesis. 
vi. 
available at inconvenient moments - to avoid continual 
re-writing I have added fUrther annotations in appropriate 
places on several verso pages with a red asterisk in the 
relevant section of the text~ 
N. Barnard, 
University House, 
Canberra, A.c.T. 
31.10.56 
INTRODUCTION. 
General Remarks 9 
It is not proposed to discuss at length elementary 
matters in regard to the bronze inscriptions; the subject 
under survey is a somewhat specialised one and the survey 
itself is prepared in manuscript form at an awkward stage 
of the period of research. Many avenues have yet to be 
explored and the whole field is in a state of flux owing to 
newly discovered material becoming available every few 
weeks. Vast quantities of scientifically excavated 
\ objects have yet to be reproduced in publication and it 
may require many months or even years, before archaeological 
bulletins will succeed in presenting for study more than a 
fraction of the treasures that have been unearthed in China 
during the past five or six years. This survey is planned 
to cover ultimately the whole field of bronze inscriptions 
and from the point of view of historical study will appear 
in some respects as a new Shu ching with both chin wen 
and ku wen chapters; the final work will be modelled to 
a large extent on Jung Keng's excellent Shang chou yi ch'i 
t 1ung k 1ao as far as introductory material is concerned. For 
the present the reader may consult this work for general 
" information; Chu Chien-hsin1 s Chin wen hsueh and Fujihara 
viii. 
Sosui's ShodO Kinsekigaku are also particularly useful com-
pendiums. Methods of interpretation are best illustrated in 
Yang Shu-ta 1 s Chl wei chU chin wen shuo which must, however, 
be read with considerable care and with constant reference 
to reproductions of the inscriptions he deals with. Kuo 
Mo-jo 1 s several works: Liang chou chin wen tz•u ta hsi, Liang 
chou chin wen tz'u ta hsi t 1u lu, Liang chou chin wen tz 1u ta 
hsi k'ao shih 9 Chin wen ts 1 uqg k 1ao, etc., all contain valu-
able transcriptions, and commentary, and are usually well 
illustrated, but Kuo is often careless 
are original and nearly always clearly 
although his ideas 
1. 
expressed. There is 
unfortunately no Western work which covers the ground ade-
quately; the various catalogues published offer some general 
information in introductory sections and present translations 
of the inscriptions - one of the best examples of the latter 
is the catalogue of the Freer Gallery of Art (Smithsonian 
Institution, Orienta1 Studies. No. 32 which gives considerable 
2. 
commentary with the translation. 
1.11 A useful resume of the basic literature of Chin Shilt Hsueh appears in a recent issue of the ~ 1 ao ku t 1ung hsun by 
Ch 1en Kung-jou (1956. Vol. ~, PP• 89-9 ). 
2. Prof. w. Perceval Yetts has, in a number of catalogue 
introductions and articles, presented particularly useful 
studies of individual inscriptions, and throughout his writings 
some very valuable general information on bronzes is avail-
able. Prof. B. Karlgren has written extensively on the subject 
and although he has usually avoided complete translation of 
the inscriptions in his various articles (being mainly con-
cerned with stylistic and chronological investigations) his 
Grammata Serica is,.to the student of the inscriptions, a most 
Forgery has long been recognised as a problem of some 
magnitude that must sooner or later occupy the attention of 
students of Chinese culture; forgers have plied their trade 
in all periods and in all fields. Not content with faking 
'ancient' classics, in whole or in part, they have manufactured 
even 1 primary 1 texts of the kind from which it is presumed 
such compilations as the Shu ching were made - many of the 
bronze inscriptions might well have been incorporated as 
chapters in this book. Although Chinese scholars have been 
long aware of the practice, they have not attempted any really 
effective study of the nature or the extent of forgery in 
the corpus of inscribed bronzes. Western writers, too, have 
shown a similar complacent attitude and like their Chinese 
colleagues engage in detailed investigations of the bronze 
vessels with barely a moment's thought of the possibility 
that the objects might be discovered to be faked upon careful 
examination. This attitude is a most disconcerting one, 
2. valuable compendium. Other than a few further items by 
other Western writers there exists little of essential value 
which may assist the student in this field. He has no Legge, 
Chavannes, Rotour, Giles, etc., to guide him in matters of 
general research or in methods of presentation. As respects 
the subject of forgery1 he is in most stages of his research both a pioneer and an lconoclast; the former is particularly 
the case in his constant reference to Chinese and Japanese 
language material and his unending examination of the original 
archaic sources, while the results of his investigation will 
not be happily accepted by those of contrary opinion. 
x. 
especially in view of the almost general lack of testimony 
accompanying the bronze vessels; although it is our intention 
to deal solely with the inscriptions it seems desirable, 
however, that some attention be given to the records of 
scholars' and collectors' opinions and studies from Sung 
times to the present in regard to the problems of forgery. 
The first Section of the survey is devoted to this end, and 
incorporates the contents of nearly all of the small number 
of investigations that have been conducted - the value of 
the earlier studies is extremely limited, and it seems sur-
prising that even the inscriptions recorded in the fj.rst cata-
logues have, in the circumstances, been so uncritically 
accepted. 
Section Two embodies the results of an examination of 
fully attested archaeological documents of Shang, Western 
Chou, Eastern Chou and Chan Kuo period origin. Upon the 
basis of more than 25,000 individual inscriptions the 
principle of constancy of character structures is established. 
Inconstancy is shown to be a definite criterion of forgery. 
At the conclusion of the Section, cases of inconstancy in 
the bronze inscr.iptions are tabulated and illustrated. 
Section Three comprises an analytical stud.y of the in-
scriptions determined as forgeries in the preceding Section. 
Other possible criteria are thus sought and the results are 
tabulated. 
xi. 
Section Four is concerned with the reversed sun-tzu 
phrase found in prose text of the inscriptions. We believe 
its occurrence thus to be certain proof of forgery. The 
inscriptions declared spurious because of this feature are 
analysed as in the preceding Section in a search for other 
characteristics that seem to indicate forgery and the results 
are tabulated. 
Section Five is a similar analytical study directed 
towards inscriptions declared to be fakes by various eminent 
scholars employing criteria unrelated to those so far 
established by us. The results are tabulated. The three 
Tables show a significant consistency of suspect features 
in each group. 
Section Six comprises a study of fully attested bronze 
inscriptions; no tabulation is necessary as the majority of 
criteria and suspect features analysed in the preceding 
three Sections is absent in this group of genuine inscrip- _ 
tions. 
In the Concluding Section the significance of the sur-
vey as it has progressed to date is discussed. Reference is 
made, too, to the Major Table of some 900 inscriptions which 
have been carefully analysed during various stages of the 
study. This briefly, then, is the general plan of the work; 
The term 'chapter• is avoided as it does not pretend to be 
presented in a final form, but is rather a series of separate 
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studies linked somewhat loosely together. Several of the 
Sections will be modified to form articles for publication 
in the near future. The Major Table placed at the end of 
the survey is, we believe, a useful compilation; as new in-
scriptions are excavated under properly controlled conditions 
their characteristics may be immediately compared with those 
in unattested materials and gradually the significance of 
the various susp~ct features as possible crit~ria of forgery 
will becoine apparent., 
Serial numbers denote particular inscriptions and are 
employed throughout the paper and in all Tables. The system 
is a simple one - the letter 18 1 denotes Sung Catalogue 
inscriptions, 1T 1 denotes early Ch 1 ing Catalogue inscriptions 
(i.e., those 'discovered' or published up to 1850), while 
an inscription lacking a letter is one 'discovered' or pub-
3. . 
lished sometime after 1850. Each number comprises (a) the 
number of characters in the inscription and (b) a number 
differentiating the inscription from others with the same 
number of characters. Ins. T.112.1 represents the Tsung Chou 
Chung inscription text - a bell containing 112 characters first 
published in the early Ch 1 ing Catalogues. The number 1 is 
3o Other letters are employed in denoting other inscription 
types: 1B1 indicates the bamboo tablets recently unearthed 
in Changsha; 1P1 denotes inscriptions on pottery; 1H' refers to 
inscription texts recorded in the Dynastic Histories, the 
original vessels lost long before Sung times; 11 1 denotes 
inscriptions in lacquer-ware. 
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added to distinguish it from other inscriptions of the same 
number of characters (at present, however, it is the only 
example). Ins. s.~ (v.c.) denotes an inscription of 70 
characters first published in the Sung Catalogues (it is the 
second of several inscription texts with this number of 
characters); the original vessel now no longer exists. The 
letters (v.c.) are added to signify that it is the vessel-text 
of a vessel-lid set; the letter (c) shooTs that it is one of 
at least three vessels containing the same text; ins. S • .'Z.9..t2. 
(. . . 
1l.c.) ~s the lid-text belonging to this vessel. 
' 
When the 
inscription number is followed by (v) or (1) then it signi-
fies that it is the vessel or the lid of a vessel-lid set; 
only if letters a, b, c, etc. are added also does it denote 
a series of vessel-lid sets. The absence of a bracketed 
letter indicates that the vessel containing the inscription is 
not part of a vessel-lid set or of a series but is a solitary 
. article. Vessels ~Iithout lids but in a series are followed 
by bracketed letters: (~), 
denotes the fact that there is 
(~), etc., the underline 
4 
no lid in each case.· 
4. There is considerable confusion as to the nature of reprodu-
ced inscriptions; authorities often do not agree as to whether 
a given inscription appears on a lid or on a vessel. We have 
attempted to clear up some of the inconsistencies, but much yet 
remains to be achieved; without access to catalogues \>lith photos 
of the vessels as well as reproductions of the inscriptions, 
little progress can be made - in fact, even if a complete set of 
such catalogues were available for consultation, there would 
still remain many scores of doubtful cases impossible to resolve 
unless the original vessels were examined. 
The bracketed letters are employed mainly in Tables or where 
p~rticular reference to individual inscriptions is required; 
b~herwise the serial number alone is usedo 
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The list of serial numbers which follows the Introduction 
incorporates all inscriptions referred to or tabulated in the 
" survey; as far as possible those reproduced in Lo Chen-yu 1s 
San tai chi chin!\ts 1 un are given page references to this 
catalogue. If the inscription does not appear in Lo's cata-
logue, Kuo Mo-jo 1 s Liang chou chin wen tz 1u ta hsi t 1u lu is 
used as the source. Between them the two catalogues contain 
a large proportion of the inscription rubbings. Sung Catalogue 
inscriptions are referred to in the earliest catalogue where 
the inscription appears; if later copies appear in later Sung 
Catalogues the reference is made accordingly. Reproductions 
11 
in the Imperial Catalogues and in Juan Yuan 1 s Chi ku chai chung 
ting yi ch 1 i k 1 uan chih are referred directly to these sources, 
and if rubbings of the same inscriptions appear in later 
catalogues these are noted also (in the majority of cases the 
source is Lo 1 s catalogue above). It has been necessary, of 
course, to incorporate a number of other catalogues in the 
list which are the sole sources of the inscriptions concerned. 
Approximately 6o inscriptions appear as translations in 
various parts of the survey; in every case they should be 
regarded as tentative renderings. This statement is made not 
entirely as a matter of caution but to draw attention to a 
principle which we consider to be of special importance in 
investigations of the nature of forgery in documents of this 
kind. Renderings in English are made in strict accordance 
XVo 
with the archaic text and no attempt is made to read more 
than we consider justified in the characters that appearo 
Translations resulting from this essentially strict discipline 
will no doubt receive criticism as being too literal, and 
although the bronze inscriptions present many features in com-
mon with the style of the Shu and the Shih, it may be opined 
that they lose this identity as a result of the translation 
method. However, there are certain problems which will not 
allow even the slightly liberal form of translation as em~ 
ployed by such authorities as Legge or Karlgren: firstly, 
the documents are not above suspicion and relatively free 
translation will tend to cover textual characteristics which 
fully attested inscriptions may later show to be features of' 
forgery and not of Chou period writing; secondly, the trans-
lations are not intended as an end in themselves - as stated 
earlier, the inscriptions are the documents under survey, not 
the renderings in English or the modern character transcriptions 
in the various Chinese commentaries; thirdly, and most impor-
tant, is the nature of the fully attested inscriptions as 
contrasted with that of many of those which lack testimony. 
In the i'ormer case an interpretative translation which will 
appeal to the general sinological taste is, within the limits 
of our knowledge of the archaic script, possible; in the 
latter case, however, the original text will often not support 
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Fig. 1. Handcopies of spurious inscriptions discussed 
in the following pages. 
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a sensible translation merely because the archaic Chinese text 
itself is corrupt and meaningless. Ins. 27.11 reproduced 
opposite is one of numerous examples which might be chosen to 
illustrate this point; the generally acceptable form of 
translation would probably read as: 
1. A •••• insignia and a pair of horses were 
presented to Kuei-
2. Ta. (He) made obeisance, bowed low his 
head and responded extolling (this) 
3. munificence; therefore made (for) my 
august deceased father, Li, (this) 
4. Kuei-vessel. May sons and grandsons forever 
value and employ (it). 
Our reading would be: 
1. •••• insignia, horses -two. award • Kuei-
2. 
5. Ta made obeisance, bowed low his head and 
responded extolling • 
5. Names and titles and combinations of both in the inscrip-
tions are arbitrarily dealt with in our translations in the 
survey. The characters concerned are rendered in romanisation 
with capital letters and the individual elements of the name 
or title-name are connected by hyphens. This is done purposely 
to indicate that considerable enquiry is yet required to 
finalise interpretation as well as presentation methods of 
the combinations found in the inscriptions. The problems that 
exist may best be resolved with reference to fully attested 
examples when sufficient quantities of such material become 
available. 
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3. grace. Therefore made (for) my august 
deceased father, Li, (this) 
4. Kuei-vessel. May descendants forever 
value and employ (it). 
Discussion on synonymical variations for 1,~ or }, ~!f,~ 
need not be entered upon; the important difference is that 
of the rendering of the first line and that of the last two 
characters of the 'extol' phraseology. The sense is confused 
here; in such cases the usual meaning of each character is 
given and followed by stops to indicate that the 'sentence' 
does not make sense. The normal phrasing of the 1exto1 1 
phraseology is: 
1X made obeisance, bowed low (his) head and 
dared to respond extolling the Son of 
Heaven's great and illustrious, admirable, 
grace. 1 
Similar context is found in several chapters of the Shu and 
also in the Shih; in the inscriptions it is very common. 
Ins. 27.11 lacks the characters 'Son of Heaven' (or 1King 1 ) 
between •extol' and 1 grace 1 • Because of the preceding context 
there is no justification to annotate the passage with the 
missing term bracketed; on the basis of several scores of 
examples of the phraseology, it is obvious that the insertion 
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of a vague '(this)' is also not acceptable and will merely cause 
what is essentially a corrupt text to read smoothly, Although 
it is tempting to present a palatable interpretation in cases 
of this kind, the temptation is one that must be resisted; 
the reader may discover the reason for this if he compares the 
present inscription (which is in a Kuei-vessel typical of 
Western Chou style, heavily - and apparently naturally - patina-
ted, lodged in a private collection in Canberra) with ins. 
6. T.10~.3 (v,b). One or two further examples might be noted 
at this stage. Ins. 12.17 reads: 
/!. 
- J::\ 'f ~ /·· ..... 1. Ft.!-, /-
- '< 
AJ:.. t 1 ..'1 2. /-0 'J; \ff7 ~l1 )f] 
and would be translated as: 
In the fourth month, on the day, chia-wu. 
command • 
grace. King. award·, made. precious. 
employ, 
The first four characters are straight-forward, normal prose; 
the remainder, however, are nothing but a jumble of nonsense. 
A group of characters such as: (ins. ~) 
6. See Section Five, p.·~~ 
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j_).. )' Jt. 1. lsl /If- L, /.....:=-' 
2. '? /I, ~t i:: -e.; /~ ~ 
3. ·~ )1- G l. *~ l:L 
would necessarily be rendered as: 
1. When the Duke inspected (?) 
2o not able to forget • thus • 
3. Yen-vessel (?) offer (?) • (particle) • 
Ting-vessel • (particle). 
· Strangely enough, the 11 characters comprise a complete in-
scription and the composition and manufacture of the inscribed 
vessel was done by Chinese artisans!; 
When the same literary style appears in inscriptions 
hitherto accepted as genuine Chou period compilations, we 
adopt the same method of translation. In ins. ~' for 
instance, is the 'sentence': Jl :J ~ -8 J~- 12... ~­
which has been variously interpreted as:. 
1made obeisance to the Son of Heaven of Lu. 1 
1 (The Marquis) bowed his head (to his hands 
and then) to the ground. In the Temple at 
Lu which is like that of the Son of Heaven •••• • 
'(The l>!arquis) bowed his head (to his hands 
and then) to the ground. The Heir 
Apparent of Lu •••• • 
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The first is by L. c. Hopkins, the second by w. P. Yetts, and 
the third by T. Takata as rendered by Yetts (Eumorfopou1os, 
Vol. 1, p. 27-8); we would prefer the following: 
'Made obeisance and bowed low (his) 
head. admirable. Son of Heaven.' 
Takata has mistakenly read 1\ as ~ (: ~ ), thus his 
interpretation may be dispensed with; Hopkins has suggested 
a rather original rendering which, however, has no support in 
the inscriptions generally, or in the traditional literature; 
that of Yetts, we venture to suggest, is rather forced and 
hardly supported by the original text. Should the word order 
be considered correct, we might concur with Kuo Mo-jo and 
~ 7. regard the character ~~ here as a verb: 
'bowed low (his) head and (admired:) showed 
his appreciation (to) the Son of Heaven.• 
It would, however, be the only example of such usage amongst 
several scores of similar sentence types; in cases of such 
exceptional variation of word order which we believe to be 
comparable with the three faked texts quoted above, the 
7. This character does not appear in the traditional texts 
with the peculiar meaning it obtains in the bronze inscriptions; 
early in our studies of the inscriptions we followed the 
rendering ot ~ as given by ~ang Kung-chu (Chou ts 1 in chin 
shih wtn hsuan40 inf chu, pp. 14 38l et al.) and have always 
foundhe sense ofadmirable 1 , lpra seworthy', 'excellent', 
etc., suitable notwithstanding the absence of examples in the 
'classics•. 
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translation presented always indicates the variation. The 
purpose in doing this is a necessary one - very little is 
known of word usage in Chou times, particularly as it appears 
in primary documents. No extensive 'grammatical' survey has 
yet been attempted in respect to the corpus of bronze in-
scriptions. Where we consider the text to be at fault on the 
basis of our knowledge of the bronze texts and other archaeo-
logical documents, we do not feel justified in forcing sense 
from recalcitrant combinations of characters unless fully 
8. 
attested examples support the renderings that might so result. 
At this stage, we believe the translation discipline employed 
to be a valuable and justifiable one, for it can be modified 
with reference to newly discovered materials if these illustrate 
the need to do so. So far the genuine documents support our 
attitude and approach to the unattested inscriptions in regard 
8. fhe whole problem of translation is such that definitive 
renderings cannot always be made, and when attempted, are not 
always generally accepted. Ins. 127.1 recently excavated and 
fully attested presents an interesting example; five different 
transcriptions and interpretations of crucial points in the 
text have been.published in the last 12 months to which is 
added our own commentary (see Section Six) together with certain 
criticisms of the preceding five - the general interpretation of 
the text is, howeveri
9
=tirly consistent throughout the studies 
made to date. Ins. 2 is similarly situated, and a convenient 
study is made by Yetts The Cu11 Chinese Bron~es, pp. 6o-75) 
illustrating in particular11 the difficulties tat often face the translator in Chin Shih Hsueh and the variety of interpretations 
possible. 
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9. 
to matters of interpretation and translation. 
It should be noted that the survey is concerned solely 
with the inscription as the means of determining forgery; 
already we have received criticism for not concentrating on 
stylistic studies of the vessels and their decor, but the 
critics do not seem to realise that the materials involved are 
not 1 normal 1 archaeological objects. If one would attempt to 
discover stylistic criteria determinative of spurious imita-
tions of Shang and Chou inscribed bronze vessels, or of those 
without inscriptions, the first step would involve the assembly 
of all vessels available in illustration whose provenance is 
scientifically attested. Having collected such vessels to-
gether and carefully analysed the characteristics of vessel-
types and decor, the student will discover that the reliable 
materials at present available are barely sufficient to proceed 
further along this avenue of research. The inscription, on the 
other hand, is not limited to bronze as a medium of record; 
9. Recourse may be made to traditional literature in matters 
pertaining to translation but this must be done with extreme 
care as an entirely different class of documents is involved. 
Fully attested archaeological writing shows clearly that a 
considerable modification of the archaic script as it had 
developed in Chan Kuo times was effected by Li Ssu; as to the 
reliability of Han period transcriptions from archaic into 
current writing, we know little. For this reason we treat the 
archaeological documents as a separate group, and attempt to 
assess significant features with minimum reference to the 
literary style of the 'classics'. 
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inscriptions are executed by brush and ink on bone, pottery, 
bamboo, and silk; they are found engraved on bone, stone, 
pottery, and bronze (after casting of the vessels); and cast 
inscriptions in bronze are also available. Amongst fully 
attested documents all the preceding types of writing appear 
in large quantities from various parts of China and datable 
over a period of a thousand yearso With material such as this, 
scientific investigation is possible; in the aesthetic realms 
of stylistic study such control is limited at present, but no 
doubt will be possible in the next few years. Occasionally, 
however, we have digressed slightly in the survey to offer a 
fevT remarks on the value of stylistic study as it has been 
conducted up to now; but it is with some misgivings that we 
enter thus a field of research in which we can only bring to 
bear accurate observation and reasonable standards of judgement -
. 
the observations made are not those of an archaeologist but are 
those of an historian, whose primary aim is to assess the 
authenticity of the documents concerned before embarking upon 
interpretations of them for an historical purpose. 
The Inscriptions. 
Strictly speaking, the list of inscriptions consulted or 
incorporated in the survey which follows this introductory note 
is an extension of the Bibliography. Each inscription is a 
document which has been carefully studied not only from 
xxiv. 
epigraphic aspects but also from the point of view of its 
contents; it is convenient, therefore, to place the basic 
materials of the survey before the reader at this early stage 
so that he may have ready the catalogues containing inscription 
reproductions to accompany his reading of the work, and to gain 
full appreciation of the significance of the various Tables of 
analyses. 
It will be immediately obvious that the survey, when it 
reaches its final form, will require a considerably large 
volume of reproductions in order to effect reasonable illustra-
tion of much of the discussion, and to shovt more clearly the 
nature of the comparative analytic examinations of the inscrip-
tions. In the present work, therefore, we have attempted to 
restrict inscription references to as small a number of cata-
logues as possible. In actual fact, many scores of catalogues 
have been consulted in our search for duplications of identical 
inscriptions in different vessels. The restricted reference 
given to each item, however, is not necessarily that of the 
best reproduction of the inscription, and the reader may need 
to consult J. c. Ferguson's Li tai chu lu chi chin mu for 
further reproduced rubbings in various cases. In respect to 
the Sung Catalogues, particular editions have been consulted 
ranging from Sung to Ch 1 ing times, and where variations in 
reference technique occur (e.g., various editions of the Li tai 
Chung ting yi ch 1 i k 1uan chih) we have adopted that recorded in 
XXVo 
Ferguson's valuable compendium. 
Abbreviations employed in the following list are made 
especially to allow the typing of two columns to each page, 
and are not used in this form elsewhere in the survey. We are 
unable to give precise references to several sources as the 
publications are not available in Australasia, and we have had 
to work only from photographs of the rubbings. Certain inscrip-
tions are accompanied by the words, 'Photo' or 'Rubbing', 
indicating thus that the inscription has not yet been published 
and is available only in this form. Photographs of rubbings 
in catalogues unavailable to us are represented in the list 
by an abbreviated title of the catalogue, and a code number 
referring to the location of the photograph in our collection 
of some 8,ooo items. In most of these cases an alternative 
reference is given, particularly where the inscription is either 
an original or a copy of a Sung or early Ch 1 ing Catalogue re-
production. Where we have found rubbings of the originals 
reproduced in the early Ch 1 ing Catalogues reference is made to 
these, for comparison of the two methods of reproduction illus-
trates well the general reliability of the hand-drawings of 
earlier times. 
Altogether, approximately 1,000 individual inscriptions 
are listed; 728 are datable as Western Chou, 258 as Eastern Chou 
and Chan Kuo period. There are a few fully-attested Shang 
· inscriptions incorporated, but the long inscriptions generally 
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adjudged to be of Shang origin are classed as Western Chou. 
Recent archaeological evidence has illustrated well enough 
that the Shangs did not put lengthy inscriptions on their 
bronze vessels; even such large objects as the .fz) <$:- J\ ~ 
(height 137 ems.; length 110 ems.) were engraved with merely 
2-3 characters probably denoting name of ownership or of 
dedication. It is doubtful, too, that the long 1Shang' texts 
are even of Chou period origin. The collection of Western Chou 
texts is the largest yet assembled for extensive study and is 
the group of documents with which we are particularly concerned. 
Analyses made of Eastern Chou and other materials to date are 
incorporated in the Major Table following the concluding Section 
partly as a form of control and partly to illustrate the 
possible extent of forgery in these documents. They are not 
a complete collection. 
Abbreviations. 
The letters C9 E9 W and S following the serial numbers 
denote respectively Chan Kuo, Eastern Chou, Western Chou and 
Shang period dating of the inscriptions. Uncertain or un-
ascertainable cases are left blank. Inscription sources have 
the following abbreviations; after the full romanised titles, 
the bracketed numbers refer to the location of the publications 
in the Bibliography where further details and Chinese character 
titles are given: 
A.M. 
B.A.S. 
C .F .T. 
Chi C. 
Chi ku 
Chiang 
Chin sh. 
Chin Wo 
Ching 
Fu chai 
Hsiao~ 
Hsi ch. 
HsJ. yi 
Hs!f A 
HS}t B 
Hsy. K 
Hstl.n 
Huai 
K.K.H.P. 
K1ao ku 
Kochnhen 
Kuan 
Li chi 
Li tai 
Liang 
Meng 
Naito 
Photo 
Pien 
Pils. 
Po ku 
Rubbing 
s.c. 
S.T. 
s.E.c. 
Shang 
Shao 
T.L. 
T.C.L. 
Tien 
Ts 1ung 
tJ-~ser 
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Asia Major, (264). 
Bulletin of Academia Sinica. 
Ch 1 en fu chai hsieh tung wu liu shih k 1uan 
chih, (55). 
Chi chin Catalogue, (56). 
Chi ku Catalogue, ~50). 
Chiang hsia Catalogue, (111). 
Printers' proof Catalogue, (268). 
Chin wen li shuo su ching, (30). 
Ching wu Catalogue, (64). 
Fu chai Catalogue, (44). 
Hsiao t 1 ang Catalogue, (42). 
Hsi ch 1 ing Catalogue, (45). 
HsJ yi Catalogue, (2o6). 
Hs~ chien (A) Catalogue, (47). 
Hs~ chien (B) Cataloguel (48). 
Hs~ k'ao ku Cataloguei ~37). 
Hshn hsien yi ch 1 i, ( 03). 
Huai mi C~valogue, (53). 
K1 ao ku hsueh pao. 
K'ao ku Catalogue, (34). 
Kochnhen, (22). 
Kuan chia Catalogue, (107). 
Li chi. 
Li tai Catalogue, (39). 
Liang lei Catalogue, (59). 
Meng p'o Catalogue 1 (73). Naito Collection or Rubbings, (112). 
Photograph only available. 
Pien chin no kokogaku teki kosatsu, (267). 
Pillsbury Catalogue, (186). 
Po ku Catalogue (35). 
Rubbing availabie (unpublished). 
Hsin cheng yi ch 1 i, (102). 
San tai Catalogue, (101). 
Shih erh chia Catalogue, (96). 
Shang Ch 1eng-tso's article1 (250). Hsiao hsiao Catalogue1 (93J.* T'u lu Catalogue, (91J. 
T. c. Loo Catalogue, (191). 
T'ien ye k 1ao ku pao kao, (206, 243). 
Ts 1ung ku Catalogue, (61). 
A§iatic Art, (265). 
YUn ch'ing Catalogue, (54). 
Page references are made in accordance with the system obtain-
ing in each work; where the page reference is absent the 
catalogue concerned is not available in Australasia - we have 
xxviii. 
worked from photographs. 
*The Hsiao hsiao Catalogue is erroneously written as 'Shao 1 in 
the following list - see Errata. 
REFERENCE TABU: OF INSCR!Pl'IONS 
1. 600.1 c Photo 43. 148.1 w S.T. 9/4Sa 
2. 538.1 w Shang 282-9 44. T .144.1 (Lt,!) W Chi ku 6/19a 
3. T.500.l w S.T. 4/46-9 n II Shao (144/B) 
4. S.4SO.l E Po ku 22/5-10 45. T .144.1 (.'I.all) W S.T. 9/37b 
5. T.405.1 w s.T. 4/44-5 46. 141.1 
.., s.T. 9/3Sa 
6. T .395.1 w S.T. 4/45-6 47. 138.1 w s.T. 9/37a 
7. T;349.1 ~L&) W S.T. 17/2o.:;_ 48. 133.1 Wr S.T. 10/45b 
s. T .349.1 LJ!) W Rubbing 49. 131.1 w Po ku 16/36-S 
9. T .349.1 (.L.£) W Koch'fihen 50. 131.2 w: Shang 265 
10. T.2S5.1 w s.T. 4/42-3 51. 129.1 w: S.T. 17/20a-b 
11. 280.1 w S.T. 4/40-1 52. 127.1 w K.K.H.P. 9/165 
12. 260.1 ~Lt.!) w T.C.Loo 53. 123.1 (L,!) w S.T. 9/30a 
13. 260.1 v.b) W Rubbing 54. 123.1 (Ll:!) w S.T. 9/30b 
14. S.222o.l w K'ao ku 3/24-5 55. 123.1 (.L.£) w S.T. 9/31& 
15. S.204.1 w Li tai 14/14-5 56. 121.1 (;v.a,) w s.T. 9/35b 
16. s.2oo.1 w Po ku 2/21-23 57. 121.1 ~l.a) W S.T. 9/35& 
17. T .195.1 w Hsi ch. 13/12b 58. 121.1 v.b~ W S.T. 9/36b 
18. 187.1 (v.a) W S.T. 6/57a 59. 121.1 (l.b w S.T. 9/36a 
19. 187.1 ~l.a) Wr s.T. 6/57b 60. 121.2 w S.T. 9/29b 
20. 187.1 v.b) W S.T. ll/3Sb 61. S .120.1 (Lt.!) E K1ao ku 1/7a 
21. T.162.1 w Hsi ch. 8/33b 62. S .120.1 (LJ!) E K'ao ku 1/6b 
22. S.156.1 w T.L. A/87b 63. S .120.1 (.L.£) E Hsi ch. 7{13b 
23. S.151.1 w K'ao ku ~34b 64. S .120.1 (L!l) E Chi ku 4 4lb 
24. T .149.1 (l.a) W Chi ku 5 12-3 65. T .115 .1 ( v.a) W S.T. 9/28b 
n n s .T. 12 32a-b 66. T.115.1 (1.a) W S.T. 9/28a 
25. T.149.1 (v.b) W S.T. 12/3la-b 67. T.115.1 (v.b) W S.T. 9/29a 
26. T .149.1 (l.b) W S.T. 12/30a-b 68. H.114.1 Li chi 
27. T .149.1 (.L.£) W Hsii A 1/31b 69. 113.1 ]!; T.L. B/167b 
28. T .149 .1 (.L.li) W Chi ku 4/32-4 70. T .112.1 w Chi ku 3/Sa 
" " 
S.T. ~37a-b n s.T. 1/65-6 
29. T .149.1 (~) W Hsii A 2Sb 71. 110.1 w S.T. 4/36b 
" " 
s.T. 4/38a-b 72. s.110.2 (v.a) w Po ku 16/27b 
30. T .149.1 (.Lt.!) W S.T. 4/39a-b 73. s.110.2 (v.b) w Hsii A 12/34b 
31. T.149.1 (v.g) W Chi ku 6/20-1 74. s.no.2 (1.b) w Hsii A 12/35b 
n 
" 
S.T. 9/45-6 75. s.uo.2 (v.c) w: Naito (110/0) 
32. T .149.1 ~l.g~ S.T. 9/46-7 76. 110.3 w Shang 280 
33. T .149.1 v.h W S.T. 9/39-40 77. 107.1 w S.T. 9/29b 
34. T .149.1 (1.h) W s.T. 9/38-9 78. 106.1 (Lt,!) w S.T. 9/37a 
35. T .149.1 (v.i) W s.T. 9/40-1 79. 106 .1 (Ll:!~ w s.T. 9/37b 
36. T .149.1 (1.i) W s.T. 9/41-2 so. S .104.1 v .a W K1ao ku 3/10a 
37. T .149.1 (v.j) W s.T. 9/42-3 81. s.104.1 ~1.a W K1ao ku 3/10b 
38. T .149.1 (l.j) W S.T. 9/44-5 82. s.104.1 (v.b~ W Li tai 14/11-2 
39. T .149.1 (v.k) W S.T. 9/43-4 83. s.104.1 (v.c w Li tai 14/12-3 
40. T .149.1 (1.k) W S.T. 9/47-S 84. 104.2 w T.L. A/133b 
41. T .149 .1 ( 1.1) W T .L. Aj47e. 85. T.l04.3 (v.a) W Hsii A 12/46b 
42. 149.2 w T .L. IJ/137a 86. T .104.3 (v.b) W S.T. 9/26a 
87. T,l04,3 (1,b) W 8,T, 9/25b 126, T,87,1 w Yiin 3/4B 
88. T,104.4 w 8,T, 1%19a.-b 127, T .87 ,2 (,L!) W Hsii A Yr29b 
89. 104.5 (,L!) w 8,T, 9 24b 11 II 8,T,917b 
90. 104.5 (.ll:&R) w 8,T, 9/24a 128, T ,87 .2 (.:I&R) W 8,T, 9/18a 
91. T .104,6 (v.a) V Chi ku 6/2/,B. 129. T ,85.1 w Chi ku 3/11-3 
II n 8.T. 9/23a 130, T,84.1 (v,a) W Chi ku 5/36a 
92. T,104,6 (1,a) W Chi ku 6/23& n n 8.T. 6/55a 
II n s.T. 9/21b 131. T,84,1 (v,b) W Liang 6/20a 
93. T,104.6 (v,b) W Chi ku 6/26a 132, T,84.1 (1,b) W Liang 6/20b 
" 
II 8,T, 9/23b 133. T ,84.1 (v,c) W Meng (84/A) 
94. T ,104,6 (v.c) W: S,T, 9/22a 134. 84.2 w 8,T, 4/32a 
95. T ,104.6 (1,c) W 8,T, 9/22b 135. 83.1 w: 8bao (83/M) 
96. T ,104,6 (v,d) W 8.T. 9/24a 136. 82.1 E K.K,H,P, 11/1 
97. T ,104,6 (1,d) W 8bao ( 104/G) 137. 81,1 w S.T. 4/33b 
98. T ,103,1 w Chi ku 6/17-8 138. 81.2 (,L!) w 8,T, 1/24-5 
n S,T, 9/21a 139. 81.2 (.:I&R) w 8,T, 1/25-7 
99. T ,102,1 w: 8,T. 9/20b 140. T,80.1 (v.a) W 8,T, 9/14& 
100. T,101,1 w Chi ku 5/34b 141. T ,80.1 (l,a) W: 8,T, 9/14b 
101. T ,101,2 (.ll:&R) W: Chi ku %9 142. T,80.1 (v,b) W Huai 80/M 
II II 8,T, 17 18b II 
" 
8,T, 9/15a 
102, T ,101,2 ~~~ W Hsii A 2/1b 143. T,80,1 (1,b~ W 8,T, 9/15b 
103. T,101.2 LS w Hsii A. 2/2b 144. T,80,1 (v,c W s.T. 9/16a 
104. s ,100,2 (,L!) w Li tai 10/9-11 145. T,80,1 (1.c) W Chi ku 7/15 
105. 8,100.1 w Li tai 16/2-3 n II s.T. 9/16b 
106, T,100,3 w Hus.i2/7b 146. 79.1 (,L!) w s.T. 1120-1 
lfYl. 100.4 w 8.T. 12/29b 147. 79.1 (.ll:&R) w 8,T. 1/2J...2 
108. 100.5 (v) w S,T, 10/44b 148. 79 .1 <u> w 8,T. 1/22-3 
109. 100.5 (1) w 8,T. 1%45a 149. 79.1 (.r..S) w 8.T. 1/24a 
110, 100,6 (v) w 8,T. 9 20a 150, T ,78,1 w 8,T, 9/13b 
111. 100.6 (1) w S,T, 9/19b 151. 78.2 E T ,L, B/165-7 
112. 99.1 w S,T, 9/19a 152. 78.3 w s.T, 4/31b 
113. T, 98,1 w Chi kU~31-2 153. T,77,2 (.L!) W Hsi ch, 2/17b 
II 8,T, 4 35b n 
" 
8.T. 4/33& 
114. T, 97,1 w Hus.i 2 7a 154. T.77,2 (.ll:&R) W Hsi ch, 2/19b 
11 S,T, Yfo36a 155. T. 77.2 <u> w s.T. 4/32b 
115. 92.1 w 8,T, 9 18b 156, T.77,2 (~) W Ching (77/M) 
ll6. T. 92,2 w Yiin 4 20 157. 74.1 w Rubbing 
n 8,T, 4/34& 158, T ,74,3 E Chi ku~9b 
117. 92.3 E K,K,H,P, 11/2 II 8,T, 10 25b 
118. T, 92,4 w Chi ku 4/28a 159. 73.2 E T,L, B 171-4 
n 8,T, 4/34b 160. 72.1 (v.a) E S,T, 1/43b 
119. 90.1 ..., 8,T. 4/35a 161, 72.1 (L!l) E 8,T. 1/44a 
120, 89.2 ~v,a) W S,T. 9/32a 162, 72.1 (L.£) E 8,T, 1/44b 
121. 89,2 1,a) W S.T, 9/31b 163. 72.1 (LS) E S.T, 1/45a 
122. 89J2 (v.b) W 8,T, 9/33a 164. T ,72,2 w Hsii A 12/ 44b 
123. 89.2 (l,b) w 8,T, 9/32b 165. 8,71.1 w K 1 ao ku 3/22b 
124. T, 88.1 w: Hsi ch, 27/4b 166, 71.2 w: Visser Pl. 11 
125. 88.2 w 8,T, 17/18a 167. 70.5 w 8,T, 4/27b 
168. 70,1 (~) w s.T. 4/28a 
169. 70.1 (v,b) W S.T. 4/28b 
170. 70.1 (v.c) W S,T, 4/29a 
171. 70,1 (v,d) W S,T, 4/29b 
172. 70.1 (v.e~ W S,T, 4/30a 
173. 70,1 (v.f W S,T, 4/30b 
17 4, 70,1 ( hl W S ,T. 4/3la 
17'• S,70.2 (v,a) W K'ao ku 3/15b 
176. S,70.2 (v,b) W H~iao p.57b 
177. S,70,2 (l,b~ W Hsiao p.57a 
178. S,70,2 (v.c W Hsiao p.56b 
179. S,70,2 (1.g W Hsiao p,56a 
180. 70.3 w B.~.s. 23/737 
181, T,70.4 W S,T, 4/27a 
182. 68,1 W S,T, 11/38a 
183. 67.3 W Shang 278 
184. 67,5 W Shang 250 
185. 66,1 (v) W S.T. ll/37b 
186, 66,1 (1) W S,T, 11/37a 
187, 66,2 W S ,T, 9/13a 
188. 66.3 w s.T. 6/54b 
189. s.65.2 (v.a) w Li tai 10/2-3 
190. S,65,2 (v,b) W Hsil K 4/3-4 
191. S,65,2 (v,c) W Hsiao p.92a-b 
192, 64,1 E T,L, B/159-64 
193, 64,2 W T,C,L, (64/G) 
194. T .64.3 W T .L. A/79a 
195· 64,5 W Kuan Pl. 12 
196. 63,1 (v,a) W S,T, 9/11b 
197. 63.1 (1,a) W S,T, 9/lla 
198. 63.1 (v,b) w s.T. 9/12a 
199. 63.1 (v,c) W Chiang (63/A) 
200. 63,2 W T ,L, A/8J.a 
201. s.63.3 w 11 tai~O 8-9 
202. 62,1 (v,a) W. S,T, 37a 
203, 62,1 (v,b) W S,T, 13 46b 
204. 62,1 (l,b) W S.T. 13/46b 
205, 61,1 E T,L, B/277-8 
206. T ,60,1 W Chi ku 4/27a 
n S,T, 4/25b 
207. T,60,2 (v,a) W S.T, 4/26a 
208. T,60,2 (v.b) W Hsi ch. 3/21b 
n n S ,T, 4/26b 
209. T.60,2 (v,c) W S,T. 9/7b 
210, T ,60,2 ( l,c) W S ,T. 9/7a 
211, T,60,2 (v.d) W S.T. 9/8b 
212. T,60,2 (l,d) W S,T, 9/Sa 
213. T,60,2 (v.e) W S,T, 9/9/b 
214. T,60,2 (1,e) w 
215, T ,60,2 ( v.f) W 
216, T ,60,2 (1,f) W 
217. T,60,2 (v,g) W 
218, T,60,2 (1,g) W 
219. T,6o.2 (v.h) w 
220, T,60,2 (v,i) W 
221, S,60.3 W 
222, T ,60,4 E 
223. 60.5 (v) W 
224. 60,5 (1) w 
225, 58.3 (v.a) W 
226, 58,3 (l,a) W 
227. 58.3 (v,b) W 
228, 58.3 (l,b) w 
229, 58.3 (v,c) W 
230. 58.3 (v,d) W 
231. T.58.4 (JA!) W 
ft II 
232. T.58.4 (v.b) w 
n n 
233. T.58.4 (v.o) W 
234. T,58.4 (v.d) W 
235. T.58.4 (v.e) W 
236. T.58.4 (v.f) W 
237. 57.1 w 
238, T.56.1 W 
n 
S,T. 9/9a 
S,T, 9/lOb 
S.T. 9/10a 
Hsi oh, 27/16b 
Hsi ch, 27/16b 
Shao (60/0) 
Shao (60/0) 
Hsiao p.41 
Chi ku 8/11 
K.K,H,P, 10/111 
K,K,H.P, 10/111 
S,T, 9/1b 
S.T, 9/la 
S,T, 9/2b 
S.T. 9/2a 
s.T, 9/3a 
s.T. 9/3b 
Hsi oh, 27/18b 
s.T. 9/6b 
Chi ku 6/14a 
s.T. 9/6a 
Hsi ch, 27 /20b 
Hsii A 15/15b 
S,T, 9/5b 
S,T, 9/5a 
S.T, 4/25a 
239. S.56.2 
240. 56,3 (v) 
Chi ku 6/15b 
T.L. AJ69b 
W K1ao ku 4/40b 
w s.T. 9/4b 
241. 56.3 (1) 
242. 56.4 
243. S.55.1 
244. T.55.2 
n 
245. 54.1 
246. 53.2 
247. 53.3 
248. 53.4 
249. 52.1 
250. T.52.2 
251. 
252. 
253. 
254. 
255. 
256. 
n 
52.3 
52.4 
51.2 
51.3 
51.4 (v) 
51.4 (1) 
W S.T. 9/4a 
w s.T. 4/24b 
W Po ku 2/19b 
W Yiin 5/23 
S,T, 8/54a 
W K,K,H,P, 9/1777 
w s.T. 8/52b 
W S,T. 4/24b 
W Shang 267 
w s.T. 4/24a 
W Chi ku 6/12a 
S.T. 8/52a 
E K,K,H,P, 11/13 
W K,K,H.P, 11/80 
W S.T, 6/53b 
W S,T, 6/54a 
W S,T. 13/44b 
W S ,T, 13/44b 
257. S.51.5 w Hsiao p.97 T .44.1 (v) w S.T. 8/51b 
258. 50.1 (v) w S.T. 13/45b 304. T .44.1 (1) w Hsi ch. 27/1b 
259. 50.1 (1) w s.T. 1%45a 305. T.44.3 w Chi ku 7/3b 
260. 50.2 w s.T. 4 23b " s.T. 6/52b 
261. T.50.3 w Chi ku 5/2b 306. 43.1 w S.T. 1%42& 
262. T.49.2 (v.a~ W Chi ki1 J{33b 3(]7. 43.2 (v.a) W s.T. 8 49a 
263. T.49.a (v.b W s.T. 13 43b 300. 43.2 (1.a) W S.T. 8/49b 
264. T.49.2 (1.b W Shao (i%G) 309. 43.2 (v.b) W S.T. 8/5Da 
265. T.49.2 (v.c) W S.T. 1 36b 310. 42.1 w s.T. 8/47b 
266. 49.3 w s.T. 10/44a 311. 42.2 E T.L. B/175a 
267. 49.4 w Shang 272 312. 42.4 E s.T. 8/47a 
268. 48.1 (v.a) 1il s.T. 13/43a 313. T.42.5 w Hsi ch. S/43b 
269. 48.1 (1.a) W S.T. 13/43a 314. 42.6 w A.M. 1/94 
270. 48.1 (v.b) W s.T. ~36a 315. 42.7 w S.T. S/50b 
271. 48.2 w T.L. A 104& 316. S.41.1 (L,!) E Hsiao p.91 
272. T .48.3 (v) w Hsi ch. 15/13b 317. S.41.1 (~) E Chi ku 3/14 
273. T.48.3 (1) w Hsi ch. 15/13b 31S. S.41.1 (~) E Fu chai p.33 
n n w s.T. i%42b 319. S.41.1 (~) E s.T. l/2Da 
274. 48.4 w S.T, 23b 320. 41.2 (L,!) w s.T. 8/47b 
275. 48.5 ~1.a~ W s.T. 14/12a 321. 41.2 ~~~ w S.T. S/48a 
276. 4.17 v.a W S.T. 14/12a 322. 41.2 ~ w S.T. S/48b 
277. 48.5 (v.b W s.T. 13/44& 323. 41.2 ~~~ w Shao (41/D) 
27S. 48.5 (1.b) w s.T. 13/44& 324. T .41.3 L.! W Chi ku 5/33a 
279. 48.5 (v.c~ W S.T. ll/35b " II s.T. 6/52b 280. S.48.6 (v.a E Hsiao p.9 325. T.41.3 (~) W Rubbing 
281. S.48.6 (v.b) E Chi ku%i26a 326. 41.4 w Rubbing 
282. 47.1 w S.T. 10 25a 327. 41.5 w S.T. 4l22a 
283. 47.2 E T,L. B 188b 328. 41.6 (v.a) W S.T. 4/2la 
284. S,47.3 (L.!) W Hsiao p.10 329. 41.6 <;t> w S.T. 1%43b 
285. S.47.3 (~) W Chi ku 4/21 330, 41.7 (v W S.T, 8 44a 
2S6. S.47.3 (v.c) W Shao (47/A) 331. 41.7 (1) w S.T. 8/44& 
287. 47.4 w C.F.T~.3a 332. 40.2 (,w~ w s.T. 4/2Db 
288. 1,6.1 (~~ E S.T. 22b 333. 40.2 (~ w S.T. 4/2Da 
289. 46.1 (v.b E s.T. 4/22b 334. 40.2 (~) w s.T. 4/2Db 
290. 46.2 (Yd. E s.T. 12/28b 335. 40.2 (~) w Shan chai 
291. 46.2 (v.b) E S,T. 12/29a 336. 40.2 (,L!) w K.K.H.P. 11/85 
292. S.46.3 W Hsiao p.52 337. s.40.3 (v.a) W Po ku 10/33b 
293. 46.4 (v.a) W K,K.H.P. 10/80 338. S.40.3 (1.aj W Po ku 10,i33b 
294. 46.4 (v,b) W K,K.H.P. 10/81 339. 8,40.3 (v.b W Chi ku 5/7b 
295· 46.4 (1,a) W K,K.H.P. 10/82 340. 40.4 w Sha.o ( 40/1) 
296. T.45.1 E Chi ku 6/12b 341. 40.5 w S,T, 4/21b 
297. 45.2 w Chin sh. 1a 342. 40.6 (v) w s.T. 13/42b 
298. 45.3 (v~ W s.T. 8/5Db 343. 2.16 (1) w S.T. 13/42b 
299. 45.3 (1 w s.T. 8/50a 344. T,40.7 (v) w Hsii A l2/40b 
300. 45.4 (1,a) W K,K,H.P, 9/154 n n S.T. 8/44b 
301. 45.4 (v.a) W K.K.H.P. 9/155 345. T .40.7 (1) w Hsii A ~4Db 
302. 45.4 (v.b) W K,K,H.P. 9/P1.2 346. 39.1 (,L!~ E S.T. 12 25a 
303. T.44.1 (v) W Hsi ch. 27/1 347. 39.1 (~ E s.T. 12/25b 
348. S.39.2 (~) W 
349. 8,39.2 (~) W 
350. S.39.2 (~) W 
351. 39.3 w 
352. S.39.4 (~) E 
353. S.39.4 (~) E 
354. S.38.1 W 
355. S.38.2 (~) W 
356. S.38o2 (~) W 
357. 38.3 w 
358. 38.4 w 
359. 37.1 w 
360. 37.2 E 
361. T.37.3 (v.a) W 
n n 
362. T.37.3 (1.a) W 
363. T.37.3 (v.b) W 
364. T.37.3 (1.b) W 
365. T.37.3 (v.c) W 
366. T.37.3 (1.c) W 
367. 37.4 w 
368. 37.5 w 
369. 37.6 w 
370. 36.1 E 
371. T .36.2 W 
372. 36.4 E 
373. S .36.5 E 
374. S.36.7 W 
375. T.35.2 (v) W 
376. T.35.2 (1) W 
377. 35.3 (~) w 
378. 35.3 (~) w 
379. 35.4 w 
380. T.35.5 (v.a) W 
381. T.35.5 (v.b) W 
382. T.35.5 (v.c) W 
383. T .35.5 (v.d) W 
384. T.35.5 (1.d) W 
385. T.35.5 (v.e) W 
386. T.35.5 (1.e) W 
387. S.35.6 (v) W 
388. 8,35.6 (1) W 
389. 34.1 (~) w 
390. 34.1 (~) w 
391. 34.1 (v.c) W 
392. T.34.2 (v.a) W 
393. T.34.2 (1.a) W 
394. T.34.2 (v.b) W 
Hsiao p.11 
Hsiao p.ll 
Chi ku 4/21a 
S.T. 12/28a 
K'ao ku 1/9b 
Po ku 2/29b 
Fu chai p.10 
Hsiao p.28 
Rubbing 
Wen w l/2 
A.M. 1/75 
S.T. 5/12a 
T.L. B/158a 
Hsi ch. 15/9b 
S.T. 13/40b 
Hsi ch. 15/9b 
Hsi ch. 15/llb 
Hsi ch. 15/llb 
S.T. 13/41a 
S.T. 13/4la 
Rubbing 
K.K.H.P. 11/69 
K.K.H.P, 11/88 
s.T. 14/55b 
Hsi ch. 3/39b 
T.L. B/187b 
K1 ao ku 6/ab 
K' ao ku 4/28b 
Hsi ch. 13/10b 
Hsi ch. 13/10b 
S.T. 4/18a 
S.T. 4/18a 
K.K.H.P. 11/168 
Hsu A 
Hsi ch. 8/26b 
Hsi ch. 8/30b 
Hsi ch. 32/7b 
Hsi ch. 32/7b 
Hsi ch. 8/28b 
Hsi ch. 8/28b 
Hsiao p.25 
Hsiao p.25 
S.T. 8/40b 
S.T. 8/41a 
s.T. 8/41b 
Hsi ch. 15/20b 
Hsi ch. 15/20b 
Chi ku 5/32b 
395. T.34.2 (v.c) W 
396. T.34.2 (v.d) W 
397. T.34.2 (1.d) W 
398. T .34.3 W 
399. 34.4 w 
400. T .34.6 E 
401. T.33.1 (v) W 
n " 
402. T.33.1 (1) W 
403. 33.2 E 
404. T.33.3 W 
405. S.33.4 (~) W 
406. S.33.4 (~) W 
407. S.33.4 (~) W 
408. 33.5 w 
409. 33.6 c 
410. 33.7 c 
411. 32.2 (v) W 
412. 32.2 (1) w 
413. 32.3 ( v.a) W 
414. 32.3 (1.a) W 
415. 32.3 (v.b) W 
416. 32.3 (1.b) w 
417. 32.4 E 
418. 32.5 w 
419. 32.6 (v) W 
420. 32.6 (1) w 
421. 32.7 E 
422. 31.1 w 
423. 31.2 (~) w 
424. 31.2 (~) w 
425. 31.3 w 
426. 31.4 w 
427. 31.5 E 
428. T.31.6 W 
429. S,31.7 (v.a) W 
430. S.31.7 (~) W 
431. S.31.7 (~) W 
432. 30.1 w 
433. 30.2 (v.a) E 
434. 30.2 (1,a) E 
435. 30.2 (v.b) E 
436. 30.2 (1.b) E 
437. 30.2 (v.c~ E 
438. 30.2 (1.c E 
439. 8,30.3 (~ E 
440. 8,30.3 (v.b) E 
441. 30.4 (v) W 
S.T. 13/41b 
S.T. 13/41b 
s.T. 13/41b 
S.T. 8/40a 
S.T. 6/52a 
s.E.c.s /23b 
Yiin 2/44 
S.T. 13/40b 
S.T. 13/40b 
T.L. B/186a 
Chi ku 7/17a 
Hsiao p.15 
Fu chai p.15 
Meng. 
T.L. A/103a 
S.T. 4/17a 
s.T. 4/17b 
S.T, 8/36a 
S,T. 8/36a 
K.K.H.P, 11/66 
K.K.H.P, 11/66 
K.K.H.P. JJ/66 
K.K,H.P. 11/66 
S.T. 4/15a 
K.K.H.P. 10/107 
s.T. 13/40a 
S.T. 13/40a 
Shao (32/G) 
s.T. 4/16a 
S.T. 4/13b 
Shang 261 
Rubbing 
s.T. 8/37b 
S.T. 10/22b 
Chi ku 4/23a 
Li tai 9/103 
HsU K 4/17b 
S.T. 4/16a 
s.T. 12/24b 
s.T. 10/40b 
s.T. 10/4la 
S.T. 10/41b 
S.T. 10/42a 
S.T. 10/42b 
S.T. 10/43a 
Hsiao p.50 
Li tai 6/70 
S.T. 8/35b 
442. 30.4 (1) w S.T, 8/35b 486, S,27 ,4 (.L.ll) w Hsiao p.l4 
443, T ,30,5 w Hsi ch. 31/31b 487. S,27 .4 (.L.l<) w Fu chai p.13 
II S.T, 14/llb 488, S,27.4 (.L>l) w Fu chai p.l4 
444. S,30,6 (v) E K1ao ku 5/22b 489. s .27 .4 (L.!!,~ w Chi ku 4/24a 
445, 8,14.12 (1) E K1ao ku 5/22b 490, S,27,4 x.!W Hsi ch. 32/36b 
446. 8,30.7 Ci.a!!) W Hsiao p,26 491. 27.5 ~v.a W S,T. 8/28b 
447. 8,30.7 (.Ll2) w Fu chai p.17 492. 27.5 (1.a) W S.T. 8/28b 
448, S,30.7 (.LS) w Rub bin' 493. 27.5 (v.b) W S.T, 8/29a 
449. 30.10 w S.T. 4 12b 494. 27.5 ~1.b) w S.T. 8/29a 
450, T,30,11 (v) w Hsii A 495. 27.5 v.c) W s.T. 8/29b 
451. T.30.11 (1) . W Hsli A 496. 27.5 (v.d) W Shao (27/C) 
452. 30.12 w s.T. 4/13b 497. 27.6 (.L.ll) w S.T. 8/31b 
453. T ,30,14 (v,a) W Chi ku JS2a 498. 27.6 (L,!) w s.T. 4/10a 
II II S,T. ll 35a 499. 27.8 E s.T. 8/32b 
454. T,30,14 (v.b) W Chi ku s;;a 500, 27.9 E S,T, 8/33a 
II II S,T. 13 39b 501, T .27 ,10 (Jl.&.!!) E Chi ku 6/13b 
455, T,30,14 (1,b) W Chi ku ~7a 502, T .27 ,10 (.L.ll) E Shao (27/G) 
II II s.T. 13 39b 503, T,27,10 (.LS) E S,T. 8/32b 
456. 30.15 w s.T. 6 49b 504, T,27.10 (~) E S,T. 8/32a 
457. 30.16 w s.T. 4/12a 505. 27.11 w Rubbing 
458. 29.1 w Chi ku 5/31b 506. 27.12 w Kuan p.24 
459. 29.3 w T .L, A/35b 507. 26,1 w S,T. 4/5b 
460, 29.4 E T,L, B/165a 508. 26,2 E T,L, B/154b 
461, 29.5 w T ,C,L, 509. 26,3 w s.T. 6/51b 
462. 29.7 (v,a) W S.T. 8/36b 510. 26.4 w S,T, ll/34a 
463. 29.7 (1,a) W s.T. 8/36b 5ll. S,26,6 (Jl.&.!!~ E Hsiao p.59 
464. 29.7 (v,b) W s.T. 8/37a 512. S,26,6 (Lll E Hsiao p.59 
465. 29.8 . .. Shang 274 513. S,26,6 (.LS) E Fu chai p.28 
466, T .29,9 (v) w Chi ku 2/16a 514 .• S,26,6 (.i.&.) E. Shao (~G) 
467, T. 2,17 (v) w Chi ku 2/16b 515. 8,26,7 (.JL&~ w Po ku a 
468. 29.10 E S,E,C,~25 ... 516, S,26,7 (.Ll2 w Hsi ch, 3/20b 
469. 29.11 E S.T. 12 24a 517. S,26.7 (.LS) w Hsil A 1/13b 
470. 29.12 E S.T. 8 38a 518. S,26.7 (.I.&.) w Hsii B l/10b 
471. 28.1 w Chin W 1/50 519. S,26,7 ~L.!l.) w Chi c.025b 
472. 28,2 (Jl.&.!!~ E T,L, B/156a 520, S,26,7 Lt,W Liang 3a 
473. 28.2 (.L.ll E T,L, B/157a 521, S,26,7 L.!?:~ \.f Chi ku 1/12a 
474. 28,3 E s.T. 8/31b 522. 26.8 (v) E s.T. 8/30b 
475. 28.4 (v) w s.T. 8/31a 523. 26.8 (1) E S,T, 8/30b 
476. 28.4 (1) w s.T. 8/31a 524. 26.9 (v) w A.H. 1/94 
477. 28.5 w Rubbing 525. 26,9 (1) w A,H, 1/94 
478. 28,6 w s.T. 4/10a 526. 25.1 (v) w S,T, 13/39b 
499. 28,7 w S,T, 3/L,7a 527. 25.1 (1) w S.T. 13/39b 
480, S,27.1 E K1ao ku 7/12b 528, 25,2 ~)W S,T, 1%15b 
481. 27.2 w T,L, A/68-9 529. 25.2 ) w s.T. 4 5a 
482. 27.3 (v,a) W S.T, ll/34b 530. 25.2 (h9.) w s.T. 4/5a 
483. 27.3 (1,a) W S.T, ll/34b 531. 25.2 (v,d) W S.T. 4/4b 
484. 27,3 (v.b) W s.T. 11/35a 532. 25,2 (:w_) w s.T. 4/5b 
485. s .27 .4 (v.a) W Po ku 2/26b 533. 25.2 (v.f) W S,T. 8/22b 
534. 25.2 (1.f) w S,T, 8/22b T,24o5 w S.T, 4/3a 
535. 25,2 (v,g) W S,T, 8/23a 581, T .24,6 E Chi ku 5/15 
536. 25.2 (1.g) w S,T, 8/23a n Naito (24/M) 
537. 25.2 (v,h) W s.T. 8/23b 582, 24.7 E S,T, 8/26a 
538. 25.2 (1,h) w S,T, 8/23b 583, T ,24,8 w Chi ku 4/13a 
539. 25.2 (v.i) vi S,T, 8/24a 584. T ,24,9 w Chi ku 5/32a 
540. 25.2 (1.i) w S,T, 8/24a n S,T, 4/4a 
541. 25.2 ( v .j ~ w S,T, 8/24b 585, T ,24,10 w Hsii A 6/34b 
542. 25.2 (1.j w S,T, 8/24b 586, S,24,11 ~v) w Hsiao p.34 
543. 25.2 (v.k) W S,T, 8/25a 587. S,24.11 1) w Hsiao p.34 
544. 25.2 (1.k) w s.T, 8/25a 588, 24.12 w K.K,H,P, 9/161 
545. 25.2 (v,1) W S.T. 8/25b 589. 23.1 w S,T, 6/49b 
546. 25.2 (1,1) w s.T. 8/25b 590. T .23.2 w Hsi ch, 13/Sb 
547. 25.2 (v,m) W s.T. 12/23a II S,T, 6/49a 
548. 25.2 (1,m) W S.T. 12/23a 591. s .23.3 (v.a) E Po ku 3/3b 
549. 25.2 (v,n) W S,T, 12/23b 592, S,23.3 (.Y.J2) E Hsiao p.14 
550. 25.2 (1,n) W S,T, 12/23b 593, T,23,4 w Hsi ch, 27/30b 
551. 25.2 (v.o) W Shao (25/L) 594. 23.5 (v,a) E S,T. 12/21b 
552. 25.2 (v.p) vi Shao (25/L) 595. 23.5 (1,a) E S,T, 12/21a 
552. 25.2 (v,q) W Shao (25/L) 596. 23.5 (v,b) E S,T, 12/22b 
553. 25.2 (v.r) W Rubbing 597. 23.5 (1,b) E S,T, 12/22a 
554. 25.3 E T,L, B/190a 598. 23.6 w Naito (23/A) 
555. S.25.4 w Fu chai p.9 599. 23.7 w S.T. 11/33a 
556. 25.5 E S,T, 6/52a 600, T .23,8 E Chi 1.-u !./12a 
557. 25.8 w S,T, 4/4a 11 S,T, 4/2a 
558, T .25,9 (v.a) E Hsi ch, 2/33b 601. 23.9 w Photo 
559, T.25.9 (.Y.J2) E S,T. 4/8b 602, T,23.10 B Chi ku 4/12b 
56o, T ,25,9 (L.£~ E S,T, 4/Sa 6o3. 23.11 (v,a) E S,T, 8/16b 
561, T .25.9 (~ E S.T, 4/7b 6C4. 23.11 (v,b) E S,T, 8/17a 
562, 25,10 (v) vi S,T, 13/38b 6o5. 23.11 (1,b~ E S,T, 8/17a 
563. 25.10 (1) 'vi S.T, 13/38b 606. 23.11 (v,c E Photo 
564. 25.11 w s.T. 13/53b 607, T ,23.12 w Huai 
565, T.25,12 (~) E Chi ku 5/17b II S,T, 11/33a 
566, T,25.12 (.Y.J2) E Rubbing 6C8, 23.13 (v) E Shao (23/G) 
567, T.25,12 (L.£) E Shao (25/G) 60'). 23.13 (1) E Shao (23/G) 
568, T,25.12 (~) E Heng 610, 23.14 w S,T, 8/19b 
569, T.25,12 ~LSI) E S.T. 8/30a 611, T.23.15 (v.a) E Chi ku 7/13b 
570, T .25 ,12 L-1:) E Shao (2%G) 11 II Rubbing 
571, 25.13 (v) W S,T. 13 39a 612, T,23,15 (1,a) E Chi ku 7/14a 
572. 25.13 (1) ~~ S,T. 13/39a II II Rubbing 
573. 25.14 w S.T. 11/33b 613. T,23,15 {v,b) E S,T. 10/40a 
574. S.25.15 w Li tai 2/11 614. T,23,15 (1,b) E S,T. 1%40a 
575. 25.16 w S,T, 4/7a 615. 23.16 E S,T, 4 3b 
576, T ,25,17 w Hsu A x~6b 616, 23.17 E Shao {23/Z) 
577. 24.2 E S,T, 4 9a 617. 23.18 \>/ S,E,C. 5/9a 
578, 24.3 E T,L, B/179a 618, T,23.19 (~) W Chi ku 5/28b 
579. 24.4 w S,T, 4/7a II n S,T, 6/50a 
580, T ,24,5 w Chi ku l/13a 619. T,23.19 {~) W S,T. 4/2b 
620. T.23.19 (!LQ) W RubbinJ 662. T.21.16 ~v.a~ W S.T. 6/49a 
621. 22,1 w s.T. 6 50b 663. T.21.16 1.a W Hsii A 12/ 43b 
622. 22.2 w S.T. 10/37b 664. T.21.16 (v.b) W S.T. 6/49a 
623. 22.3 E T.L. B/186b 665. 21.19 E S.T. 17/27a 
624. 22.4 w S,T. 4/2a 666. T .21.20 (L.!!:) W Chi ku 5/27a 
625. 22,5 (v) E S,T, 8/20a n n S,T. 6/5la 
626. 22.5 (1) E S.T. 8/20a 667. T .21,20 (L,h) W s.T. 6/5la 
627. 22.6 w S,E.C, 6/10b 668. 21.21 w Shang 251 
628. 22.7 w Rubbing 669, B,21,22 c Shih no,10 
629. 22.8 (v) w S.T. 8/19a 670. 21.23 E s.T. 10/39b 
630. 22.8 (1) w S.T. 8/19a 671. 20.1 (v) w S,T, 13/38a 
631. 22.9 w S.T. 8/22a 672. 3.20 (1) w S,T, 13/38a 
632. 21.2 w S.T. 1x4lb 673. 20.2 w s.T. 14/55b 
633. 21.3 E T,L, B 186b 674. T,20.4 w Hsi ch, 19/8b 
634. T,21,4 E Chi ku 4/14a 675. 20.5 (v) w S,T, 10/19a 
n S.T. 4/1b 676. 20.5 (1) ~~ S,T, 10/19a 
635. T ,21,7 w S,T. ll/32b 677. 20.7 E Shao (20/G) 
636. T.21,8 w Hsi ch. 27/5b 678. S,20.8 E Po ku 18/7b 
637. T.21.9 (v.a) W Hsli A 679. 20.9 ~~ S,T, 3/51b 
638. T,21.9 (1.a) W Chi ku %na 680. 20.10 w S.T, 3/50a 
639. u II s.T. 12 20b 681. 20.ll w S,T, 3/53b 
640. T.21.9 (v.b) W Hsi ch. 19/llb 682. 20.12 
" 
s.T. 3/53b 
641. T.21.9 (1.b) w Hsi ch. 19/llb 683. T ,20.13 E Chi ky~lla 
642. T.21,9 (v.c~ ~~ s.T. 12/20a 684. 20.14 w Shao 20 'A 
643. T,21.9 (1,c W s.T. 12j20a 685. 19.1 (v) E T ,L, B 182b 
644. T.21.9 (v.d) W s.T. 12/20b 686. 19.1 (1) E T.L. B/182b 
645. T.21,9 (1.d) w S,T, 12/20b 687. 19.2 E T ,L. B/182b 
646, T.21.10 (L.!!:) W Chi ku 'XJa 688. 19.3 E T ,L, B/182a 
647, T .21,10 (L,h) W s.T. 10 18b 689. T,l9.4 (L.!!:) w Hsii B x6b 
648. T .21.ll E Hsi ch. 32/37b II n S.T.350a 
649. T.21,12 (v.a) E: Hsi ch. 27/23b 690. T .19.4 (L,h) w s.T. 3/50b 
n 
" 
s.T. 8/17b 691. 19.5 w T.L. A/26a 
650. T,21,12 (l,a) E: Hsi ch. 27/28b 692. s .19.6 (lW!,) w Li tai 9/10 
" " 
S.T. 8/17b 693. S,19.6 (L,h) w Fu chai p.29 
651. T.21.12 (v.b) E s.T. 8/18a 694. 19.8 w Shang 277 
652, T,21,12 (l.b) E S.T • 8/18 695. 19.9 w Shang 292 
653. T,21,12 (v.c) E s.T. 8/18b 696. 19.10 E S,T. 8/1a 
654. 21.13 E: s.T. 8/5b 697. 18.2 w s.T. 6/49a 
655. T,21,14 (L.!!:) E Hsu A 12/49b 698. 3,18.3 w Hsiao p.72 
n II s.T. 8/19b 699, T .18,4 w Hsi ch, 8/39b 
656, T.21.14 (.I.Jl) E Huai II S,T, 1x32b 
n n Shao (21/D) 700. 18.5 w S,T. 6 48b 
657, T .21,15 (L.!!:) E Chi ku 7/12b 701, 18.6 (L.!!:) w Shao (~Z) 
II II S.T, 10/39b 702. 18.6 (L,h) w Shao 18 Z 
658. T.21,15 (L,h) E S.T. 10/39a 703. 18,6 <;r> w Shao 18/Z 
659. T.21.15 (.L£) E s.T. 10/39a 704. 18.7 ~v W S,T. 13/38b 
660, 21.17 w Shao (21/A) 705. 18.7 1) w S,T. 13/38a 
661. T.21.16 (v.a) ~~ Hsii A 12/ 42b 706. 18.8 \V Rubbing 
7C!7. 18.9 w S.T. 5/lla 753. 15.6 (v) w S.T. 16/47a 
708 18.10 (v) w s.T. 13/37b 754. 15.6 (1) w S.T. 16/47a 
709. 18.10 (1) w s.T. 13/37a 755. 15.7 w K.K.H.P. 10/95 
710. B.18.15 c Shih no. 15 756. T .15.8 ~ Chi ku 1/10b 
711. 18.16 w Shang Z79 757. T .15.9 w Chin W 1/25 
712. T .17 .1 E: Chi ku 7/26a 758. P.15.10 w Rubbing 
713. 17.2 (v~ w S.T. 13/37a 759. B.15.15 c Shih no. 8 
714. 17.2 (1 w s.T. 13/37a 760. B.15.16 c Shih no. 8 
715. 17.3 ( Y...§.) w S.T. 3/46b 761. T.14.1 <u> :e: Chi ku 3/2a 
716. 17.3 ('lab.) w s.T. 3/46b n II T.L. B/178b 
717. 17.4 ( Y..,!l:) w S.T. 3/41a 762. T .14.1 (.L.!!:) E T.L. B/177a 
718. 17.4 (Y.J<)W s.T. 6/48a 763. T .14.1 (.L,h) E T.L. B/178a 
719. 17.4 (v.c) W Shang 253 764. T.14.1 (LS.) E T .L. B/178a 
720. 17.5 (v~ W s.T. 13/36a 765. T .14.1 ~~) E T.L. B/178b 
721. 17.5 (1 w s.T. 13/36a 766. T .14.1 L!) E Rubbing 
722. 17.6 w S.T. ll/32b 767. T.14.1 (:I.E~ E T .c.L. 
723. 17.7 (v) lil: s.E.c. 6/9b 768. T.14.1 (z.!!. E. T .C .L. 
724. 17.7 (1) E S.E.C. 6/9b 769. 14.2 (v.a) W S.T. 7/36b 
725. 17.8 w Shang 268 770. 14.2 (1.a) ll S.T. 7/36b 
726. 17.9 w K.K.H.P. 10/llO 771. 14.2 (v.b) W S.T. 7/37a 
727. P.17.10 w Rubbing 772. 14.2 (1.b) w S.T. 7/37a 
728. 17.18 w K.K.H.P. 10/108 773. 14.2 (v.c) W S.T. 7/37b 
729. 16.1 II s.T. 6/47b 774 .• 14.2 (1.c) W s.T. 7/37b 
730. T .16.2 ( Y..,!l:) w Chi ku %27b 775. T .14.3 w Huai 
II II w S.T. 13 36a II s.T. 6/46a 
731. T .16.2 (v.b) W s.T. 13/36b 776. T .14.4 w Hsi.i A 
732. 16.3 w Shao (16/N) 777. S.14.5 (.L.!J:) w K 1 ao ku 7013b 
733. 16.4 w Ts 1ung 7 /29a 778. S.14.5 (.L,h) w Po ku 22 21b 
734. 16.5 w s.T. 3/37b 779. 14.6 w s.T. 12 12b 
735. 16.6 (v) E s.E.c. ll/22a 780. 14.7 (v.a) W s.T. 13/35a 
736. 16.6 (1) E S.E.C. ll/22a 781. 14.7 (1.a) W s.T. 13/35a 
737. 16.7 w S.T. 6/46b 782. 14.7 (v.b) ~/ s.T. 13/37b 
738. T .16.8 E Chi ku 6/27b 783. 14.8 (v) w s.T. 13/36a 
II S.T. 7/40a 784. 14.8 (1) w S.T. 13/36a 
739. 16.9 w S.T. 7/48a 785. T .14.9 Hsii A 16/1b 
740. T .16.10 (v) w Hsi ch. 15/30b 786. T.14.10 (1.a) Hsi yi Pl. 17 
741. T.16.10 (1) w Hsi ch. 15/30b 787. T.14.10 (1.b) Shao (14;D) 
742. P.16.n w Rubbing 788. T .14.ll ( v) w Chi ku 1/34a 
743. 16.12 (v.a~ W K.K.H.P. 11/92 789. T .14.11 (1) w Chi ku l/35b 
744. 16.12 (.L,h H K .K .H .P • 10/76 790. 14.12 c S.E.C. 10/20 
745. B.l6.13 c Shih no. 1 791. 14.13 s.T. 6/46a 
746. P.l6.14 w Rubbing 792. 14.14 (v.a) S.E.C. 10/7a 
747. 15.1 w T.L. A/l44a 793. 14.14 (l.a) s.:s.c. 10/7b 
748. 15.2 (~) w S.T. 6/48b 794. 14.14 (v.b) S .E.G. 10/9b 
749. 15.2 ( "l.oh) w s.T. 6/48b 795. 14.14 (1.b) S.E.C. 10/9a 
750. 15.3 ~~ s.T. 3/31b 796. 14.15 W S.T. 3/20b 
751. 15.4 E s.E.c. /15b 797. T.14.16 Chi ku 5/14a 
752. 15.5 w s.T. 7/47a 798. B.14.17 c Shih no. 7 
799. 14.18 s.T. 3/32b 81,4, 12.9 (1) S,T, 7/30a. 
800, 14.19 w S,T. 7/3L,b 845. 12.10 w S,T. 3/29a 
801. 14.20 S,T, 7/35a 846. 12.11 w S,T. 6/45b 
802. 14.21 w Hsiin. 847. 12.12 w S.T. 6/45b 
803. P.14.22 w Rubbing 84$. 12.13 w S,T. 7/26a 
804. 13.1 lit T,L, B/155b 81,9. 12.14 w S,T, 16/47a 
805. 13.2 S,T. 3/29a 850. T,12.15 (1) Hsi ch, 9/7b 
806, T .13.3 (L,!l;) w Chi ku 5/26b II S,T. 13/35a 
n II s.T. 6/46a 851. T ,12.15 ( v) Hsi ch, ~ 
807. T .13.3 (z...l:!) w S.T, 6/46a 852. T .12,16 Hsu A 14 34b 
808, T .13.4 Hsi ch, 13/27b 853. 12.17 w Rubbing 
809. T .13.5 (v,a) Chi ku 6/5b 854. 12.18 c Kung p.78 
" 
II Shao (13/D) 855. 12.19 c S,T, 3/25a 
810, T ,13,5 (1,a) Chi ku 6/5b 856. 12.20 c S,T, 3/26a 
II ll Shao (13/D) 857. 12.21 c S.T. 3/44a 
811. T .13.5 (v.b) s.T. 7/3JA 858. 12.22 c S,T, 17/5-6 
812. T ,13.5 (l.b~ S,T. 7/31a 859. B,12.23 c Shih no, 16 
813. T .13.5 (v,c s.T. 7/31b 86o, T .12.24 Chi ku 4/24b 
814. T .13.5 (1.c) S,T. 7/31b 861. T ,12,25 Chi ku 5/26a 
815. T ,13,5 (v,d) s.T. 7/31b 862. 12.26 w s.T. 3/23b 
816, T .13.5 ~1,d~ S,T, 7~2a 863. 12.28 ~L.!J:)W S,T, 3/27a 817. T .13.5 v,e S,T, 7 32a 864. 12 .28 z...l:!)W S,T. 3/27a 
818. T .13.5 (1.e) S,T, 7/32a 865. P.12.29 w Rubbing 
819, T .13.5 (v,f) s.T. 7/32b 866. 11.1 w S,T, 3/21b 
820. 13.6 c S,E,C, 10/18 867. 11.2 w S,T, 7/23a 
821. 13.7 c S,E,C, 10/21 868. ll.3 w S,T, 16/46b 
822. 13.8 c S,E,C, 10/29 868, 11.4 w Meng 
823. 13.9 E Chin sh. p.6 869. ll.5 w Rubbing 
824. 13.10 w S,T. 6/!,7a 870. T ,11,6 E Chi ku 4/24b 
825. B,13.11 c Shih no. 14 871. ll.7 S,T. 7/22a 
826, T ,13.12 Chi ku 4/8a 872. B.11.10 c Shih no, ll 
827, B,13,13 c Shih no, 2 873. B,ll,11 c Shih no, 5 
828. 13.14 E Shang 252 874. T .10.1 E; Chi ku 1%3b 
829. T .12.1 (v.a) W Hsi ch, 3/29b 875. T ,10,2 (v) w Chi ku 6 3b 
830, T ,12.1 (z...l:!) w Hsi ch, 3/27b II II S,T, 7/21b 
831. T .12.1 (v.c) W S.T. 3/24a 876. T ,10,2 (1) w Chi ku 6/3b 
832. T .12.1 (~) w Shao (12/A) II II T,L, A/26b 
833. T .12.1 <;r> w Hsi ch. %_25b 877. 10.3 Pils. p.84 
834. 12.2 (v S,E,C, 5 12a 878. 10.4 w S.T, 13/34b 
835. 12.2 (1) S,E:,c. 5/12a 879. 10.5 Shang 277 
836, T,12.3 E Yiin 4/44 ,880, T ,10,6 Chi ku 4/7b 
837. 12.4 E T ,L, B/190a. II Rubbing 
838. T .12.5 w Ilsli A 881, B,l0.7 c Shih no, 3 
839. S.12.6 (v) w Hsiao p.37 882. B,10,8 c Shih no, 17 
840, S.12.6 (1) w Hsiao p.37 883. 10.9 t.J K .K ,H ,P, 10/108 
841. 12.7 w s.T. 3/23a 884. 10.10 E Rubbing 
842. 12.8 w S,T, 3/26b 885. 10.11 w Shang 268 
843· 12.9 (v) S,T, 7/30a. 886. 10.12 S,T, 7/22a 
887. 10.13 S.T. 17/5a 934. 7.7 c s.E.c. 10/28 
888. 9.1 (v) w: S.T. 13/30a 935. 7.8 c S.F;.c. 12/11 
889. 9.1 (1) w s.T. 13/30b 936. 7.9 c s.T. 3/12b 
890. 9.2 (v) w s.T. 13/34a 937. 7.10 c S.T. 3/12b 
891. 9.2 (1) VI s.T. 13/34a 938. 7.11 c S.T. 3/13a 
892. 9.3 S.E.C. 6/8 939. 7.12 c s.T. 3/13a 
893. 9.4 c S.E.C. 2/10 940. 7.13 E s.c. 130a 
894. 9.5 c S.E.C. 2/11 941. 7.14 c s.T. 16/25b 
895. 9.6 c S.E.C. 2/12 942. 7.15 c s.T. 18/28a 
896. 9.7 c s.E.C. 2/13 943. 7.16 c s.T. 1%28b 
897. 9.8 c S.E.C. 2/15 944. 7.17 c s.T. 312b 
898. 9.9 c S.E.C. 10/22 945. 7.18 c S.T. 2/54b 
899. 9.10 c S.E.C. 10/23 946. T .7 .19 Chi ku 4/23b 
900. 9.11 c s.E.c. 10/24 947. T.7.20 w Chi ku 1/12b 
901. 9.12 c s.T. 3/19b 948. T.7.21 Chi ku 5/17a 
902. 9.13 c S.T • 3/19b 949. T.7.22 Chi ku 7/25b 
903. B. 9.14 c Shih no. 6 950. B.7.23 c Shih no. 21 
904. B. 9.15 c Shih no. 18 951. P.6.1 w Rubbing 
905. P. 9.16 w Rubbing 952. 6.2 w Hsi.in 
906. P. 9.17 w Rubbing 953. P.6.3 VI Rubbing 
907. 9.19 c Rubbing 954. P.6.4 w RubbinJ 
908. 1: •. 9.20 Chi ku 4/7b 955. 6.5 VI Wen 55 8/P1. 8 
909• H. 9.21 Li chi. 956. B.6.7 c Shih no. 4 
910. 8.1 w S.T. 13/30a 957. B.6.8 c Shih no. 36 
911. T. 8.2 Hsi ch. j{18b 958. B.6.9 c Shih no. 40 
912. 8.3 (v) E s.E.c. 12 10a 959. 6.10 E K.K.H.P. 11/Pl. 5 
913. 8.3 (1) E S.E.C. 12/9b 960. T .6.11 w Chi ku 1/9b 
914. P. 8.4 w Rubbing 961. T .6.12 Chi ku 5/22a 
915. B. 8.11 c Shih no. 24 962. P.5.1 w Rubbing 
916. B. 8.12 c Shih no. 12 963. 5.2 c S.T. 2/55a 
917. B. 8.13 c Shih no. 13 964. P.5.3 w Rubbing 
918. B. S.14 c Shih no. 20 965. B.5.4 c Shih no. 19 
919. s. 7.1 (.I.s,!) w Hsiao p.7 966. B.5.5 c Shih no. 25 
920. s. 7.1 (~) w Hsi ch. 2/1b 967. B.5.6 c Shih no. 31 
921. s. 7.1 (v.c) VI Hsi ch. 2/3b 968. B.5.7 c Shih no. 32 
921. s. 7.1 (Loll) w Hsi ch. 2/4b 969. B.5.8 c Shih no. 33 
922. s. 7.1 (v.e) VI Hsi ch. 2/5b 970. 5.9 w Pien Pl. 23 
923. s. 7.1 (v.f) VI Hsi ch. 2/11b 971. T .5.10 Chi ku l/19b 
924. s. 7.1 (.x;,g) w Hsii A l/5b 972. T.5.11 Chi ku l/26a 
925. s. 7.1 (.I.Jl) w Hsii A l/6b 973. T.5.12 Chi ku 5/4a 
926. s. 7.1 (~~VI Hsii A 1/7b 974. P.5.13 w Rubbing 927. s. 7.1 (:!!.t.i w Chi ku 4/6b 975. P.5.14 w Rubbing 
928. s. 7.1 (v.k W Chi ku 4/7a 976. P.5.15 w Rubbing 
929. 7.2 s.E.c. 9/2a 977. P.5.16 H Rubbing 
930. p. 7.3 w Rubbing 978. 5.17 w Wen 55/8/Pl. 9 
931. 7.4 c S.E.C. 2/14 979. 5.18 w Wen 55/9/Pl. 7 
932. 7.5 c S.E.C. 2/16 980. 4.2 w K.K.H.P. 8/Pl. lS 
933. 7.6 c S.E.C. 10/27 981. B.4.3 c Shih no. 28 
982. B.4.4 c Shih no. 30 10,30. 3.34 S.T. 2/34a 
983. B,4.5 c Shih no. 35 1031. 3.35 S.T. 2/34b 
984. B.4.6 c Shih no. 37 1032. 3.36 S.T. 2/34b 
985. B.4.7 c Shih no. 39 1033. 3.37 s.T. 2/34b 
986 B.4.8 c Shih no. 43 1034. T .3.38 Chi ku 1/8b 
987. T,4,10 Chi ku 1/34a 1035. T .3 .39 Chi ku 1/7b 
988. T.4.11 Chi ku 2/2b 1036. P,3.40 w Rubbing 
989. T ,4,12 Chi ku 1/4b 1037. 2.1 c s.T. 2/54b 
990. T .4.13 Chi ku 7/20a 1038. 2.2 c S,T, 2/55a 
991. 4.14 s.T. 2/3lb 1039. 2.3 c s.T. 3/43b 
992. 4.15 S.T, 2/36b 1040. 2.4 w Hsiin 
993. 4.16 S.T, 2/41b 1041. 2.5 w Hsiin 
994. p .4.18 w Rubbing 1042. 2.6 w Hsiin 
995. P.4.19 w Rubbing 1043. T.2.7 Chi ku 2/lb 
996. P.4,20 w Rubbing 1044. T .2,8 w Chi ku 2/Da 
997. 3.1 c s.T. 2/35a 10L,5. T ,2.9 w Chi ku 2/17b 
998. 3.2 c s.T. 2/35b 1046. T ,2,10 Chi ku 2/16b 
999· 3.3. c s.T. 2/35b 1047. T.2,11 w Chi ku 1/3b 
1000, 3.4 c s.T. 2/36a 1048. T .2 ,12 Chi ku 1/7b 
1001. 3.5 c S.T. 2/55a 1049. T .2.13 w Chi ku 1/19a 
1002. 3.6 s T • ien 3/Pl. 1 1050, T .2 .14 w Chi ku 5/9a 
1003. 3.7 w Hsiin 1051. T .2.15 w Chi ku 5/17a 
1004. 3.8 w Hsiin 1052. 2,18 w Pien Pl. 24 
1005. T.3.9 Chi ku 4/3a 1053. 2.19 w Pien Pl. 24 
1006. T.3.10 Chi ku 2/206 1054. 2,20 w Pion Pl. 24 
1007. B.3.11 c Shih no. 22 1055. 2,21 w Pien Pl. 23 
1008. B.3.12 c Shih no, 23 1056. 2,22 w Pien Pl. 18 
1009. B,3,13 c Shih no, 26 1057. 2.23 s K.K.H,P, 9/50 
1010. B.3.14 c Shih no. 27 1058. 2.24 s K.K.H,P. 9/48 
1011. B.3.15 c Shih no. 29 1059. 2,25 s K.K.H,P, 9/49 
1012. B.3.16 c Shih no. 34 1060, 2.26 w ~len 55/8/Pl. 3 
1013. B.3.17 c Shih no, 38 1061. 1.1 w Hsiin. 
1014. B.3.18 c Shih no. 41 1062. 1.2 w Hsiin 
1015. 3.19 w K.K.H,P, 8/P1.13 . 1063 1.3 w Hsiin 
1016. 3.20 w K.K.H.P. 8/P1,15 1064. T .1.4 Chi ku 4/2b 
1017. T .3,21 Chi ku 5/8b 1065. 1.5 w Hsiin 
1018. T.3.22 Chi ku 5/25a 1066, B.1,6 c Shih no. 42 
1019. T;3.23 Chi ku 5/24b 1067. T .1.7 Chi ku 5/22b 
1020. 3.24 S,T, 2/32a 1068. 1.8 w Pien Pl. 13 
1021. 3.25 s.T. 2/32b 1069. 1.9 w Pien Pl. 18 
1022. 3.26 S.T, 2/33a 1070. 1,10 w ~len 55/8/P1, 5 
1023. 3.27 S,T, 2/33b 1071. 1.14 c K ,K ,H .P, 8/11.5 
1024. 3.28 S,T, 2/33b 1072. T .1,16 Chi ku 2/12a 
1025. 3.29 s.T. 2/33b 
1026. 3,30 S,T, 2/33b 
1027. 3.31 S,T. 2/34a 
1028. 3.32 s.T. 2/34a 
1029. 3.33 S,'I'. 2/34a 
Addenda tg Reference table or Insgriptiop• 
1tm B:z..l Yiin 5/9-11 
~ Chiin '.'-1/7 4-5 
aJ.d cu If/57 
P.lld, Rubb~ 
.ltd CW B 41 
JJd ctm li./8 
39.17 Rubbing 
1080 P.,U.& Rubbing 
25·18 ST 4/61 
P-22·19 Rubbing 
P.2l,Y. Rubbing 
19.12 Cull p.72 
P.l9.11 Rubbing 
:US·U Rubbing 
P.J.!W, Rubbing 
15.17 Rubbing 
lP-·15 Rubbing . ~ 10.14 Rubbing 
~ Rubbing 
.5.& Rubbing 
.i.6! Rubb~ 
.i.lii s:r. 6 .33b 
4:* s:r. 1.3/Sb 
4..&J s.T. *8b ~ s.T. 7 8a 
~ s.T. 6 26b 
ld.i s.T. l2/58b 
1100 laM s.T. ~J3a 
1101 la4l s.T. 7 5b 
1102 l& S.T. 6/19b 
110.3 
.l..a:J. s.T. 6/19a . 
SECTION' ONBo 
An examination of the nature and 
relia bili t;z of previous inves tt<Yations 
of the extent of forgery in the corpus 
of inscribed bronze vc:ssc:ls. 
Although Chinese scholars have for many centurj_es interested 
themselves in the study of archaic inscript1ons and have 
published numerous ,,rorks dealing uith various aspects of Chin 
" Shih Hsueh, there is to be obs,3rv,'ld by the careful reader of 
their researches a certain degree of shallovrness pervading 
their scholarship, the significance of vJhich has never been 
ucleqtlately explored <11 stern scholars, too, have entered the 
field and, for the most part, have been content to continue 
their j_nvestigations along mucl1 the s:une lines as that of 
their oriental colleagues. lfo reliable revision of older 
studies has been attempted and recent scholars, many of vJhom 
have been trained in modern research technique, continue to 
accept vlithout question the asserted authenticity of the in-
scribed bronzes illustrated in the great reposltOries, nottvith-
standing the almost entire lack of proper attestation. 
As an introduction to the problems of the c1 eterminatlon of 
forgery in this field no better starting point might be S<?lect-
ed than that of a cr.itical stttdy of the research technj.ques 
applied from earliest times. It is necessary that the calibre 
of former scholars as students of archaeolot.;ic'll documents be 
2 
assessed; their attitudes and approaches as art connoisseurs 
or as specialists in the archaic script is a matter of lesser 
importance. If their knowledge of ancient artifacts was 
sufficient to prevent their being duped by fakers, the relia-
bility of the materials and of the conclusions that they have 
drawn from them need not be held excessively in doubt. Unfor-
tunately, however, their approach has been aesthetic rather 
than historical and the archaeological interest of the Chinese 
has been confined almost entirely to epigraphic investigations; 
the collecting of bronzes became the recreation of wealthy 
men, who, although often genuinely interestedin the objets d 1art 
they assembled, ~~ere generally in no secure position to test 
the authenticity of the articles. Some 1vere scholars and pub-
lished catalogues incorporating the r2sults of their investi-
gations on the inscriptions; other scholars, lacking the 
wherewithal to build their mm collections, <4orked from rub-
bings and usually accepted the opinions of the ovrners in regard 
to the authenticity of the original vessels. Behind this scene, 
representative of Sung, Ch 1 ing, and even comparatively recent 
times, lurked the dealer, the grave-robber, and the forger. 
1. Forgery in Sung Times. 
It has been stated that bronze vessels of Shang and Chou 
were excavated in large numbers in Sung times, particularly 
from the peri:Od of Huang Yu (1049-54) when the casting of imi-
3 
tations based on archaic styles was undertaken by imperial 
command and apparently continued in several succeeding reigns:· 
Although records exist of details of the discoveries made, 
they are, for the most part, merely concise statements such as 
•obtained from Ching Shih' the authority of which is unknown; 
in a fe\v cases added detail may be found, e.g. the Cheng Fang 
Ting (K 1ao ku t•u, l/14a) is described as having been discov-
ered by a peasant vrhile tilling his fields. Such accounts are 
probably no more reliable than similar recordings of later 
times; the famous 11ao Kung Ting, for instance, \vas •unearthed 
in Chi Shan during the last years of Tao Kuang (circa. 1845-
50)1 but the testimony may be traced back only to its first 
owner. The finds in most cases were accidental (Jung Keng, op, 
1. See Jung Keng, Shang chou ~i ch'i t•~g ~ao, p. 183. In 
the Li chih section of the Sun shih (chan , p. 36) reference 
is made to the official requests for archaic vessels throughout 
the Empire on the basis of which copies were made for use in 
the temples. Later in the Cheng Ho. period (1111-1118) similar 
activities were practised and careful investigations of the 
characteristics of the ancient vessels were made at the insti-
gation of the Emperor (Ti Ch' i-nien, .Chou shih, pp. 1-4). 
The practice of manufacturing archaic-style bronzes was 
not restricted to Sung times; reference is made to such activi-
ty in T1 ang, Ming, and Ch 1 ing times in extracts quoted in later 
pages, Further evidence may, no doubt, exist; the point is of 
immediate importance, for the knowledge and skill required in 
producing honest imitations of ancient vessels 1<~ould be little 
greater than that employed in dishonest manufactures, ''rhile the 
fact that the art of bronze casting was known and practised in 
the centuries preceding the development of interest in archaic 
bronzes in Sung times does not preclude the possibility that 
forgeries may also have been produced to meet whatever demand 
may have existed then for antiques. 
pp. 6-7) and no active mes.sures to excavate tombs viere 
macle; an early !:Iestern collector of bronzes has 1fJritten: 
1After the accession of the Stmg dynasty in 
960, old bronzes \vere no longer regarded as 
sacred, the tombs of noble famU:Les vere 
exc~vated for private ~ollec~ions <;tt;td im-
perlal museums, and ep1graph:w stue11es •,rere 
:Lnrlu.s triously prosecuted, as proved by the 
many illustrated catalogues of the period,,' 
(S. vJ. Bushell, Chinese Art, vol. 1, p. 68) o 
But this i.s not entirely true; the vessels >vere st:Lll regarded 
vri th cons id era ble a\,re a.:1d ul though gra ve-ro bbe:ry (intentional 
or accidental) was doubtless a feature of the period, official 
sanction 1fas never glven to excavate tombso The discovery of 
hidden treasures Has not alv-rqys a happy event; :ln his admirable 
.,. • ttl -"'" It tt Y.1n hsu .La chueh Hu Hou-hsuan quotes a contemporary record of 
the second year of the Sung Y~~an Feng period (1080) vJhen a 
Shang period tomb .opened as a result of flooding of the Anyang 
River. The peasants searched vd.thin and obtained ancient 
bronze vessels tn good. comHtion but rather heavily patinated. 
" 1 r~ · · " t · 1 ' • ' ' · t th +"ne." a· ''d :fl ear· ng o I lclaJ.. ac lOn VloU_G os caKen agalns dem v v .~.. 
not dare to dispose of them all by sale, and accordingly smashed 
the vessels and sealed up the entrance hiding all traces of the 
grave (p. 7) o Numbers of genuine vessels were probably dis-
covered such Hays and by devious means came into the hand.s 
of collectors; organised lootLng or excavation of graves v:as 
cortainly not permitted, Vessels vrhich became available vJere 
eagerly sought and high prices v1ere paid (Jung Keng, op() cit<) 
p, 161)' 
It had been cu.stornary to present to tl1e Emperors all 
archaic vessels discovered by chance from time to time; the His-
tories from Han t.imes on1-varcls record such discoveries and pres-
" 
(, Q 
entations, but in the Sung period catalogue, the K1 a.o 1m t 1u 
first published late in the eleventh century, the names of 36 
families vlith private eollections o.f antique bronzes are noted~' 
In this period a great deal of resea.rch on the ancient script 
\vas conducted and 
tt 
thG subjeet of Chin Shih Hsueh vias firmly es-
2. A convenient, thot~h not exhaustive, list of such records 
>vas compiled by Juan Yuan and appears in his prefG.ce to the 
Chi ku cha:l chw1g t:lng vi. ch 1 :i,.1k'uan chi.h; i.t is G.lso quoted by Chu Chien-hsi.n, Chin \ven hsueh, p. 67; by Fujihara Sosui, 
ShodO K:i.nseldgaku, p. 16; and by Jung Keng (op. cit.) p, 6. 
3. Si.x Sut;J-g perio? catalogues hc;,ye su;r:~ived c;ncl_ hc;ve been gen-
e:r·ally a Valla ble tnroughout the :i.uan, ;vnng ano. Cn 1 J.ng per iod.s; 
11 Sung peri.od. edttion of one and fragments of G.no,~her e.re still 
ln existence, of n. further catalogue there is a YUan period 
edition. Details of each catalogue appear in the bi.bltography, 
and hereafter they wHl be referred to tndivi.dually by abbrevi-
a t<:d titles and collect.i vely as the 1 SlLYlg Catalogues 1 o 
Private collecting of archaic bronzes uo.s in practice du_ring 
the 11th centurv as may be not also from referenees On-
yang Hsiu 1 s Chl: h:u lu na v.Jei compiled bet~veen 1050 and 1070; 
Ou-yang is supposed to have possessed more than a thousand vol-
UJlJE)S of rubbings; some details of the collections and rubbings 
assembled by other seholG.rs in this century and of publi.cations 
made are conveniently noted by Fu.jihara (op., c:lto, Po 17 ffo)d> 
Chinese scholars generally are of the opinion that collecting 
of bronzes ftrst commenced in Sung times ruer13ly because of a 
lack of r erenee to such acttvity Jn earlier Harks; but there 
ample evidence that botb. the collection anc1 the study of 
archa:ic bronzes \eras so firmly esta.blishe<l irl the 11 tl:t century 
t :Lts orig:Lns rnust indeed been earliero 
tablished; no less than 32 titles of w·orks are listed in the 
Chou shih, all concerned ;lith the collection and interpretation 
of ancient texts inscribed in stone and bronze. 
Neantime, forgers had been at vrork and although their 
products must have been considerable and of a reasonably high 
standard as a result of the extensive bronze casting of imita-
tion archaic vessels, there appears no record of any doubts 
held as to the authenticity of current archaic bronzes until 
the mid-12th century, v1hen Ti Ch 1 i-nien was first to draw 
attention to existence of forgery; the case he describes appear-
ed in one of the first catalogues of bronzes to be compiled, 
comprising items in the Imperial Collection - the Huang yu san 
kuan ku ch 1 i t'u (dated 1052), a vrork nov1 lost: 
• 
1 The Jui Ting-vessel vlhich came up from 
Hsing Chou listed first (in this book) 
is constructed without method. The 
animal heads on both sides (of the vessel) 
clutch in their mouths a round ring; the 
three legs are made of supporting animals 
of a different kind; it is strange and 
unorthodox. I do not know upon what 
basis that it is termed a vessel of the 
Three Dynasties.' (op. cit., p. 11). 
Chao Hsi-ku in his T1 ung t 1 ien ch 1 ing lu chi presents a chap-
ter on ancient bronze vessels in lvhich he discusses the char-
acteristics of both genuine and faked vessels; a long section 
of his writing incorporating his views on both is quoted here. 
The extract is particularly important as it embodies the ear-
liest detailed account of such matters and in respect to his 
awareness of forgery illustrates a considerable advance in the 
critical study of the inscribed vessels: 
'Bronze vessels that have been interred 
under the earth for a thousand years 
appear pure green as though cove~ed 
over with kingfisher (feathers);~•in 
the forenoon their colour is somevrhat 
insipid; in the afternoon it exudes a 
negativeness and the kingfisher g:t"-een 
glistens as if it were about to trickle 
away. In places tl1ere is evidence of 
corrosion by the earth - sometimes 
(appearing as if) bored, sometimes as 
flakes - both are as natural in appear-
ance as the trails of a snail. If there 
are traces of cutting or chiselling, then 
they are forgeries. Bronze vessels that 
have been immersed in water for a thous-
and years are pure emerald in colour 
vlith a jade-like lustre. Those that have 
:k 4. It is difficult to decide whether Chao Hsi-ku intendedl9 
to mean 1 blue 1 or 1 green 1 and the character ~- , although 
often compounded in the sense of 'blue•, is sUfficiently am-
biguous in regard to the two colours to offer little assistance 
in solving the problem here. Bronze patina in existing exam-
ples may be generally described as green (leaving aside colours 
that are neither green nor blue); patina that is entirely in 
blue is extremely rare. \vith this observation in mind one 
might feel justified in rendering 1 green 1 as the meaning orig-
inally intended above. H. A. Giles in his translation of the 
same passage ( dversar·a Sinic pp. 291-96) has 1 blue 1 which 
is possibly correct if is taken literally as 'kingfisher•; 
ho1vever, 11ithout attempt ng an ornithological study vle tenta-
tively follo~<r the Ueda DaiHten notes on the character, >·rhich 
appear to suggest that the bird (or some species of the bird) 
1-1as not necessarily blue in colour: ~ 1i; [i!,. • If, on the 
other hand, it could definitely be sh01m tlLit Chao vras describ-
ing bronzes that were actually covered with blue patina 1then it would indeed be remarkable that the bronzes excavated in 
Sung times vere covered with blue patina as contrasted \vith the 
green of recent times. 
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•not been immersed for so long a 
period as a thousand years are emerald 
green but lack the lustre. Their cor-
roded areas are like the previous ves-
sels 1 • Novradays everybody regards ves-
sels in these two groups \vhich are light 
in body as being ancient, not realizing 
in particular that there vere large and 
thick vessels whose metallic nature has 
not been exhausted - their weight having 
been diminished only as much as a third 
or a half. Small and thin vessels easi-
ly have their metallic nature exhausted 
by the agency of moisture and soil gas, 
and where they are most broken by the 
blovrs of hoes (before their discovery by 
farmers) there is not the least sign of 
metallic bronze colour; only the green 
patina penetrating right to the bone; some-
times there is a streak of red colour inside 
like cinnabar and there still remains a 
metallic sound.5· 
5. The description here of the bronze metal having almost com-
pletely changed into patina presents definite proof that ves-
sels of extreme age -vrere found from time to time for this char-
acteristic cannot possibly be faked. That vessels exhibiting 
little corrosion \vere sometimes suspected as fakes in Chao's 
time is an interesting point to remember 1vhen we turn the pages 
of recent illustrated catalogues vJherein heavily and deeply cor-
roded vessels seldom appear - it is particularly noticeable in 
the cases of those vrith long inscriptions. Of course, genuine 
vessels exhibiting little effect of corrosion have been excav-
ated scientifically and lack of corrosion is by no means a 
criterion of forgery, but in the cases of forged vessels such 
a characteristic is to be expected; where the patina appears to 
be deeply ingrained scientific analysis may result in determin-
ing the authenticity of the vessels but again, in the absence 
of such examination being applied, it must be remembered that 
patina of this nature can be produced artificially. 
Giles's translation is a little at fault here; he connects the 
present and the following paragraphs as: 11 .,. retaining the 
sound of bronze, such a piece is an antique which has not been 
immersed in ''ater, but has passed from collector to collector,." (p. 292); there is no support for the underlined words in the 
original text nor does the general context permit the connection 
he has made. 
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'Those that have been transmitted do•m 
from antiquity and have not yet entered 
water or earth but have passed through 
the hands of men, have the colour of 
purple serge and a red sand-like mottle; 
those that are excessively so have the 
mottle protruding and appearing like 
first class cinnabar. Vlhen placed in a 
cauldron of hot \•rater and boiled, the 
mottle becomes all the more visible. 
Forged vessels have this effect produc-
ed by a mixture of lacquer and vermill-
ion - they are easily detected. 
Ancient vessels of the Three Dynas-
ties do not possess the least rank odour, 
only those newly excavated have an earthy 
smell; in time this disappears. If the 
vessel is a fake and is rubbed 1vith the 
vrarmed palms of the hands a fearfully 
malodorous smell of bronze arises. 
The Inscription Characters. 
In the script of the Hsia dynasty 
11 bird-foot11 charactc"rs 1vere employed; in 
the Shang period, "reptilian fish" charac-
ters· in the Chou period they employed the 
"reptilian fish" characters and the Great 
Seal characters. During Ts 1 in (B.C.255-
206) the Great and Small Seal characters 
\<~ere used; Han (B.C.206-A.D.221) employed 
Small Seal characters and the Li Shu script. 
During the period of the Three Kingdoms 
(A.D.22l-265) the Li Shu script \vas used. 
From the Chin dynasty (A.D.265) and the Liu 
Sung dynasty (A.D.420) omrards, the K1ai 
Shu was employed; T'ang (A.D.618-907) em-
ployed the K 1 ai Shu and the Li Shu. During 
the Three Dynasties they had intaglio in-
scriptions (Chih) known as "Yen nang", the 
characters being belmv the metal surface; 
from Han tlines rilievo inscriptions (Chih) 
- the characters rising above the metal 
surface, occasionally intaglio inscriptions 
(Chih), and inscriptions (Chih) incised by 
knife as in stone tablets VIas employed.6• 
6. The sense in the original text is a little obscure. Giles 
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1 No-vr, intaglio inscriptions (Chih) in 
bronze are difficult to cast, lvhile 
rilievo inscriptions (Chih) are easily 
accomplished. Rilievo inscriptions (Chih) 
are definitely nQt characteristic of the 
Three Dynasties.'( o 
K' uan Chih~ • 
Characters engraved in Seal form \vere 
used to record deeds of merit - this is 
termed the inscribing of bronze vessels. 
K'uan is the decor and is ornamented in re-
lief; the K1 uan of ancient vessels appears 
6o has: 11 ••• the inscriptions viere either in rilievo, the 
characters projecting above the surface of the metal, \\Tith some 
intaglio characters among them •• 11 (p. 292); our above inter-
pretation is made on the basis of knovm examples (\ve have seen 
no inscription of Han times made up of a mixture of intaglio 
and rilievo characters) 1 and it may be noted that Jung Keng in quoting this paragraph \Shang chou yi ch 1 i t'ung k'ao, p. 194) 
has a semi-colon nlaced after C'J : 
·~x. t1, *- ~ lB "f~ ~~, 1t '~ 8; e8~ :f1 ~ ~. ~ m n .. J 
111hich suggests that he has taken the same stand. 
7. Giles translates this as: " ••• the latter being a sure 
proof that the bronze in question is not a genuine antique,tt 
(p. 293). This seems to read a little more than is warranted 
in the text - it is doubtful that Chao Hs i-ku vrould, for in-
stance, class Han period bronzes >rith rilievo script as fakes! 
Giles is concerned here with proof that the incised inscription 
of the "Bushell Bowl" (ins. ')38.1) could not have been executed 
in Chou times. Although ex&~ples of cast and engraved intaglio 
inscriptions have been scientifically excavated from liestern 
and Eastern Chou sites in recent decades - a fact available to 
neither Chao nor Giles - the latter's suspicion of the 'Bushell 
Bovrl 1 text because it is 'clearly incised >vith tools' is never-
theless not vJithout certain support~ 
8. The present 1ect~n is at first ~lance obscure; the four 
characters ~ ~'t; ~ '~ might oe translated as Giles has 
done: "Inscr~ptions in seal characters, both chih and k 1ua,n •• 11 
(p. 293) o Hmvever, vie consider that the first two form a 
paragraph heading which in the Ts•ung shu chi, ch'eng edition 
has not been differentiated from the first sentence of the para-
graph. The ·preceding paragraph is headed with the title t( :5c.; 
* In his book, Fakes_, Otto Kruz after quoting this same sec-
tion from Giles's translation, continues to observe: 1The 
statement that inscriptions were invariably cast with the 
vessel is important. It is extremely doubtful whether there 
are any exceptions to this rule.• (p. 203.) Kruz would 
necessarily class the Shou Hsien inscribed bronzes as for-
geries. 
'on the outside surface in relief. Chih, 
the inscription text, appears in the inner 
surface of the vessel in intaglio. Vessels 
of Hsia and Chou have both K1 uan and Chih 
(decor and inscribed text)? Shang vessels 
are often without K1 uan but have Chih. 
The ancients were unfailingly artistic 
8. 1The Inscription Characters'; the present is concerned ~lith 
the term K1 uan Chih and is in effect an analysis of this com-
pound term vrhich generally means 1 inscription' and often forms 
part of the titles of catalogues of inscriptions: Li tai chung 
ting yi ch'i k'uan chih fa t 1 ieh 1 Chi ku chai chung ting yi 
ch 1 i k 1 uan chih, etc. Chao Hsi-ku explains K'uan as the decor 
and Chih as the engraved text of the inscription, and employs 
both characters singly throughout his vrriting in their tvro 
meanings so defined. Giles in translating this paragraph has 
apparently consulted a text punctuated with a stop after the 
fourteenth character, namely, K 1 uan; Jung Keng in his punctua- , 
tion places the stop before K1 uan (p. 19~) - the Ts 1 ung shu ch# 
ch 1 eng edition has the stop after K'uan. Jung's punctuation 
seems decidedly correct and is followed above. Giles's trans-
lation reads: "Inscriptions in seal, both chih and k 1 uan are 
used to record merit. The k'uan style as seen on bells and 
cauldrons, is an ornamental form in rilievo. In the case of 
antiques, the k'uan inscription is on the outside and in rilie-
vo; the chih inscription is inside and in intaglio. Articles 
of the Hsia and Chou dynasties have both k 1 uan and Qhih; arti-
cles of the Shang dynasty are mostly without k 1 uan but have 
chih.11 (p. 293). The absurdity of regarding K1 uan and Chih as 
inscription types is immediately evident \•/hen one peruses the 
Sung Catalogues - nearly all outside engraving takes the form 
of decor and in most cases is in relief; the only engraving 
found in the interior of the vessel is in the fbrm of an inscrip-
tion which is always in intaglio. There is no example of ves-
sels \-rith inscriptions on both sides in the illustrated Sung 
Catalogues amongst those dated as Shang or Chou. Chinese 
dictionaries confuse the t\vo characters badly; the Tz 1 u vUan, 
for instance, under the character K1 uan states that K1 uan is on 
the inside and in intaglio, Chih on the outside and in rilievo; 
under Chih vre are informed that Chih is in intaglio and K1 uan 
in rilievol Both characters are always regarded as a form of 
inscription. K'uan is novrhere defined as decor other than in 
the present essay - a point that has apparently not been noticed 
by the dictionary compilers. 
1.! 2• j ,..J 
'and delicate in their work. Artisans 
were classed among the four ranks of 
society, quite unlike the contemptuous 
attitude prevailing against vorkmen of 
later ages. Thus the decor (K 1 uan) of 
archaic vessels is necessarily fine as 
hair, evenly spaced and clearly divided 
vrithout blurring of detail. The charac-
ter strokes of the engraved script (Chih) 
are as graceful as curved roof tiles (?), 
and are not deeply cut - they maintain a 
constant size and depth, and are clear and 
evenly spaced vJithout the least blurring 
of detail. This was because, one, the 
metal they employed was of the finest 
quality and quite free from grit; tvro, flne 
and delicate vwrkmanship; three, time and 
labour \vere not begrudged and they \vere not 
produced in a day. Nov: \~Then \ve see the 
decor and inscriptions (KUan Chih) of ar-
chaic vessels which appear rather indis-
tinct, they are necessarily forgeries. 
Their colour and odour is likevrise unlike 
(that of genuine vessels) •••• 
II Bronze vessels (excavated) from Chu 
Yung are not antiques but date from the 
T1 ang T'ien-Pao period (742-756) to the last 
reigns of the Southern T1 ang period (circa 
900) during which official foundries vrere es-
tablished in Ch~ Yung Hsien, Sheng Chou 
(Kiangsu) in order to cast them. Thus these 
vessels often contain official stamps; al-
though their lightness, dark lacquer-coloured 
finlsh, and delicate decor (K'uan) is quite 
pleasing they are not really archaic vessels. 
The oldest of them have formed green patina-
tion and the round P' ing-vessels with large 
phoenix decor of the T1 ien Pao period vrhich 
have come to light at various times are the 
best examples. 
The method of faking archaic bronzes is 
achieved by an application of quicksilver an~ 
tin-powder - the chemical mixture nov used to 
coat mirrors. This is firstly applied uni-
formly on to the surface of the neu bronze 
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1vessel, afterwards a mixture of strong 
v1negar and fine sand powder. is applied 
evenly by brush; it is left until the 
surface colour is like that of dried tea, 
then it is j~ediately immersed into 
fresh vrater and fully soaked. It thereby 
becomes (permanently) the colour of dried 
tea; if it is left until it turns into a 
lacquer-like colour and i~ediately im-
mersed ir:tto fresh vrater and soaked, it 
thereby becomes (permanently) the colour 
of lacquer. If the soaking is done some-
-vrhat carelessly the colour vlill change. 
If it is not immersed in vrater it will 
then turn into a pure kingfisher-green 
colour. In each of these three cases the 
vessel is rubbed lvith a new cloth to give 
it lustre. Its bronze malodour is covered 
by the quicksilver and never appears; hovl-
ever, the sol.lldi ·of old bronze is dainty and 
clear, vrhile the sound of new bronze is tur-
bid and clamorous - this cannot escape the 
observation of the connoisseur. 
Ancient vessels that have long been 
~r:tder the earth deeply absorb the essence 
of the soil and vihen employed in nurturing 
flo>vering plants (i.e. used as flovrer-pots) 
the colours of the flowers become bright 
and fresh as at the heads of branches; they 
bloom earlier and fade later. Some, after 
the petals have fallen, will bear fruit in 
the vase. Vessels that have been trans-
mitted (through the hands of men and have 
not been buried) have not this pov:er. Pot-
tery which has been buried for a thousand 
years, hovrever, is like\,rise (impregnated 
\'lith earthy essence). 
Ancient bronzes are often able to ward 
off evil influences and should be kept in 
all homes. The spirits of the hills and 
s treums have obtained their po1r1ers of evil 
over the passage of many years, but the var-
ious types of bronze vessels of the Three 
Dynasties surpass them in age and because of 
this are able to >>rard off their evil influence, 
1Fan Chung-yen (A.D.989-1052) had in his 
home an ancient mirror on the back of which 
were the 12 t\~o-hour periods of day like 
the pips used in the game of Po-ch 1 i. As 
each of these in turn came to denote the 
hour of the day, the centres of' the pips 
concerned grew bright as the moon - this 
continued 'around the clock' without fail. 
There was also in the home of another 
gentleman a •twelve-hour bell 1 which could 
according to the time of the day strike the 
hours itself. Do these facts not illus-
trate the s1i.pernatural po•rers of the ancient 
vessels? •••• 
The ancients put inscriptions (Chih) 
in bronzes and sacrificial vessels only to 
honour merit Rr glorify virtue; in P 1an 
vessels and Yu-vessels matters of a moral 
nature were inscribed (Chih). Although 
other vessel-types were without inscrip-
tions (Chih) it must not hastily be conclud-
ed that they are not ancient. However, they 
may be sufficiently determined Cas authentic 
upon the basis of) their physical character-
istics, their decor (K 1uan-wen), their col-
our! and their odour ••••' (T'ung t 1 ien 
ch 1 1ng 1§ ch\, Ts'ung shu chi ch'eng, no. 1552, 
PP• 11-1 • Also quoted in T'ao Tsung-yi's 
Cho keng lu, no. 0219, vol. 2, pp, 2~6-7). 
Chao vras \vriting in the early half of the 13th century, 
nearly 150 years after the publicatio.ri of Ou-yang Hsiu 1 s Chi 
ku lu pa wei, (1050-70), Liu Pi's Hs\en ts 1in ku ch 1 i chi, 
(1063), L~ Ta-lin's K1 ao ku t•u, (circa 1090), etc. Ti Ch 1i-
nien1 s Chou. shih incorporating the extract quoted previously, 
was written nearly 70 years after these publications, thus 
both accounts of forgery reflect the views of considerably later 
times. The early compilations merely listed the vessels and 
inscriptions (illustrations presented in most cases) together 
with transcriptions and short commentaries on the inscriptions. 
Other details such as records of ovmership, provenance and 
measurements appear but no indication is given of the steps tak-
en to test the authenticity of the vessels. Preceding his quo-
tation of the above passage T1 ao Tsung-yi introduces also an 
extract from a 1:!ork of the Sung scholar, Fan Yi-chang, which is 
most valuable in its description of the m.aking of 1hand-copies 1 
and 1 tracings 1 such as appear in the Sung Catalogue reproduc-
. 9. t1ons. A long list of terms describing various kinds of decor 
and various classes of vessels bears vlitness to the emphasis of 
Sung scholarship in this direction; the Catalogues, of course, 
illustrate the Sung scholars' pre-occupation with the interpre-
tation of the ancient texts and their attempts to assess the 
historical significance of the inscriptions. 
Chao Hsi-ku's essay is a most valuable document in its 
presentation of Sung period attitudes and approaches to the 
inscribed vessels. In respect -&o ·.~urrent methods of determinj.ng 
9. He notes four typ~- of reproduction of vrhich the first two 
require our notice: ~ is a copy made by eye - the paper 
is placed alongside the. text to be copied; theJeproductions in 
the Li tai Catalogue were made in this VJay. :f is a tracing 
made by placing a thin sheet of paper over the inscription 
then dravring in the characters by brush; the Hsiao t 1 ang Cata-
logue rc"productions 11ere made by this method probably on the 
basis of rubbings taken from the inscriptions. It would not 
all-rays be possible to make a tracing directly from the original 
inscription because of its often a>vkvrard placement in the 
vessel. 
fakes and the description of characteristics accepted as those 
of authentic vessels his Hriting is a highly illuminating com-
mentary on the knowledge that prevailed in his time. It is 
unnecessary to draw detailed attention to the obvious inade-
quacies permeating his account and to the extremely fanciful 
ideas regarding archaic bronzes that he and, no doubt, most of 
his colleagues, were prepared to accept. The description of 
patina changes from morning to evening, the sounds of genuine 
archaic bronzes as contrasted with those that are faked, the 
magical properties of the vessels, etc., although matters that 
no one vmuld no-v; accept seriously, illustrate, nevertheless, 
important aspects of medieval thought which tend to be over-
looked by scholars ,,;ho have made somevrhat halfhearted attempts 
to assess the extent of Sung knoHledge of the inscriptions. 
All are prepared to accept the majority of the inscriptions 
listed in the Sung Catalogues as being authentic articles re-
gardless of the fact that the early scholars vrho examined them 
were no better qualified than Chao Hsi-ku in regard to the de-
termination of forgery. 
His reference to T1 ang period manufactures of archaic~ 
style vessels is a most important point for it indicates that 
similar attempts to produce ceremonial bronze vessels modelled 
on >vhat \<Jere believed to be archaic styles took place long 
before Sung times. It is most unfortunate that vle know very 
l '/ 
little about these early activities. 
as: 
The criteria \ifhich Chao advances may be briefly summarised 
(a) appearance of cutting or chisel1ing in 
the bronze surface, 
(b) patination effects artificially produced 
by lacquer and vermillion, 
(c) an odour of bronze produced i·rhen the 
vessel is slightly vlarmed, 
(d) decor and inscription detail vrhich is 
coarse, uneven, deeply cut and of little 
aesthetic quality, 
(e) colour of vessel and of patination, 
(f) sound of vessel when hit is turbid and 
clamorous. 
Genuine vessels should manifest the characteristics of patina-
tion vJhich he rather fancifully describes, there should be 
evidence of corrosion - flaking and pit-marks of natural 
bronzes . 
appearance; only recently excavatedtshould possess an odour; 
the iiorkmanship of the decor and of the inscription should be 
of finest quality, and the sound of the metal should be daj_nty 
and clear. Vessels with the bulk of the original metal re-
maining need not necessarily be forgeries. 
If such features as these vere cautiously considered by 
forgers of the period, and texts reasonably archaic in style 
vrere compiled and engraved in archaic characters on the ves-
sels they created, there would have been little difficulty in 
duping experts of the calibre of Chao Hsi-ku i¥ho vrould deter-
mine the authenticity of the products merely upon the basis of 
physical characteristics very easily produced by clever crafts-
men. Eleventh century collectors and scholars were certainly 
no better qualified in this respect, and have left no record 
of any doubts they may have held of the reliability of current 
bronzes. They vJere. interested in the types of inscriptions 
that i•rere employed in the ancient periods and studied all 
available materials in an effort to solve this question; for-
gers 111ere in a better position as they could invent vrhat vras 
not generally lmown and adopt current vim's of vihat should be 
characteristic of archaic script. As far as the inscriptions 
\vere concerned, no great difficulty faced 1mscrupulous fakers; 
such a great student of the archaic script as Yang Nan-chung 
11ras content to accept the inscribed vessels >·rith little thought 
as to their possibly being fakes and proceeded to engage in 
studies of them, noting their characteristics as features of 
the pre-Ts'in script. Genuine vessels vlith inscriptions as 
Hell as forged inscribed vessels contributed to the materials 
examined, and as a result inaccurate vievls of the archaic 
script became current. In the follO\dng description of the 
pre-Ts 1 in script as recognised by Yang may be noted a number 
of features i.Jhich are common to spurious inscriptions, but are 
lacking in attested examples: 'loan character' usage (see 
P• 3921), simple and primitive forms, lack of 'radicals'; on 
the other hand, it is obvious that genuine inscriptions played 
a more than minor part in the materials studied: 
1Those who have understood archaic char-
acters since Han times have been fev;; of 
the characters that have been transmitted 
(from antiquity) scholars of the calibre 
of Ku K1uei and Hs~ Shen often omit ex-
planations of them, Jvlany phenomena of 
antiquity differ from those of today thus 
i·le cannot thoroughly comprehend the orig-
inal meanings of the characters they con-
structed. Characters 1..rhich have not been 
transmitted sometimes appear no1;l in anci·OJnt 
vessels without any evidence as to their 
proper interpretation and it is difficult 
to define their meaning. Generally speak-
ing, archaic characters often lack radi-
cals and tend tmvards simple and primitive 
forms •• , • used as 'loan characters 1 •••• 
In ancient vrriting t1.;o characters are often 
combined as one • , , , the sou.11ds of many 
ancient characters differ from those no>m-
days •••• u.11usual radicals and phonetics 
1.1hich have not come dmm to us appear and 
cannot be paralleled when we search amongst 
the Small Seal forms, and vJhen \ve no'fl exam ... 
ine them there seems to be cases vrhere con-
temporaneous writers and founders vlere not 
necessarily without error •••• 1 
(Yang Nan-chung's commentary on the Tsin 
Chiang Ting as quoted by Ou-yan& Hsiu, Chi 
ku lu pa ive;l. l/5a-6b) ,10. 
10. It is quite instructive to read through the first section 
of this vJOrk for it illustrates the comparatively high standard 
of scholarship brought to bear upon the interpretation of the 
inscriptions - it may be favourably compared 111ith the commen-
taries of Ch 1 ing and recent writers. In this extract Yang 
shm·Is an astuteness of observation in respect to the script, 
and in other portions of the vrork his methods of interpretation 
have set the standard approach followed by most later scholars. 
Recent vrriters tend to condemn the Sung compilers merely be-
cause the inscriptions reproduced do not accord in character 
shapes and structures with those in inscriptions 'discovered' 
n,. 
r.;, I; 
Hith a knoviledge of these required characteristics forgers had 
little difficulty in catering for the heavy demands of Su11g 
collectors for archaic vessels containing suitable inscriptions. 
If errors appeared in the archaic text the chances that they 
vwuld cause suspicion to fall on the inscribed vessel were 
quite remote. 
In Sung times the stage vms fully set for the production 
of forgeries on a relatively large scale: little iifas knovm 
about the archaic script or about the types of inscriptions 
that 1tJere actually cast in the early dynasties, even as re-
spects the vessel types there was no great surprise expressed 
toJhen vessels 'unlike those drmm in the San li t 1 u or in pri-
vate collections 1 (Chi lm lu pa t,rei, 1/8a) came on the scene. 
Large sums of money vere paid for individual vases, the Imperial 
desire to produce imitation vessels for the Temples resulted 
10. during the last century or so; there is reason to believe, 
however, that the reproductions in the Hsiao t•ang Catalogue 
(Sung edition) are accurate tracings of the original inscription~ 
and that these inscriptions exhibit suspicious features simply 
because they vJere compiled and executed by people uho had only 
a limited knovrledge of the ancient script. In other vJOrds, it 
is our opinion that a considerable number of them are forgeries 
produced in the 11th century. Upon application of the principle 
of constancy of character structures, for instance, many of 
the Sung Catalogue inscriptions have been discovered to be 
spurious. !ilaterial of this kind was u..ncritically accepted by 
Yang and his contemporaries vlithout the least attempt to test 
its authenticity in any effective ivay; indeed, it >vould be most 
remarkable if scholars of so early a period had developed a 
suitable method of determining forgeries. Their credulity is 
a feature that must be expected and taken carefully into 
account by modern scholars when examining the documents which 
the Sung scholars revered as the remains of high antiquity. 
2t 
in extensive searches for archaic vessels and in studies of the 
characteristics of available vessels and of relevant informa-
tion in the classics. It would be most unusual if even enter-
prising officials of. the period did not privately instigate 
the production of fakes to appease the Imperial demand and at 
the same time further their Oim advancement. Casting of bronze 
v1as by no means a lost art, and Chao Hsi-ku has recorded de-
tails of the process as he understood it: 
1 The ancients in their casting of vessels 
always commenced by constructing in i'.rax 
a model of the ultimate vessel and upon 
this they added the decor and the text 
of the inscription,ll.cutting out the 
dravrings (of these). After this they took 
a small 11rooden container, larger and some-
':rhat wider (than the model) and placed the 
model vrithin it; the joins of the bottom 
of this wooden container 1.rere made so as 
uater could seep through packings of silk 
thread. A mixture of pure clay and 11ra ter 
vlith the consistency of thin gruel viaS 
poured over (the model) once daily - they 
vJaited until it was dry then again poured 
the mixture over it - this vias done until 
the ivhole surface of the model vias com-
pletely covered. Then the bindings of the 
11. In the Fu hsUan ye lu, Ts'ung shu chi ch'eng, no. 1552 
p. 1, an interesting statement appears: 'Anciently inscrip~ions 
and decor on vessels of gold, bronze, etc. vJere all engraved 
after the casting uas completed, quite unlike those cast direct-
ly from engraved models as practised by craftsmen nowadays.• 
The Sung writer of this short calligraphic study is obviously 
referring to the eire perdue process in respect to the casting 
of inscribed bronzes and speaks of it as a contemporary prac-
tice; it is a great pity, hovTever, that he does not amplify 
his first statement at greater length - it would be interesting 
to know if pre-Ts 1 in bronze vessels are also included in his 
generalisation. 
1vmoden container vrere untied and the 
boards taken alvay. Immediately fine 
yello:,r earth, salt and paper pulp Yere 
firmly kneaded around the outer surface 
of the clay-encrusted model. Over this, 
yellovl earth \vas added to a thickness 
of two inches. An opening vias left and 
molten bronze vvas poured inside, Hoi•-
ever, perfection vias not achieved in 
one casting, this is the reason that 
they vrere (highly) valued.' (op. cit,, 
p. 12)12. 
In general principle hts account of the eire perdue process is 
correct but there ts reason to doubt that the eire perdue pro-
cess was employed in Shang and Chou times - he is essentially 
describing current metho<1s~3 • The major problems confronting the 
12. The last sentence is rather off the mark in Giles's trans-
lation ','rhtch reads: 'This method is not certain to yield suc-
cess at the first attempt, wtdch is the ideal result, 1 (p,294). 
Chao is simply pointing out that more than a single casting was 
usually required (v<e assume that he insinuates the reconstruc-
tion of a nevi model and a nEM mould for successive attempts, 
because obviously the first mould must be destroyed to free 
the casting, and if it should be imperfect, the \vhole process 
must be repeated again), and for this reason the vessels so lab-
oriously manufactured obtained a greater intrinsic value. The 
Chinese text reads: ~ P:k J-i, 1?r ;·~ ~. which can hard-
ly be rendered as 'the ~deal result'.· 
13. Anyang moulds are of such a nature that it is obvious that 
vrax had no part in the modelling of the vessels. \(nile in For-
mosa vTe 'Here shmm a fragment of a vessel model made in clay 
\·lith the major portions of the design carved in it· mould frag-
ments shovl traces of further engraving (or of addeJ impressions 
made vrhile still damp?) It seems thus that a model of the ves-
sel was made in clay vrith the major elements of the decor en-
graved in it; mould sections t,rere made from this and some minor 
details of decor vrere carved into the sections; \·Jhen assembled 
together casting proceeded. Shih Chang-yu's recent study 1Bnnze 
Casting in the Shang Dynasty' (Bulletin of Academia Sinica, 
Vol. 26, 1955, PP• 95-129) confirms our vievrs as generally ex-
pressed here. A detailed and reliable account of the use of 
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forger were: 
(a) the type of vessel to design, 
(b) thetype of inscription to insert in it, 
(c) ho;; to achieve the effects of aging. 
The first two difficulties vrere being resolved for him by 
contemporary scholars; the problem of aging the bronze 1;ras 
merely a matter of experiment; Chao 1 s description of the pro-
cess is hardly a reliable one, for it is unlllcely that forgers 
vmuld freely impart all details of so important a 'trade secret'; 
hovrever, his awareness of the practice of forgery is the sig-
nificant feature - together with the other Sung period writers 
ive have quoted he has recorded the setting and i1ith them 
appears in the heroic roles of a drama in vihich later scholars 
have found no villain: Chao has presented us v,rith ample evi-
dence of' the existence of such a character and in a setting 
\There the villain could not fail to be one of the first char-
acters to make an appearance. 
Very few of the inscribed bronzes listed in the Sung 
13. the eire perdue process of castL~g will be found in s~~g 
Ying-hsing's T1 ien kung k'ai wu, chung ch~an, p. 18 ff. with 
interesting illustrations. This work was first published in 
the late Ning period. Chao's preoccupat:Lon w:Lth the eire per-
due process seems to suggest that the vessels he vras familiar 
with were manufactured by this process. \fuether the eire per-
due process was employed in Shang or Chou times is not yet defi-
nitely known, mould fragments and even the vessels from recent 
excavations show clearly enough that they are not connected 
with this r,rocess. See o. Karlbeck, Anyam.g Houlds, B.H.F.E.A. 
No.7, pp.tl-2. 
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Catalogues are accompanied by acceptable testL~ony of their 
discovery; most of those l¥ith such inf'ormation illustrate 
clearly that it is at the best only second-hand and in the 
circumstances to be classed as unreliable. A mere statement 
of the vessel's d.iscovery with no record of when it was 
unearthed or by whom it was found is a feature characteristic 
of an antique-dealer's patter rather than of a trustworthy 
account. It may be wondered upon what grounds, therefore, a 
Western sinologist has asserted that: 
1 In Sung time the knmvledge of archaic 
art and epigraphy was still too little 
developed to allow of forgeries on any 
considerable scale or of a quality 
calculated to deceive.• (B; Karlgren, 
Yin and Chou in Chinese Bronzes, 
B.M.F.E.A., 8, p. 16. 
A cursory glance through Ti Ch'i-nien 1 s Chou shih will illus-
trate the remarkable number and variety of publications pertain-
ing to Chin Shih Hs~eh that were available to forgers and schol-
ars alike. With the art of printing at its height this know-
ledge was there for all who were interested to capitalise on it 
in whatever way they wished. The general opinion that the Sung 
Catalogues seldom present any forgeries is merely based upon 
an assQmption that it was too early a period for such dishonest 
activity to begin; the facts before us allow no such idle specu-
lation at all. 
2. Forgerv in the YUan and Ming Periods. 
From Sung times to the late 18th century, interest in 
archaic bronzes seems to have dL~inished greatly; no catalogues 
. ~4 
..L.' •• Here printed other than re-editions of the Sung Catalogues~ 
No doubt collections of vessels \•Jere made but of these i\fe knmv 
nothing. A Ming period Hriter, Kao Lien, has, however, re-
corded details of forgers 1 methods 1>fhich had come to his notice, 
and vle may assume from his general dis cuss ion that the collect-
ing of archaic vessels W3.S by no means a lost interE)st in his 
times: 
'Recent forged vessels - Ting, Yi 1 Hu, Ku, Tsun, and P 1 ing types - from Shantung, Shen 
Hsi, Honan, Chin Ling and such places are 
all patterned upon archaic styles; measure-
ments are not neglected and the decor and 
inscriptions are entirely made from mouldings 
taken from ancient vessels, Although they 
(appear) to differ little, nevertheless upon 
comparison vlith (genuine) archaic vessels 
they are quite distinguishable, Although 
they have been polished to obtain a smooth-
ness, they are rough to the touch; although 
they contain certain elements beautiful to 
behold, their general character is vulgar. 
The method of faking these: after they 
are cast they are scraped and polished until 
they are clean and shining; vrhere the decor 
has not casted clearly it is engraved by 
tools. Then the vessel is soaked for a time 
14. Various studies of an archaeological type 1vere published, 
hov;ever, but these \¥ere concerned with stone inscriptionsi seals, 
the Stone Drum Texts, archaic characters in the Sung Cata ogues, 
etc. (see Jung Keng 1 s Chin shih shu lu mu). The number of Ming 
titles of transmitted books is almost the sam~ as that from Sung 
1 in a mixture of vrell-\va ter, clay and alum; 
taken out and baked, again immersed and again 
baked. This is done three times. It is 
called 'making the foot (basic?) colour'. \~nen 
the vessel is dry a solution of ammoniwn salt, 
sulphate of copper, kan-shao-shih, Tibetan 
borax, gold-thread-alum - all povrdered - and 
fresh salt >va ter is applied by a clean brush 
tvo or three times and after one or ttvo days 
is \•rashed away; again driGd and again \·lashed. 
The vJhole process is in adjusting the surface 
colour, and the amount of vifashing may have to be 
done three or fivG timGs before it is settled. 
Next an oven is dug into the earth, red-hot 
charcoal is heaped in it and strong vinegar is 
sprinkled on to it; the bronze vessels are 
placed inside and still more vinegar is thrown 
over them and they are completely covered vrith 
earth and left buried for three days. \ihen taken 
out and examined they are all found to have grovm 
the colours of ancient patina mould; Kax is 
rubbed over them. Hhen the colour is required 
to be deepened, they are smoked in burning bamboo 
leaves. There are tHo vays, by heat or cold, in 
vihich (other colour) deta:i.ls are added to the 
surface colour; both employ clear gum resin vihich 
has exhausted its extremely astringent taste, 
compounded >·iith mel ted 1•ihi te vrax. For blue-green 
colour, dark green pigment is put in the i·rax; for 
green, ssu-chih-lu (malachite?) is used; for red, 
cinnabar is used. 1dax is used most in the heat 
method; for the cold method equal quantities of 
1>Jax and gum resin are used; vrith these blended 
(as required) they make the (added colour) details. 
For coloured protrusions from the surface they 
make small mounds· of salt, metal filings and cir>..na-
bar. The mercury colour is made by an application 
of mercury and tin on to the sides and edges of 
the vessels, \vhen covered v:ith v:ax the colour is 
hidden and dulled a little in order to dupe the 
collector. vfuen rubbed in the hands a stench 
arises l•lhich cannot be got rid of even by ·Hashing. 
Sometimes after this process is completed they 
bury the vessel in • • • • earth for a year or b;o, 
it seems (then) to have archaic characteristics. 
14. times, those dealing lvith inscribed bronzes 11ere !'eH and 
for the most part a;mear as revised studies of material discov-
ered in the Sling period. 
'Now when objects of the Three Dynasties, 
and Han are minus a leg, have a lug broken, 
or the vessel body is damaged by a hole here, 
or a piece missing there; these are not forged. 
Nowadays (broken pieces) can be fused by cold 
and hot methods. With the cold method of fus-
ing bronze the ancient colour does not change; 
but \vith hot soldering (the fused) area is 
comparatively a little darker than other parts 
of the vessel. If lead has been used for re-
pairs in conjunction lvith cold fusing, wax is 
used to fill up the decor and within the vessel 
yellow mountain clay is applied thickly to 
cover up (the joins) appearing as the earth 
naturally found on excavated articles. <tat-
ually' archaic vessels are seldom perfect (i.e., 
complete in all detail); when compared with 
forged vessels they are greatly different. 
Again there are cases of broken fragments 
of old .vessels, each piece (genuinely) archaic, 
but the construction (of the complete vessel) 
only is new •••• \men I vras in the capital I 
saw t\·lO (such) vessels; one, known as the Tsu 
Fu 'ring \vhich 'llas small and serviceable; they 
all liked the lay-out of its decor. It was 
forged by using the lid of an archaic Hu-vessel 
as the belly and fragments of broken vessels 
from ancient graves vrere fused (together) helter-
skelter above it, the lugs of an ancient Ting-
vessel ivere used for its o1tm; and it was finally 
made (to appear) as a Lu-vessel. It cannot be 
regarded as an authentic obJect. The other was 
a square vessel called the :Ia. Fu Fu T ing, vli thin 
arrl without (it was covered with) quicksilver 
and there was not a trace of decay on any part 
of it •••• I examined it carefully and sa>v that 
it was made from the broken fragments of a mer-
cury-covered square mirror vrhich had been made 
into square pieces and fused together (by the) 
cold process to form the four sides; fragment-
ary lugs and legs of a Lu-vessel completed the 
object; the workmanship vms qu:ite cleverly done ••• 1 
(as quoted by Jung Keng, op. cit,, p. 195-6). 
Kao Lien is particularly concerned "I<Tith the methods of for-
15, 
gers but as respects the determination of forgeries he does 
not say a great deal - he speaks of those made on the basis of 
existing genuine (?) vessels and vJhich would appear as direct 
copies of' these; if compared l•Ti th the originals the deception 
could be discovered, In the last paragraph above he describes 
another type of' forgery made from genuine vessel fragments re-
constructed as an entirely ne1;r vessel - again a type easily de-
termined upon careful examination. He notes,also, that genuine 
vessels are seldom vrhole and expresses the opinion that direct 
comparison of genuine archaic vessels with those that are faked 
invariably results in the determination of the latter. Nol4 
this is one of the main points to be considered throughout our 
survey - upon what bas is did early scholars determine the 
authenticity of the vessels which they regarded as genuine 
artj_cles of the Three Dynasties? The vlritings consulted so far 
illustrate perfectly well that the most important crHerion 
applied vras that of experience or impress ion. A more searching 
ex;:unination of the Sung Catalogues and of our other quoted 
sources •1ri],l result in no other conclusion than this - the basis 
of judgement vms little more than an expression of v1hat each ex-
pert felt vras characteristic of genuine ancient vessels; their 
15, In the final paragraph quoted bJr Jung Keng, Kao describes the 
quality of vrork of two Yuan period forgers, mentioning them by 
name. One apparently produced quite clever fakes. He notes 
also a series of vessel types 1,.1hich were being manufactured in 
his time as arehaic objeets but which in f'act were certainly 
not characteristic of pre-Ts 1 in times. 
experience \.Jas limited to vessels 1dth little or no testimony 
of provenance and they were prepared to accept almost any ob-
ject that accorded 111ith their preconceived vimvs of antiquity. 
If the vessel appeared ancient, then it \vas a genuine product 
of Shang or Chou times - nowhere is it recorded that any other 
means of determination \vas applied. Certainly no method of 
determination that would avoid the acceptance of reasonably 
clever forgeries was employed. The most essential factor -
reliable testimony of the vessels 1 provenance - vras never 
properly investigated, as is evidenced by the very fevJ cases 
where such details are recorded. It is also quite obvious to 
the careful reader of the passages quoted that the attitude of 
scholars to the inscribed bronzes vms no more advanced than 
that of our medieval monks towards the thousands of relics 
pouring into Europe in the same period. Archaic bronzes were 
regarded vlith almost equal awe and apparently only bom~:Sung 
times was their possession permitted to private individuals, 
but the mystic aroma 1-rhich accompanied them held doubters in 
check and acted as a deterrent to scholarship of a searching and 
fundamental nature. 
Kao has descrj,bed very vividly and in great detail the 
methods forgers employed in aging bronzes; it is possible that 
his account is reliable, but ve must leave the assessment of 
this to one versed in chemistry. There is, of course, the prob-
lem of discovering exactly what substances bore the names 
occurring in this passage, 
During the reign of Hsuan Te (1426-36) large numbers of 
bronze (and brass) vessels were cast; some l>~ere made for the 
ancestral temple, others were used as avmrds to officials, 
Large quantities of gold, silver, copper and other metals vmre 
employed and over 3 1000 vessels and more than a hundred var-
ieties 
ted in 
means: 
vrere manufactured, Copies 1-1ere made 
16 the Sung Catalogues, •and the vessels 
of vessels illustra-
were aged by various 
1\'lith the exception of vessels maintaining the 
original colour of the metal, the Hsiian vessels 
(i.e., of the Hs\lan Te period) contained a 
class vrith an imitation of ancient patina, 
They were not like the forged products of Honan, 
Chin Ling, Ku Su and such places made by baking 
and burying, An old bronze fGJunder toM meJthat 
the imitation of the archaic green colours on 
the Hsiian bronzes was achieved by obtaining 
from the royal stores broken and incomplete 
ancient vessels. They selected those vrith the 
blue-green and jade-green colourings, and 
pounded them into a powder and dissolving 
this in quicks i1 ver, thre1v it into the 
molten bronze and melted it together, \men 
the vessel was completed, they next applied 
the colours of green patina and red cinnabar 
using a mixture of quicksilver and finest 
sand blended with the colours, dabbing this 
on to the vessel body and allov!ing it to soak 
in, The vessel lvas then roasted (and cooled) 
alternately over a fierce fire up to five 
times, and thus the green patina colour entered 
deeply into the interior of the metal. Then 
the vessel was boiled thoroughly in molten 
white wax, brushed with a coir palm (leaf) 
16, Jung Keng, op. cit., p, 191. 
1 brush, rubbed with cotton cloth, then within 
and without the green and red colourings stood 
out, and even when scraped vlith a knife they 
did not break away,' (Hsiang Ytian-pien, 
Hsiian lu po lun, as quoted by Jung Keng, op, 
cit., p, 191). 
The method of creating patina described her<"l differs little 
from the formulae noted in previous quotations; the incorpora-
tion of old patina and quicksilver in molten bronze tvould have 
very little to do 1olith the ultimate covering of the vessel -
the immense heat would evaporate most of the quicksilver 1inich, 
in any case, >vould not dissolve copper salts, and these tvould 
17. 
merely form a scum on the molten bronze. A covering of patina 
vrhich apparently combines deeply with the bronze metal beneath 
it, and so hard in texture that it canBot easily be dislodged 
is, however, a feature by no means difficult to fal~e. Forgers, 
too, might achieve equally realistic results and, no doubt, 
,,rorked from similar formulae vrhich they jealously guarded. Of 
one thing v;e may be reasonably certain, spurious vessels vlith 
such a high standard of patination 1:Jould easily pass the scru.-
tiny of Sun.g or Hing period experts. 
3. Forgerv in the Ch 1 ing Period. 
JYlore than t'no centuries vJere to pass before our next viriter 
l'l~. Or possibly the great heat ,,rould cause the salts to revert 
back to copper metal while the other chemical constituents viould 
be lost as gases. The mixture described here vrould not have the 
least effect on the molten bronze or on the cast vessel. 
appears and during this time the subject of Chin Shih Hslieh 
seems to have lain dormant. The great calligrapher of the 18th 
century, Liang T 1 ung-shu, \vrote a lengthy study of ancient 
bronzes \.Jhich has been translated by J, C. Ferguson (Smithson-
ian Henort, 1915). Huch of his material has been dravm from the 
work of Chao Hsi-ku and some portions from that of Kao Lien. 
In fact his study is nothing but plagiarism and adds little neif 
to the published information already available in his times. 
He adequately illustrates the standard of l•novrledge in Chin 
Shih Hslieh current in the decades immediately preceding the com-
pilation of the n~perial Ch'ing Catalogues, and shows clearly 
tho.t a second stage vras set for the acceptance of a large nev< 
group of forgeries Hhich for a second time 1vould be immortalised 
18. in print and thus add further to the already existing confusion. 
Juan Ylian, the great collector of the early 19th century, 
published his famous catalogue in 180lr, and this prepared the 
viay for the advancement of studies of bronze inscriptions vlhich 
has continued almost unabated up to the present day. He says 
18. The following extract from Liang's study should be noted be-
cause of its influence on the opinions of later scholars; partic-
ularly Lo Chen-ya, in respect to the inscription types of Shang: 
'As regards the inscriptions on the various bronze vessels, those 
of Hsia, Shang and the early part of Chou 1</ith fmv· characters 
contain one or two characters; those \vith many have no more than 
tvrenty or thirty. Those vri th tvJO or three hundred characters 
definitely belong to the closing years of Chou or the Ts 'in per-
iod. There are also vessels ;,ri thout inscriptions vrhich may be 
authentic vessels of the people of the Three Dynasties vrho hav-
ing no meritorious deeds to record did not have inscriptions 
entered on their vessels. These cannot be asserted not to be 
ancient. 1 (Liang T 1 ung-shu, Ku t 1 ung ch 1 i k' ao, Hi shu ts I ung 
shu, ch 1 u chi, 5/3). 
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nothing about forgery, hov:ever, and credulously accepts all 
his materials as being above suspicion79• From his time until 
the early 4o 1s little thought \vas given to the subject, then 
the second great collector of the 19th century made his appear-
ance, and amongst his numerous letters are recorded his opinions 
on the characteristics of authentic and spuriously inscribed 
vessels. Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i is almost unanimously regarded as the 
greatest expert on bronze inscriptions; in his comments on the 
subject we might justifiably expect to find valua@le pearls of 
vlisdom. He is, indeed, the first student of the materials to 
consider the inscription as a means of determining the authen-
ticity of the inscribed vessel. In one of his letters he writes: 
'Incomplete characters, imperfect literary style, 
imperfect calligraphy, defective syntax; hO\v 
Q~n.. these be regarded a:;; ;;tntique vritings?20, Wlthout thorougn apprec1ation and not properly 
putting his mind to it; seeing the colours and 
gloss and then accepting the characters as 
being authentic; seeing the shapes (of the 
characters) are near but not seek to explain 
them at length; 1'lith several tens or hundreds 
of authentic vessels preserved and several 
hundreds of rubbings from authentic vessels 
available, yet he continued to accumulate large 
numbers of faked characters (i.e. vessels con-
taining spurious inscriptions ) -
19. Of the 560 inscrintions recorded in the Chi ku Catalogue 
comprising those in Juan Y~an 1 s possession, a considerable num-
ber from private collections, and rubbings of vessels presumably 
lost at the time, Jung Keng has determined 54 to be spurious 
amongst which ::>0 were copies of inscriptions reproduced in the 
Sung Catalogues (op. cit., pp. 201-04). 
20. The ku v.ren,'antique >vritings', vJhich he classes as imperfect 
are probably engraved spurious inscriptions in Yeh Chih-shen 1 s 
collection - no catalogue vras published. Ch'en almost invaria1:il.y 
regards cast inscriptions as genuine; those determined as forger-
ies are all engraved script. · 
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1 such were the pitfalls of Hr. Yeh - h01v can 
vie fall into them'? If we should do so vJe 
would still tend largely tovrards a playful 
attitude and delight in a shallO\..r approach 
to the study of archaic characters. Im-
poverished gentlemen are able to make 
rubbings to collect (copies of) archaic 
characters and to study them - is it 
possible that those with the wherevlithal 
can approach this'? 
Forged engravings \vill have traces of 
chisel cutting; if these have been rubbed 
a\~Tay by means of bronze filings, then there 
will also be traces of the rub marks and the 
sharpness of the characters will be lost, too. 
Old objects rubbed by hand can be recognised; 
forged ones ivlll not be so transformed. In 
forged vessels there are no characters under-
neath the patina; even within the (thickness of 
the) patina, chara.cters do not appear. Ancient 
vessels which have decayed (i.e., have been 
corroded), do not have the characteristics of the 
bronze preserved, consequently the characters 
cannot be cleared and seen (i.e., the patlna can-
not be scraped away without damaging the inscrip-
tion). Genuine vessels have ash accumulated in 
the bronze sweat under the characters (i.e,, >v:ith-
in the grooves of the character strokes) - this 
certainly cannot be faked. Cast characters and 
engraved characters can definitely be determined 
- cast characters of elegance are narrmv at the 
top and wide at the bottom (i.e., the stroke 
grooves are wider at their base than at the 
surface.). The characters of the aneients have 
strength, those of present day men lack strength. 
In the penmanship of the ancients the stroke 
of the pen achieved i.ts purpose, each stroke 
\vas lifted or completed {in its right place), 
stood firmly and Hent through to the foot of 
the character. How can modern men reach 
2L i.e. 1 Yeh Chih-shen, 1779-1863, a collector and connoiss-eu:t of' anviquities in stone and bronze; father of Yeh Ning-
ch1en. 'Ifummel, Eminent Chin"se of the Ch 1 ing Period, p. 90!;.). 
1 this (standard). That they are unaware is 
merely because they have not set themselves in 
this direction and made a thorough investiga-
tion; to appreciate antiquity it is necessary 
to regard the (study of) the script as most 
important. Those who traffic in bronzes and 
lack knowledge of the characters see many 
excavated articles and can determine what are 
genuine or faked; should not scholars and 
officials be able to differentiate them too? 
By studying rubbings they can determine them -
by the text and the characters they know (what 
is true or false). Where (a text) is excess-
ively held in doubt it is not because it is of 
a late period (and so may be genuine) it is 
because its characters are not well formed 
(and thus is a recent forgery). 
~he characters and the execution o& Sung 
and Yuan imitations (cast in Sung and Yuan 
times) which have been buried cannot but accord 
(with these factey; there are those whose colour 
and sheen is of greatest elegance; there are 
even those cast from ancient bronze. The dex-
terity in which the ancients made their moUlds, 
cannot now to a great extent be conceived; the 
moulds were made of clay, the patterns were cut 
out by knife in the surface (of the mould) and 
the characters \.rere \vritten on w·ith lacquer to 
which was added clay layers forming rilievo 
characters; when the casting was completed it 
formed intaglio script. Hotf can this be done 
novladays • , • , • 
Within and without, the moulds joined 
(perfectly) ••• but bow could they not make some 
small error? The bronze did not (completely) 
harden, (the mould sections?) were not ad-justed carefully - it was not possible that 
there should not be a small lack (of perfection). 
Air remaining in the mould would cause holes 
during casting •••• The script itself exhibits 
period styles, when mutually compared these can 
be seen. The script has also grades of execution; 
chronological and geographical differences. 
The literary style has also set patterns. When 
one has seen much of the varieties one can 
1deduce these for himself.' (As quoted by 
Shang Ch' eng-tso, #iU tai yi ch 1 i wei tsu yen 22 
chiu, Chin ling hsueh pao, vol. 3, p. 243-~); • 
The student must search far to discover in so short a space 
so many statements on the subject of forgery; Ch 1en Chieh-ch 1 i 
has submitted some very interest:tng points in the determination 
of faked vessels, and it seems that his understanding of the 
inscriptions must have far surpassed that even of later scholars. 
He has gained the unqualified adm:tration of Shang Ch 1eng-tso: 
1 
••• all students of archaic texts and characters 
are unanimously agreed - why? Because his 
perception was so extremely good. For a whole 
lifetime he collected bronze vessels and other 
objects, no less than several thousand, and 
there was not one article amongst them that 
\vas forged ••• 1 (op. cit., p. 2Y·3). 
His opinions are often quoted and his prestige as a connoisseur 
and expert has seldom been held in doubt, yet if we consider 
carefully the points he has made in the above extract \•le may 
begin to vJonder if there might not be at least one forgery that 
crept into this peerless collector's hands. Let us tabulate 
the criteria which he considers determinative of spud.ous 
vessels: 
(a) inscriptions exhibiting incomplete characters, 
22. Our copy of this article is on microf:tlm and is badly foc-
used, thus some phrases have been omitted in the translation as 
the characters are too blurred to be deciphered; the last para-
graph above is the worst affected. 
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features but not one of them has he labelled a fake! The 
second criterion is to be noted in earlier quotations and is of 
little importance, for only the poorest quality fakes exhibit 
so obvious a feature. Clear-cut character grooves obtain in 
many of the inscriptions that -.rere once the property of this 
collector; this feature may be nc,ted in both genuine and forged 
examples; it is by no means uncommon in forged cast script. 
:2,-., 
Criterion (d) is one of questionable value. \'ie knovr of no 
instance of the next criterion (e) i.rhich vre' interpret as a 
partial engraving of characters in thinly patinated areas, 
v1hUe thickly patinated areas are left untouched. It is a 
reasonably ingenious idea but we are of the opinion that it is 
purely an imaginary class of forgery of Ch1en 1 s. Criterion {f) 
is a little difficult to understand. It seems that Ch 1 en re-
quires a genuine heavily corroded vessel to have none of the 
original metal to remain at all - forgeries could not, of course, 
obtain this characteristic. We do not know 111hat he means bv 
" 
2.!):, Patina ted bronze vessels on view in various collections are, 
iPileed, beautiful objects with their smooth and glossy surfaces 
of green, brovm, blue, and red colourings. The polished surface 
is usually accounted as the result of' constant rubbing of the 
vessel in the palms of the hand - a customary practice imparting 
a sheen to the patinated surface greatly admired by connoisseurs. 
HovTever, it is greatly to be doubted that natural oils of the 
hand have contributed much to this feature. The smoothness and 
sheen is acquired by boiling the ;.essel in 1vax which process 
tends to fix the patina more firmly to the bronze surface. Later 
polishing is done with cloth or possibly by ha.nd, Differences 
between genuine and forged vessels so treated may possibly be 
determinable by connoisseurs, but we suspect such differences 
are, for the most part, imaginary. 
'bronze sweat', but it would indeed be strange if the ancient 
craftsmen in their final polishing of the vessel did not clean 
the decor and inscription stroke grooves of foreign matter 
that may have resulted during casting operations; in any case 
the original composition of ash \vould have altered beyond 
recognition during the two thousand or more years of the 
vessel's burial. His next criterion (h) is utter nonsense as 
any student may discover upon examining available vessels that 
1>Tere once in his collection - it. is practically impossible to 
prepare the mould inscription so that intaglio characters vrith 
this feature 1vill result~ Criterion (i) is merely a matter of 
personal taste; Ch 1 en wrote in a clear and vrell formed script 
but 1>Te cannot understand ho1v he v;as able to see such strength 
and precision in the ancient calligraphy of the majority of 
inscriptions in his possession, Fe1,r, indeed, are the inscrip-
tions 111hich bear any resemblance to his description of the 
standard of script that he considered to obtain in pre-Ts 1 in 
times. The last criterion noted above is one 1ve believe to be 
significant in determining fakes, but again 1·1e find cause to 
doubt the reltability of Ch 1 en 1 s observation- most of the long 
.. ,_ 
(f~-i 
inscriptions and many of the shorter ones in the F·.::t· chai Cata-
logue contain very badly formed charactcc;rs, yet he does not re-
gard them as fakes. 
Ch 1 en has vlritten extensively on this subject but owing to 
>f. TQ.~ original text reads: 1~ ""'~ lt ;f5 t¥ l J;K 1[0 
T-: '[¥, • Although a little ambiguous out of context -
it roignt appear to be descri~tive of character shape - 'above' 
refers not to the upper sect~on of the characters, but to the 
upper surface of the bronze metal in which they are engraved; 
1 below 1 refers to the bottom of each character stroke groove. 
One familiar with the archaic script will sense liMaediately 
Ch 1en 1 s meaning; the context, too, shows clearly what he is 
expressing - he is contrasting groove appearance of cast and 
engraved inscriptions. 
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the lack of a copy of his collected letters in Australasia 
we are able to discuss only sections of those quoted in sec-
ondary works; the long extract just studied manifests his 
essentially shallmv knovJledge of the subject of forgery, al-
though it is ;.;ritten in a very convincing mannero In another 
letter he states: 
'Formerly forgeries vrere produced with 
ca.st inscriptions; in recent years, in 
Shensi, the •?ngraving of spurious texts 
on ancient vessels lacking inscriptions 
first commenced. In Chinan(fu) (Shantung) 
those of Ku Hsiang-chou are not uncommono 
At present in the capital a new sort of 
forgery has arisen - tracings of charac-
ters are made from rubbings; ctiTves and 
bends (of strokes) are distorted, each (char-
acter) suffers from omissions (of strokes)o 
Ancient inscribed vessels each exhibit some 
differences (in character structures), for-
geries do not manifest this feature; the aim 
is to create unusual characters and they 
necessartly result in great errorso Only 
the student of bronze inscriptions can 
detect them, those who have not studied the 
materials are unable to recognise them. 1 
(as quoted by Jung Keng, Op 0 cito, Po 213). 
This passage is most important for it illustrates Ch'en 1s basis 
of study - he has accepted as authentic articles all inscribed 
vessels which he and his predecessors have customarily regarded 
as being genuine. Inconstancy of character structures is 
26. Fu ch~i ch 1 e t¥, quoted by Jung and Shang without biblio-
graphicaletails o the publicationo 
• 
4.1 
accepted as a normal characteristic of genuine vessels; varia-
tions in the prose style, terminology and general expression 
are all features vrhich must obtain in genuine inscriptions. 
Perhaps this is reading a little more in the original Hriting 
of Ch 1en 1 s than is fully justified, but the interpretation of 
his statement that 'ancient vessels individually exhibit differ-
ences; forgeries lack this' must be made with reference to the 
vessels in his collection, and to the reproductions in cata-
logues published before his tllJe, for it is upon the basis of 
' ~· t h' d 27 •H tnese l-Da lS comments are ma eo .t e describes thus accurately 
the features of the archaic script as he understood it; he was 
not in a position to determine the genuineness of the materials 
studied because systematic methods of research T·Iere unknovm to 
him and to his contemporaries, and moreover, there had been no 
attempt to undertake scientific excavations of ancient Shang or 
Chou period sites to recover inscribed objects uhose authentic-
ity v1ould be beyond suspicion. Lacking properly authenticated 
inscriptions and not attempting to assess the reliability of 
provenance details of the fel·l vrith vague testimony of their dis-
27. Another statement of Chen 1 s (quoted by Shang Ch 1 eng-tso, 
op. cit., p. 270) illustrates his meaning more clearly: 1 In the 
inscriptions on archaic vessels each line of characters has its 
o\vn peculiar disposi tj,on ( ~ ) and each character has its in-
dividual demeanour ( ~ ) • ' This is essentially a description 
of the feature termed 'inconstancy' in the next Section; Ch 1 en 
is referring not only to its occurrence in individual inscrip-
tions but also to inconstant structures throQghout numbers of 
inscriptions. Inconstancy is absent in most of the engraved in-
scriptions vJhlch he classes, quite correctly, as forgeries. He 
was first to recognise this practice of forgery. 
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covery, following the attitude and approach of one who is a 
collector as well as a scholar and adopting, without critical 
evaluation, research methods established in the formative 
period of the study- these WGre the pitfalls of Ch'en and of 
his predecessors. They w·ere precis ely the short-comings that 
must be expected and allo\.red for in the 11lritings of earlier 
scholars; as we have already obser'\i;ed, no previous scholar has 
attempted to assess the quality of the scholarship of these 
pioneers as a first step tow·ards clearing up the confusion that 
has resulted from their often misdirected labours, It is easy 
for a Hesterner trained in modern research techniques to dis-
parage the toil of his less enlightened predecessors; although 
our criticism in its frankness tends to be harsh, He record 
here the great debt that any present or future student must owe 
to the efforts of these scholars, \'Jithout the asststance that 
may be gained from their compilations of inscription reproduc-
tions and the immense knowledge of the classics that they have 
brought to bear on the problems of interpretation and chronology 
in their commentaries, studies in this field >vould be beset vlith 
enormous difficulties. 
The tv!O types of forgery described. by Ch 1 en in this passage 
exhibit a further progress in awareness of the nature of for-
gers• methods; th~ first is not commonly found and is not 
usually difficult to detect - vle have seen, in the various col-
lections in Japan, only one example of a spurlous text recently 
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4. Recent Studies of Forgery. 
Since the establishment of the Republic there have been 
several attempts to study the question of forgeries; other than 
isolated statements and opinions, vre shall now proceed to 
examine the results of several scholars' researches, all of 
which have been published during the last tvrenty or thirty 
years. Our collection of this material is unfortunately not 
quite complete; we have not, for instance, seen a copy of Ts 1 in 
Keng-nien's work referred to, but not quoted, by Jung Keng 
(op. cit., p. 215). This recent scholar has deterrained 19 ves-
sels to be faked including the Nieh Ling Yi and the Shen Tsu 
Kuei; other than these facts \ve have no information about his 
research; we are also of the opinion that both these texts are 
;:>&. fakes. 
Jung Keng describes four types of forgeries that have 
been current in the Republic period: 
(a) inscriptions added to genuine vessels, 
2S. There are, no doubt, other articles on forgery, unavailable 
to us, which may have been published since Jung Keng wrote his 
Shang chou yi ch 1 i t 1ung k 1ao, but it would seem from the num-
bers ive have collected that those omitted from this survey 
should not amount to more than two or three; Jung seems to have 
assembled all the information available to him, 1tlhat eve have 
added is for the most part extra passages from the so~e sources 
and some recent material in the present section. 
(b) both the inscription and the vessel faked, 
(c) a genuine inscrj.bed fragment of bronze 
inserted into another vessel, · 
(d) a genuine inscribed fragment inserted 
into a faked vessel. 
No doubt these are all possible methods of forgery, particu-
larly the second one. Jung has also examined the bronze in-
scriptions recorded in the Imperial Catalogues and has compiled 
some very useful tables of these in his study (Y.J .c.s., 5/811-
76). His investigation is based upon six criterla that he has 
evolved: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
all vessels vrith inscriptions identical to those 
recorded in Sung period· publications with the 
exception of the usual 1 clans ign 1 type of the 
Shang period, and occasional authentic vessels 
- all the others which have texts of a number 
of characters are faked, 
all bronze texts that contain inscriptions 
copied, but changed in some respect, from j:;he nll~. 
Sun.g Catalogue texts such as th~ ~ 11-, ~ JC. :L l"l' ~ 
vrhich appears as: 11..~ 1'- t ~'oW i',f , 1 i::._ 1; -t_ , 
etc., are all faked, 
all inscriptions from the Sung Catalogues 
that appear in vessels of a different kind from 
the original are faked, 
in all cases 1\lhere the mode of expression is 
not in agreement vlith the content and order and 
character structures of arch1.d.c vessel texts 
such as a lack of text before the characters 
-=1o ~~': l,y, '~ JT\ i a clansign follOvJed by the 
vessel name-~ype characblr; or where characters 
are odd in appearance; these are forgeries; 
all vessel shapes and structures -.;hich do not 
(f) 
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accord vlith ancient types, or are odd in appGarance 
are forgeries, 
thos-e 1tlhi.ch ,contain only 
1-(- ' .;h 1.- 'iii< "* ""- "t 1."" ·- W· 'F t<1 \ ~.t::: Co 
r. "' .. I 'Jf- """' rru:eeao 
the co~non phrases: 
are for the most part, 
As a result of this investigation, Jung came to the conclusion 
that of the 1,176 vessels in the Imperial Catalogues there 
\<Tere 657 genuine ones, 190 suspecter1., and 329 forgeries. His 
criteria are of a more advanced kind than those of many of the 
earlier studies we have quoted, particularly his preoccupation 
v!ith copies that have been made on the basis of the Sung Cata-
logues. ':lhat is most commendable is the fact that he has not 
just sat idly and v:ritten down the first thoughts that came into 
his mind, but has l:lsted his materials and given good references 
and classif:led each inscription accord:l.ng to its number of 
characters, vessel-type, and his opinion as to vrhether it is 
genuine, suspected or faked, It is certa:lnly rare to find so 
high a degree of scholarship in the studies of the inscriptions 
* themselves, 
Although June's survey is good, we must consid<el' for 
a moment the valid:Lty and value of his criteria. In the first 
place he has acted upon the assumption that the Sung Catalogue 
inscriptions are mainly authentic but this does not destroy the 
value of his first principle; evGn though it is to be suspected 
that a large percentage of them are forged, the fact that later 
forgers have copied from so many sho1vs clearly the importance 
¥ 1\fention should be made here of Wang Kuo-\¥ei t s Sung tai tin wen chu lu piao and his Kuo ch 1 ao chin wen chu lu piao 
later revised by Pao Ting) both works of value but they 
lack precise references. It is not clear always upon what 
basis Wang's determination of forgery rests· as far as we 
have noted, he recognises mainly the later faked copying of 
pre-existing texts - particularly of those in the Sung 
Catalogues. Jung and Shang Ch 1eng-tso (mentioned later) 
seem to have incorporated all the vessels Wang regards as 
spurious in their writings. 
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of the Sung Catalogue texts in the determination of falced 
inscriptions. It is, of course, possible that some of the 
original Sung period vessels may have been preserved in the 
Imperial Collection, but He tend to agree vJith Jung that barely 
one percent, if any, still remain. ·~men a complete study has 
been made of the Sung Catalogue inscriptions and the authentic-
ity of them has been properly assessed, a far larger number of 
fakes Hill be found in the Imperial Catalogues (as well as in 
later catalogues) then the mere 329 discovered. by Jung. 
His second criterion is quite valid but it must be 
carefully used; it is not entirely justifiable, 
to consider the texts reading m !;;, ~~ ;ll 
for instance, 
, or 
P,'ll, .€1. ~ ~~ , as copies of the Sung Catalogue text quoted previ-
ously- Jung does this (Shang chou yi ch 1 i t 1ung k 1ao, p. 198), 
and though i·le agree that both these are fakes and may possibly 
be copies of the Sung Catalogue texts, there is really no defi-
nite proof of the latter. His third point, too, is quite 
valid. His fourth and sixth criteria are essentially the same 
thing, but his fifth criterion is not really acceptable as it 
is now knoim that unusual types are in fact being excavated 
under conditions ivhich preclude any possibility of forgery. 
In another section of his large study of bronzes, Jung 
Keng suggests four further criteria to de.termine the authentic-
ity of bronzes: 
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(a) vessel shapes and cov..structions that are not 
ancient are faked, 
(b) vessel types such as !f~ <fz, 
}'{1 ~ , -k ~ , are forgeries, ~ ~ ' ~\i 
(c) decorative patterns which are not ancient are 
faked, 
(d) Shang and Chou style vessels inlaid \vith gold 
and silver are faked, 
~ ~ ,z 
These are directed against the bronzes in the Imperial Catalogues, 
\•lith the exception of the last point which is a debatable 
matter in the light of recent discoveries, Jung's first three 
criteria above are merely subj ecti.ve statements that mean 
nothing. Until more fully attested materials are excavated, 1\Te 
shall not be able to assert vrhat is, or is not, •ancient•. 
Shang Ch 1 eng-tso has written perhaps the most comprehensive 
survey that has attempted to deal solely with the subject of 
forged inscriptions, and like Jung, takes cognisance of the 
possibility of using the inscription text itself as a means of 
determining forgeries. He has based his study on five main 
criteria: 
(a) character structures influenced by the Sung 
Catalogue texts, 
(b) texts made up of selections of phrases and 
sentences from various inscriptions, 
(c) texts copied from others but lacldng 1..rords and 
phrases, 
(d) texts copied from others on to larger or 
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smaller vessels vrith the text area enlarged or 
reduced in order to fit the inscription area, 
(e) perfect or nearly perfect copies of existing 
(genuine) texts. 
Each of these criteria are qu.ite easily understood and 
shall not be elaborated in detail here. Shang's survey is 
most interesting to read and because of its adequate illustra-
tion of the materials discussed, it may be ranked amongst the 
best published studies made to date. It is, however, of 
limited value as the majority of the inscriptions treated are 
texts engraved on textless vessels - cast inscriptions are left 
1.rell alone. 
Shang's article has been used as the basis of another 
similar survey by Hsli Chu..."lg-shu vrho has incorporated some fur-
ther material not noted in previous quotations. We quote from 
his article at some length: 
1At that time (the Sung period) the passion 
for antiques had not yet developed into a 
craze, the market prices of antiques were 
in all probability not high either; there 
was no cause for making forgeries and moreover 
there had not been discovered many 
original bronzes (upon which to base them). 
Thus it was, an~ in the Po ku t 1 u and the 
Catalogue of Hsueh Shang-kung there remain 
(copies of) only a few forged antiques 
listed. Not only 111as the skill of forgers 
at that time not yet of a high standard but 
also they could only fraudulently copy 
existing VEJssels .and naturally the deception 
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1 is easily discovered:9 • 
As far as 't;he dis co very and forgery of 
bronze vessels during the YUan and Hing 
dynasties is concerned, although there is 
nothing recorded (!), I thinl: hovrever that 
the appearance of such articles could not 
have been rare; probably the greater part 
of the colleetions in the Ch 1 ing Palace must 
have been the remnants surviving the ravages 
that occurred during these t',JO dynast1es 
(i.e. YUan and Ming). The several 
catalogues published 1n the Ch 1 ien Lung 
pi,riod - the Hs i ch 1 i ng ku chien and Hsu 
cllien and the Ning shou chien ku - are just 
a general accouP1ting since the time of the Po ku t 'u and Hsdeh 1 s ,,rrHings. During 
this period of six or seven centuries, the 
prices of antiques rose higher and higher, 
and because there developed a certain class 
of the art of forgery during the formative 
period of imitation castings (initiated by) 
the L'llperial Household during the Sung and 
!'ling dynasties, there is consequently in 
these several catalogues quite a nmnber of 
skilfully made forgeries. Even though 
these forged articles are cast, no matter 
hovr well, v!hen compared cvi th those of 
ancient times they never quite approach 
f9 ~ earlier quotations prove nearly every statement here 
to be incorrect: the passion for antiques was strong enough to 
be clG.SSed as a craze; high prices are recorcled in Sung times 
(Jung Keng, op, cit., p. 161); there 1,ras every reason and oppor-
tunity for forgery to be pract:lsed; archaic style vessels vrere 
called in from all over the country to serve as a basis of study 
for the imitations required by Imperial command; the number of 
forgeries in the early Sung Catalogues is much higher than gen-
erally supposed, and from vrhat vle knov< of the circmnstances of 
the time, it would be most unlikely tl1at genuine inscribed ves-
sels were many; that more than 600 inscribed vessels 111ere accepted 
as genuine is a tribute to the slrill of forgers of the time; 
certainly some forgeries were copies of existing vessels but the 
careful observer will note a high element of ingenuity :ln the 
composition and calligraphy of the Sung Catalogue texts. 
'vlang Kuo-11ei vras able to find less than a score of fakes 
in the Sur1g Catalogues, and as a result of his efforts no one 
has felt it necessary to reconsider further the authenticity of 
these inscriptions. 
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1 them in appearance, Thus although the 
'hand-copies' in these catalogues are not 
>vell~ executed, the forgeries can never-
theless be very easily recognised ••••' 
Hsii then proceeds to note the gro~oring interest in the 
collection of inscribed bronzes for historical research, 
particularly since Juan Y'uan 1 s publication of his famous 
catalogue. \Hth such further demands for inscribed materials 
and consequent rising of prices, forgeries tended more to"rards 
inscribed rather than textless bronzes. It vms a general prac-
tice to add inscriptions to authentic bronzes as forgers found 
it too difficult to cast both the vessel and the text together. 
In this period~ there was only one person vJho \vas capable of 
distinguishing such forgeries - Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i, Hsti proceeds 
to enumerate his criteria and considers that 80-90% are still 
acceptable, After this he refers to Shang Ch 1 eng-tso 1 s 
article ,.,hich vre have just discussed, enumerates the criteria 
vrhich he established and then adds four further criteria of 
hts otm: 
(a) 1:lhen the publication dates of catalogues of 
bronzes (i.e. , the period between publica-
tions of two different catalogues) are far 
removed from each other, the later appearing 
publications will have forgeries in greater 
munbers. 
(b) Vessels that have no coQnection between in-
dividuals, time or locality (as shovm in the 
contents of their texts) but yet possess the 
same general features, these vrith the 
exception of one or two, or of those that can 
be sho1m to be the originals (i.e., the 
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others have been copied from them), can for 
the most part be regarded as faked. 
(c) In the cases of all inscribed vessels each 
class of vessel has a particular place for 
the inscription; those that do not accord 
1ifith this are probably forgeries. 
(d) The vessel text, the vessel's shape and 
structure, and the decor; these three items 
in each period should have different 
characteristics. As regards these three 
items, chronological differences must be in 
accord; _that is, early vessels must have 
all of the three items characteristically 
lc:arly, late vessels must have all of them 
late-; when early and late characteristics 
are confused in the same vessel - if both 
the vessel and its text cannot be classed 
as a fake - then the text is definitely 
forged.' (Lun ku t 11mg ch 1 i chill chien pieh, 
K1 ao ku, she k 1an, 4. p. 229 ff.). 
In the next issue of the same journal (p. 306) in vrhich the 
above article was published Shang Ch 1 eng-tso presents a short 
criticism of Hsu 1 s article and illustrates a number of errors 
he had made and also criticises severely the additional 
criteria noted above, Shang, in his closing lines, remarks 
to the effect that the determination of forgeries upon the basis 
of the inscription texts requires constant contact 1·rith the 
vessels themselves and with original rubbings - probably a dig 
a Hsu, but nevertheless it is quite a correct observation. 
Although vTe agree with Shang's criticism of Hsu 1 s article 
in certain details (not incorporated in our quotations), \ve do 
not, hov1ever, discount his four additional cr.iteria entirely. 
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Each of them has more than an element of truth and vJe consider 
that they are basically sound. Forgeries \iill appear in later 
catalogues in greater numbers, and actually many exBlllple;; can 
be found. In a number of cases the original inscription \vas 
first published as a 1hand-copy 1 in one of the Sung or early 
Ch 1 ing catalogues and the original vessel has long since 
disappeared, This is not so much a criterion as a line of 
approach that must be kept in mind in studies in thi.s field. 
Hsii 1 s second criterion is in some respects identical 
to those advanced by Shang; it suggests that forgeries have 
been made on the basis of existing vessels and texts, and a 
general continuity is maintained in all but proper names. 'vcle 
fully agree that such types of forgeries vrere commonly mad.e, 
and suspect they exist in great numbers in the large reposi-
tories, 
Hsii 1 s th.ird criterion brings to mind Shih Chang-y-U 1 s 
recently published survey of inscription locations in various 
vessel types (Ta lu tsa chih, 8/5, 6, 7), vlhen more fully 
attested inscribed bronzes are unearthed, a study along this 
line vrill possibly lead to the discovery of further forgeries 
not determinabl_e upon the basis of other criteria. As to his 
last criterion, Hsii is certainly correct but the application 
of this principle cannot be properly made until there are more 
fully attested materials to act as controls. 
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These then are the main studies done by Chinese scholars 
on this question; Westerners have hardly given thought to it 
but have accepted UJ1critically, except in cases of trivial im-
. 
portance, the research and opinions of their Chinese colleagues, 
The fe1v scholars wh.o have made studies of the bronzes have not 
considered more than a fevr aspects of the subject of forgery, 
and have made little attempt to examine the problems from the 
point of vietv of the inscriptions, Like their Chinese colleagues, 
they are more concerned 1<1ith developing their ability to 
determine fakes upon the physical characteristics .of the vessels. 
Other than the characteristics of shapes and decor of the vessels, 
they occupy much of their tim.e on observations of the patina; 
A, J. Koop 1 s remarks following are illustrative of this: 
1 ;, •• forgery 't!aS rife from a very early period, 
and there vras nothing to prevent the ingenious 
and skilful faker from collecting small and 
unimportant bronzes, or broken fragments of 
larger on~lh to melt dovm for his dishonest 
purposesi).:$0'" 
life are thus thro1m back on a study of patination 
30. One might suppose that the forger vrould find it a better 
financial proposition to dispose of such fragments or small 
vessels vJithout destroy:!.ng them; requires little ingenuity 
to produce bronze and the smelting do\m of ancient bronze frag-
ments >vill not make the resulting vessel appear any more ancient. 
Only Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i speaks of this practice and cautiously 
dates it in Sung or Yii.an times; he does not, of. course, tell us 
hovr he ,,ras able to determine that the bronze metal of such 
fraudulently cast vessels •ras originally taken from genuine ones J 
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'as a criterion of the age of a bronze. 
All extant examnles other than thosp, of 
quite recent t:iXnes have been rescued from 
age-long burial in the earth. This burial 
~produces on the surfaee of the metal a 
chemical change, the appearanc<J and colourc;,tion 
of which den ends tnrtl v on the comDos i tton of 
the alloy :Ltself,"partly on the r.ature of the 
soH in >fhtch it has been lying or of the 
extraneous matertals vrHh whtch tt has been 
in prolonged contact. Broadly speaking, it 
may be said that the greater the proportion 
of copper, the morE' extensive is likely to 
be the oxidation and decomnos it ion of the 
bronze containing it. 'I'he tin, and also, 
if they be present in the alloy, the silver 
and the gold, contr1bute pract i.cally nothing 
to the patinationo 
It is possible, so certa scientists 
assure us, to ascertain by a careful analysis 
of its patina the minimum length of time during 
;-rhich a bronze must have been buried to nroduce 
on :i.ts surface the incrustations of malachite 
(green carbonate of copper), azurite (blue), and 
a.tacami te (apple-gret~n, cont.'::tining chlorine) 
or the glossy mirror-like patination, rangtng 
in colour from silvery grey to deep black, clue 
to the presence of mercury. But even thus 
any accurate dating, even to uithin a thousand 
years is quite impracticableo 
At the same time, there is no difficulty 
in distingui.shing the aerugo genuinely caused 
by burial in the soil for ten, fifteen, twenty 
or more centuries, from the fraudulent inlita-
tions of modern forgers. The truH patina 
actually eats into th'J surface of the metal, 
and loolcs as if it had fastened its roots there 
and become an inseparable part of the object; 
whereas the imitations, if produced by acids, are 
merely sktn-deep, or if done in coloured \>fax 
or lacqmn• (often artfully mixed \vith minute 
chips of real malachite), are merely super-
imposed on the metal and can be removed bodily 
by boiling, scraping or tapping vrith a light 
hammer, so as to leave the surface of the 
alloy practically in its rcnr state. (It should, 
hoivever, be observed that even a genuinely old 
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1 patina, will sometimes appear to give -vray to 
scraping and tapping, but never entirely.) 1 
(Earlv Chinese Bronzes, Chapter II, p. 3-ljj. 
~~. van Heusden, a collector of many years 1 experience, has 
made similar comments on the importance of the patina: 
1See as many collections as you can, study 
the illustrated catalogues of these collec-
tions again and again! Only thus can ;;e 
learn to kno1v bronzes. 
The large majority of imitations are so poor 
that they could only deceive a novice. Others 
are not so obvious and then the best test is 
the patina. A genuine patina cannot be easily 
separated from the bronze it grevi from. Imi-
tation patina can generally be removed by 
vrashing vlith soapy water, gasoline, turpentine, 
xylol or acetone.' (Ancient Chinese Bronzes, 
P• 64). 
The reader might vrell 1ronder if an artificial patina 1<'hich has 
adhered firmly to the bronze surface or even 1 fastened its roots 
there' would be recognised as such by those 1<1ho rely on such a 
critel'ion in determining the authenticity of the vessels. That 
so firm and genuine-seeming a patination can be produced arti-
ficially is not to be doubted; that it can be distinguished from 
patination thought to be genuine is, hovrever, a debatable 
question. The nature and extent of the study of patination by 
Chlnese or by Hestern scholars is falthfully portrayed in the 
two quotations above - only in the cases of a fe1t1 bronze frag-
ments of Anyang provenance has sclentlfic analysls been attempted, 
the results are of no value in the determination of forgery 
-because no similar investigation has been made of the patination 
• It is pleasing to discover, as a layman in these matters, 
that one of the few scient:ists ~orho has investigated the prob-
lems of patina has also recorded similar vie>7S; Dr. H. J. 
Plenderleith has written: 'In the present imperfect state of, 
our knovrledge one must be111are of reading too much into purely 
qualitative evidence and it may well be the case that the 
answer to what may appear to be the simplest archaeological 
question is as yet beyond us. For example, there is no trust-
IWrthy scientific test which 1\Ti.ll distinguish whether a bronze 
is Shang or Sung, vrhether it is 3,000 or only 1 000 years old. 
It is highly desirable that some scientific crjterion should 
be found as this is perhaps the most urgent question left out-
standing. What is wanted is a systematic study of as many 
well-authenticated specimens as possible, This is obvious-
ly a long term research requiring special equipment and access 
to representative bronzes of all classes; it vmuld seem to 
require the accumulation of a large body of analytical data 
of various kinds. \1/e need to accumulate the results of as 
many spectrographic examinattons as possible; \ve need also 
quantitative chemical analyses before \ve can bring out indi-
vidual characteristics which I am persuaded must existi and 
as fragments suitable for chemical examination are hard to 
come by, the more 1r1ho interest themselves in furthering this 
particular study the sooner may ve expect results to be forth-
coming which \<Till be of value to us all.' (p. 54), 
Our reference on p. 56 to Professor H. C. H. Carpenter's 
scientific analyses of Anyang fragments as the only investiga-
tion of this kind vras made before Plenderleith's article came 
to our notice; work in this field is apparently somevrhat ex-
tensive (c.f. his first annotation, p. 33) but it is not pos-
sible to pursue enquiries further at the moment. Taking into 
account the detailed descrin.tions of minute characteristics 
in the patina and the writer's opinion as to vlhether they 
could be duplicated artificially, it vould seem that our state-
ment of the ease >vith ,,rhich forgers may manufacture natural 
appearing patina should be modified. Hovrever, the statement 
:ls not made from the point of view of scientific analysis of 
patina - the vast majority of inscribed bronzes have only been 
examlned superficially. Those vrith faked patina described by 
Plenderleith represent the most obvious examples covered 1orith 
wax or lacquer based patina; 1 a1chemic 1 patination has appar-
ently not been investigated. As to faked inscriptions, only 
those engraved in the bronze seem to have been examined. 
·,;ath properly attested materials appearing from 1ddely 
scattered sites accompanied by full aecounts of the location 
of the excavated articles, it :Ls to be hoped that some enter-
• ' n• ' 1 t ' ~ ' " 1 t i th ' t -" • pr1s.1ng vn1nese sc_en lS<, \v:U.J.. con, nne . 1.0 .ype o~ lnves-
tigation incorporating the highly important additional infor-
mation of physical features of the sites - soil content, cl 
mate 1 etc, Such an investigation accompanied by the more limited approach possible :1.n cases of unattested vessels r•uy, 
indeed, have very va1uable results. 
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or of the nature of the bronze alloys of the general corpus of 
bronzes, The application of science to our problem might 
possibly determine more easily for us the extent of forgery in 
available material,?~~' 
H i ! ' ' ' ~ T k t 1 •r h-' ( T n 1 .enr ,,aspero 1 J.n a revJ.ew or a a a ·S J\oc unen "our .. a 
Asiatique 1927) 1 made some extremely severe judgements on the 
authenticity of the inscriptions genera.lly; Professor Karlgren 
has noted his main arguments and discusses their validity in his 
Yin and Chou in Chinese Bronzes, Haspero 1 s objections vrere: 
(a) whenever a bronze has a date which accords with 
the san t•un.g li system of Liu Hsin's vle must 
suspect it of being a forgery of later ages, 
the date being the result of a backvrard calcu-
lation, 
(b) there are numerous cases in which the same in-
scription occurs on several or even a i'Jhole 
series of vessels, 
(c) the occurrence of parallel phrases and sen-
tences >vith those of the Shih and the Shu, 
(d) the inscriptton accounts of the investHure 
ceremony do not accord with that described in 
the Li chi. and the Chou li.P•· 
31'· An extensive chemico-analytical survey of the patination and 
of the nature of the bronze alloy of vessels in existence and 
easily available compared with a similar survey of scientifically 
excavated materials ~crould be a control of considerable value. It 
l·rould, of course, require the wholehearted co-operation of collec-
tors, but here vle would expect such a scheme to break docvn, for 
although only a fevf filtngs of metal and patina would be taken 
from individual vessels, it would be too much to expect their own-
ers to assist in a survey that might result in the discovery of 
their treasures being fakes.~ 
}2'• \!le have not had access to the original article but simply 
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Karlgren counters each of these objections 1vith his usual 
convincing arguments then proceeds to present his own reasons 
for accepting the authenticity of the inscriptions: 
'From studying the bronze inscriptions I have 
become more and more convinced that the main 
bulk of them, such as given in the repertor-
ies of the best and most experienced Chinese 
collectors, is on the vrhole quite reliable, 1 
(p. 14). 
Karlgren then discusses several characteristics vlhich he 
considers speak strongly in favour of the reliability of the 
bronze texts, These 1"e shall note and examine in detail: 
l, the lack of parallel allusions in the bronze 
texts to historical persons or events in the 
traditional texts. 
In his discussion on this point he says: 
I • , ' k bl ) ,_ • 1 
• , • • l t; 1s remar .a e 101v com para c 1 ve y 
seldom persons and events known from early 
literature occur in the inscriptions. If 
any considerable number of bronzes of the 
standard repertories had been forged in later 
times, we should have expected to find a 
great many allusions to famous persons and 
well known happenings, such as are recorded 
in S't-ma Ts 1 ien and in Ch 1un-ts'iu, Tso-
Chuan, Kuo-ytl., Chan Kuo-ts 1 e. 'rhere are 
a2, record here the points discussed by Karlgren, Criteria (b) 
and (c) are actually of immense importance; in particular (c) is 
one T;Jhich has never been carefully examined. The extent to 
vihtch traditional texts have been consulted in preparing the in-
scription texts of for;?eries will be assessed by us in a later 
study of the Sung ( 1i;r,;.1 ) vessels of which the first of the · 
series 'discovered 1 viaS reproduced in the Imperial Catalogues and 
also by Juan YUan, Since then, ten or more vessels containing 
the same text have come to light and appear in various catalogues. 
* A somevrha t similar sentiment is expressed in Otto Kurz 1 s 
Fakes - he says: 'The forgers, knovring the v1eakness of their 
compatriots, concentrated on inscriptions >ilth historical 
associations and more or less neglected the artistic aspect of 
their products.' (p. 200). If this ''riter had been in a 
position to know the contents of the inscriptions - whether 
genuine or forged - he >wu1d be immediately avrare that the 
statement ca:J.not be substantiated exeept in a very few cases. 
This, as far as the inscription is concerned; as to 1 the 
neglect of the artistic aspects of their products' and in 
connection vrith a comparatively careful consideration of the 
inscription, it would seem to us that even in generally 
accepted forgeries the inscription has taken second place in 
the production of the fake. 
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1 very few such indeed. w'hen really spurious 
allusions of that kind do occur, they are 
generally so naively worded that the fraud 
is easily seen and has been detected long 
. ago by the Chinese critics"' (p, 15) .* 
vle find it exceedingly difficult to understand hovr such an 
argument can possibly support the authenticity of the inscription 
vrhen the particular point dis cussed is indeed the characteristic 
to be expected in a spuri.ous text. Obviously a forger in com-
piling the text of an inscription \vould seek to present it vrith 
the greatest possible aroma of authenticity, but \vould he be so 
foolish as to incorporate already kno1m historical facts in his 
text and expect collectors and scholars to accept the resulting 
inscription as a genu:Lne article'? Hardly, During the period of 
eight centuries of the Chou dynasty, thousands of inscr:Lbed 
vessels must have been cast - the chances of discovering those 
made by the relatively few historical personages record over 
this period in the traditional texts ¥rould be very small indeed. 
Forgers realized this and, in most cases, used events and names 
not directly recorded in the trad:LtlonaJ. texts but 1crhich had 
some sort of connection vfith these. In this way they \vorked on 
f' ~ ~ .!.. -l.. a sa,.. er oas lS; cons t..an v reference to knovm facts l·rould excite 
the suspicion of Chinese antiquar:lians and vrould 
on all bronzes bearing inscriptions containing 
b . • . rJ.ng SUSp2C20n 
_5:3), 
such me.terial"' 
3.i3. The Ts in Hou P 1 an :Ls a particularly good example of such a 
blatant forgery, It is filled ,,rith Chou time lore and abounds 
:in express ions and phraseology that have every appearance of 
having been copied unblushingly from various traditional sources. 
Allusions to various aspects of early Chou history can be found 
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It is interesting to note that Chinese critics tend to classify 
as forgeries, inscriptions which could obviously have been 
copied from pre-existing sources; it is seldom that they attack 
inscriptions which have no direct relationship with earlier 
'discovered' inscriptions or \vith the traditional texts. Be-
cause of this general limit in their investigations they have 
found the determination of 'authentic 1 inscriptions an easy task 
for there are comparatively 
erence to this criterion of 
fe>•T that may be suspected 
3lt. 
such doubtful value. 
' ' 
vTith ref-
33. within it. To our knowledge~fno Chin<=se scholar has accept-
ed it as a genuine text and only ~()!le publication has incorpor-
ated a rubbing of the text. The character shapes are among the 
worst formed of any inscription - a single glance at the script 
is sufficient to decide without any qualification that it can-
not br~ anything but a fake. It is not the only inscription 
that betrays its fraudulence so easily but because it is so 
easy to determine such vessel texts as this to be spurious it 
is not correct to imagine that it reflects the maximum standard 
we must expect in the case of all faked texts. 
3+. If one studies the numerous works on Chinese bronzes and 
has the opportunity of discussing various aspects of such studies 
with Chinese or Japanese scholars one is soon aware of a very 
pronounced attitude of mind to\.,ards the bronze texts as his-
torical material. There is no greater pleasure to these scholars 
than that of dis covering some minute 1 parallel' between the 
inscriptions and the traditional texts - the more they can illus-
trate their kncnrledge of the latter material, the more scholarly 
is their work considered. As far as familiarity vri th the bronze 
texts is concernec'i, it is a different matter; no scholar has 
as yet made a complete survey of the large catalogues of rub-
bings as a basis of historical research; on the contrary, only 
inscriptions that have some relationship to traditional history 
have been selected. Numbers of inscriptions of minor importance 
have been discarded partly because they have been felt to be 
forgeries and mainly because they do not offer much scope for 
academic discussion. \fuat the Chinese scholar is most interest-
ed in is thEl type of inscription that can be used as a basis 
of academie erudition wherein he can dj,splay his vast kn01dedge 
of the traditional texts. If the parallels are too obvious, 
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The detection forger :::;. f a.:r more 
foll 
' 
1.vere so easy a matter to detect it 
1y bG likeJ.y 
ply the eo Unless bronz.es they cast and cribed 
\Jere of enough s tanc1ard s se:rutiny of or-
collectors and scholo.rs, it ·Hould not be "~Jo:rth the trouble 
and nse o:f m_anufactur:i.ng therno seems to eonsicler 
the s ard of forg h:.Ls 2.bove acceptance of 
thts extremely questionable cr:Lteriono. Sur y forgers have 
the skill not only in the castLng and ing of vessels, 
compilation of texts for the vessels!il 
A i3tudy of the bronze texts 
(a) a relatively large number of tern Chou 
inscriptions '-"rhich , at the most, only 
refprenct.:s to recorded persons and 
in the sparse literatu_re of 
+-' .• • ,., 
vfllS pcrJ.OU, 
(b) in Eastern Chou inscriptions the same char-
acterist:Lc holds hu_t the amount of detailed 
3t.~,~ eagQ, the Tsin Hou pran mentioned e?rlier, their suspicion 
of the tex.:t conc.srned is imr!.' diJ..tely aroused a 
.., ,...; ..,-( '1\'" • .o- • t ' ' t . .JJ<~~ hUO 1-'10-JO says, Lor ·1ns Etnce: • ~ (). eacn cnarac er ann 
C.·:P ... Cb phr::t~e in the :inS0.ri1.·Jt1ons Oil b-r0117.1-:::. V"-"St:::Pl c~ "1l"th the 
" - ... - ~- ~ -- --·- ... - ,.., ,J ~-' • ._... ---- .... ' " ~_,.. ~-'" 
exception of the forged ones ·vyhtch can be easily d. .istingu:ished, 
.J" • • ..., • ... ' ,.. ~ L 1 I 
are cne orlglnaJ. expresslons or a Ie\·I an.clen~ peop e o c a o 
(Introduction translatt::d ish by J <> C" Ft::;rgusono Ltan0' 
chou chin uen tz 1 u ta h.si k 1 a.o shth, vol. 3, Po 1 back of 
volume. 
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information trs.nsmitted from this period 
is many tirnes that of 11/estern Chou. It 
would be expected that a greater parallel-
ism would be found bet1veen Eastern Chou 
inscriptions and the traditional sources of 
this period - coincidence of facts 11ould not 
be so remarkable. If the traditional 
texts of Eastern Chou are genuine then it 
seems unusual that no more than a fEM 
bronze inscriptions have been found, out 
of several hundreds, v1hich have a direct 
though debatable, connectiol). -.rith recorded 
happenings of this periocl.36. 
It is quite obvious that Chinese forgers have persistently 
avoided direct referenees to traditional sources because they 
fully appreciated the attitude of their countrymen to such 
blatant methods. 
2, Karlgren follo•;s vrith an observation on the 
characteristics of dates recorded in \vestern 
and Eastern Chou texts and notes the common 
- -± .\-
occurrence of if:/] \2 1 ~ in Eastern Chou texts: 
1 Here \.re vlish only to point out that recent 
forgers could not have co-operated so sys-
tematically and with such expert knov¥1edge 
as to have succeeded in maintaining such a 
difference. 1 (p. 15). 
Karlgren again seems to under-rate the capability of forgers and 
36. 'tie refer here to events rather than to personages. Persona 
names in the bronze texts can often be paralleled with names in 
the traditional texts by the dubious 'loan character' theory; 
that thesE' are true parallels is usuall v a matter of doubt. 
Fully attested inscrlptions and other documents recently unearth 
ed contain no definite cases of 1 loan character' usage; this 
point will be considered at length in Section Six. It is our 
opinion that such a system of expression was not current in pre-
Ts1in times, but is a method of interpretation forced on the 
anci.ent tex'ts by later scholars. 
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does not take j_nto consideration the fact that since Sung times 
there have been at least six catalogues of inscriptions which 
have acted as 'hand books 1 for forgers o 'vJith the examples in 
the Sung Catalogues it vras by no means a dtfficult task to fol-
lovr a general line of compilation of text for inscriptionso In 
our opinion very little ·• expert kno,:!ledge' 1vas ess ent tal to 
achieve a degree of continuity in text types; systematic co-
operation \vould urmittingly be effected by constant reference to 
the text types in the Sung Catalogues and as later catalogues 
were published including such forgeries, together vdth others with 
slight variations, as vrell as entirely new cre'1tions. these also 
became established as genuine articles and formed further bases 
for further forgeries. 
In his discussion of the significa.nce of the gr\::ater 
number of occurrenc<os of the above date combination in the 
Eastern Chou texts, Karlgren says: 
1 No\,r it is obvious that the bronzes vJere not 
ahmvs cast in the first quarter of the 
month, nor regularly on the rare days ting-
hai: "'re hav\:1 here a conventional.i.zed phrase 
;vithout any real connection >vith the actual 
date of the. ce.s.t~ng, Thi~ is r;o uru;:novm 
pnenomenon 1n Cn1.nao On nan t1me mlrrors 
the dc;y is P,refe,r~b?-y given as ping-\"'U. 
even ln montns vlt1J.en vie know for certa1n 
conta:tned no ping-~:-ru day , (:1 o. There irtas a 
. " b J . ~ ic' • d SpeclaJ. SYJTI 0 .lC reason ~Or vlllS an some-
thing s:l.milar must have been the case vith 
the phrase ch 1 u ld ting-hai on the feudal 
bronzeso Since it is inco.nceivab1e that the 
feudal kingdoms could h,t;_ve s an advanced 
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'custom of conventionalized dating at the 
same time as the Royal Chou had an original 
free dating system, vie must conclude that we 
are here confronted vJith a difference in 
period •••• 1 (p. 25). 
If the bronze inscriptions concerned are all genuine 
then it may be legitimate to dravT such conclusions, but because 
Karlgren has found 6 Western Chou inscriptions l•rith the ch 'u-
chi-ting-hai date out of a selection of 210 inscribed vessels 
(of which about 90 contain dates and 41 have the first quarter 
of the month in the date combination) as contrasted uith 56 
dated vessels of Eastern Chou of -.,rhich all but one contain the 
first quarter and 26 contain the ch'u-chi-ting-hai combination, 
this is not necessarily to be regarded as a particularly re-
markable phenomenon. Especially as there are 14 examples of 
this date combination amongst 70 bronzes v!ith the date in the 
first quarter of our collection (not selection!) of some 720 · 
Western Chou bronzes; and in Eastern Chou texts, it should 
be noted, that there are at least a hundred texts containing 
no date at all, and 30 or more viith other date forms. The 
preponderance of first quarter dates in bronzes of both per-
iods is possibly due to two major reasons: (a) the archaic 
characters ch'u chi are particularly easy to ;vrite and (b) the 
prototypes available to later forgers contain a large propor-
tion of first quarter dates. In the Sung Catalogues the first 
quarter occurs in 12 inscriptions, 8 of 1¥hich are classl.fiable 
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as \4estern Chou texts; the day-date, ting-hai, is combined 
1r1ith three of these and with 3 Eastern Chou texts, The second 
and third QUarters appear in only ~ Western Chou texts while 
the fourth QUarter is found in only one text - an Eastern 
Chou inscription, Later forgers have undoubtedly been in-
fluenced by similar observations vlhich they viere QUite capable 
of making for themselves. Karlgren 1 s conclusion that forgers 
could not have 'succeeded in maintaining such a difference' 
is hardly a justifiable one~7 • 
3. Style and decoration of vessels in relation to 
their texts: 
1 if we classify the bronzes into chrono-
logical groups exclusively according to 
their inscr:i.ptions and thus obtain a series 
of distinctive groups; and if it then turns 
out that clear distinctions in type and 
decoration correspond to these distinctions 
then the inscriptions, on the vrhole, (there 
will always be isolated exceptions) are 
not forged, they are authentic. For it is 
inconceivable that a number of recent for-
gers, working independently and on isolated 
specimens could have had the expert know-
ledge of details and decorations and in-
scriptions that would have enabled them un-
failingly to put the proper inscription on 
the proper kind of vase. They would necess-
arily have given themselves away; for this 
typological analysis has not yet been made 
in China, 1 (p. 15). 
37. The month-Quarter terminology is discussed in further 
detail in Appendix A.~ 
*Recently excavated bronze inscriptions present an interes-
ting sidelight on these remarks: ins. ~ compiled in the 
reign of the \~estern Chou monarch, King Hu 1 contains the ch 1u-
chi-ting-hai combination; the Ts 1ai bronzes and other attested 
Eastern Chou bronzes with date formulations definitely show 
no propensity towards employi11g this combination as a con-
ventionalised date phrase. The formulations employed are L~ 
many respects quite different from what one would expect on 
the basis of a knowledge of the unattested Eastern Chou 
inscriptions. 
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In this quotation is the principle underlying Karlgren's 
recent ,,rorks on bronze types and decor. The chronological 
groupings of vessels \;IaS made in accordance ;rith the contents 
of their inscriptions; the physical aspects of the vessels 
\vere then classified in detail and general tendencies in each 
group ~~ere noted. The principle involved in this study was 
quite a simple one, but had never before been attempted on such 
a detailed scale by any Chinese scholar. Kuo Mo-jo, for in-
stance, had earlier made a practice of comparing vessel-types 
and decor on the basis of his chronological grouping of the 
inscriptions but limited his investigations to only a few cases. 
If the materials \vere all genuine the resu;:t.ts vrould have been 
highly interesting, but neither Kuo nor Karlgren made a careful 
study of the most important basis of this research - the authen-
ticity of the inscriptions themselves. Karlgren relied on the 
opinions of older and contemporary Chinese scholars and colle~­
tors, but did not check the reliability of them for himself. 
It is here that the ''hole fabric of his theory may be found to 
rest on slender foundations. 
If the materials on vrhich his chronological arrangement is 
based are authentic, then there is little need to question his 
results; if, on the other hand, a relatively large number of in-
scriptions are found to be fakes (if cast >vith the vessels then 
these, too, are forgeries), He can then be pretty certain that 
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the forgers of the vc)SSel and text were by no means the simple-
minded arttsans that vle have been led to believe. Again, if 
the inscrj.1')tions, arr.:ctnged in a chronological order, result in 
distinct groups of vessel types each \vith its o1cm characteristic 
shape and decor, is this sufficient proof that the materials 
employed in such a survey are for the most part genuine because 
such d tinctive grouping results? 
1 if He find that to the chronological C'lte-
gories just established by means of the in-
scriptions there correspond fairly clear and 
exact typological categories, so that the 
distinctions in time 1vhich the inscriptions 
indicate convey also distinctions in type 
and decoration, then we shall have decisive 
proof of the general authentic:ity of both 
the inscriptions 0.n:J the vessels o. o. This 
.a G Q ~ cannot be due to chance nor to. any 
systematic effort on the part of forgers 
vrho have worked for generations, isolated 
from each other and 1vithout the possibility 
of observing the la"I•TS of art history, 1r1hich 
have never been explored before no1v. 
have here the most incontrovertible evidence 
in favour of the authenticity of the best 
stock of Chinese archaic bronzes •••• 1 
(pp. 86-7). 
In these t1.·lo quot:ttions it is fully evident that Karlgren 
regards forgers of bronzes as ignorant men lvith little or no 
kno,,rledge of the materials they faked. None of them could have 
attained the skill of a van Higgeren or a Chs.rles Da':rson and 
duped their fellolv country,nen let alone the fe;r terners who 
have studied bronze vessels! Unfortunately vre 1movJ very little 
about the Fork of forgers in this field and ,,re are tmable to 
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incorporate in this survey detailed information about their 
38. 
methods. For this reason it seems strange that Karlgren is 
so certain that their efforts can be so easily detected or 
that they could not possibly have produced article's of a kind 
consistent N'ith the inscriptions they contained. Actually for-
gers had (and may still have to some extent) a fairly easy taslc 
in creating bronze vessels of particular styles and decor in 
which they might incorporate appropriate texts. Since Sung 
38. Professor Sekino ~a1ti§sh,;t of Tokyo University (formerly 
called the Imperial University) described to us the exten~"9.f 
forgeries carried out in a large factory near l1ei Hsien ( v.flt.!~,) 
- the home of Ch'en Chieh-ch 1i! - in Shantung, w·hich he observed 
during his travels and excavations in that region. All manner of 
antiques from oracle bones and sherds to bronze vessels and por-
celain 111ere produced in this factory. Such an establishment 
could conceivably procluce a series of bronzes that iWuld fit the 
requirements laid down in the preceding quotations. Doubtless 
numbers of such factories have been in existence at various 
times in China, and the same factory would tend to produce 
bronzes with a homogeneity of characteristics. It seems to us 
least likely that forgers were a series of individuals each pro-
ducing bronzes without any possibility of their separate pro-
ducts maintaining the characteristics of former recorded ves-
sels; it is more reasonable to suppose that they 111orked in 
groups or in factories vlherein the difficult art of casting 
could be more economically carried out. That so many bronzes 
form natural groups is no doubt partly a result of this. It is 
greatly to be doubted that many individuals vrere capable of 
fashioning a clay or wax vessel model inscribing it 11rith archaic 
characters, making from it a mould, preparing the metal for 
casting, carrying out the process of casting and then aging the 
resulting vessel. Obviously some form of division of labour 
vrould be required, although it must be assumed that some gifted 
individuals vrere able to carry out every one of these tasks on 
their own - such workmen must have been rare for metal casting 
requires both skill and facility such as few people possess, to 
cope with all stages of this art. 
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ti.'l!es the three illustrated catalogues, the Po ku, the K' ao ku, 
and the Hs~ k'ao lm, have offered information regarding vessel-
types and decor as well as inscriptions to all who uere inter-
ested. Chinese scholars have realized that they Here indeed 
used in the production of many of the bronzes listed in the 
early Ch 1 ing Catalogues, and on the basis of comparisons \vith 
the Sung Catalogues have discovered a considerable null!ber of 
fakes. Their investigations have not, unforttmately, been dir-
ected critically enough tm;ards the determination of fakes in 
the Sung Catalogues themselv•:;s and as many inscribed vessels in 
thsse catalogues ars spurious, but not generally recognised as 
such, many later forgeries based on them are consequently 
accepted as being genuine. 
If this latter point is correct, then it is not at all sur-
prising that a systematic grouping of bronze texts vmuld result 
in distinct series of parent vessels~9 • If a number of vessels 
.39. If, on the other hand, the inscribed vessels grouped by 
Karlgren illustrated a natural development of vessel-types and 
of decor elements in conjunction vrith particular features in 
the inscriptions throughout the chronological arrangement of 
vessel groups, then, indeed, 1-re might have little reason to 
suspect them except in a few individual cases where forgers, 
not realising the existence of such development! may have left 
their mark. Such a development is absent in th~s material. 
The sudden appearance of the !Hddle Chou style is a particularly 
suspicious feature. If it Here a case of aJ.ien invasion (the 
Chous \vere certainly not greatly different in race or culture 
from the Shang peoples they overran) Karlgren's explanation 
might be accepted, 
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have been detected as forgeries merely because the forger was 
careless and placed, say, an Eastern Chou inscription on a 
Western Chou or YL~ style vessel, this does not mean that other 
forgers were not capable of putting the right inscription on 
the right kind of vessel. It is indeed more likely that the 
forger would make certain that he produced an acceptable article 
particularly if it was meant to be sold to learned collectors. 
If, on the other hand, the vessel forged was intended for sale 
to collectors whose sole interest was merely in the accumula-
tion of antiques and not in the study of them, little regard 
would be necessary to the production of clever fw{es. Much of 
such material seems to have found its way into the Imperial 
Collection, rarely into the hands of scholar-collectors. 
It seems somewhat naive to assume that forgers were in-
capable of analysing the decor and style of vessels in existence 
or recorded at the time that they worked. Because we possess 
little published material of an analytical kind by earlier 
scholars, this is no proof that an analysis of bronze decor and 
shapes was not made by those who stood to profit best by such 
an investigation. It is, moreover, not at all improbable that 
numbers of inscribed bronzes were forged with the connivance of 
4o. 
expert collectors themselves. 
4o. The general appearance of many forgeries - particularly 
certain aspects of the inscriptions - is strongly suggestive of 
the hand of a scholar in the compi~ation of the text. Such 
great scholar-collectors as Juan Yuan were not averse to trying 
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4. Karlgren next proceeds to consider the 
reliability of experts in this field and 
states: 
'Is there then really no risk of our 
conclusions proving misleading through 
our basing them on spurious inscriptions? 
There certainly is a considerable risk, 
and that is why we have repeatedly em-
phasised the importance of working only 
with materials accepted by the best 
Chinese experts.• (p. 15). 
later he continues in much the same strain: 
'It cannot be too strongly underlined that 
we Western students should avail ourselves 
of the expert knowledge of Chinese collect-
ors •••• if we follow him (Jung Keng) and 
make it a rule never to quote a bronze 
which he has not sanctioned, we are certain-
l~on the whole, on the safe side.' (p.16). 
Regarding this matter sufficient evidence has been presented to 
40. their hand at casting bronzes - Jung Keng (op. cit., p.l60) 
quotes a record of an attempt made by Juan in 1803 to cast Po 
st~le bells. Shang Ch 1 eng-tso (op. cit., p. 290, Chin ling 
hsueh neol vol. 3) refers to a further point of interest: 1The 
San Sh~ an was unearthed during the reign of Chia Ch 1 ing and 
later was sent as tribute by Juan Y~an to the Ch 1 ing Court.• 
The two records thus placed side by side suggest a possibly 
profitable avenue of research - it is well enough known that 
many of the Imperial Ch 1 ing Catalogue vessels came into the Im-
perial Collection as gifts and tribute. With an intrinsic 
value far exceeding the base metals from which they were manu-
factured, they formed ideal objects for this purp_Qse. Unscrupu-
lous subjects (we do not propose to regard Juan Ydan as such) 
might well have shown their contempt for the Manchus while at 
the same time lightening the financial load of costly presents 
by palming off faked antiques as part of the presentations. 
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illustrate the considerable risk that may attend an uncritical 
acceptance of the opinions of even the best Chinese experts. 
So fine a scholar as Jung Keng has contributed a tremendous 
volume of important research in this field, and his Shang chou 
yi ch'i t'R1g k 1 ao ranks highest amongst the major works 
published to date; nevertheless, it was written in a period 
when serious archaeological excavation was just commencL~g 
and there existed little material of Chou period provenance 
that was thoroughly attested, In any case scholars up to that 
time had little reason to believe that newly excavated articles 
would exhibit characteristics markedly different from those 
with which they were familiar in the general body of inscrip-
tions; there was no incentive to study fully attested materials 
separately and then view the results of such an examination in 
the light of current knowledge of the archaic inscriptions. 
The latter body of documents was vast in extent and even now 
tends to cloud the actual nature of the archaic documents and 
the script in which they were written. 
The previous research which Karlgren and recent scholars 
have follovred is no longer entirely acceptable; particularly 
in respect to the determination of forgery or of the authentic-
ity of the bronzes. Even without reference to the rapidly grow-
ing numbers of fully attested materials it is quite evident that 
not only was forgery practised from earliest times but also 
that scholars and collectors lacked the facility as well as the 
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ability (from the point of vie1oJ of research technique) to dis-
cover more than a few of the deceptions that confronted them. 
The sources available provide ample evidence that a completely 
new attitude is required and it is perhaps best illustrated by 
means of the follm·Ting chart sununaris ing the situation as it 
41. 
has been discussed in thts Section: 
Criterh 
1. unorthodox 
nature of ves-
sel 
2. appearance of 
cutting or 
chiselling, 
3. artificial 
patination of 
lacquer. and 
vermillion, 
Period 
104o - 1090 
1090 - 1170 
Circa 114o 
Circa 1220 
Particular Features 
1 legal' imitation of 
archaic vessels; first 
catalogues compiled; 
numbers of vessels with 
vague testimony. 
later Sung Catalogues 
compiled; 
little thought given to 
forgery. 
no further catalogues; 
discoveries of archaic 
vessels rare; items 2 -
7 found in the ftrst 
long study of forgery 
compiled nearly two 
41. It is conventent at this stage to record in the space of 
a few pages the criteria evolved during the last six or seven. 
centurtes; later duplications of earlier items are not repeated; 
the above list incorporates all important criteria scattered · 
throughout the various extracts placed in a chronological order. 
For further convenience a few remarks regarding the situation of 
Chin Shih Hs~eh in each 1 period 1 are added. 
4. odour when vessel 
is warmed, 
5. coarseness of de-
cor and inscrip-
tion, 
6. colour of bronze 
and patination, 
7. harsh sound of 
metal when struck. 
8. vessels obvious-
ly moulded from 
genuine (?) orig-
inals, 
9. genuine and faked 
vessels exhibit 
physical dHfer-
ences, 
10. fakes construct-
ed from fra~ments 
of genuine (?) 
originals, 
11. certain vessel-
types masquerad-
ing as ancient 
vessels. 
12. repetition of 
preceding items. 
15th cent. 
1750-1800 
centuries after the 
mania for collecting 
commenced; later Sung 
Catalogues record for-
ged copies of inscrib-
ed bronzes first pub-
lished in the k 1 ao ku 
Catalogue, but contem-
poraneous scholars do 
not appear to have 
been ~are of these 
facts.'+2. 
p~ssing reference to 
Yuan period forgery; 
re-editions of Sung 
Catalogues but no new 
publications; new dis-
coveries rare; enthus-
iasm for collecting 
bronzes greatly decreas-
ed; items 8 - 11 in-
cluded in second long 
account of forgery -
this and one other ac-
count are concerned 
with methods of faking 
patination. 
Liang T'ung-shu 1 s 
plagiaristic essay ex-
hibiting even less 
understanding of the 
problems than his 
predecessors.; period of 
the Imperial Ch 1 ing 
Catalogues; discoveries 
rare; 
42. Several examples are discussed in Section Four, pp. ff. 
13. incomplete char-
acters, imper-
fect literary 
style, imperfect 
calligraphy, de-
fective syntax; 
14. character stroke 
grooves indis-
Unctly cut, 
15. genuine and for-
ged bronzes pol-
ished by hand 
differ, 
16. characters en-
graved in 
lightly pa.tin-
ated areas but 
not in heavily 
patina ted areas, 
17. lack of for-
eign matter in 
character grooves 
of forgeries, 
18. character stroke 
grooves wide at 
base and narrovJ 
at top - forger-
ies do not ex-
hibit this, 
19. characters lack 
strength and pre-
cis ion, 
20. badly formed 
characters, 
21. fakecl. inscrip-
tions engraved 
on genuine ves-
sels, 
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1800-1929 
Circa 1850 
" Juan Yuan's Chi ku 
Catalogue; 
Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i 1 s 
criteria - many im-
portant items but 
they were not applied 
even to bronzes in his 
own collection; first 
attempt to discover 
criteria of forgery 
on basis of the in-
scriptions; Ch 1 en 1 s 
major discovery was 
practice of forgers 
of engraving textless 
vessels; 
enthusiasm for col-
lecting bronzes 
rapidly mounting and 
greater attention 
being paid to the 
historical signifi-
cance of the in-
scriptions; several 
important catalogues 
published and a few 
discoveries of 
bronzes recorded but 
testimony is generally 
unacceptable. 
22, tracings of 
existings in-
scriptions made 
on forged ves-
sels; original 
deficiencies are 
smoothed over, 
23. phrases and sen-
tences copied 
from the Shu and 
the Shih, 
24. confused mam<er 
of compilation, 
25. character dis-
crepancies, 
26. inscription and 
vessel both 
faked, 
27. genuine in-
scribed fragment 
inserted into 
textless genuine 
or faked vessels, 
28, forged copies 
made in Ch 1 ing 
times on basis of 
Sung Catalogue 
illustrations (6 
methods of com-
parison), 
29. vessel types and 
decor that are 
not ancient, 
30. Shang and. Chou 
vessels inlaid 
Hi th gold or s il-
ver, 
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Chang Chih-tung; 
item 23 also sus-
pected later by 
Naspero. 
Jung Keng· his 
investigation of 
Ch 1 ing period for-
gery is the first 
important step in 
clearing away spuri-
ous texts; numerous 
catalogues printed 
since turn of cen-
tury; 1d th discovery 
of oracle bones and 
I work of Academia Sin-
1 ica greater efforts I made. in inscription 
1 studles; 
31. character struc-
tures influenced 
by Sung Catalogue 
texts, 
32. selections of 
phrases and sen-
tences from ex-
isting inscrip-
tions, 
33. texts copied from 
existing inscrip-
tions but omit-
ting words or 
phrases, 
34. texts copied from 
others on to 
smaller or larger 
surfaces a.YJ.d in-
scription area 
reduced or en-
larged, 
35. perfect copi~s of 
exiting genu~ne 
(?) texts, 
36. forgeries appear 
in greater nUlll-
bers in later 
catalogues, 
37. identical vessel-
types and decor 
with similar in-
scription types 
but no connection 
betvreen personal 
na.~es, localities, 
.... 
e vc~' 
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Shang Ch'eng-tso; 
important criteria 
developed but still 
investigations are 
limited by charac-
teristics of 
general body of 
inscriptions; 
Shang does not seek 
to apply his criteria 
extensively; 
no doubt is felt as 
to authenticity of 
S~YJ.g Catalogue in-
scriptions although 
Jung Keng has illus-
trated the extent of 
forgery in a similar 
situation in late 
18th century; 
Hsli Chung-shu; some 
interesting suggest-
ions but the criteria 
are not extensively 
applied; 
38. inscription must 
be placed in 
correct location 
for the part:lcu-
lar vessel-type, 
39. vessel-type, 
decor and in-
scription type 
must be chrono-
logically in 
accord, 
40. Lt.' the date 
accords with the 
san-t•ung-li 
system it is a 
fake, 
~1. same L~scription 
repeated in ser-
ies of vessels, 
42. inscription ac-
counts do not 
accord with 
traditional texts, 
43. parallel allus-
ions to historical 
persons and events, 
44. discrepancies in 
chronological 
classification as 
established bv 
• Karlgren. 
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i\Iaspero; 
Karlgren; the two 
items are not em-
ployed by him as 
actual c;riteria of 
forgery.'+3. 
Although the list of criteria is an imposing one and may seem 
sufficient in itself to have weeded out vlhatever spurious in-
scriptions that may exist in the repositories, the outstanding 
43. Karlgren's attitude to the bronzes is simply one of general 
acceptance; the points put forward in favour of their authentic-
ity vTere merely attempts to illustrate that they 1-rere, in his 
opinion, genuine materials. In only a fe'd cases has he suggest-
ed certain vessels to be suspect and hence possibly forgeries. 
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feature to note is the limited use made of the criteria 
h . ' '1 ~ ... . 1. t• w J.cn are capao e 01 excens:tve app_J.ca :ton. This 
observation has been stressed several times in the preceding 
pages and is one \vhose significance should not be under-
estimated. If the scholars concerned have been content to 
examine a relatively small number of inscribed bronzes \•Ihich 
they believe to be forged, or else, discuss in general terms 
the characteristics vJhich they consider to be those of 
forgeries, and having listed the items ;rith perhaps, a fe'tl 
illustrations, to leave the subject at that stage, the 
inadequacy of their research must be immediately evident. 
No thorough scholar \ifould b•3 happy in accepting the criteria 
so incompletely determined any more than he would accept the 
authenticity of the many huncl.reds of bronzes to vrhich such 
criteria were never applied! 'vJith the exception of Jung 
Keng 1 s excellent study of forgery in the Imperial Ch 1 ing 
Catalogues there has never been attempted a similar survey 
of forgery amongst any other large group of catalogues or 
inscriptions; all the studies published and available treat 
only a few examples and avoid the consequences of a more 
thorough and extensive investigation. 
It will be observed, also that the situation of Chin 
Shih Hs\leh in the 11th and 12th centuries is one hardly con-
ducive to a complacent acceptance of the inscriptions recorded 
in the Sung Catalogues: 
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'These have two disadvantages. On the one 
hand, the vessels are almost all lost and 
we have to go after clumsy drawings (of 
vessels and characters). On the other hand, 
we have not even the original drawings but 
only more or less late reproductions of them. 
Thus we cannot study the handwriting or the 
finer details of the decoration. Yet the 
Sung works have a very great advantage· they 
seldom present any forged materials. tn them 
we escape all the Yuan, Ming and Ts 1 ing 
copies of archaic bronzes. In Sung time the 
knowledge of archaic art and epigraphy was 
still too little developed to allm.; of for-
geries on any considerable scale or of a 
quality calculated to4aeceive.
1 (Karlgren, 
op. cit., pp. 14-16). • 
44. Some of the statements in this passage are not entirely 
correct; there remains a Sung period edition of the Hsiao 
t 1 ang Catalogue (dated 1177 A.D.), lodged in the SeikadO 
Bunko, reprinted by photolithography in the Hs~ ku yi 
ts 1ung shu; fragments of printings made from engraved 
stone plates of the Li tai Catalogue of Sung period date 
were discovered in Peking in 1929 and are reproduced and 
discussed by Hsll ChuiJ.g-shu in early numbers of the Bulletin 
of the Academia Sinica (vol. 2, pt. 2; pt. 4). Comparison 
of these sources vli th various editions of J:Hng and Ch 1 ing 
times exhibits the particularly careful and accurate 
transmission of the inscript'ion texts through successive 
block-cuttings and reprintings over a period of seven centuries. 
There has been no serious attempt made yet to assess the 
reliability of the SQng Catalogue inscriptions by means of 
a painstaking comparison of the six Catalogues in their 
various editions; some indication of the results that may 
be expected is given in later pages in this survey. It is 
not absolutely clear as to what Karlcren means by 'original 
drawings' - if this refers to rubbings taken from the original 
vessels attention should be drawn to the Fu chai Catalogue 
published on the basis of a manuscript copy by Juan Yuan -
the rubbings of inscriptions incorporated were originally of 
Sung date as was indeed the whole manuscript. In Jung Keng's 
Ts 1 in chin wen lu (1/36a) is reproduced a rubbing appearing 
on Sung period paper of a portion of a 'weight and measure' 
text of Ts 1 in. With materials such as these available it 
is actually possible to "study the handwriting" of the in-
scriptions reproduced in the Sung Catalogues; as to the drawings 
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Although the original vessels in the Sung Catalogues novr 
no longer exist and investigations of the inscriptions 
are restricted to Sung, iJan, !Hng and Ch 1 ing editions of 
the Catalogues, the disadvantages are by no means so great 
as suggested. above and upon a careful and systematic study 
of various editions of the Sung Catalogues, together with 
other relevant materials, the reliability of the·transmitted 
illustrations becomes clearly evident. As to the extent 
of forgery in this period, hm·Tever, both the Catalogues 
and the extracts quoted in this Section exhibit ample reason 
to believe that forgery of a reasonably high standard did 
indeed develop in the earliest recorded stages of Chin 
S, • H " , nlh .suen. 
These two observations are, we believe, matters of 
extreme importance; on the one hand it is obvious that 
the L~scriptions (or inscribed vessels) reproduced in the 
44. of the vessels it is fully obvious that they ba ve been 
copied from rubbings mounted on 1kakemono 1 vlherein the loss 
of perspective and the disproportion of decor size and 
area to that of the vessel is a normal feature of this form 
of mounting. As such they may be regarded as faithful 
copies and quite reliable materials for stylistic studies. 
The Sung Catalogues need no apology for careless reproduction -
they are actually correct and reliable publications (some of 
the later editions,naturallyrt are to be excepted). 
As to the absence of 'Yuan, Ning and Ts'ing copies of 
archaic bronzes', it would be unusual to find reproductions 
of them in the Catalogues; but as to forgeries and copies 
made in Sung times details of these appear in later pages 
of the survey. 
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Sung and early Ch 1 ing Catalogues possess practically no 
acceptable support of their authenticity; on the other hand, 
it is equally obvious that the relatively few scholars who 
have studied the problems of forgery have not pursued their 
enquiries as thoroughly as the materials requi.re~5·As the 
preceding table of the criteria evolved over nine centuries 
shows, long periods passed i,fithout any thought or concern 
being expressed on so crucial a subject; from 1050-1850 the 
criteria were practically valueless, then Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i 
discovered the practice of engraving spurious texts on 
text-less vessels. Then there was a lull for 70 years and 
since the late 20's of the present century more consideration 
of the problem vras made. But the principles underlying 
the relatively insignificant amoclllt of research accomplished 
1:1ere only in a fevJ cases reasonably vrell established and in 
practically none were they extensively applied. To accept 
the inscriptions as genuine documents under such circumstances 
vithout further thought of their authenticity is hardly 
justifiable. 
45. The total number of individual inscribed bronzes stated 
to be fakes in i•rritings from Sung times to the turn of the 
present century is remarkably small - less than a score of 
cases! Over this period the practice of forgery ivas fully 
realised, but scholars v1ere ever cautious in labelling any 
particular specimen to be a fake. \"lith few exceptions, only 
general groups of bronzes vere classed as spurious. 
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In the succee~ing Sections of the present survey the 
question of forgery will be attacked from its most vulnerable 
angle - the inscription. The production of bronze vessels 
whose shapes and decor accord with ancient examples is not 
necessarily a difficult undertaking, but the compilation and 
the engraving in archaic script of an inscription text is a 
task that can tax the ingenuity of even the most adYanced 
scholars, especially if all evidence of the fact that it is 
a recent viriting is to be eliminated. In the inscription 
the forger leaves more evidence of his handiwork than he 
does in the rest of the vessel, but the means of proving this 
to be the case have only in recent decades become available. 
Fully attested inscriptions proYide the evidence of the 
actual nature of the archaic script and upon a careful study 
of the increasing numbers of gEmuine archaic documents 
acceptable criteria determinative of forgery in unattested 
or vaguely attested inscrj.ptj_ons can be d.iscovered. 
The Pr:Ln_cinle of Constancy of Cha:c·acter Structures s 
Since of ent ime in 
archaeological 
sites have been systema.tiesJ.ly excavated, yif~lding large quan-
t:lties of invaluable materials '.c!hich are gradual1y becoming 
avcc:llable to \"!estern sinologists for study i.n various publica-
1, 
tions no11 procura.ble from the mainland., Amongst this g:ro\ving 
accumulation of ancient artifacts appear numbers of objects 
from Shang and Chou period sites containing :i"ns criptions \<Those 
authenticity is beyond doubt; scientifj_c excavation of the 
ancient sites is no11 a reality far surpassing the hopes of stu-
only t\¥0 decades ago vwre patiently awaiting the results of 
China's first controlled excavation of a historical site - that 
of the Shang capital lying belo1v the soil near the village of 
Hsiao"T 1 un. Thanks to the efforts of the old Academ:i.a Sinica 
and no11 to the inunense activity of its vmrthy successors, it is 
1. Jung Keng (op. cit. Chap. 1) presents details of archaeo-
logical excavation carried out under the last regime (see also 
Karlgren, Huai and Han, B,H,F.E.A,: veL 13, pp. 6-9). Some 
of the excavations vJere merely glorifj.ed grave-robbing and con-
sequently it is not possible to be sure that all inscribed 
objects stated to have come from such sites as Loyang and S~ 
Hsicen are reliably attested, 
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possible to commence a revision of earlier stucl:l.es of the 
ancient script upon the basis of thoroughly reliable documents 
originating from various parts of China, datable :Ln Shang, 
Chou and Chan Kuo periods, and executed in several diff,3rent 
medta upon a variety of surfaces, 
Huch has been Hrttten about the pre-Ts 1 in script but 
previous studies lack discrimination in the choice of documents 
surveyed; any docUJnent that appears ancient, or has been 
accepted by some vwll known collector or scholar as a genuine 
text written in Shang or Chou times, has been ux1questioningly 
incorporated. As the great majority of knovm :Lns criptions lack 
any sort of acceptable testimony it is not surprising that 
scholars brought up in this atmosphere have tended to regard 
the matter of scientific testimony as un:L'llportant and prefer 
to rely rather on the intuition of 1 experts 1 vrhose vast know-
ledge of the materials has ahrays been held suff:Lcient to cope 
vii th possible forgeries, The forger has usually been held in 
contempt as may be judged by the somewhat low standard of re-
search h:Ltherto attempt in cleterm:J.nj_ng the extent of forgery 
in recorded and existing :Lnscr:Lbed bronzes. In this short sur-
vey, therefore, vie propose to exa.mine all available pre-Ts 1 :Ln 
documents ':lhose discovery :Ls fully attested by sc:Lent:Lfic ex-
cavation or is otherw:Lse reliably attested; inscribed objGcts 
in collections and catalogues >vhose only testimony is a mere 
1 found atLoyang 1 or 'excavated inChiShanHsien 1 etc., the 
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origin of vrhich statement can be traced no further back than 
to a dealer 1 s shop or to some unknmm authority, viill be dis-
regarded except in one or two marginal cases about vrhich more 
1vi11 be said later, 
The' survey wi11 thus in the first instance be concerned 
on1y vrith -vrholly reliable materials; inscriptions vrhos e origin 
is shrouded in doubt, mystery or ignorance may be referred to 
as the study proceeds but 1>iill not be permitted to influence 
the results of the· examination of th<:; reliable documents until 
these are fully discussed. This may seem to be a straight-for-
\vard method and hardly one necessitating particular comment; 
ho1vever, tvhen the reader realizes that in the case of inscribed 
bronzes, for instance, the discipline vrill require a casting 
as ide of over 90% of the corpus of bronze inscriptions, he may 
truly begin to ,,,onder if so drastic a measure may not indeed 
defeat its purpose. Numbers of unattested but genuine inscribed 
vessels must exist in the great repositories, and as these are 
omitted, 111ill tb.e results of the survey be valid? )!e believe 
that they \Ifill be both valid and valuable; valuable because 
they will comprise the first study restricted to properly 
attested materials, and valid bec!mse ther,3 is a sufficient 
number of reliable documents upon the examination of vrhich 
reasonably accurate conclusions can be dravm. It is not in-
tended, hovrever, to attempt an all-embracing study of the char-
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acteristics of ancient Chinese script in the genuine documents 
but rather our attention l<ill be directed tovmrds the under-
standing of a hitherto unnoticed aspect of the characters: the 
lack of st'!:uctural variations in cases of identical characters 
in individual documents. Although it may seem to be a some-
>vhat insignificant point to pursue, it ,,rill be realized soon 
enough that not only is it a most important principle in the 
11Triting of Chinese scr:tpt - ancient or modern - but also that 
the a-vailable attested documents offer more than sufficient 
proof of the validity of this nevrly discovered principle. 
The principle may be expressed as: 
1 in any individual document the structures 
of recurring characters are constantG' 
Although this enunciation may seem clear enough, it is necess-
ary to consider j_ts meanine and implications at some length. 
Any person tvriting frequently in the script that he norm-
ally employs, does not i_nd :Ls criminately vary the structural 
composition of the characters. Ahrays 'dill he tvrite the same 
2. 
character on the same structural principles. In the archaic 
script of Shang and Chou we are not concerned ~<lith such phen-
2. In later times purposeful exceptions vlill be found which are 
classif5able as a sort of cal11graphic affectation; they do not 
aff<~ct the present discussion 1vhich is concerned vrlth the ordi-
nary everyday lvriting employed in the pre-Ts 1 in documents of 
our survey. 
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omena as 'running hand', 'grass' characters or abbreviated 
forms - a few examples do exist in pre-T;s 1 in docuraents but 
they are easily recognised as Si.Wh and b0c:1use of their rarity 
3. 
need not occupy our attention here. Nor are 'fTe concerned with 
thr3 variations of an individual scribe's hand1v-riting as it may 
evolve or change during his lifetime. The documents with 14i:lich 
l·re are dealing are for the most part comparatively short; each 
one is obviously the Hork of one person and we assume that the 
period spent in vlriting any particular docunwnt 1vas merely a 
matter of minutes or perhaps, in the case of bronze inscrip-
tions, it may have required an hour or tw·o 1 s \vork, However 
this may have been, the texts exhibit no characteristics 
sugg0sting that a nu_rnber of ·people had a hand in vTriting any 
in::lividual document, nor do. \ve find any reason to believe that 
any one document lJaS \<Jritten gradually over a long period of 
time by one or more scribes, a circumstance vrhich would possibly 
allo\·T stru_ctural vartations to· develop j_n the cases of recurr-
ing characters in the same documento 
ThB term 'document' should be amplified. In the Shang 
oracle bone texts, for instance, a single bone or tortoise shell 
3 o Tv.Jo examples of 'grass 1 characters ('?) appear in texts en-
graved on lacquer objects of Chan Kuo perioddate (Jao Tsung-yi, 
ChQnrr sha ch'u t'u ch n kuo ch'u chien eh 1 u shih figs¢< 1 and 2, 
nlate 2 : abbreviated c11clracters occu.r in several pottery seal 
texts Hlustratr:?d later, p. t:j'3 • 
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may b.EtVe engraved on it tv.ro or Inore separate texts; each of 
these should re regarded as a separate doeurr1t~nt" As lie do not 
knovr the customs :tnvolvGd in recording the text"'S, the results 
1-dll be more r(~liable if the oracular ins c:ciptions are so re-
ga.rd ed., Although name of the tdiviner' rnay be eat,ed 
throughout a s of texts on the mw bone or shell, Tve ean-
not be absolutely certaln he \ifrote a.nd engra each small 
'docurn.ent 1 hirnself or that one or more scribes his employ 
ible for e final t:;ngraving of the recorda 1'Jr;.ether 
this att:Ltude 
results . sho1v, 
justtfiable or not matters little for as th'e' 
constancy of character structures prevails through-
1~"' 
out the documents on any one boneo No:r:,eover, the script on 
the names of the same d1v is, 
as far as v-1e have been abl{~ to judge, constant character 
structure; to examlne and illustrate this feature conclusively 
viould. require months of lf)_bour as 1dell as access to all 
avo.ilable pu_blished catalogues e prefer to record only 
4o The oracle bones has actually been con-
ducted on .is of each bone bt:::Lng a doctunent, for the num-
bers o:f repe!ated charactc~rs in any of the small 'docu:ments t on 
any one bone are indeed feu(J The concept of the small 1docu-
ments-1 as expressed above is n1ade simply on the basis that we 
cannot be VJhether all the 'documents 1 on one bone are 
the vork of onE:; person; if inconstancy of character structures 
is present then v1e must conside~r the possib.ility that it is a 
result of a different scribe's vlrit:lng of the 'docuxnent' in-
volved on the same bone<) 
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~ 
/o 
as a: general obs:-:;rvB.tion meH.ntirrleo Bronze texts form precise 
documents; a vessel text and a l:id text containing the same 
inscription, or a series of vessels containing the same tnscrip-
tion, are each regarded as individual documents. Not al1-vn.ys 
:ls :Lt certa:in, ho¥\ilever, that identical texts on separate 
6. 
vessels "'vvere nec6ssartly engraved by th.s SE:tmt:: art:Lsan{) In the 
case of the Bo.mboo Texts eacl1 tablet is lll..:evJise treated as a 
separate cument although they seem for the most part to be 
the 1<10rk of one scrihe only, The Ch 1 u Silk Document is con-
sidered as a slngle scribe's ·Hriting but it must be admitted 
that the short poriph'"ral texts may possibly be separately 
':!ritten documents. 
The term 'structure' must also be explained at length; the 
structure of a character analysed (a) as the component ele-
ments of vJhich it is formed and (b) the ;,;ray of vrr-iting the in-
dividual elenH::?nts of a composite character, Ci.~eo stroke num-
bers and stroke positions), or if thE~ character is itself a 
single-elE::ment character, the man..'ler in v1hich it is \Jritteno 
1 Structure 1 is a completely different concept to that of 1shape 1 ; 
5, In making this statement 1;re have taken into consideration the 
possib:Uity that more than one person of a particular name, say 
~~ , lived and held the position of a diviner during the sev-
era'i centuries of the Shang documents; thus cases of inconstancy, 
appt::aring :Ln a series of all of them, may bt.? due to chrono·-
logical changccs in the evolution of the script rather than to the 
gew;~all:y he~d opil?-ion t~at character structures lacked stan-
daralsatlon J..n anclent t1mes, 
6. A.ll fully attested vessel 
graved in both the vessel ani! 
character structures although 
and lid sets vrith inscriptions en-
in the lid maintain constancy of 
they are separate texts, 
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ive are not concerned 1vith character shapes i•Thich may vary 
from scribe to scribe and •rould, not unsurprisingly, vary 
vrithin a single document 1r1r:Ltten by any individual scribe. 
The characteristics of the archaic characters 1¥hich are ana-
lysed later are all concerned ,,rith the 1 structure 1 of the 
characters; shape variations are not usually of s:Lgnificance 
although they may occasionally be discovered to cause apparent 
variations in character structures, e.g. the forms: t;f • 
' t:;;.1 ; f:) ; E.G!, ; etc. in the Ch 1u bronze engraved texts. 
The two conceptions of 1 structure 1 explained above are more pre-
cis ely termed: (a) structural composition, (b) constancy of 
structure. The structural composition of identical characters 
is usually constant, i.e. the component elements in each occur-
renee of a character are usually the same; an example of an ex-
ception to th:Ls rule is to b9 noted in ins. 
the in vestee 1 s name occurs t~Vice, \4Titten as 
In this text 
and as ~ ; 
in the second occurrence the left-hancl element 111as om:Ltted; in 
both cases the characters represent the same th:Lng - the name 
of the investee. Thej! 0rere orig:Lnally :intended to be the same 
character, but the difference in composition :Ls probably due 
to a form of abbrev:Lat:Lon having been applied: the f:Lrst char-
acter 1¥ritten in its complete form 0ras eas:Lly and tmambiguously 
recognisable :Ln its second occurrence with the 1 rad:Lcal 1 om:Ltted. 
Such examples D.re very rare a'!longst attested inscriptions. Con-
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stancy of structure may be illustrated by means of this same 
example: the element ~ is repeated ldth no variation in the· 
manner of vrriting at alL An example of 
noted in the varying lifays of viriting the 
d~ 
inconstancy may be 
~ 
character ~ 
' 
: 
~ 
These are ~~ all to be found in <;:~ ~L the famous San 7. Shi~P'an inscription. 
Although shape diffc,rences are to be noted (e.g. the bro 1legs 1 
in the second to the fifth examples), the legs of the first 
illustrate a marked structural variation from those of the 
other characters. Hith the possible exception of the third and 
fifth characters, inconstancy of structure may be observed ixl 
the· 'head 1 portions; it is also evident in the uppermost 
element of the characters. 
These examples should make clear the difference between 
'shape' and •structure' on the one hand, the distinction bet11een 
'structural composition' and 'constancy of structure' (of char-
acters or elements of characters) on the other. In the above 
characters the structural composition is constant but the char-
acter structures are inconstant. It is very seldom that we need 
7. \'le refer here to the original inscription as illustrated in 
Juan Yuan's catalogue; there are at least two spurious copies of 
this inseription. Takata notes one in his Kochilhen, vie have 
seen a rubbing of a third inscription in a private collection. 
In each copy the forger maintained the eharacteristic of incon-
stancy in respect to the above character as vrell as to the 
several others to be observed in Juan YUan's original handcopy. 
• 
Or~llJ.~ <~~. t;~,ltts . )'i th .. cQnll!q~l";.!,l>).;~; r~1•~tt;~on 
o·.r. ·.f·~. e ... ·.··.·.n ..  .·•• ..·t; .... i·.·.·. c ...•..... al .•. • ~ha .. J.'Q.C······.t. er. s. 1 .l·l···.• .. u ... <s···. t..•··.··.r···· .. ·.·•.  • a ......t ...... •.· ..  .. f.nt .•....•...... ··.· .•. ·· ... · .. •·· .·.·.·• ..···P. ·•.J.'.•in··.· c ..• ·.·.··.·t ... P .. •... l .... •• .t constancy of character stl'~et\U,'ell·. For. th.e 
o:r;t~:f:~lll s.eeytn. qbi ;~ t•••, n<!!.s• ,.$,~l..ll <Jlt;'. 
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refer to structural composition and in the fet•l cases where it 
is implied, the term will be ivritten as such, Structural 
variations are nearly always those of the actual vrriting of the 
character; they may occur in one or more elements of v1hich the, 
character is composed and in the case of simple one-element 
characters the vrhole character is varied because of incorrect 
vrriting. 
Structural variation of recurring characters j,n the same 
text is the result of carelessness or of ignorance, or of a com-
bination of both. It is our considered opinion that any archaic, 
style text exhib.iting inconstancy of structure in repeated 
characters, or in elements thereof, cannot be accepted as a 
genuine document of ancient times; such carelessness and ig-
noranoe may only be ascribed to the tvr:tting of persons unfamil-
iar with the archaic script or to those whose knovrledge of it 
is conditioned by an uncritical study of available specimens; 
for instance, amongst the inscriptions in the six Sung Cata-
logues of ancient bronzes, the majority of 1·1hich are unattested, 
var:tations of structure occur >vithin raany inscriptions and 
numerous varieties of writing ind:tvidual characters may be 
found in one text or another. Forgers of the early Ch 1 ing 
period noted th:ts characteristic and produced inscribed bronzes 
to accord >,-d.th it. Inscribed bronzes illustrated :tn late Ch t ing 
catalogues and in recent catalogues manifest fewer exaraples of 

character structures be inc; inconstant; this :i.s possibly a re-
sult of greater numbers of authentic articles being incorpora-
ted; it ts also possibly illustrative of the h:Lgher standard of 
forgery that has obtained during the last century. 
The fully or acceptably attested docu1nents which have been 
exmnined in determining the nc'lture of the archaic script from 
the point of v:Levr of characture structures comprise the follm,r-
ing groups: 
1. Shang Oracle Bone Texts. Somevrhat more than 21,000 in-
divj.dual fragments have been thoroughly examined. Large as this 
total may appear, it probably mnounts to less than a fifth of 
the number of ex:iEting or recorded bone texts; \•Je are limited in 
our survey to the small number of catalogues of oracle bone 
texts available in this country. Happily, the catalogues avail-
able (see Bibliography for details) contain bet1veen them nearly 
all the longest knovm documents of Shang; documents that we 
have not been able to exc;unine are for the most part small frag-
ments of bone with only a fe'~:l charac·cers engraved on them. A 
large percentage of this material \<TOUld be practically useless 
for the survey in any case. The catalogues consulted form hro 
groups - those published since the first decade of this century 
L • • • 1 • ~ O • • t- t' t d ' L ' t conuaJ~nlng maln y lnSUillClen 1-y a ~es e ~ CtOC1Xffie.n~.,.s, ana 1<10 
recent catalogues incorporating thoroughly attested docu1nents 
only. Amongst the first group ':Je knoc'i from our study of the 
Plate ~. Rubbine"'of ins/'~ ill~strating 
constancy of character structures in late 
Ch 1 un Ch 1 iu times. The inscription is stud-
iced,.an detaiJ!li in Section'Bix. ' 
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second that there a very large proportion of genuir1e bone 
the two recent catalogues act as a very 
effc;ctive control and it is possible thus to corx-J.uct this sec-
tion of :Lnvest tion confident that forged materlals \v"1ll 
Q 
Vo 
not affect the resultt3o 
2o Fully ij.ttested Bronze TnscrintJ.or1s of the 14estr:)rn Chou. Period, 
These amou.Ylt to just ov<-?r 20 d :tfferEnrt inscr:i.ptions of ich four 
are pa:rticu.larly importanto The total number of ~-'!estern Chou 
style 
1 tt J... v1 1 .l- .! ' ~ 0 t n. J ' .., ~ some are vague y a ves L-\:;o., OUL> ens maJOrl y Ol cnem J_clCKS any 
testimony at all;) Because the number of .indisnutabl"'l authentic ~ u -
cript tons eonsu1 tecl are as follo\,JS (for [L., The:~ numbers of 
full titles of the ' . B"l' . ) cn:'Co..logues see l lD :Lograpny : 
P.T.T.T. 929 texts r.s~Y.c. 1,125' texts 
Y.C ... P.To 874 a K.TeH.K. r16 It 
' Y.c.r.T. 1,000 " c.,s.T. /r::'r' !W 0)) YoC.T~P~ 1 ~('H"' !I Reports ;81 !I __ ,,.,;1) 
Y.C.S.,T. 550 It Chalfant 1,687 ~-l 
Y.C.L.Pe 75'0 ... s .D .z "s 0 97 It 
Y.C.SoC. 1,104 ,. C.HeCGK~ 5', 6lr2 ,. 
C.K.VJ.L"' 930 l.t Y.C.VJ.To 482 n .. 
.. r f'! ·~..- .,._ 343 ,. Y.C.\-l.T. I. 2,832 a j~•v •. n.,r. 
Total: 21,032 texts. 
As there is much duplication of identical fragments throughout 
these catalogues, the numbc~r of different documents would be in 
the vicinity of 15'-18 ,ooo. Nearly 25 ,oco inscriptions uere un-
earthed by the Academia Sinica over 12 seasons of excavatJ.on,v 
', 1 , '· ' . S. . 'T " r•· 1 v 1 q~~ AI' ,. \Anna s o1 .acaaem1.a · lnlc,g., l\Oe "-' "'Fcl) , i<u3.y -- ... /::', p. ;Jtt;; cne 
tv1o Catalogues of properly attested texts avaUable to us con-
tain bei;ween them about one-fHth of this material, not quite 
half of the total has been published. 
*The Y.C.ki.T. Catalogue actually co:ntains 1,300-1,4oO separate 
fragments re-assembled to form 4S2 whole documents; it is thus a 
most important control of the va.lid:tty of the principle in 
Shang t:lmes o 
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inscriptions is small H is impossible to employ them in assess-
ing the genuineness of more than a handful of the general body 
of ':/estern Chou style inscriptions by means of comparative 
studies of the-script, the inscription contents, character 
usage, etc.(In Sect:tbn S:tx,. tentafive attempt§ are. :tHustra.tJ'ld) • 
3. A_cceutably Attested Bronze Inscriptions of the Eastern Chou 
and Chan Kuo Periodlil,. About 50 texts comprise this group 
the bulk of 1.vhich v1ere excavated at Shou Hsien; a felt! originate 
from other v1idely scattered sites. Although we do not poss-
ess a great deal of information regarding the Sh!lU ien finds, 
sufficient is known of their excavation and their almost :ir!':medi-
ate placing in public collections to warrant their acceptance as 
reliable materials; some \vere sold to private collectors and 
amongst these vle can discern a fe_vr cases of forged texts appear-
ing on u.ndoubtedly genuine vessels. Those in public collections 
act as a form of control; characteristics of other attested doc-
uments from nearby sites are also useful as a further .form of 
control?· 'rhree inscriptions, e,g. the 'Philadelphia vase I, 
9. Most of the inscriptions in this group have been described 
as 1 closed finds 1 (Karlgren, Huai and Han, p, 6); we employ the 
term 1 acceptably attested', but in effect our attitude to the 
authenticity of thc'l articles differs from that of Karlgren only 
in the extent of materials selected. 
The inscriptions accepted as reliable materials are: 
ins. 2al (lid, ~) ins. 2.2 (same vessel as ~?) 
II £.t.3. (lid l 12 o 21) tt hl 
. ~:~ :: ~:j 
~ (vessel 2,1) " .2 
" 
" 
* We are indebted to Mr John A. Pope, Assistant Director 
of the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, for kindly for-
warding f.ine photographic copies of the original manuscript. 
These have been checked again for possible cases of incon-
stancy, but the impression previously gained from Chiang's 
hand-copy is fully supported - Chiang unwittingly realised 
that constancy prevailed and, with a few exceptions, his 
copying is remarkably accurate. 
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(ins, 29.11), the Piao Bells, (j_ns, 61.1), and the Ghun Ssu 
Tzu Hu, (ins. l;-6.2), are marginal cases as far as their testi-
mony is concerned; the last hro have been generally accepted 
as originating from Loyang but lack definite details of prov-
enanceo have personally examined the Pia.o Bells ancl have 
observed certain physical characteristics in the patination 
1vhich could not possibly be duplicated artificially. 
4. The Ch 1u Silk Document. This valuable text 'ivas discovered 
at Changsha in 1949; a fe'N' details of its excavation are noted 
by Jao Tsung-yi (Journal of Oriental Studies, Hong Kong, vol. 1, 
p. 69); that it is sufficiently attested for our purpose is not 
to be doubted. Unfortunately there is no available photographic 
reproduction of the doct:nnent that may be consulted; three diff-
erent reproductions we have examined are of a handcopy first 
published in Chiang Hsi.i.an-yi 1 s Changsha'!' 
9. ins o t.t ins. ~ t• 
" tilt ~'' 2....2. tl 
.. 
.1J..2 u 7 1 > 
" 2....5: II 9:6b 
" 5h1. II .2....2 II 
.2....lQ <I ~ 11 
.2..J2. " 1 • a 12.12 " 12.20 
" 
12.21 (lid 2.i) ,, 12.22 
n ±H it ili:i2 .. ~ u 
n 22.10 II 3iH (lid text) 
'' ~ (vessel text) II ......]. (eight texts) 
" .1...1.l II ~~. 0 u ~ tl  ;.:tte.,cl<; II (hro texts) 
" 
ol.l (four texts) 
~,, 
9~ 
·····.~ ,, 
~.~. 
·F<) 
:>l,. 
~'· 
'~ ·~ 
·~~· 
~ 
~ 
·~~··· 
*~ 
(~~ 
tl········•·.• ......... ··· ·· .
,.~~. 
··~· 
0,~~ 
.,.,~ 
•£-· 
··rM 
.~'· 
.~. 
~<··. 
.. ~ 
·t~~ 
?*a 
'>$) 
!I'M .· BIUI(b9~c 'l'aib~et& rr91tf eb.~t$il~, 
nqte .n~~;eou.s ~xaJII.Ples ()f · • ra.d~ca1-
1!!ed,' o.tra.tacte;r:-h >T~e !1111~¥ p"'s ~s 
or th;e 1sillt' 'lfl'U· 'meta.l•,,r.,dic{l.ls 
SJ1gge~tth.flt .•. 1\h'& ~ablets .• •al'e fil-
vento:ries of the articles placed :1n 
the gra,ve~ ·· 
1~ 
..1._7-
.lt.. 
·~~ 
~ 
~l. 
J~ 
~t 
~~ 
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5. The Ch 1 u Bamboo Tablets. Forty three tablets of split bam-
boo containing brush '"ritten characters \'iere excavated at Yang-
t 1 ien->ru, Changsha, in 1953; they have been carefully copied and 
rHDroduced 
' 
Ssu Shu-ch 1 ing 1 s Chanrrsha v;mg t 1 ien wu ch'u t•u 
gh'u chien ven chiu, Together \vith the Silk Document they 
form a group of texts of inestimable in studies of ancient 
Chinese script~ 
6. Pottery Seals from Shantung. In this group are included on-
ly the specimens obtained by Japanese D.rchaeologists during the 
vrar in China and at present lodged the Department Archi:le-
ology, T0ky5 University\? • 
As the catalogues and other illustrated sources containlng 
the a bovG docuxnGnts arG, for most part, generally ble 
in Chinese libraries, a fe~v I'fJproductions of the texts 
discussed here tvill app in detail 
only tt1e cloctunents exhibit or cases :tn-
constancy va::-·ious groups; criptions not to 
(approx.., 99;~ of cases) 
stant, 
1 ble, 
that cons 
ther this -
VG all duplicated characters or ele-
"'t Tl m 't , '-1 T ~::.1 one ~ r11111 .1 ex s , v 1e --.m-
s+ '~ ' uone '.f ' evco-
er st.ructtu·es found con-
e unfortunately unre-
" oxnitted; v-Jt=J mt:Jrely record here 
investigation proce0:ded fur-
documents from Tun Huang and avail-
able renroductions of stone and inscrintions have also 
been "' 4 Other 
cases ·of docctrnents 
cy ble to us 
veyo 
fec;r Chou· inscriptions, all 
eyJlibiting ineonstan-
en referred to or recorded thls sur-
99 
characters cons structure :ind:lvi.d 
doe'!JTlent" poss:tble t etJT:tongst oracle bone texts, 
strai.n ln a 1arge-scale examination of some 100,000 
or more characters is v1e do not doubt that 
n fail ed in sonlG on iss ions o These 
not to more a dozen or so texts 
tions lli()St 1 ely class as ones ra 
actual onesG 
The follow·ing oracle bone texts contain examples of 1n-
const:1ncy: 
}. 
v.C.ToP., 
four other 
Y .. C.T.P(j 
gery? 
• 39. ~ 
characters 
~ 
eated 
... OY1e 
all 
ce:ntre strolce m:Lss 
conste.nt, 
!~ - one stroke 
constant~ ers 
~;ffJ ; a 
ite Y.CoP-.tT• No¢ 4'2~ ~~ ~tJ - one eentre stroke 
c;haract(-;rs constant. ing; tvro eat 
n '1' rr rr No ;r ~· ..... ,_ 't.... • ..-. 0 
_snaped; a 
1r68 •. ~ ; 
copy of a 
chara.cters badly 
PQT.T.To 
missing; 
No. 32. 'tf W - one horizontal stroke 
s.i:x: other repeated characters - all constant. 
s-
P 'I' ml. 'I' t- ft ...... 
missing; 
No. 20. tt · and t{ - one centre verti.cal stroke 
five other characters repeated .... all constante 
The above in.scriptions occur in catalogues contaj~:n.ing malnJ.y 
11. 
unattested or unacceptably attested docuJTients; nosa 2, 4, 6, 
11. A1together a score of cases exhibiting apparcmt inconstancy 
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and 7 may not be actual cases of inconstancy in the characters 
concerned - the missing strokes may have been in:ked in during 
the making of the rubbing or, perhaps, are only lightly cut in 
the origina1 boneo • 1, 3, and 5 seem definitely to be ex-
amples of inconstancy; 3 ancl 5 may be forgeries, The list is 
now continued vrith examples taken from some 3,300 fully 
attest inscriptions rfJcently made available to u.s: 
8. Y.C,vl,T, No, 85. Al and ftl ; the extra horizontal 
stroke :Ln the sggond case is probably a fracture in the 
bone surface; ?i1 and '1i'i the slight variation j_n 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
the lovJer elemenc is merely variation, Ten other 
repeated characters are cons in structureG 
v r< ' - 'l' ,, 17 :t nd '*'-
.• ~.~·-· !'Oo • X a- l 
stroke is apparently mlss ing. 
characters - all constant, 
the centre horizontal 
'-'""! t:..tev~?n other repeated 
Y.C.VJ.T. No. llo \:A=\ and 'tbt ; the small stroke may 
be a 1 slip of the sty1us 1 ,t1\_ and t\J ; simHar ex-
altlple to ( 8) aboveo Three o l,her rr-;(Je:J_ted cllaracte1 .. S are 
constant(\> 
V 0 •,r T ''' "<Q ~ nd l ' · 11 ' ..~...v.vv •• L\Oo ~~,v" $..- a .. · $: ;, essent;la y a snape 
variatj_on. Five other repeac;ed cnaracters - all constant. 
Y.C.vl.T.No, 121. ~ is rencc;ated four times, one or 
hro cases the small strokes ln the 1 tm,Ters 1 appear as 
either one or two :Ln nuD1ber. Th:Ls seems to be a definite 
case of inconstancy - human error? Th:Lrteen other char-
acters are reneated 2-4 times each - all constant. 
Y.C.11J.T. No, ~37. ~ and &~\ a third 1 arrm·l 1 stroke 
11, have been noted and are not all recorded here; a full 
account is, hovmver, presented of the extent of inconstancy in 
the fully attested texts •rhich follm·r. The remaining. dozen 
examples are for the most part only apparent cases of i.nconstan-
cy s.i:milar to nos. 2, 4, 6, and 7 above. The hand-drawn copies 
:Ln the Chalfant-Couling Catalogue are not reliable and ref<er-1mce 
to. cases appecning in th:Ls -v;ork is omitted. 
16. 
18. 
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in the lower square element ? Five other repeated 
characters - all constant. 
Y.c.·w.T. No. 102. ~ and (] (3 cases); the two 
upper strokes are ~ite unnecessary and appear as though 
it were the more complex form of ~ ~<Iritten here; 17 
other repeated· characters - all constant, 
Y.C,\'f,T, No. 31. i£ in one of three examples lacks 
the lovJer horizontal stroke in the upper portion of 
the character - this may be an actual omission for the 
rubbing is part:icularly clear here. Seven other re-
peated characters - all constant. 
Y.C.\v.T. No. 1+7. 0A and ofl ; usually interpreted 
as the Shang sovereign, ;_,k_ 1" , one inner stroke 
apparently missing but rubbing is not clear. Five other 
characters - all constant,l2. 
Y. C • \v. 'P • I. l\T o. 6lfoo • tTI and 
horizontal stroke; eight other 
all constant. 
Y.C.tl.T.J;. No, 6668. ~~ 
strokes missing; this may 
other repeated characters 
and 
be an 
- all 
Gl ; an extra upper 
repeated characters -
fA ; the tviO inner 
actual omission. Nine 
19. Y.C.~I.T.I. No. 6927, ~iP and 
incomplete; an actual omission, 
characters - all constant. 
- ~ ; the t element 
Six other repeated 
21, 
Y@C.kV.T.Ie Noo 6962o ~\f. ; the extra lo·Hermost 
horizontal stroke may be an accidental scratching of the 
bone surface; all other repeated c~racters are constant. 
Y.C.'vi.T. T, No. 696lt. )::~ and f.lrl (1+ cases); there 
is a possibili.ty that the mj_ssing inner stroke in each 
case is apparent only. Eight other repeated characters -
al1 constanto 
12. The inscriptions appearing i.n this catalogue are re-
assembled fragments (see note 8) averaging more than 3 fragments 
to each reconstructed document. The fragments are,for the most 
part, reproduced from the three earlier catalogues of fully 
attested oracle bone texts published by the Academia Sinica 
(see Prof. F. S. Drake 1 s revie\v in Journal of Oriental Stud ·i es s 
Hong Kong, voL 2 1 pt. 1); these catalogues are not available 
for study in Australasia. 
22. 
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Y.C.W.T.I. No. 7577. ® and ~ 
stroke is definitely \ifritten. T\.ro 
acters are constant in structure. 
; the extra inner 
other repeated char-
Amongst the above 15 examples there are 7 cases of 
apparent inconstancy (nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, and 20); 
().11'¥\0tAII'\t 
minor cases of one stroke omissions or additions"to 5 examples 
(nos. 15, 17, 20, 21, and 22); while major variations caused 
by additions or omissions of two strokes total 4 cases (nos. 
12, 14, 18, and 19). If we take into account examples that have 
possibly escaped our attention, the number of cases of actual 
inconstancy would, we assume, amount to no more than a score -
less than 1% of the fully attested oracle bone texts in the two 
catalogues. The validity of our principle is thus definitely 
established in respect to Shang documents. 
It is well to note the nature of inconstancy as it appears 
in the characters drawn above. With the exception of nos. 3 
and 5, there :ls not a single instance of inconstancy of the 
type illustrated on p. 92 which is typical in unattested Chou 
period bronzes. The scribes of Shang, even when they omitted. 
a stroke of the stylus, did not vary the general structure of 
the character at all; the few omtssions to be observed are, in 
nearly every case, comparable to the occasional failure of 
Western writers to dot an 1 i 1 or cross a •t•. 
In the attested bronze inscriptions of 1tlestern Chou there 
appears one case of variation in structural composition 
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of a repeated character (ins, ~); other\vise constancy pre-
vails not only within the individual inscriptions but also 
obtains in cases of identical characters and elements of char-
acters throughout the authentic texts. It is most unfortunate 
that there is such a lack of fully attested material from 
Western Chou sites that may be consulted. Ho1'lever, there is 
available evidence of another kind which strongly supports our 
contention that constancy of character structures was undoubt-
edly the rule in Western Chou times: 
(a) it is a definite feature in attested documents of Shang 
and of Eastern Chou; 
(b) recently discovered inscribed Western Chou style vessels 
lacking acceptable testimony nearly all exhibit con-
stancy of character structures (these are noted in the 
Hajor Table at the conclusion of this work); 
(c) in the general body of l.festern Chou inscriptions (both 
attested and unattested) those exhibiting inconstancy 
amount to only about 7% of the total; 
(d) in the varlous catalogue groups (arranged chronologically) 
Western Chou inscriptions in the Sung Catalogues form the 
largest percentage of cases of inconstancy; the later 
catalogue groups have decreasing numbers of cases; 
(e) the nature of inconstancy in unattested Western Chou style 
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characters , in most cases, illog quite 
1 • a~ len to 'normal' observer may 
vmll er that the inscriptions concerned hav'" been 
13. 
so generally aceepted regardless of so suspect a feature. 
Eastern Chou and Chan Kuo period attested criptions 
form a much largc.;r group and together v1ith. the Ch 1u Sill< Docu-
ment and the Bc;..tnboo Tablets offer subs proof our 
ipleo Amongst the ou 
cases may only 
be (ins, 9.1~" r it very roughly ) 1 but 
a d t e exa"'nple a Upon a close exam-
ion 45 S.hou Hsien texts V!E~ h.::;_ve 
reason to believe several the 
of vrhich arc~ g en.uine o Those \ofe doubt are ins, 
'7 8 ~' ry 10 -'-""= l Z..ll., '7 1~ ! • .-.:: ' 7,17, 9.4, and Q 8· ~' are all in 
e 
14. 
collections o Inso 12.J.8, J.2.l2, and 12,22 are wr:ltten 
in an ornate seript but the bas structures of the charact(7rs 
are a.nd 1tr.,12 each contain 
the character IJ: \vrltten as ~ viith an thand 1 element!) 
13. The reason for this attitude has been d t :tn detail 
in the i' t section- of our survey"' It should br.:; observed also 
that thoroughly attested criptions have only recently been 
. a'la ble for study, and that the impact of this ne1:.r body of 
material on the olcl has yet to be fully assHssed, Our survey 
is merely one several stops this direction" 
14Q The 
script 
vessels, 
sels. 
vessels on which thev appear 8,re no doubt genui.!le; the 
fill.oa, ien bronzes is engraved not cast \vith the 
thus recent forgers may easily cribe textless ves-
Other tha,:1 this example of variation in structur"l composition, 
constancy of structo.res prevails also throughout identical 
characters in the Stem Hsien inscriptions vrith the exception 
f' ~ • t" + . • ' • t ' h o.l.. a reu cases ln ne sevf~n suspec~, .. lnscr~p-clons no eo_ awove. 
The remaining inscriptions: 7.11, 9.19 1 29.11, 19.1, 46.2 1 
and 61.1, e~~ibit constancy individually; id,~ntical characters 
throughout the group are, for most part, constEtnt but 
tions in structural composition may be observed in a fevr casesQ 
The Ch 1 u Sj.lk Document contains more than 600 characters 
of l•Jhich n1.lll1bers are repeated mc;.ny times; there is not a single 
case of inconstancy. Jao Tsung-yi has stated that severai 
identical characters are constructed differently, but on elose 
ex,sra.ination tf/e find that his observation is made upon an un-
necessarily stretched interpretation of the incomplete sentences 
" 15. 
contain.ing the examp..Leso In one case he contrasts two char-
acters one of 1t1hieh does not appear in the Document at a11t6• 
Ssu Shu-ch 1 ing 1 s copies of the Bamboo Tablets are executed vJith 
b t ' ~ 1 t . . ~ak . . 17. eare, u, we nave rouna one or 'tfO m1nor m1s ~, .es 1n eopy1ng, 
15. The examples he cites (p. 77, op. cit.) and the further 
cases to be noted in his modern eharacter transcription of the 
Silk Document text (pp, 82-3) are all classifiable as variations 
in structural composition which feature does not affect the con-
eept of constancy of character structures. 
16. They are it\ (1.5':22) and ~ ; the latter does not appear 
in the Document, 
17. Cf. l.ls.2.:5 and 6.8:3. 
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nevertheless, the presence of constarwy of structures is un-
1-rittingly realized by Ssu and proved by his copy. Only a dozen 
of the 43 tablets are reproduced in the plates clearly enough 
to check the extent of constancy throughout the documents; 
Ssu, hotrever, has had the opportunity of studying the originals 
' and his copy together ivith two different published illustrations 
of the tablets 1ve possess illustrate quite definitely the pres-
18. 
ence of constancy throughout the tablets. 
Duplicq.ted characters do not appear in the pottery seal 
inseriptions but eonstancy of identical characters obtains 
amongst the appended examples, 
ters: $ and Jt , and ~ 
There are cases of two charac-
-""-and ?Z\ , vlhich are altered by 
abbreviation, the basic structure is nevertheless maintained. 
Abbreviated forrns 'tJere, no doubt, in existence in pre-Ts 1 in 
tirnes, but examples are rare; the possibility that inconstancy 
may be mista."ken for abbreviation or for alternative forms has, 
of course, been carefully considered during all stages of our 
. t. ~ th " t 19• examlna,.,J.on o:r ~ e o.ocumen ,so 
18. The Bamboo Texts contain altogether about 330 characters 
with a variety of about 154 different characters of '.vhich more 
than 100 are loosely classifiable as 1 radical' and 'phonetic' 
combinations: 37 different characters contain the 1 silk 1 radi-
cal, 13 contain the 1metal 1 radical, 6 contain the 1tree 1 radi-
cal, 5 contain the 1man 1 radical, 7 contain the 1 grass 1 radical, 
7 contain the 1 bamboo 1 radieal, etc. The Silk Document exhib-
its sj_1JlHar features; in the concluding section of the survey 
some comments on the signlficance of the above are made (p.I+IC( ), 
19, The majority of the Eastern Chou and Chan Kuo period docu-
ments origin.ates from Ch 1 u sites; the cultural level of this 
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Altogether more than 25,000 individual inscriptions of 
all kinds have been closely studied for evidence of inconstancy 
and of this group at least 15,000 are acceptable as genuine 
pre-Ts 1 in documents (i.e. the large number of unattested oracle 
20. bone texts) or are fully attested as such (i.e. the scientifi-
cally excavated Shang texts, Western and Eastern Chou inscribed 
bronzes, the Bamboo Texts, etc.). Unattested bronze inscrip-
tions amount to several thousand items; there are various mis-
cellaneous inscriptions which have also been consulted. 
Amongst this large body of documents there exists only about 100 
inscriptions with character structures inconstant in any one 
document! Regardless of the problem of insufficient testimony, 
the above figures (approximations only) are in themselves a 
reasonably reliable check on our conclusions. 
A further control is that of the nature of inconstancy of 
19. 'barbarian' State would be expected to be somewhat lower 
than that of the Middle States. However, it would be most un-
usual if Ch 1u scribes alone had the custom of writing characters 
with constant structures· ins. ~' 32&1, 29.11, 2413, together 
with the recently excavated Ts 1ai bronzes form a group of docu-
ments which adequately illustrate that constancy prevailed in 
several widely scattered areas of the Middle States. The potter.y 
inscriptions all come from Shantung sites and identical char-
acters in these texts are generally constant in structure with 
those of Ch 1u and the above inscriptions. 
20. Only in a few individual cases has doubt been expressed as 
to the authenticity of the unattested oracle bone texts by pre-
vious scholars; numbers of them may be forged copies of genuine 
fragments but it appears that newly engraved inscriptions can be 
determined upon inspection of the original (see Creel, Birt~ of 
China, P• 26). In accepting this body of generally unattes ed 
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repeat chara'cters the various, inscript exhibiting 
this feature. , as tve ha:ve stated before, the va .. riant dra1:1-
ings of identical characters in the one document are of an 
illogical kind and manifest ebaracter tics wllieh are t.mdou:bted-
ly thosG of 'ilr:Lters unfamil • t:• .,_. • t. t . . 1 . \Vl ,.n vne s cr~p 'J J:Pe lnvo veo., 
then it v1ill be perfectly evident that the characters concerned 
'iren; not 1:1ri tten by artisans skilled in the production of in-
s cr:ibed vessels, The cha.racter ;(i_ , for tance, is 
1:1r:Ltten in htmdre:is of cases as ~ (Shang and Chou complete 
form), as ~ (Shang abbreviated form) or as fr (late Chou 
Chan Kuo period development cf tb.e earlier abbrev.iated 
. , ~ ; ~ ; etc, 
one document somet separated from each other only 
a characters exhibit m:i.scomprehensions that cannot poss-
ibly be ascribed to people used to ing or copying archaic 
characters o This v.ie·:.v is support from another aspect: the 
method of casting of bronze vessels 'lS r1ovr f:::irly urt:::ll 
irnportant are defin:ttely 
(a) a vessel el 1.1as 
clra1Ir1 on 
Q :Lnseriptions 
z:t thorough 
docurnents \·11th 
• 
D. S g l' HILt rlt.' 
1ve s .,. 
unattrastod 
Han t the 21_, 
extra" t 
develop 
Wl'ltl"ngo 
1 stroke from itlhi.ch 
a result of a minor 
decor 
' 
the model 
for 
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and casting vras effectr:Jd from the assembl 
Sa 
The prepEJ.r[-:ttion of the inscription area must ve 
out same as the decor: the ers >:-rere ·Hrit 
on to the te section of model 
22o 
out intc1glj~o.. ArtJsan.s att to 
, no doubt, l/t? c al"'Ved out the characters 
on 
acters 
me<nner as d 
, of course, an ass 
, a just ble or:te~ In 
ers on 
c;. It 
\ .... ; v 
are 
::1 sc:r:tbe to record j"n ink the d 
tterns the 
l• Q·_n. "' , + ~· ·t ~- • "'! t L~" D!l \.}' L vll.LL no 
e bone inscriptions 
0 of char-
s.:'J.me - the; 
cus :.1as for 
of t~ prognostication 
engraved over for 
poss:Lbly a further person in 
of· these observations \18 assume thG 
t ink on model uas erson 
23. Y. C. Vl. T, I. nos<) 
24. Y.C.';J.T.I. nos. 7064 and 7736. 
25o Cfo H() Co 
1945, PP• 28-9. 
e, Bone Culture of Ancient China, Toronto, 
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>vho 1·ras a reasonably good calligrapher; the engraving Has 
attended to by a skilled craftsman who would be no more liable 
to carve the character strokes incorrectly than he would be to 
confuse the intricate decor pattern - a much more difficult 
task of engraving. \mether he could vrrite or not would be 
immaterial; his job was merely to engrave 1,;hat was already 
1•rri tten or drawn on the vessel model; the person who wrote the 
inscription text on the model would have been instrumental in 
creating inconstant structures of characters, if it was custo-
mary to do this, 
As new inscriptions become available in archaeological 
journals and other publications from China the principle of 
constancy gains increasing support, Fresh evidence continues 
to arrive and it is not possible to incorporate it in the 
26. 
present Section, So well established is the principle, 
hovlever, that we do not hesitate in affirming it to be a 
secure basis upon which the criterion - inconstancy of 
character structures - is definitely acceptable as proof of 
forgery, To illustrate the matter further, examples of 
characters with inconstant structures appearing in in-
scriptions classifiable as fakes because of inconstancy are 
26. Constancy in recently excavated inscriptions is noted in 
some detail in Section Six which is devoted to a study of 
fully attested bronze texts and planned to include material 
which may arrive during the final stages of the vrriting of the 
survey, 
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listed in Table I following; the nature of the variant 
structures is clearly shown. Some minor cases recorded 
in the Major Table at the conclusion of the survey are 
omitted here; not all cases of inconstancy in each example are 
given in Table I. By consulting the Major Table the reader may 
note the numerous instances of vessel-lid inscriptions or of 
series of vessels containing the same inscription text but mani-
festing inconstancy in cases of identical characters from one 
inscription to another. The latter is an extension of the 
basic principle ~~d although no attempt is made in the survey 
to prove it to be a reliable criterion of forgery, attested 
examples studied to date suggest strongly that it may be later 
found to be a criterion of considerable value. In the case of 
vessel-lid inscriptions it may not be premature to class cases 
of inconstant identical characters as fakes even at this stage. 
It is inconceivable that a reasonably clever craftsman would 
vary ~~aracter structures in two texts of a set which presumably 
would be written and engraved in both sections of the model 
within a short interval of time. If he were able to maintain 
continuity in decor elements he would be able to maintain con-
stancy of characters throughout the two texts. As regards a 
series of vessels with the same inscription text and made by the 
same individual, constancy should also obtain throughout the 
texts. However, cases of inconstancy will merely suggest 
that the later 'discovered' inscribed vessels are forged or 
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are to be suspected as such. The first vessel 1discovered 1 , 
if otherwise unsuspected, may be a genuine article. 
In applying this criterion of forgery we have made it 
a practice to be severe rather than lenient in certain 
1marginal 1 cases; for instance, ins. 280.1 presents an obvious 
example in the characters ~ , but in the case of the char-
,-;;z 
acters ~~ the 1 cowrie 1 elements, with one or two inner 
strokes, may not be considered entirely significant variations 
- they may be compared with the rare but similar one stroke 
additions or omissions noted in the oracle bone texts. However, 
the writing of the right-hand elements as t , t , and 
~ - the first and third corresponding with two-stroke 
1cowries 1 while the second appears with a one stroke 1cowrie 1 -
is a pretty definite case of inconstancy. Seen together with 
the variations of the first character and with other e~amples 
in the inscription there can. remain little doubt about the 
matter. In Sung Catalogue inscriptions the nature of incon-
stancy is such that the student who is fully familiar with the 
reproductions and has studied them carefully throughout 
various editions of the same catalogues, is in a position to 
recognise the painstaking ~ccuracy in which the early compilers 
recorded the feature. Inconstancy in these inscriptions is 
not the result of successive re-cutting of blocks over eight 
or nine centuries - it is the perpetuation of a characteristic 
of the original inscriptions. It is to be expected that this 
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statement will be contested, and the opinion may be expressed 
that it would be wiser to leave the Sung Catalogues aside as 
unreliable reproductions for a detailed study of script 
characteristics. Our determination to accept them as reliable 
reproductions (with certain modifications, of course,) is 
partly expressed in the previous Section (note 44); to present 
full arguments is impossible in this paper without resorting 
to extensive illustration - this matter is to be dealt with in 
a separate paper. 
Additional Note. 
Since the writing of this Section Tung Tso-pin 1 s Yin hsU 
wen ~ w~ and the first volume of the new edition of 
the :M J* a:Z'~msh.ii · · oth books employ a most useful 
method of presentation or ~nang oracle bone inscription texts. 
The rubbings are covered by a semi-transparent sheet on which 
hand-copies of the archaic texts are traced - this in the 
latter work· Tung places a hand-copy opposite the rubbing 
together with modern character transcriptions. A study of the 
hand-copies shows well the unwitting {?) realisation of the 
principle of constancy by the copyist - there is no evidence 
of inconstancy in Tung's hand-copies which reflec:!; faithfully 
the nature of the originals; those in the Shod!5 Z'en.fi'Jlii ' 
however, exhibit a few cases of apparent inconstancy which 
when compared with the originals are immediately evident as 
errors on the part of the copyist, ag., Pl. 9, section 12, ~th 
character; Pl. lOa, section 2, 6th character; Pl. lOf, section 
1, 9th character; Pl. 12c section 3, 11th character. A minor 
case of inconstancy may be noted in Pl. 12f; Plate 9 seems to 
have a few cases: cf. character 6 of section 17 with other 
examples on this large bone. This character being on the 
rounded edge of the bone does not show up clearly in the photo-
graph - it may be an apparent case only. The hand-copies in 
this work are not entirely reliable - numbers of omitted 
strokes may be noted. 
TABLE No. 1. 
Examples of Repeated Characters 
in Individual Inscriptions Written 
Inconstantly. 
With the exception of ins. T.'}OO.l and 
T.349.1 which exhibit numerous and striking 
examples of inconstancy, only two examples 
of the feature in the other inscriptions 
assembled here are illustrated. In a few 
cases one character only is repeated incon-
stantly and in several inscriptions the 
feature is limited to only two repeated 
characters. 
The follovTing examples are limited to one 
inscription text only; vessels with lid-
texts or which are part of a series with 
the same text are represented by the earli-
est recorded reproduction. Faked copies 
are also omitted. Inconstancy throughout 
vessel-lid texts, a series of vessels with 
the same text, or in faked copies, is noted 
in the Major Table but without illustration. 
Four of the follo1-1ing inscriptions are 
selected for detailed study in the succeed-
ing Section. The remainder are incorporated 
after analysis in Table No. 2. 
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SECTION THHE13. 
An Analvttcal Exam.inrttion of Tnscr lnt:Lons 
Character 
Structureso 
Having no\1 esta bl.ished inctple- of cons y tn the 
ic script of attested archaec1cgica1 the com-
a_ti_\.rely few c;::tst;s e:z.hi t inconstancy cf' chLtra.c struc-
tures in be further ex-
cuninec: in an er.tc e t 
ibly be employed as cr1ter forgery(> Canst -~ncy of struc-
cour s.e, no proof of :.n:tthen tic i ty - it :ls :ner 
tcristic of ttc tc Hriting t obtain 
in el genuine or spur.tous 
constancy occurs the do cone c3.rt? definitely 
there 1s evsry possibility thc~t the 
vc left e~r ence of the in s orns c aspect of 
or evGn in t c ent of inscr iono It is 
our '" 
' 
or e, in Ld1r~ the t110 folloVJing Sect 
s such ence~ 
In ::;-ced Sect 
' 55 ions ·vrere i11us.trated. 
ca.use of lnccnst L~cy; vTill cor~1pris e 
documc:nts to 
gery vt:L11 be noted ir occu,rrence 
c;roup of inscr bulated r con-
ve.n.toYJt r e (Table 2) ,;::,t the conclusion Sect1on~ 
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Four inscriptions only are selected for detailed study to 
illustrate the method of analysis while the remainder are re-
corded in Table 2 with the suspect features in each case de-
noted by code letters. The vessels containing three of the in-
scriptions have been personally examined by us: the Mao Kung 
Ting (ins, T.500.l) at present in Formosa - exhibiting one of 
the most extreme cases of inconstancy; the Hsi Chia P1an (ins. 
129.1) in the Shod5 Hakubutsukan, Toky5; and the Ch 1en Yi Fu 
(ins. T,74.3) in the Auckland Institute and Museum, New Zealand, 
The last vessel has only recently been recognised as the 
original of the handcopies and rubbings published in various 
catalogues during the last 150 years. It contains an Eastern 
Chou style inscription and is one of the few of this period 
manifesting inconstancy of character structures. The fourth 
inscription, the Chia Yi (ins. ~) exhibits inconstancy and 
is included here to illustrate a particular aspect of forgery 
to which it is necessary to refer from time to time. In the 
case of this inscription it is possible to trace nearly every 
one of its phrases and sentences in prototypes that were avail-
able to the forger; the significance of this method of compila-
tion in relation to such suggested criteria as •muddled· context• 
and •meaningless sentences• will be immediately evident. 
1, ins. T.500.l The Mao Kung Ting, 
lo The King spoke to this effect: 11Fu-Yin, 
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eat illustrious were 
isfi.ed th the virtue (has nad e tts 
its counterpart.) and has charged us VJith 
tho possession of Chouo ('do) have received 
the Great l'ianc1ate and have guided' and • 
cherished (oven) 
3. tho ions ('4hose Princes) not attended 
(our) Court o Nothing uo..s bt:1rred from the 
dazzl glory of Hen Heaven uas 
about to 
s and also Porracr s 
:.:; to assist tb.oir So'Jerei.gns and 
applj_ed ( vss) it'lrlUo'v''C'J.rJnsl v ('!) "'-o 
- --·" >-' - ,-._ G~ -'-,J ~ l> 
hanc1ateo 
August \-ID.t over 
protect (us our posst;ssion of Chou and 
eat1y stc~adiecl ('?) the-? (in 
a teo-
( r1y) il1her:ltance (of 
the Little Ch11cl, (do not attain.) o.m not 
point of disastera. Disorder prev:tils tb.roughout 
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c F'our ters (of 
?!) Att s ar~~ restless., Alas! 
anxious am I, o Ltttle Child, d tressed 
anc1 stet:.:ped in d icu1t s; a1 ( \vi11 I) 
said: I d 
th the F'orr:;1er e and 
you to o.5S ist S tes 
attention to ( ,, ) 
' . 
the lc:sser the 
cater r ions~ L securs Th.rone; 
so above 
( tl1os e T' J.) those 11hom I) 
dtsannrove 
10. throughout ers (of the 
D do not r:.1ove I, the C.ne , on the 
throne a oat your ~Iisdomo I 
11. must not dare to 
remain in tcllo r e.ct 
r;1orning to ·be cons srate 
' 
les.ser a.nd of 
Stateso Do not 0 0 () 0 to (to) 
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I, • accord , ·v:Lrtu.o,. 
Therefore 
I) look to ECCLV611 
tb.e Grea.t 
:Pour Countries. t I do not act 
sa 
out and br·; bacli (reports on 
s abroad; 
decrees and 
lGsser ancl groD.ter e:x:-
pected contributions¢ (If) there are no 
(?), great be y t4is-
dom, then this 
l6a uiJl ruin Countr 
out and bring Dack the 
decrees abroada It is not 
l7o. f::Lrst ( o·F' TiJV) \ .1-. ~' v inances r to ';-o't' 
\. "' '-' / ' -Yin. 
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upon Former 
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one <) reglon:::) concentrate on untting the 
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not fol1cnv employ Formf_:r 
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noted but the coarse:: effeet t by rubb a fea-
or cast m surface only to a 
ext natinatio.n contr1but to coarsE:ness; 
est ~egree of corros is to be o srved on the 
portions or l So In v~1rious es cav1t1es 
some depth - the outs e surface of ves-
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boot-shaped pleces 
This T 1ng-V(~ssel \'l'r:ts une:Jrthed in 
"J ,."d+ -rrn·-,"'"'~ of 'r·:to ·.~·.h ·v'l>l' ~'.n:-.'.D'. 
_c__.,;:> v ~- '--'1f+··+i~: __, ... ;__.,. .t.l.L -.. '""' -~ 
, 4 sh'en$'f Province. In the sec 
Hsien !"~,eng (1B53), a dealer 
Su Yi-n:L:,::;n, brcught it into the 
At t time Ch' en Chieh-ch 1 i 
icia.l post thore; he 
a cons id er~-;_ble s·L-un of 
1t cluring 
it final1y 
Fango 7¢ 
After this 1Jas a numb~_~~'r of 
of o~.-Jnership; at one tirlle an 
naned Simplin (?) tried to ob-
tain vessel offer as much as 
cr;-o 000: -tbe ·nrir;e rcs~-¥1_.,, I .._ 
and in the end it ·rdas imnossible for even 
ils intcrc:;t 
s ex:Lsts a celebre .. tt-::d bronze antique l'~no-Hn to Chin<:se 
COilr'.ccisseur:3 others as the Kur1.g r:ring, or Cauldron of 
Dul;::e Nao ~ This 'Jas formerly i.n the IJOSsess ion of a~ 'deal tl1y 
ily of ShcJ .. :t1tung Pro·~.,rince !1amed Ch 1 en, from ~,-rhom. it \-Jas pur-
ch::~sEx1. le::;s t~:ro years ago by the late regretted ex-Viceroy 
Fang, for the sum of t(~n thous taels, say 21,500. But; 
figure 1t~as a reduced one in consideration of the d:Lst:Lnct 
particular attair1'1'J:~nts of buyero Fifteen thous:;;_nd taels 
had prev:Lously been offered I'cfused for the same spe-c.:Lmeno * 
C?b.e Chinese; Bronze knoir~n as the 'Bushell T-"J;o1·J]} e_nd its Insyrin-
t 0 ~ C) C C' 101') ~) '~'7 ~, V.h • .._'"l,,,;:)• 7 c.'J ppo ~J· .... /;;-), o 
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1. 
2. 
~: 
5o o. 
7o 
8. 
9· 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 1o. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Fig. 11. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(12) 
(13) (14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(15) 
(16) 
(16) 
(15) 
(15) 
(15) 
(16) 
(18) 
(15) 
c1o> 
(15) 
(15) 
(15) 
(14) 
(16) 
(16) 
(15) 
(14) 
(14) 
(17) 
(17) 
(15) 
(15) 
(14) 
(12) 
(10) 
Character arrangement in the Mao Kung Ting. 
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note that a rather large nrunber of vessels incorporating this 
1 scale band 1 decor contain inscriptions exhibiting inconstancy 
as '<'Jell as several of the suspect features of forgery later to 
be discussed. 
'rhe Inscr1ption. 
Rubbings of the Hao Kung Ting inscription result in a 
peculiar shape oviing in part to the curvature of the 1nner ves-
sel surface being reproduced as a plane surface. The text is 
divided 1nto two sections each consisting of 16 lines of char-
acters; the character numbers in each line vary considerably 
as illustrated in the figure opposite. So lackadaisical an 
arrangement is a feature that one ~>rould hardly expect to obtain 
in a long text written by a Chou period scribe; even the forger 
of the Tsin Hou P 1 an inscription was able to maintain a reas-
onably artistic arrangement of his characters, engraving them 
in roviS of equal numbers and each character of equal size. 
Karlgren 1 s description of the Mao Ku . r1g Ting script might more 
appropriately be applied to. the Tsin Hou P 1 an, but hardly to the 
12. mendous increase in archaeological discoveries of the last 
fevr years 'tlill certainly require a completely ne~er approach to 
problems in this field. Already scholars in China are turning 
their attention to the excavated materials and are tending to 
lflork solely •rith these. \Hth so many artifacts i·Ihose provenance 
is fully attested and. recorded, scholars are certainly 1rrell ad-
vised to examine the ne;e~ material thoroughly before returning 
aga.in to the old \vhose authenticity may then better be assessed 
on the basis of reliable stylistic criteria. Only in this way 
can stylistic criteria be developed which may be directed to-
wards the determination of spurious manufactures. 
former: 
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'To us it is obvious, from the script type, 
that the early part of the dynasty is ex-
cluded. Th·"l lines are very regular, the 
characters of equal size, 'tJell-balanced 
and neatly dra1m, with gracefully 
curved lines - a typically advanced 
• t I scr~p ; "" ". (Yin ancl Chou, p. 50). 
In actual fact the lines are not regular, either j_n numbers of 
characters or in length; many of the characters are badly bal-
anced, numbers cannot be described as 'neatly drawn' and those 
illustrated here are certainly not of equal size (Fig ) • 
No doubt the perfection he appears to see in this text is about 
the standard of script that must have obtained :LYl the second 
half of vJestern Chou; the Nao Kung Ting, hmvever, does not 
exhibit so fine a standard. 
To people unversed in the >rriting of archaic Chinese script 
it v10Uld not ahrays be an easy matter to maintain a constant 
size of charact<~r \vhen engraving a long text containing simple 
as vlell as complex characters. There would be a tendency to 
maintain a constant size in cases of one or two-element charac-
ters, or of those with very simple elements in greater numbers, 
but as soon as a highly complex charaeter is required to be 
1-rritten or engraved (particularly one rarely seen or employed 
by the 1vri ter) the resulting copy will more often than not gro1v 
to almost tv1ice the size of nearby normal-sized characters. 
l"'•·•i: tr~;~* * 
Z?., •t,. JS'. <fl. 1~. JR. '.1.1. lf. 
li~~li3--~ 
.17. 13. llj.. 17. ~4 13. 
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ther' strokes at all. Line (c) i.s a bent line rather than t~ro 
sc}parate strokes forming the lo';Ier part of the 'head 1 and the 
upper part of the 1vrings 1 ; the bend occurs vrhere this line cuts 
the curved line (a). 
(3) 1t (line 4) 
d.. 
f. 
Curve (b) has no conneetion wlth (a) but forms one of the flve 
horlzontal strokes of the eharacter; it continues to form 
stroke (f). Curve (a) continues to become part of line (e), it 
does not, hoviever, complete the process, and line (e) is nev1ly 
eut as a separate stroke starting at the horizontal line (g) -
vrhere it cuts the curve (b) - (f) it bends slightly to continue 
and form the 1 tail 1 (c). The present form has five horizontal 
strokes as compared vrtth the preceding which has four; its fUth 
strol{e is one situated on the tail stroke - this contrasts with 
a later structure which has t\m 1 feather I strokes. 
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(4) .,_{t_ (line 4) 
c. 
The curves (a) and (b) are broken by the straight horizontal 
line (d); curve (b) continues to form the third horizontal 
line (f); the tail (c) is a separate strol\:e and has one 1fea-
ther1 stroke. (e) is separated a fair distance from the curve 
(b). This is actually the case in the bronze text itself and 
has no relationship vJith patina or the quality of the rubbings -
undisturbed metal exists in this space. 
( 5) ( 11.~ ) (line 7) 
It is somevlhat debatable ¥Jhether this character should be in-
cluded here but other inscriptlon forms are founded on the 1't 
element. The present form has something in common 1r1ith this 
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element. Little further comment is necessary. 
(6) Jtl_ (line 7) 
The upper strokes are similar to the structure of this 
element :tn the character /~ (3) and it might be thought 
that the structural variations vJhich are analysed in this 
section may have some connection '"ith the composition of 
the character, That this is definitely not the case can be 
judged from the many variations in the several characters -w{i_ 
'->W J::t;-. ' 4-\.' and also in such characters as -:r ; 7L> <t ~ etc., 
which are discussed later. It is purely coincidental that 
the complex combtnations 1t_ and ;1:) have .l{'i:_ constructed 
on almost similar structural principles. Although there is 
some doubt regarding the nature of the tail section of one or 
two of the 1\'i_ elements, the present character definitely 
has stroke (b) as a continuous curve, 
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(7) I:Z)i. (line 8) 
c. 
Curves (a) and (b) are not continuous and are broken by the 
bent-line (c); (b) continues to form the tail upon \vhich are 
placed tvm 'feath<~r 1 
situated immedtately 
strokes. In the text this character is 
.;t: ~~~ 
beside the character· /ct. vrhich vre have 
just studied and thus illustrates vJell the forger 1 s careless-
ness in allmring adjacent characters to be written \•li th varying 
structures. 
(8) ~;{t (line 
b. 
c 
I I 
I I 
Curve (b) cuts slightly through the straight horizontal line 
(c) as shown in the enlarged drawing at the right; in most 
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rubbings it is just discernj.ble, but in the original bronze 
text it is clearly seen. Line (e) appears to be either bent 
or slightly broken where tt crosses line (f). 
t4 (9) "-?L (line l?) 
c 
The curve (a) is a continuous line; (b) and (c) are incom-
pletely written as shown in the drawing above, the blank por-
tions appear as pr5.stine metal and are not in the least the 
result of patina clogging the incisions or of careless cleaning 
of text area. The strokes may not have been completely incised 
in the vessel model before the mould vias made - they certamly 
did not appear in the mould. 
(10) 12);!:. (line 15) 
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The whole of curve (a) appears to be a continuous line but 
the tail portion is not perfectly clear, one way or the other, 
in the original bronze. 
(11) w'~ (line 15) 
In rubbings 111hich v/e had formerly consul ted there appeared to 
be a suggestion of a third 1 feather 1 stroke, thus totalling six 
horizontal strokes in all, but there is no evidence of this in 
the bronze text itself. The present form is the 'normally' 
vlritten one. 
(12) ")i (line 16) 
-
--
The character is not fully dravm, we might note only the number 
\ 
of horizontal strokes - five. 
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(13) ~i (line 18) 
< 1 ~-) 'Xi (line 19) 
J 
This character j_s incompletely engraved e. 
(15) ~4 (line 19) 
"l:L 
1rhere ts no sign at all of a vertical stroke as ln the other 
examples; it is to be noticed, too that the ~ element 
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appearing in the first example of this character is omi.tted 
in the present case. 
-j 
(17) /1<1- (Hne 30) 
Of these 16 cases of the ~i_ element, two are some\{hat 
illegible for analysis but the remaining 14 exhibit a consider-
able vari,>ty of struetu1'al forms. They may be systematically 
tabulated as follmvs, thus illustrating further the ignorance 
of the vJriter of fundamental charactertstics of the archaic 
script: 
(a) 
(b) 
a r::roup of five characters constructed 
on a var:tatwn of a continuous (long-
curve): 
't' t ''-!- t. () Wl n s·ralgnv s raKe a; two 1 body' 
stroltes and one 1 feather 1 stroke. 
as for pre;ceding but Hith incompletely 
engraved 'body strokes. 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
II. 
(a) 
(b) 
III. 
1.51 
with slightly curved stroke (a); two 
1 body' strokes and one 1 feather stroke; 
but no vertical stroke. 
vJi th straight stroke (a); tv:o 1 body' 
strokes and t1w 1 feather 1 strokes. 
with bent stroke (a); thrHe fbody 1 
strokes and one 1 feather 1 stroke. 
a group of tvro characters constructed 
on a broken lonf'"-curve: 
cvith straight line (a) and tvlO 1 body' 
strokes, one 1 feather 1 strol{e. 
111ith bent line (a), tv:o 1 body 1 strokes, 
and t1vo 'feather' strokes. 
a groun of three characters of various 
structures with the common characteristic 
of a 'separate-stroke-tail'. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
IV. 
(a) 
(b) 
~ ~~ / I I , '~ 
I 
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continuous curve; bent line (a), no 
'feather' stroke. 
broken curve; straight line (a); one 
1 feather 1 s troll::e. 
broken curve; straight line (a); one 
'feather' stroke; in this case the 1 sep-
ara te-stro},e-tail 1 is not absolutely 
certain, SholLld it not be interpreted 
as this s troli:e th,en it becomes a further 
variety of Group II. 
A r:roup of tvio charactc"rs \vith broken 
curve and two strokes at (a), 
tvro 'body' strokes; one 1 feather 1 stroke. 
Because of the 'separate-stroke-tail' it 
might also be classifj_ed in the previous 
section, 
one 1 body 1 stroke and one 'feather' 
stroke, 
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v. In this group we would place the character 
in its occurrence in all other texts contains the 
, vrhich 
element; 
hovrever, although .its structure is obviously related to this 
element in the Nao Kung Ting 1 Hs shape is so unusual that it 
is best J.eft in a classification of its ovm. 
Fourteen cas.es of )t_ have been carefully copied from 
rubbings of the Hao Kung Ting (most doubtful cases checked 
aga1nst the actual inscription itself) and have been analysed 
in some detail. Thirteen differEmt structural forms have been 
noted - the differences of structure are of such a kind that 
there cannot be the slightest doubt that the \vriter 11as ;wrking 
in a medium in \•lhich he was little experienced. Only a person 
inexperienced in vJriting in the archaic script could make so 
many structural errors as these. His errors are not limited 
to this one element but are to be noted in several other 
characters: 
~· <(~ occurs ten times in the text and possesses almost 
as many variations of structure: 
(line 2) the lmver stroke (a) has no right to be 
part of this character at all, but it 
is certainly in the inscription and is 
definitely vrritten as part of this 
character. The area (b) is a hopeless 
confusion of meaningless strokes. 
(line 5') 
(line 8) 
(line 9) 
(Une 11) 
(line 12) 
"· 
b. 
' 
the right-hand element of ~ is 
1;1ritten in archaic characters as ~ 
in the archaic :form of -y· ; the 
stroke (a) should ahrays appear above 
the upper horizontal stroke, not belovJ 
it as in the tvro cases just studied. 
the form here is correctly ,,Tritten. 
again the structure is correct but 
a slight av1ryness in shape is evident; 
the left-hand vertical stroke almost 
appears as though it is not a continu-
ous line, but thts may only be a result 
of the uneven thickening of the stroke. 
structure is normal. 
in the original bronze this character 
exhj.bi ts some very interesting features. 
Area (a) ·Has \vritten in this manx1er: 
(line 13) 
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with the result 
that the horiz-
ontal stroke 
did not cut 
through the long cuxved vertical 
stroke. The upper stroke joined with 
it to make both strokes form one long 
continuation. In area (b) the original 
text shows clearly an interesting 
:X.. 
peculiarity: 
(z) continues to 
(x) then proceeds 
to form the lower 
cross-stroke, but 
unlike the other 
e.xamples 
this cross-stroke (x) - (y) is bent into 
an 1 ~1' -like shape. In the rubbings this 
is not ahrays clear but is easily dis-
cerned in the bronze text. 
the upper right-hand stroke is omitted; 
but it may mistakenly be dra>vn as curved 
"· from (a) which appears as a continuation 
of the lOiJer horizontal line. 
(line 16) 
(line 19) 
(line 19) 
' ' 
' ' 
" I ' 
i5S 
this character is not very clear bnt 
appears to be constructed correctly. 
stroke (a) is misplaced and curve(1 in 
the >lrong direction. 
"'h . ,. . t .. f->. ' , 
v 1s 1. orm lS s epara ea. 1 rom -r;ne pre-
ceding by only one character; .it lacks 
stroke (a) of the eced:Lng and gives 
an unusual t1<~ist to the lov1er cross-
stroke, 
There are a number of other examples vJhich might be noted: 
occurs thre'' times with unusual variations, e, g. 
(line 1) (line 9) ~ t•> (line 12). 
In the first case the 'mouth' element is completely missing 
and vras never incised; in the second case the central hand-like 
element lacks 1 fingers 1 ; in the third case the loiver stroke (a) 
is dra>m separately mvay from the centre hand-like element. 
l.f-w occurs nine times vii th four structuretl variations: 
~ (line 5) 1t (line 17). 
Of the first form there is only this one example; it is 
in teres t:tng to· note that it is the first !}-~ character in the 
text; the second form is erratically vJritten in the bottom t•ro 
strokes; so too, the third form which also lacks one of the 
upper strokes. The normal structure is ~ of 1rihich there are 
six occurrences. 
and ~ • Strictly speaking, 
these are shape differences rather than structural. 
vlhich occurs four times has three varieties in structure: 
(line 10) (line 14) (line 25) 
(line 25). 
In this form the lmwr element f is v1r.itten ~ \vhich is a 
most obvious structural error; in the last form the upper 
horizontal stroke of the 1 rain 1 element uas omitted. Both 
errors•are the only examples of their kind to be found throughout 
the bronze texts incorporating this character. The tvw centre 
forms above are normal in structure. 
5'i: 
The element .!._ occurs t;.rice vli th considerable variation 
in each case: 
(line 10) (line 29). 
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The 'eye 1 element vJas omit ted in the second case and the 
~ ( ~ ) element incompletely formed. In the second 
case the uppc.::r element 1" ap})ears as ~ v In the bronze 
texts, 
' 
~ (in the sen.se of ~t but never 
v1ith the )___ element) a;'"lpear to be freely interchangeable. 
The archaic form ~ is transcribed either as 'l_ (or /(1._ ) 
Or d7- ~·"··or·'., n" q o,, . .,,_. \A _J.,l 6 to the context or to the v.rb.im 
scriber; ~ 
'1~ ing there 
usua1J.y trcHlscribsd 
th:cee cases of the ~ 
as 
form, 
of the tran-
In the N:ao Kung 
different structure, form; the flrst of 
'"' B;i vne ~ is used in the sense of ths other tuo ancl *._ 
appear in the titles of officialso 
~ (line 14) (line 24) (line (line 24). 
The structural v,·:tr tions of the first tV<Jo are quite obvious; 
the third case, ho;·rever, ... the 
1 hand 1 element is almost unrecognizable as such, in the rubbings 
tural one; but in the original bronze text it 
shovm on the right; (a) should continue 
to form the dotted curve (c) but it 
merely joins the shaded vertical line 
\vhich continues to form (b). It wnl 
\ 
' 'c. .. \ I 
1 I 
I I 
that 
the vertical line in the upper elenH:mt does not continue to form 
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the shaded line (b) in the lmver element Hlustratecl above, 
but :ts broken and (b) becomes a nc;vJ stroke~ 
).--/;-
There arG tiw examples of 7> lJ<... both completoly at variance 
vlith each other in structure; that the first is intend.ed to be 
obvious from the context: 
(line 26) 
They occur in adjacent lines " ana. ar·e only sl:tghtly over one 
ir1ch apart from each othera-
J?urther variations structure may be obs,srved but the 
preceding examples offer rnore- su_ff_ici.ent proof of the 
forgeryo Sever other ch:.:1racters are badly shaped and 
num s of tc1ent1ca1 characters are dravin in varying sizes~ 
A carf:ful study of th•:::: variant structures analysed in the pre-
pages vrill GD.rly evident to the reader that in-
constancy of this kind~could not possibly result in the 
calligraphy of a person fully pr-actis in v1riting in the 
archuie seript~ It is eharacterist:tc of t~he vrork of CJ.....Yl s.rrrateur 
i:fho vras almost completely j.t;no:rant of ti1e basic structure of 
the characters; the archaic script VIas as foreign to him as 
mode.n~·n Ch.inese ch3.racters in street scenes are to VJestern 
ar-tists vJho possess no knoHledge of the Hritten The 
VFli'1ations have resulted from the failure of the forger to 
maintain a constant stroke-order when vr:iting; he viaS careless, 
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too, in copy:i~ng repeated characters even iHhen pl~:.ced only a 
short dlstanee avray from each other. 
In sueceedlng cases, inconstancy vllll not be analysed in 
such detail; it :Ls purposely done her
1
e to illustrate the 
di.fference betHeen 'shape' and 1 structu.re 1 so that the tv:o con-
cepts ·Hill be fully understood. 
The Conte!lt of the Tnscrintion~ 
Although the Hao Kung Tlng text reads smoothly in most 
parts and \¥hen rendered :Lnto English seems to be reasonrJ..bly 
. t .... . t 1 '+ t conSlS env 1n Svy e, lv muse realized that "interpretations 
made of it are largely based on paro.llel or nearly po.rallel 
· th t '<t:• 1 .... .._ · t' " t:he ''Pnu ' pas sages lll ~-~.e rao . .!- v.J..Ona LeX vs .... ln par lCU..Lar' v - 1-' - 9..11Ct 
the Shih. The first 9 characters, for j_nstance, are exact 
parallel.s of the opening 11nes of the ~·len Hou Chih JvLing: 
'The King spoke thus: Oh (father ,.) uncle and peace-maker! The 
greatly illustrious vfen and 
-;1 \iiil_p 
combination 1 l.. J..~/W. \vhich 
Hu •••• 1 ; the next 6 contain the 
occurs othenrise only in ins. 
s.480.1, but both characters are found separately in various 
passages of the Shu and Shih,and vrith reference to these a 
suitable interpre}ltion becomes possible. As one proceeds lifith 
the study of the text, hmvever, it becomes increasingly 
evident that the pare.llels are, in a measure, rather forced 
and lll!latura1; especially noticeable is this characteristic 
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vlhen the Hao Kung Ting text is considered on the basis of the 
t100 similar pre-existing texts - the vJen Hou Chih 11ing and the 
Shih P'ei Kuei. There is a def.inite feeling of doubt and \vhen 
no less a scholar than Chang Chih-tung remarks upon 1vmrds and 
sentences gathered confusedly from the Shih and the Shu 1 it 
is not difficult to agree with him that the compHation is not 
all that may be desired, and that it is precisely the sort of 
document that the 
weed out from the 
anti-ku wen scholars 
13. Shu Ching. 
'"ere attempting to 
That the Hao Kung Ting :inscription vias compiled on the 
basis of the two above texts is strongly to be suspected; the 
Shih P'ei Kuei seems to have been employed as the basic struc-
ture to \vhich numerous characters, phrases, aml sentences from 
other sources (or combinations invented by the forger) "Yiere 
added. The Chinese text comparison opposite indicates this 
possibility quite clearly: at space (a) tvJO sentences v1ere in-
serted, the f.irst based on ins. S.480.l (lines 7-8) and the 
second constructed from traditional examples •. In space (b) 
three sentences culled from traditional sources were then 
>'lritten with slight variations; in the first, the characters 
~1( and ~~ vrere selected from the vlen Hou Chih Hing to forn1 
a compound verb and after this the ~ 1ti ~ phrase from 
13. See later reference to Chang 1 s comments, P• .16
7
6. Henri 
Maspero 1 s suspicion of the bronze texts for similar reasons 
has already been noted (p. .t!i ) • 
/ 
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the Shih ching (ode 
made up of li\ /(, 
261) was added; the second sentence was 
(Hen Hou Chih Ming'?) and jC :L ±_ 1\~ 7t_. 
(Li Cheng). From (b) to (c) the forger follovred the Shih P 1ed 
Kuei to some extent, but paraphrased a long section. After (c) 
four sentences were incorporated, the second of these being the 
bracketed ( ~ ~ ttZ ~ ) found later in the Shih P'ei 
Kuei text while the others are vaguely similar to various 
parts of other texts - bronze and traditional. Up to this 
stage the Shih P'ei Kuei has concerned itself ,,,ith a descrip-
tion of the glorious past >vhere the relationship of i"linisters 
to Kings was as it should have been, and the favour of Heaven 
-vras securely invested in the Former Kings. In the next sen-
tence this same description continues, then the King turns his 
attention to the disorders of the present times. The Mao K~g 
Ting text, on the contrary, by its early adoption of the 
~ :::;:.._ Jtk ~ sentence turns the meaning to the present 
-~ disorders and as a consequence, altered the .:=-A sentence of 
the Shih P 10.i Kuei text to suit the changed circumstances of 
the description. From space (d) omiards it pays little atten-
tion to the Shih P 1ei Kuei text, only follovling the long sec-
t 1on . /7.::;.. /:i: - /1,. • , • • 1: ~ ~~ • ~ lc J ~L Y'- ~~ ; in space (e), in the 
middle of this section, are several sentences probably con-
structed in part by the compiler of the forgery, and in part 
i/!, copied from other texts. The section /...:;.,' ...• 1::_ -@+c.: is 
a little different in structure from the earlier text, but is 
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identical in meaning and vocabulary. Space (f) is followed by 
a very long section in the Mao Kung Ting 'lvhich is culled from 
various sources and, on the whole, shows a certain amount of 
originality in composition. Preceding the benefices, the Hao 
Kung Ting copies two further sentences from the Shih P'e i Kuei, 
but reverses their order; in betvJeen them is a list of officials. 
All these titles are to be ~ound in various bronze texts and para-
llels can be discovered in the traditional texts. The benefices 
in the Hao Kung Ting commence on the same pattern as the other, 
but the concluding sentences of the Shih P'ei Kuei text are 
different; the date section and the incomplete account of the 
investiture ceremony \>Jere omitted for the very good reason that 
no other recorded text at the time of the 'discovery' of the 
Kao Kw1g Ting possessed so unusual a characteristic. 
In general then, the Hao Kung T ing follmvs the first 
quartcor of the Shih P 1e.i Kuei pretty faithfully, disguising 
the fact by inserting various sentences in several places. It 
keeps clear of the central portion of this text and then reverts 
back to the last quarter of it adopting several Scontences, re-
versing the ord.er of two, and inserting other materials in 
appropriate places. The last sentence it omits altogether. It 
will be noted, too, that sections difficult to interpret mainly 
because of ill-formed and untranscribable characters are left 
alone - this mainly in the central portion of the text; but in 
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the long third section, from ;if: ~~1 . , , . '-'f J£.t. , it has 
paraphrased the meaning and follovred both the Shih P 1s i · Kuei 
and the similar passage in the 11/en Hou Chih !Vling. 
Nearly half of the beneffces of the Hao Kung Ting may be 
found paralleled ln inscrlptions that 1-rere available to the 
forger; nos, 1 (ins. S.l'/1.1, 8,204,1, S,222.J); 2 (lns. 8.204,1); 
7 and 8 (ins. S.2?2,J.); 9 1 10, 13 (ins. s.222.1, S,15J,.l); 12, 
14, 22, 23 (ins, S,F)l.l); 26 (lns. 8,222,1), Nos, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
15, 16, 17, 19, 20, and 21, hm1ever, appear only in the Hao Kung 
Ting and in ins, 1",8,1, vJhich contains a further 7 of the for-
mer 1 s benefices as >vell as several parallel phrases and sentences 
in the early half of the text, The Fan Sheng Kuei, ins. 138,1 1 
vlill later be found determined as a forgery on accour1t of the 
reversed sun-tzu phrase (p,j~i,Z); there can be very little doubt 
tb t . .t. • - a· .. h b . .co .t-, ,.,.r K "' ' d 1a lv vias compl.Le on '" e as1s OL vne "''ao ung J..lng, an 
interestingly enough, 1t came into the possession of Tuan Fang 
some time before he successfully purchased the large cauldron 
from the Ch 1 en family, Ins. 138.1 is knovm only in a Kuei-
vessel lid, and Has first published in the T 1ao chai Catalogue, 
Benefices nos. 18, 24, and 25 are found only in the Nao Kung Ting, 
thus about half of the articles of benefice appear as terms 
probably invented by our enterprising forger; several of the 
archaic characters· employed are also ne~J and may be his own 
14. 
creations. 
14. The extent to which forgers invented archaic characters \Ifill 
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Like several of the Shu ching chapters the King's speech, 
which occupies nearly the 111hole inscription, incorporates 
admonitory phrasr;s <Erected tm•rards the investee, Nao Kung 
Yin. It seems strange that a feudal Prince should incorporate 
in his inscription text, admonishments that he received from 
his seigneur; the inscribed vessel vras made by the :Lnvestee 
to record important happenings for the benefit of his descend-
ants: 
'Those ancestors must have had good qualities 
ancl. also bacl.. But the idea of an inscription 
is to make mention of the good analities and 
not of the bacl. ••• 1 (Li Chi, Legge, vol. II, 
Po 251) o 
A court scribe might receive orders from the King to record 
the substance of an investitttre ceremony and such contents might 
be discovered in his records - the inscription on a bronze, 
hcMever, is an entirely different thing. On the fe1.; that 
are kno>m to be :Lnd putably genuine, only such matters as the 
achievements and meritorious service of the investee are 
15. 
recorcl.ecl.. In the majority of unattested texts, this is the 
rule, too. 
llt. probably be cl.etc:rmina1Jle cl.urine the nGxt few years as nevlly 
excavated inscriptions are published; it is not a difficult task 
to create characters that appear both ancient and authentic. 
Nevr combinations of existing archaic character elements are a 
particular feature of forgery and >vhere carefully done the de-
ception cannot usually be discovered .• 
15. See Section Six. 
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the Shu it about \,-;hom the 1 plot t 
of each chapter revolvss - he spe pro ions 
res sed to one or more persons, a.1:1d. so fcunil this 
style t the discrepancy of the L::-10 Kung Ttng, ~1ith tts con-
t::.:-nts of a royal admonitory phro.s es 
d tov-rard s 
tely 
The Kung T text it; full of Chou time lore t:tnd 
frern our edge of the . , per :toe;. as 
the tradit:lonal t 
' it exactly ths c of text 
tha.t VJOUld be expected to ilec~ those ,_ s, v 
too much , .:: 1,-c:. the itional tc~xts and at S,JJEC: ..L ..l.X;.,.--. 
' 
to es an. :i.vic"\uali to of t:tny s~spicions 
c_ irec tt-~d inst ito To thosi3 familiar 
are able to approach the 
an open and enquiring m.incl, the e of 
It is 
t ..;)"<1--::. ..l...<H~_. seeks 
might 
itional 
text t,-,rith 
discr ies becomes iatcl~;;r evident<) Chang Chih-tung 
the only scholar 1Jho has r)ublished any comment at va.riance 
th general inion of the vessel's authenticity. Vlhilc: 11e 
do not concur 'Hith some minor d s of his critic , neverthe-
less h on the n:J_ture of the r:1.re slgnifi-
c • 
sentc-;ncss n.:cn erecl ed1y from the Shih Shu, 
croups 
16'7 
knovJled of class s he c 
his erience in the scrtttiny of ciocuments 
of 
led him to sus-nect the Eao 
study o I'CtlSODS 
in is c~r llpor:t 
conc1 es of 
.. , 
just 
ancl. Yen re 
Sh~tng Shu 
Jung Keng, 
::'13-14), 
by 
1'J ¢ 
Shnnr; 
(or ti 
one o cr 
c e D. 
crir:t 
(a) 
fro\ \ ·...-; 
t 
ti0.\1 
after rsierely a .r hours 1 
thos€ d E:·:ter-
of 
cr tion vith 
no 
of ens; 
.~::tnc1cnt 
i 
enco; nu.me 
in o.nly 
alrnost c 
per:;on; such t 
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will be found in traditional and bronze literature of the 
Chou period. In the first case the character X is ahrays a 
cyclical character and refers only to a deceased person; in 
(b) and (c) various name characters appear in place of X and 
the combination refers to a living person. In Wu Ch'i-ch 1ang's 
Chin v1en li shuo su cheng the nature of I''u in the names of 
living and deceased persons may be conveniently studied; vJhen 
Fu precedes a name character the latter is a.h1ays a cyclical 
character, e,g. Fu-Chia, Fu-Yi, Fu-P:i.ng, etc., (the 'heavenly 
stems 1 , 1:.-. T , only are used). If it vi ere customary to 
prefix Fu to an ordinary name character, there 1.rould be at 
least some r1corrl of the fact in the traditional texts, and the 
bronze inscriptions as primary sources vJOuld be expected to 
offer supporting evidence, On the contrary, hoHever, there is 
not a single example in the traditional texts, and in the 
bronze literature 11here the character Fu is found in many 
hundreds of combinations, there are only the tvJo exceptions 
recorded above. In the circumstances ins. 30.10:, too, may 
justifiably be classed as a fake because of the compiler's ig-
norance of the signiflcance of Fu as a preflx. 
The pronoun 1' and the particle {Ej. have fairly 
vlell-defined usage in the bronze texts; the latter is employed 
irl all cases (other than in the present inscription) in the 
sense of 1do not', •must not' - a prohibitive command. In 
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line 10 the sentence 1Death do not move I, the One Han, on the 
throne' is translated in this fashion because of definite mis-
use of the two characters from the point of vie'-'1 of their 
16. t 
usage j_n archaeological documents. A present, vre cannot, of 
course, be absolutely certain that 1 was invariably em-
ployed in the nominative case; in the oracle 
often and alvrays requires the translat:Lon of 
bones it occurs 
1" 1 I I (. • • ; n1ne oronze 
texts, ho':Jever, (ins. T.')OO.l, S.480.l, T.j9}.1, T,28?.1, 
S.l'il.l, T.ll2.1, 81.2, 72.1 and 66.2) have the character in 
the position of object thus requiring the translation of 1me 1 , 
four of these are proved forgeries in this paper, vrhile two 
are to be strongly suspected as such. It seems quite possible 
th~t {?. ·'·' I~ 1:1as indeed restricted to the nominative case; until 
sufficient authenticated material becomes available to decide 
the matter, ere regard its usage otherwise as a suspect feature. 
The eharacter 4 , ho\vever, occ:urs in both attested and un-
attested inscriptions ancl other than its alternative meaning 
of 1d eceased (?) mother 1 , it alvays has the sense of 'do not' 
and precedes a verb; only in the present inscription has this 
usage become confused, ( ~-7 -::: !:I_)_) "'b L l 1 O " ,,,~ .~. .e s en"~ence s 10u_a reaa ; 'f 
V ; ~ is usually int,-,rpreted 
16. The comments on character usage here and elsevJhere are 
merely statistical statements of occurrences ·in the bronze 
texts. 
17. See Kuan Hsieh-ch 1 u 1 s Yin hs~ chia ku k'o tz 1 u ti vU fa 
.Yen chiu, p. 33. 
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as ? 'an impersonator of the dead 1 , but neither this nor 
'death' suits the general context here; it is difficult to know 
vlhat the compiler was attempting to express. 
In ltnes 9 and 17 annears the character ~. (usually 
transcribed as ~ w·ith the meaning of ~ , 1 send out 1 , 
'despatch'); commentators avoid d.iscussing both occurrences 
and restrict their study of the character to 
tence only \vherein its combination vith ftl "-;) 
that here it is equivalent to ~ (or /'--"'' ) 
the second sen-
shm·rs c1early 
and the sentence 
may be interpreted as: 
not again clare to send 
'Fu Yin, despatch the decrees; do 
" ' 18. 
out ann extend the decrees aoroad. 1 
In our trans1ation the rendering of 'devote your full attention 
to 1 is based on Liu Hsin-y\hn• s suggestion that the character 
J/ri ~~7 means11~-"" ; Tung Tso-pin has suggested Iii\'-' 'confusedly' 
\•lhich is q_uite appropriate for the second sentence but certain-
19. 
ly not for the first. Liu 1 s interpretation and that of Hang 
Kuo-1-rei ( ~- above) may be applied in the first sentence 
but definitely not in the second. \~ang's rendering is 
possibly the best, for the character ~ vlith vlhich ~. is 
18. Such is the rendering that must result if the Chinese com-
mentators are followed; they do not seGm to realize that con-
tradiction pesul ts_: The text reads: /;i_ )~ ! ~~ A),. -8J: x_ 
§t_ fJS_. ~·· /1'v -r ~1, . . 
19. Tung Tso-pin 1 s rece:1t study of the Hao Kung Ting text (T§J. 
lu tsa chih, 5. 9, PP• 299-3U5) is particularly useful for its 
assembly of former scholars' commentaries on various points 
discussed here. 
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combined suggests the meaning that should obtain in this 
unkno-vm character; hovever, it is immaterial vJh:Lch rendering 
we adopt, for the t>w sentences as Hritten in the inscription 
• ' ... • .., • ·- • • ..J;_,if,,~t". 1nll no-c allovr l:xentlca.L or Slrn:t.Lar lnterpretatwns of ?~J6 lD 
each case. The first sentence states: 'send out to (l) the 
lesser and greater regulations 1 • seems to be redundant; 
holvever, in the sentences preceding the second example the King 
has quite clearly stated: 'From now omrards give out and bring 
back (r,,ports); extend the decrees abroad', then Hi thin the 
space -of half a dozen characters he commands Fu Yin ae;ain to 
'despatch the decrees', but continues vrith a contradiction of 
this - 1do not again dare to se.n.d out and extend the decrees 
abroad 1 ! If the other suggested interpretations are adopted, 
the contradiction still remains. It has resulted. thus either 
bncause the compiler forgot the meaning intended for :5f-.2_, in 
the first sentence by the t1me he arrived at·line 17 and he 
carelessly employed the; character ae;ain in a sentence i.Jhich as 
it stand.s vrHl not read eorrectly, or possibly :Lt resulted thus 
because he muddled the early part of the sentence and omitted 
a necessary double negative: -9_ -By ji_ /f, (or ~J ): 
'you must not dare not to ••••' There is an example of 
similar carelessness in line 22 vrhere the character ifl 1vas 
omi ttoo bet'tleen the characters -l5f ~ ; this is found in 
two other inscriptions - ins. ~29.1 and ins. s.156.1, both 
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exhibiting inconstancy. 
In the Hao Kung Ting are t1..ro further cases of characters 
repeated in contexts in one of cvhich the characters are q_ui te 
unsuitable: 1fl. in lines 5 and 7, and~ in lines 14· and 
2L The first is not a particularly clear-cut example, but 
the second character '"hich is found in only two other inscrip-
tions (ins. 138.1 and 66.2) is a good illustre.tion of the for-
ger' s carelessness. The sentence types in ''hich it occurs are: 
ins. ;).38.1 m ~~t r1 *- 4. 
ins. T ,...00 " ~u ~~ *- ~. • 2 .J. 
ins. // 2 OOo ,- rn ~~ W£ ~:i ~ fp %\ Jt. 
The character ~ is also found in combination vrith f~t. 
in six inscriptions (ins, S.20l+.l, 8,1')6,1, 8,104,1, 280.1, 
12'<.1 and 121,1) in the foJ.lmdng sentence-type: 
A A- ~:t ~ 1f n 4 
It is also used as a part of a personal namro in ins. 280.1 and 
ins. 102,1; the sentence immediately above fol1o1·Ts in each 
case an Emumeration, made by trw King, of earlier commissions 
undertaken by the investee; after the sentence, the King sta tt=::s 
ad0itiona1 con1m.issions that he must att~:::nd to and then lists 
the benefices to be at.>Jard ed!) Thus the nl"3B.ning of the compound 
is fatr1y certainly ascerta:lnable a.s 1 increase', 
'enlarge upon', etc.: 'lrmv I add to your (cormnands,) feudal 
appointments •••• '. A somewhat similar .interprr"tation must ob-
tain in the compound and the sentenee-types above 
\vould allmv this; the two seeond eharacters should also be 
close in meaningo Other examples of such variations of 1 com-
pound verbs 1 may be observed in the inscriptions, e.g. 'f: 
/.Y 3 -LJ,.- 1:£ :;1!: lK. /,1~ ".] ~~~ {i!i1J , ))-£ li!l~ , 1f~ I"!"' , and I~J?;l on its own, all em-
ployed in identieal contexts. The character 1-ij\ , hoHever, 
ap;Jears in a later sentence as: Jjl 9Jl 9 t}jt_ _,(~, £ 'f'<.... 
t " •• t> from morning to evGning (ioe, at all times) rt~spect-
fully keep in mind kingly (awe=) dignity'; it is here equiva-
lent to the charactf;r Jt· vrh.ich precedes the 'morning to 
evening' phrase in line 11, a com1Jination vrhich is paralleled 
in a number of other inscriptions. Several author j_ ties rcocog-
-tt 
nise the first character as equivalent to /~. ; Takata TacJa-
suke and Yang Shu-ta both equate it with 'Ji, 'respectfully', 
20e. 
but their arguments arG not tenable@ Although prev~LOUS commen-
tators rw.ve not suggested it, it is possible that thls char-
acter may have been lntencled as part of the preceding sentence; 
'you must not dare to fail in your submission (service?) and 
XI~~ J1i1 
additional (appointments) 1 ; the combinoctlon of fiK 1!!U is not 
tmlike that of ~~ ~ and :i.t seems that an :i.ntflrpretation 
on thls basts could be accepted. Hm1ever, the follmiing sen-
tc;nce \<TouJ.d then appear vri th 1 respectfully' misplaced after 
the 1mornlng to evening phrase' contrary to all other examples 
20. See Takata's Kochuhen, lt3/20a and Yang's Chl VJei ch\i chin 
v1en shuo, p. 30. 
in the bronze texts; 
as equivalsnt to ~ 
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if the character ~~ 
or~ 
should be accepted 
(the latter is sometimes em-
ployed in place of the former before the 'morn:Lng to evening' 
phrase, cf, ins. 121 91), the occurrence of hro characters 
•respectfully' must also be vtev.red \,rith strong suspicion, There 
is little doubt that the compilt~r has muddled the text badly 
in this section of the inscription, 
Lines 3-4 contain the sentence 1Hea ven \hts about to place 
its Handate 1 , which was copied from the \fen Hou Chih lHng 
r 
chapter of the Shu, In the original source the sentence reads 
'Then God on High placed his mandate on \ien \lang 1 , the char-
acter 1l ~. being follo1"ed by the particle .~ and an object, 
The Hao Kung Ting in its omission of this results in a sen-
tence that seems in :Ltself to be incomplete, In his commentary 
and pai-hua translation, Tung Tso-pin illustrates the point 
:r; .... <!:- -±... particularly viell by his adc1 :Lt:Lon of the characters/:) t 7.._. 
( m 1 ' h •r '.La u t:sa c ~J..n, The forger has otherwise 
altc;red the text by omitting the character u:r and substitut-
ing 1Heaven 1 for 1God on High'; the latter term :Ls consistently 
avo:Lded throughout the inscript:ion. It has alrraacly braen ob-
served that certain characters have braen :incorrectly and con-
fusedly employed; it is by no means inconceivable that the for-
ger might carelessly or even :intentionally compose the sen-
tences that are :Lncomplete or are so confused that they vlill 
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2lo ,::;r--7 
not admit sense at all. The three characters 'f 
in line 14 constc1ered as they stand, as ivell as in the general 
context, present definite evidence of corrupt compilation; 
there are numbers of examples in the inscriptions of each 
character and their individual meanings are eas:Lly ascertain-
able. The combination is completely devoid of sense and has 
defied the efforts of numerous scholars to arrive at an 
interpretation. 
The sentence: 1 (if) there are no correct reports('?), 
great may be kingly wisdom, then this viill ruin my Countries, 1 
(lines 1)-16) offers various difficulties. The fourth charac-
. t t ' 't' ~ (1 d f ~ ) I ' 1 I ter is J_n erpre ec, el ner as "' oane · or '"' VlO ence 
or as @a-9 1hear 1 ; iJL.. ,is equated vrith ~~ as in the Shu 
phraseology ~i ~t 1 great is • • • • The main problem lies 
in the second section ;;t_ :!t, which vie 
render as 1 great may be kingly wisdom' ( .£. in the 
21. The text should not be too easily understood, otherwise 
its antiquity may be held in doubt; it is a generally accepted 
attitude that modern scholars cannot possibly hope to under-
stand entirely the l!lritings of the ancients. Forg,~rs seem to 
allovJ for this in eome of their products but generally, 
muddled context, meaningless groups of characters, incomplete 
scmtences, etc, ,,_re the result of carelessness in compilation 
or simply are due to careless selection of sentences and phrases 
from several different available inscr.iptions. In the present 
case the compf'ler did not observe that \Jhen Heaven is the 
subi ect of /( , the recioitmt of the mandate is almost in-
variably name_';. ·w'hen the i\'ormer Kings are tire subject of this 
verb, the meaning differs somewhat and 1 mandate 1 becomes the 
object, e.g, 'achieve the mandate•. (Ku Hing chapter, sect. 5), 
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inscriptions al'~tJays appears in the lClng' s speech as the 
adjective 'royal', 'kingly', never does he refer to himself 
as 'the King'); commentators have tended to explain the clause 
as: 'and you merely rely upon the King 1 s wisdom 1 vrhich is 
probably the meaning required here, but for vrhich there is 
really no support in the full context. In line 10 the King 
states: 'Great is your wisdom' employing the same characters 
but omitting the particle 1,t, • It is this particle vrhich 
creates the present problem; a further difficulty is to be 
noted in the sentence following line 10: 4 ~\::. * )Z__ 
r~~ Hhich seems entirely alien to the later example:' 2•From the 
point of vie;; of the context preced:Lng the three-section sen-
tence the meaning that should obtain vmuld be something l:Lke: 
'(If) there are no correct reports, (great:) enhance (this 
matter) vr:Lth kil'lgly vrisdom, (if this is not done) then this vrill 
ruin my Countries.' It is our opinion that a negat.Lve particle 
has been omitted in the last section; the middle section, too, 
is possibly the result of careless compilation and if re-
phrased the third section might not then require alteration. 
The three ~1i particles in this sentence are a unique feature 
22.- The archaic form of '(i) (?) .is found :in on~ung Cat~logue 
text, ins. s.156.1, and .is transcribed there as r;;1:t_ •respect'; 
it is possible that the J1iao Kung Ting forger intended this 
mean.ing to apply here as there is a certain correspondence of 
vocabulary betvJeen the tvm inscriptions in the sentences con-
cerned as vrell as in nearby sentences. 
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and there does not appear to be any similarly constructed 
sentence in the traditional texts of Chou; there is certainly 
no parallel in the bronze texts, thus a definite interpretroion 
is difficult to arrive at. Nevertheless, sufficient of the 
text is understandable to cause .the reader to doubt that an 
acceptable interpretation can be effected. 
The suspect features together vrith the definite criteria 
relating to the script may nmv be enumerated: 
(a) identical characters Hith inconstant 
structures, 
(b) identical elements of characters written 
inconstantly. 
In the script other characteristics are evident: 
(c) characters incompletely vJritten, 
(d) varying sizes of characters, 
(e) err a tic ally vrr i tten characters. 
This last item applies particularly to several of the variant 
/,.\:' 
structures: 4'\, 111ri tten as-~ is not only one of several 
cases of inconstancy but is also an erratically \Vritten form -
it might possibly be described as an 1 incorrectly' Hri tten 
character varying as it does from the usual manner of vrriting 
as well as from examples in fully attested documents. The 
character ~ is vritten vrith three centre horizontal strol{es 
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a feature found in only one or two other cases amongst many 
scores of examples, and again contrary to fully attested forms. 
In classing a character as 1 erratically' 1vritten vle refer to 
forms that do not accord with •standard' structures in the 
general body of inscriptions. Fully attested materials are 
still too few to decide definitely 111hat vias the 'correct' or 
'normal' structure of characters. As further genuine inscrip-
tions are unearthed, comparisons may be made easily and 
directly vJith reference to the Major Table placed at the con-
clusion of this paper, and gradually the value of this 
suggested criterion iifill be determined, 
(f) characters used incorrectly, 
This again is merely a statistical approach and one 111hose 
value must a1,1ait the arrival of fully attested examples of 
individual character usage, All discussion on character 
usage is necessarily of a tentative kind; traditional litera-
ture is seldom consulted for the simple reason that little, 
if anything, is known of the reliability of transcriptions 
made in Han times - the bronze texts, however, are documents 
that are primary and exhibit contemporaneous features of 
vlritten expression. A study of character usage limited to such 
materials viill be found of value in itself later on. At 
present, 1 characters used incorrectly' refers to cases v1here 
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characters are employed in a fashion contrary to their general 
use in the inscriptions. 
(g) meaningless groups of characters, 
(h) characters employed in the sense of 
incorrect Sung period interpretations (?), 
There is not a definite instance of (h) in the Hao Ku.'lg Ting -
;a £1 
the character LJW is possibly an exal'lple, 
(i) muddled context, 
(j) omissions of necessary characters. 
?, ins. 129.1 The Hsi Chia P'an. 
L In the fifth year, tho _third month, in the last 
quarter of the month, on the day, keng-yin 1 
::>, the King first v:ent to attack K 1 an and Y~n- at 
II 
T 1 o-Yu, Hsi-
3. Chia follO\.Jed the King 1 s everod ears and held 
judgement, leisurely 1-rithout violence (?). 
1;., The King a>varded Hsi-Chia, horses - !'our, a colt (?), 
a chariot. The King 
5. comm.e~'ld ed Chia (saying): 1 Govern and. superintend 
Ch 1 eng-Chou and the Four (~uarters of the Kingdolll, 
accumulating (graL~) as far (afield) 
6, as the Southern Huai-Yi-barbarians, The Eua1-Yi-
barbarians formerly Here my tribute-paying people. 
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(The;,~ must not 
7, dare not to send out t ir tribute, their 
accumulated (stores of grain), their advance-men ('?), 
8. their stores, (They) must not dare net to 
establish c~mps and markets, Dare 
9, not , emrJloy command • then establish p1.L'1.ishment-
10. 
11. 
12. 
regulations • attack • Their •••• (particle) 
my feudal princes, the hundred clans, their 
stores; must not establish 
marketso Hust not dare either to enter recklessly 
and steal (?) from the stores 1 then also 
23. 
punishment-regulations, Hsi-Po-Chi-Fu made this 
P 1 an vessel. Hay (he) live to a ripe old age 
13. for a myriad years cvithout limit, descendents , 
forever preciously effiploy it, 
The vessel containing this inscription is at present lodged 
in the Nakamura Collection (Shodo Eakubutsukan), TOkya, - it 
was once in the poss ,-,s sion of Ch 1en Chieh-ch 1 L ha>,re several 
times examined the vessel observ-ing in particular its nevness. 
The inscription area has hardly been affected by patlnation 
23, The subject of each character group commencing with 'dare 
fi.:Jt 1 , 'must not dare 1 , etc. is to be understood as the Huai-Yi-
barbarians; this is not shown in th<: translation from line 8 to 
line 12 in order to illustrate more effectively the discrep-
ancies of the original text in this part of the inscription, 
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the ene0 of a 
nas since en cleared away 
ani the tll1de.:rlylng rr:c:tnl ts little sign of corros.1.ve 
effec.ts - the 01~ t~1a1 patination 1·,ras rnc:roly a sup<:.rficial 
cove:ringa. vsssel is a. sclic~ object, tb,tck and heavy, :;tnd 
upon close examination of inscription earlier reprc-
duced rubbi:r:gs therf:: 
original tnscrtbed vessel and not a later copy¢ 
In the inscr:L;)tion text are to be observed several features 
l<hich suggest that it is a forgery; in recording the number of 
ho::::s es a1:1arded, the numeral and enumerator aro ·~;ri tten s .spar ate-
ly and usual figurE.~ of r three! appears as 1 four'" In all 
other cases the nutnr:ral t tb.ree t the enumerator, (Jt.. , are 
jo as cne chr::tractGr thus: Chine sc: comt~H?ntr .. tor~; 
horses, ts}::ir:g upps-r aJ.so the fourt1: 
stroke of the nt~.rr:sral t four 1 Q t r) occurs thus en it.s 
as it is tion, doss n.ot 
surely- est that €'!en in com-
tion 3 four strokes 1doulc1 be 
f:1ct - r:.ot 
')LL 
i- > J:l_ 
three., 
c sa:ne ;~r_c::u.raent tc ci'"'+C"'""" If} ir..~ ,_, u.:;..v~u, -.:J 
lntsrpr ;t rts th(S 1 th :ir·d n1ont"!:1 1 1 th::..: horizontal stroke of )JJ cons·~ crsd to fcr.m t!HJ ljhird strok:e also of t three 1 0 
.AIJ.onsst v,::l!'ious recent commentari.;::'s sevcr:Ll inscr·ipt::Lon d~:;.tes 
discus;_) on 
102· 0 . 
.int (Chin -ven 1inFJ; shib., p .. 58-60) cJoes 
not necessarily tha. t the combin.e3 to be terpre-
t as *four 1 • is of opin.:to:-:t of the 
ividua1 ters tb.G of scr::rt) 
in some cases caus to 
blem ing to him 
, for fast e as tc er 
characters bG combined or not r (po 59)'" ~hou. t s J..• esv~on 
t the of the text, the numbt:r 
per 1 o, vould influence the srprct:c:tion of 
as 3 or as not at ace • irlscriptions 
compcw:1d ed nmnerals e-num.erators are constructed 
thout any cha.:;actors and a short 
study several of e is suff to sh_oH t the tvJo 
s in quest are ccr:1 not for 
but e the ccrr.piler accepted parttcular feature 
as being the typical to lilT the tersG 
Chou c~uotes; ,,;·e h::_ve not seen the or uorl-c) 
S idE:l..,S the nmnb,~r str::Jkes d the 
nas us the support 
's quotation the commentar;yr prove 
in this manner, The ence put .for-. 
any the majority of dat_ed 
cle:1rly tb.at so a.mblguous a 
~:tr" 
\'.rard 
:Lnscr 
method vJriting nu_rnera,ls \·Ias not :Ln ger ..J:::ral nracticeQ 
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centur ter cript is 
to be; the comm 
a t-Chou scholar o 
mont three es 
) l ens c n1igh t 
commen error 
in all 
E:S one, horses are 
s:r::lEJera ted as W ths (1 
" 
~Lon of' 
common ion lnto t~;:o ::: e chaructors v.rri ting 
the three tances, 
In 1 Jbes a:rc 
arc -sentence; 
ect the sentence b::r means 
of r But tt.e s f • are 
r 2a ted, t Southern r :ts not$ A close exaninat 
I~ 
s centre 11ert stro1ce: 
a s:-nall stroke 
* 
on 
' th 
sibly a 
nctt:_ally joined :tl stroke~ 
\.J:i.ll to t e:rl\?.tically ~-trit 
s. 
llin~s u"-'') are ~, ___ _,.t;:::; 7 
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ss and the 
previously in 
line 10 
is substituted for but 
prohibit 
ordtted, 
omi 
used I 
here 
line 
cl:~.aract(::r seems to 
e 
fit Shu-ta line 10 
incorporated the sing tt 
nne" p. 3?) illustrating thuz a d inite 
necessity for to ea Lines 
9-10 composed of s gro:.1ps of characte:r.~s 
es 'I(~ d iecl. torso 
illlusual ti tle-narne ccmt::ina tion Hs in 1 
is par:::.lleled se in the same 
1 observed the 'r old t ph:~as e lacks 
s 1fJ tto fo:r t bc;:fore 
of ter tl)_res occurs several 
as ~ 
' ~ . ' 
' 
$\ as f\ 
' 
cases: fti 
~~~ 
crnents of characters are also s as 
• 
s 
are "~Jr errat:tcally: 
m as tl1 • 
I 1j~ as 
ies 
noted but the abcve are quite ,ictent to 
illust::"a te forg 
' 
enu.n:er are: 
struc . . t es _:ncons"S::1rr , 
(b) 
(c) uritten 
( rJ) 
' 
(e) 
ter fTC, 
1;1ritten co:1tro.ry all other R.S 
ter casss 
charac arc te incorrectly divided to form 
s 
f ") '~ incorrectly (?), 
(g) ers 7 
(- ' !:l) muddled context, 
(i) 
' . ) l..J mon 
Four terms d 
s:tons necess s, 
term (?). 
ters of tne month ~J.re 
1:'6\lSOll to EJUS t 
; in 
of single 
irely 
of the 
tern1s as vrri tten :in ·J.nattssted cription,s \e'er'~ never used 
Chou pc::riod" 
renee the inscr 
34-
e cf 
ions v;lll 
~c· ,, ) . 
reccrdsdG 
rr'he Ch ~en Vi Fu .. 
! s st llionth, fi.rst 
the Donth., on the day, ting-
the oceur-
tcr of 
:? See Appendix A for further tails regarding the s.ible 
import:1nce of month- t~r as a cr erion of forgery!.} 
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srson, 
' 
ted; n I a.m a 
.:J. desc 
of Ch 1 i and 
(by his) 
) I} family and clansmen..., (I have) selected 
/ 
Oo 
(this'?) icious metsl 
Chi-Chi;;~nc 1 s ( .lt. ) 
have cast this 
8u valuable Fu-vesssl; be u£ sacrif 
and fil loyalty 
great family, august (deceased) gra:1d-
the (dec ) 
, (By) august deceased thrar 
august dec eu.s w.other; to create 
o eternal commtu'ld., {anD. in) 
in 
myr s of 
(it). 
tzu 
acceptsd as 
of 
' i ( 671 B.C.). 
in 
ll 
'en ~;Ju-y11, cl.. minister of Ch' i 
Kung (553-:Jl+S B.C.) a fifth 
took 
Ch 1 er. ily (:1lso recorded as 
There is apparently some dispute as to whether the 
inscribed bronze discusseg here is actually the same art-
icle reproduced by Juan tuan in his catalogue. Pao Ting 
states that tJuan 1 s vessel was destroyed by fire; this is 
another vessel 1 - referring to the rubbing in the Qhou 
s;h~n wen ts 'un (Kuo s;l;lao chin wen chu lu piao fu yi, 
A/ 3a). Wang Kuo-wei simply notes that the rubbing in 
the C~i ku Catalogue is taken from a copy of the original 
vessel (K~o c~iO chin w~n chu lu piao, 3/~a). Neither 
catalogue is available to us; however, the San tai Catalogue 
rubbing and one in the Naito Collecti.on as well as the 
vessel text itself accords in ever3 significant detail (except in patination) with Juan Yuan 1 s hand-copy. We do 
not know if ·Pac ~!ng 1 s statement above is to be interpreted: 
literally- according to Juan 1 s catalogue there is no reason 
to believe he actually o\med the vessel. 
18/ 
adopted the clan-name of T 1 ion) grac1.ually encroached 
on the author tty of Ch 1 1 t s ruling house of Chiang and f:i.ncd.ly 
ed it possession of the S /""\.('!-• 11 c ) \.)U) ~J• Jfl, o 
Ch t en-Yi is represented e as a scion the Ch ten family 
" living some time before the usurpation tool{ place; Juan Yuan 
sugges that the CGincides 1.-tith the 20th of 
Duke A:t Lu {Lt'71 B,C.) t>Jhich corresponds \'lith J..~..., n ,......+-"!" 
' '-
vu.~ .. ,?vD 
of Duke P' ing of Ch' i (Chi Catalogue 7 7/llb)~ 
(K 1ao shih, P• 215'b), Gh'en Yi's 
the ruling house, an.d him-
s the not, 
en recorded in history nor es his wife 1 s name aprJear. 
A (Jocu.Jnent containing such informatton-, genuine, t¥ould 
cons erab1e value in adding to our l~.no1;;lec1ge the rise of the 
T t ien fctnily Ch 1 i ancl in butlding up a more complete genea-
logical list of :t ts membt::n·s o I-Io~ .. ~H:ver, the inscription is 
p;enuine but a fore; prod.uc in 
Inconstancy may be noted in the 
{;) ; 1 and¥ ( tlf!); 
~~ ; 't' and '1f ; etc. 
the lElth 
elements 
~ 
'V 
ious 
centuryQ 
of: ~ and 
\ 
( X<.. emer:t); 
are 
v.rrttten iacorrectly and sho11 cle:lrlv the e of the com-
script: ~ f~r ]\ ; ¢:' for ~it ; 
f for :f for ~ ; Q for ~ ; ~ for ~ 
etc" Xo attempt t1as made correct, the vessel el, such 
\,~';>" (llnc 10) ~ c:'rors as occur in the characters -8J:: 
; 
* It is not insinuated in these remarks that s.480,1 is a for-
gery or even suspected; the Sung Catalogues contain reproduc-
tions of faked copies of the inscription, but the original may 
>vell. genuine. In ins • .§.2...J.l recently excavated at Shou ien (see Section Six) 1 the term )' ~ appears (incurrectly 
transcribed by Kuo Mo-jo as '~' ~ 1 K1ao ku hsueh pao, 11/1 1 arrl correctly rendered by Ch 1en Meng-chia in the next num-
ner'of this bulletin (12/109)). It is employed as a self-
deprecatory term and as in ins. S.48o.l is part of the vessel-
maker's 1 speech 1 , The variation of usage as exhibited in ins. 
T~.z!L..) appears thus possibly as an incorrect use the term; 
the text should read: 1Ch 1 en-Yi said, '1 I, an insignificant 
person, am a descendant •• .'11 The meaning of the term is 
clearly evident in the attested text preceded as it is by the 
character ~ ; the translation here should be amended. 
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(Hne 11) the engraver's stylus carelessly slipped 
several t:tmes cutting t:i number of unnE:cessary strokes eacn 
charactero These could easily the 
mould \-·.ras made. 
the context tbere is ss 
" 
ence gery; the 
term is very rare. .... "',.a vttan :ruan ests that 
jo maintains the or form,. 
b1.tt neither attempts 
dering 
in 
of the 
t10Ul! -
actual 
• 
. 
' 
t the 
speeches 
a1 no 
h 
raan, 
' so 
the 
t ~Je v1ond c~r :t.f 
In loth 
,8.430. 1 ; 
gives the ren-
is follov:ea in our translation. 
1 small child 1 found often 
:tn tb.ose 
preceCled hy the fir son 
t compiler 
a 'lailable only 
to an 
the pres 
case, ha_vE': beer\ copied from the Sun€: Ca ogue t:::cscrlption~ 
Lines 9-10 sent furtrwr indication this possibility 
to directly bas 
the 
and 
to but as 
on 11nes 64-66 of 
etaracters: 
)-
~ as :names terr:Lto:r:tes 
(line ) 
regards 
in this 1-ray sense may be forced from the thoroughly corrupt 
script but only at the expense of the original characters" He 
is content to accept f as r in line 9, but in line 10, the 
same character with a small addition stroke above it (cf. ~. 
:: t ins. s.480 91) is read as .~ , an abbreviated form of~ 
found only in a few Sung Catalogue inscriptions. His five tran-
26o 
scriptions above are not really tenable; our translation is 
based on these only to avoid a series of 
Ykn 1 s transcription of ft is the more 
not assist the sense, for obviously ~ 
blank spaces. Juan 
acceptable but it does 
and ~ are unlikely 
names of territories; in any case, there is no point whatsoever 
in listing feudal territories in this section of the text. 
Juan Ykn first published the inscription copying it from 
a rubbing he had received (Chi ku Catalogue, 7/lOa); it has 
appeared in several catalogues since and a rubbing is reproduced 
in the San tai Catalogue (10/25b), The original vessel is 
lodged in the Auckland Institute and Museum, New Zealand, and 
was recently recognised by us after a personal examinationaf the 
26. Kuo has, of course, based his rendering on the similar text 
of~ ins. 8.480,1; but the archaic form >>rhich he transcribes as 
J[ is defini~ely not this character; in the archaic graph 
tr~nscribed as f-fi there is an •ear 1 element but no sign of a 
EL element. Kuo is correct in discovering the parallel; its 
significance, however, was not appreciated. 
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ion one 
mon::1d_ cc of 
l 
) 
of corr·os lOno 
that to 
is k ier 
e, 
r:tci.al1y e first 1 s of the i~scription 
text vere partly smudged during preparation of e 
the adjoining s of' n 
ves t 
se 
or con-
s t s es of 
i1 s lit 
clos (1 4); 
e 
opinion 
bronze 
tvro 
our 
of 1 
c:riptions 
" Yu.s.n, 
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size 
:::rs 
or~ Sect r 
fort;ers ( p a 59 ) 
1 in rsspect to the 
72 ) • 
tl:e 
ence 
choice 
uf our 
a 
, Lo Ghen-yu, 
Kuo jo vs ace it a.s 
the 1 doubt cf genuinenesso Possi. none; of 
<"?.vsr 1 the vess ied on 
stud~' 
fi:cst Ghin Shih s inc e Sung 
, accept e as as any 
0 tor~ 
In cho e the ':tas sDre1;d: th.e 
the traditional histories 
t he to an ancestor c nane, as in the 
cription, several !"ecorded 
To escnt as the husband a of 
rul family (or e as soc tion 1vTi th 
family) s a f:lr a of icity to text_(l< 
Scholars who sh to dispute its thus no 
: . . · . 
·:.·.·: 
. . · . 
. . . 
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descen5.-
ant of 1.:2' :len other tb,an record in the cription, 
though tht: 
neverthelc:ss a clue- as to the source frot; they 
v-:ere copied o 
r\,-
S such as ~ 
' 
proto 
, ctco ve obviously been copied from " lPu' 1· Q ;::; 0 .u ? ' cer-
es character a, too, are corr~mon to possible 
not 
(a) 
(b) 
) 
(e) 
tier .. <; 
character 
' 
(g) month-quarter (?)a 
recorded 
not the 
proportio:t of ves 
In month, first 
on day, 
' 
' 
' 
close 
es r:: 
more than 
surveyed this 
of 
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vras Chou o", o arri vecl =Ln e Great • Nan-
Kurtg-
as,; tecl ('?) 
su:nmoned (?) Cb to intend death 
h 
' 0 vely ~ quietly pac 
s and Territorieso Son of 
you bells horse's s, a 
you horses (fro:n) 
orna.menteC 
7o Also a s you Sta srvisors (?) - one 
men; :Smploy ( e in) 
8 ~ r:1 i tar y ( ) ' (these in) c 
s, the Son vents 
therefore " 
9. made ( honoured sel ~ iad ~rears 
ever be ishcd o 
In a f catalozue ~Sastern entitled 
compiled by H" Visstn• printed uced 
for f t t a rubbing an :ins typical of 
Asst(?rn Chou style, containing o. 
the caption ing to vessel 
ser has 
or 
'Plate 11 
Shang Chou Cl 
green bro~m glossv 
lL 17 cmo Inscr:tpt n (by' 
m7\nT't: t inscr:·Lntion I 
.~rto~,~ -1 eco ,.. lrno" C .t..,....0,!.L>.~·\e\'Q 
gren): 
not found 
I C!UrLYlOt 
being severr;;.l obscure 
nrn 
yi-rr:ao, 
he vent to the 
~T,m-Kung Shu 
1This !~an-Kung Shu L1ight 
de or , • !) HI 
.some relative 
( brother?) of 
occurs on tha earliest 
:'Ian-Kung Chung vlho 
"'-res sels in 
"Yin Chou'1 (B 1 - 8) 1 dt:ctus th.e ity of scr· 
should deern it lr;:ter" 
Private collection, Holland, t 
still Lu;,s for it 
i-E 
vsd the Sh !L Esueh 
s e c-:~ talogue vras 
cc· seems to su.rn to en 
ion aboVE: our style 
Ollt 
Is 
lor reaBOl1S stated the It is 
this d cipl 
Nith a concr • A liter?cl 
re but sense e'Jen rn.ore 6 
or is corrupt, und vrhen it 
3 a jumble nonsense r~;su~ ts o- inscrip-
:our characters are diff to tnt 
' a 
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space left in thE; lation in case; l the 
obscure 
?(, 
is 1=1 'd s 1 ; in line 5 
ls not decipb.erable; t 1'' su.me 11ne 
',-;rltten forr~ of ~f US'Hlly a """ transcribed as ~ or 
, as o. 
separ:;te- character; the s l e character GCAding 
es 1 sibly a e-name, If these ervattons are 
incorporated, little t :.n sense result, this 
is in no \'J::ty connec th the diffieult second and third 
just noted¢ }Jrob1en: of ion found 
OS nwnc:rous of sirnilar leng and 
content;;> terr1 sinolog ts usually overccme such d t:Les 
esenting a e SOE1Givha t oring 
they bel to the ; if Fe adopt 
In t qu&rter of 
King 
da:vn.l arr 
3o Shu ar-.il 
Chia, 
must, even 1 
.s :ir:t the 
'·-. '" t"l'. •bes: ··~I '1 (} unz ~ .1- , .... ) yor:. acti 
·~ lc 
n 
( 0 
c 
• J. 
I 
horsets 
theBO 
so 
s 
tn 
r1ust 
' 
reco 
et1st 
,) on 
196 
peace ar:1ongst " 0 
So I, the Sen 
( s \ / s for 
ss ( ) em.ploy 
s in "1J" Q 
hcrse.s from _.,,o , a 
0 .i s s 
to 
of 
ence~ 1~ 
tion3 
text 
' 
y unr}orstancla . 
' 
t:-Lble than tb.8 1 tion 
entecl previously, but no thorough student the bronze 
inscript will a ·,_Tithout careful 
consideration tho 
text compares 
note certain 
of '\L"ltil d 
corr as 
81 
nu.mcrous other cr 
s or 
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text, 
other sim 
istcnc 
, or 
ed c 
no 
a.nd L-:tust 
s the archaic 
cr:l 
of t 
J.cD.tton 
IT 
"'-; 
t 
Son 
to 1 
y 
te s ti;~ art to 
ODJ0Ct of 
1 ted the 
1(18 t,);_ 
sr 
ioas, it t 
res 
' 
\'1'8 are filCSt :Ln po2sess De2.ns of d 
s lit 
' 
us te 
to fc1lu',-: 
t 
cop out 
date cr 
three t t 
se line his t at 
s he was a little car s d1C: not to 
forget to include s of the=: ccmpound 
t ~ 1 at of I ! -unconsc sion 
back to 0 60.1 continue: from 
Fl i.dea Has to obvious a second 
inscr ._. vl.On; s, :Lncorporat the 1term' 
t 11e Has CLLrecting s.tt from common )~ 
of the insc:' he proceeded copy e wore 
s from first text: 
COC1pl this, dec that v;ould e to 
turn to an entirely different of thJ3 /">.~ +-<,ln.Yue .. 
'-''""' "''·~ '-' {:> ., to 
s s 
might ::r:·esul t c1 • So 
volur•1e turned to famous 
further :l.ns p tion but the t 
bas for the 
then 
fir 
s 
fe-r,-; ters~ 
' 
l:1is .fn.ncy-a Aceord ingly 
schola:r's 
to 
dec 
f 
te:r 1:1ay beEm cho:c:en 
the one volume 
od aside 
( 
as a suitable 
ticu-
co a naJne 
the ancr::stor 1 s 
Kung, th sentence cr-w.1not 
as there nurn.erous 
VD.I' fp_sc:'iptions o noted 1 thn 
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obvious subs on 
as a ~esult of this, Shu (a common to 
t) obta:i_ns the invest~ eo 
rsentsnce 1 s 
-contains a name vrhich might as 
of of the ~a 
person, Ch:ta, e; the selection : 
l:l:z:t character is the t the follmring 
eTa " Yu '!: inz text and conJ1ected 
six characters e:r form a sentence-Q 
occas t?re the forger 
his s orr:cc es clc::arly that ht.-: vras 
vers r;d .in the ' . arcr1a1c scr he added 
s ;:;ven more presumably ::..rere h 
or posslb1~' ·Here copied from a of somr~ text \tJhich 
not 
ion ~:as cons ted fer 
,, 
Yu Ting text 
•r J.OL· 4-
- Q I 2 the next s 
13JJ1 t_ ):!] (various 1 
sources) 
thus 
the of the 
s 6-7) 
sources uxlabashedly c1re11 
( v ar iou,s ft'? )"-
sources) 
(1 
hE· to the Ta Ting adopt the 
8 ence th an. improvement on the or ( ,;1 1::\ ) 
s.nd omitting the 'four' . • 
l~~ .-/r fp lt ~ )___ l'fj;i) 1:\ 
.d.. con ti:nui ty lias hlClinta eoploying chc~.rac 
the t:J~.ree sen. 
the four charac : 
H1 l~ Hi }ft_ 
phrase is one typical re-
three s e-s, they- i:nscr 
there no int ine of poss 
sugg that • . +. lnscr:Lp...,lon 
·us.s not compiled 
recent ion of rr1ethod of 
more or less suitable es from a 
• 
-,.,., J·_t; T.c.>c )-~ '. 
'a _ , .... .__-u X ead of 
of comnle!l teet upon 
7) 
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variety of exj __ c:;ting inscr tion types fu1ly accounts for the 
lack of continuity in thought and style so evident in this texto 
From the description of vessel the published 
v;ould appec_J..r that character t:Lcs 
differ little from those of numerous other vessels :illustrated 
other vro:;.:·ds, it sE:e,·:ls to possess every 
appeara.ncc bc-:ing a art1cleo Ho'48Ver, the ins~ription 
is a cast one and it _;_S 
vessel, too, must 1 e be labelled a It \10Uld n.ct 
be too diffj_cu1t a for an e:x:.per _tenc. forger (or group of 
for s) to create, on basis of , a vessel 
accepted Chou period style 1ncorpor:3.tinG i.-Jithin 
an inscr ion of then 
agi~1g the nroduct by means of . . , . cnem1c~~ corroslon, 
finally the artificial patinationo All t would then 
to be done ·vrould be to ascribe to the TJroduct a suitable 
story its provenance cautiously brtng it into the antique 
. m:1r·ket for 
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study so en } a co;;:; ar 
cnccs G 
+ not above 
c:ritie for, to er !J_nversed 
te con-
the me ion as ed the corr:pilor 
the insc:r icn. be argu~d, instance, that this 
feature of stereotyped phraseology is typical of ancient writing 
and is not necessarily a proof of g"'ry. In criticism of a 
s1milar study of gr sinolo 
to has 
,:.nsc:r both 
. 
' 
tr or 
ensuing d 
i 
Ciscoveryv 
CiO 
cess of ,,_:rit 
of 
<:' n·,~' 
"''-'--
t 
not to 
204 
1 
ucre, 
rrcc 
cr 
stud as 
of current 
li ;mrks 
OS 
, of course, 
into 
stroke 
tic :tn-
illustratecl r 
ence to the found in ~:.nscribed bronzeso 
' 
e of the the 
rcr:1a:iJ:c no doubt ctll 
sel text vins base(~ on sc:...-ipts 
of a certain 
the dttctus to 
bs- sss tent 
enco to copying not o!'l~Y of 
the cor:c structures as 
t 
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they the sam.G 6S s es in or 
sho\'IS a ccrrt:.1in amo'l.L'lt ty at 
es one or cases 
var ions :Ln a stud to co7er 
31~ 
,;=:;.cti t.it:S o All s va.r tio ns oc c1.1!: tha_t 
"~:tere ble 
ar;:~- \'!&S e b~,r a p::::t•son 1.-ras 
s icult , sc:r:"e- ,:.;.reas are too 
an:~ as a ,. t ~ v 
ccJ.Our, 0 out. 
of coloar anC'- 'l'e suffic 
the 
scholar lacJ:t 
c. 
he 1.1as 
:Ls, of course, r;oss:ibls 
"Z·Icrc equally convf.~·rsnnt 
""'""'-'~! ins::!ri vr::ss 
s 
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s s or not; order to ligli 
y t;ood CGl1tr:__:st is 
• 
' 
sent 
s j:.o 
C~GSS blo 
tic of docur::ont 
\Jell 
or 'l2 
(.sene: r b of t 
02' s st 
) 
c s 1n 

our copy r 
e erso 
of :J 
s tn h 
er·rors; 
' 
/'{} '\ 
" tJ()o.ll on 
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, 
l~ 
or s 
l 
f st 
,1 
e; 
0 
"'' ,, ':::; '-"'--<~P 
y one 
I 
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for nc reason 
tly 
' 
It s 
; A7: a?; t a 
tendency 
t 
' a 
:reature 
eye, ( our ovJn -copy!)o ( )=!j ) ) 
are fully ant as ~1 ct copies entlcal ers 
ee could 7C ber.::n ectcd fro~ 
close to 
comnon 
11!0llld ly 
exactly but \'lould 1-n:.:t the 
tors more o~ l&Ss mernoryo ) 
) could have en cop from sever SO'LU"CSS l) 
In ears 
th c lJrJtten az 
( th occurrenc C:3 ts cl var of structure 
3Jo 
in t·he present inscription in same s~:;ntsncel 
( ~ ) a vertical 
in the 
• 
cuss ion 
tn 
• In cop~'ing a 
t 1J·o or three t 

2 9 
However, t -charac ~ as a rev,;:;r of 
Ta 
,. 
Yu this have intc.:1tio to 
attention from charaeter (it also 
sible the forger in 
publ at of 
ve not en c to f ct par,:J.lleJ.s o~ the sentence 
pres ; source 
D:)6 ca.ll accurately d 
cters 
: 
style 
c:r 
scr te 
but last 
he 
tion cop :Lt 
n,::tturally 
phrase or sr=:nte'Clr:,e 
consequence of 
ions 
is the 
s 10-11) are 
obsf'~P"'e nC·1"'+:4o\"\r.- of" 
""''""".r. .. - ~ "'·'- )._,..:;, -
bG copied 
a d 
deta.il o 
tor 
v!rt tten 
to 
tten 
cur 
the adja~ent line of 1 country', 
but in the area from 
ceedecl cf its structure 
thJs {t La.tsr, 
er sen'"C tnscr 
obv cepit..~ Ct 
normallY loc8. ted to ac ';!I'i tten erea Only 
\loss on 
the 1 It revers::1l r:ormal • cUd 
o bs ~:rvG that Ta ter 
'country' line 2 t raouth 1 he had 
c1. ec id to 
from here 
same ter, nnconsc c 
in intion 
so 
cop 
of ing ssntencs the 
so 
the from 
tine; obsGr\rat 
e"t~; it occars 
is to 
sense 
'bells horse 1 s ings 1 every -inntanc e 
(exc in our t top horizontal 
appears. osent ' t" cnarac er forn 
of ~'1:~ is employed L'1 scns e of a nar1e -
lS one exc ion (i"e., 
tcp s is also us as a 
evident the 
' us as s:J.eh, '0 10\, LL • .:..c '-~"t r 
1 bD.P_ner 1 (L.5) :ts obviously bas on 
' 
ever, c to 
e first t 
s line 6 slightly Ta Tirrg 
rever cf t do\.lbt as 
lts or 
l one 
cor:_ tent 
6 
' 
l 
' 
from sources: 
OCC~lrS scr 
esent :ion occurs only in • 10 i. 1 a 
t in rchou. 1 ~ort 
Jfl 
c:hoss 
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a no source ratter possibl_G C_ 
t In nc:Jxt sentence 
dec~Ld to use t a 
rather of mono three char-
in:provement upon " Ta Yu Ting 
sentence y been noted; various attempts have been 
J 
made to explain the significance of 13 in this pa~t of the 
forger seems to have en a:vn:1.re of the difficul_,ty 
ar:d 
7 
r3 in 
/ 
l:] , thus di 
s source of this sentence~ tion of the next 
s c 
es it; 
by omitting plac orlly cbar-
here, s 
r~ (c. yc11c_sl 
or s 
is a faint pos.s 
t shcvr 
ag~lin :tll us 
1 t as stroke"' It one 
abov+:; three yet tt " lOrm 
er 
unique 
ied 
to ar~ I' 
times 
to 
t 
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0,3 
s 
ve;:;sel; U.S 
as the 
con-
con 
t puhl 
the 
SG c o:~ 0 
s:::tid to 
?,L_ 
- . '
se 
at 
the vessel 
as much 
placed the 
of o\~-tn~::;:rs., 
en e some this, As there Ftl'e no C: 
t in the a ca 
11.196 should date 
that 
ls r to c:i 
in orig:tnal vessel, or as a c-:.re on 
grouncl to that 
hJ.lf of e centuryo aYtother alterLative nl'.::.st be 
out; h~ve be--en tu1nnfac cd Gomet:tme in 
s 
e::;tod on t it 
China its 
l'!Oulc1 
somo of iter 
the opinion 
only, l br·onzes t turn 
t to time tern sttops, 11 they are 
eel so:ue r e collector his 
' 
remain tlnstud 
' 
A forgery not to 
de t; so con~ain s 
on th,r;:; s:1mo s tJ:·uc 
the of d based on earlier 
proto s t n cts from 
s the student 
forturuate to ft!ld cases similar the presentQo of 
th sort t must be in faked t end 
tho fact tha.t e i·3d. occurs in a vessel so gc_,nuine 
in a))pearance ts a matter of some importance in governing future 
attitudes approaches in stud other insert bed bronzes o 
Obviously the ical appearance the s can no longer 
held to be a criterion authentic! ty. 
Ins 71 2 o+'r""·rs • > d'"9 .. • C> evi.d.ence of fo:::-gery: there are a 
ins es inconstancy, 
errat $i 
• the '1voman 1 elements 
' 
~) and 
characters 
of these alone 
clas::~ iable as a fakeo The crtter 
may be enumerated as follov:s: 
(a) lnconstancy of te-r s 
. , 
a:ce 
(b) of s ineonstant, 
(c) ical] y writ ten clB.rac 
(c1) ters~ 
and 
~rrttten 
:Zt ; 
inscription 
el single ter ,,rrl tten as 
t'vto separate 
' 
of rev'lrsed ( rt 
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S UR :Lncorrectly, 
(h) ss groups 
' 
( i) rnuddled context, 
(k) montf"..-qu.arter 
(1) sources 
are asc 
10 as 
suspicious f s:i.bly "' ' ... orgery, nave 
e .'.ptions are 
CdSC 0 1.nttely 
the Cfll the 
ue various tics ys as pos5ible cr.i-
ter in 
(l) as ined t :i~nning Section - the 
l"clE!2: ining ihittng tncons 
s the result VJ ili l:Lsted in 
.~·· 
later on; 
(2) Section a grou.:;J of inscr d eterminec1 
n.s s on the bas of incorrect use of a ,partic1~lar 
l e suspect items 
(3) a s n-=1aly.sis of a further group of ins ions 
ace ed as eE1.inent s - t:iill made_, 
tb.e in 
In this degree of control 
three groups of det as such by u.nrela 
met1-:;.ods "' t on the basis O.L a p , ~ of the script, 
the second e of the textctal .:::nt, the tt1ird 
8S fcrgerir:;s d various mea.ns 
pr tent s or 
, the-n es 1vil:i requlrt:;; seriorts 
cons eration as effective t to 
u ... VJ~ttested 
d :lni tely ass as , (.i.s .~ fourth 
of res thor-
esent 
in 
neces tion a cons body 
of tem.r;t on 
UB o-f ~1.s crt ia tme, 
una cr :tons ';fill be analys resulting 
t terus coc1para ti ve s as 
tions becomE: avallablE'; in this manner the ions made in 
this survey will assist tly in the speedy determination of 
the authenticity or fraudulence IL"lattested tals dur:tng 
next fev years. 
For z~nce of ta.bulation, coc1e letters are assigned to 
cr:tteria features; these w noH .be 
I 
I 
I* ~~ I 
l 
Fig. 16. 
• 
Examples of in:~onst.ancy of structures in 
identical charact"!r's (marked by asterisks) 
in vess•'<l-1 id .inscriptions. The upper two 
texts form a rare example of the record of 
di.fferent vessel-makers• names in a set of 
this kind. 
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TABLE No. 2. 
Analvsis of Inscriptions Exhibiting 
Inconstancy of Character Structures. 
An asterisk~placed beside the code letter 
denotes uncertainty regarding the item. 
The present and succeeding Tables of sus-
pect features are divided into three 
groups: code letters A - I which are 
concerned with the script, J - P denoting 
discrepancies in the text of the inscrip-
tions, and Q -X comprising suspect terms 
and miscellaneous items. Inscr iotions 
are placed in numerical order ancl also in 
a chronological order according to cata-
logue groups. 
The reader may observe, upon examination 
of the Najor J:'able, that vessel-lid texts 
manifesting inconstancy of tdentical 
characters (code letter C) and series of 
vessels vr.ith inconstantly \VT.itten chc=tr-
acters throughout the series (code letter 
D) tend for tl:le most part to exhibit 
numbers of suspect features in much the 
same '<Jay as the inscriptions in the fo1-
lovring list. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6, 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10, 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23, 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40, 
41. 
TMliE No. 2 
Analysis of Inscrint:j,ons Exhibiting 
Inconstancy of Character Structures, 
3,222.1 
3,204.1 
3.156.1 
3.151.1 
3,131.1 
3,120.1 
3,110.2 
s .10/,,1 
3,100.2 
s. 65.2 
3, 60,3 
3. 51.5 
s. 41.1 
s. 33.~. 
( v .a.) 
( v .a) 
(v,a) 
(v,a) 
( v.c) 
(v,a.) 
(v,a) 
T ,500,1 
T,395.1 
T,349.1 (v.a) 
T,285,1 
T ,195 ,1 
T .162.1 
r .w,.1 
T $115.1 
T .101,,.\. 
( v,a) 
( v.a) 
T ,10/+.3 (v.b) 
T.103.1 
T, 98.1 
T, 92.4 
T. 92.2 
T. 88.1 
T. 84.1 (v,a) 
'r o 74Q3 
T, 50,3 
T, 31.6 
T, 25.17 
T. 25.12 (v,a) 
538.1 
280.1 
260.1 ( v.a) 
148.1 
131.2 
129,1 
A_ B • 
A B , 
• E~ • • • • 
, B F 
• • • 
A B , , 
a B • 
• • • 
• E F • • • 
• B • 
Ab 
• E' F • • • 
F • D • 
e. B ... E. F G , , 
A • CDlll:,"' 
• b 
Ab 
A 
... DE- ••• 
dE-.gt;l. 
• • E- 0 • • 
B •• E: • • • 
A. •• E-oGH 
• B • • F • • 
AD E , G • I 
a B • 
B 
• B • 
• E: 
• • 
E 
F G 
• G 
A 
AB 
A B • 
... E • • 
A B • D E • • 
• I 
• • 
. . 
HI 
4 B • o E F • • • 
ABCDE, 
• • 
B • " E • • • 
• • 
ABCDEF, 
.A. •• oEF • • • 
A B ..... • • • 
AB • E G • I 
• B • E • 
• B • • E F G 
A " . .. 
A 
AB 
• • E • G 
c. B • • 
A B •• 
E, F G 
E F • 
B • 
A •• DE •• 
• 
I 
• • 
• • H I 
• • 
• • 
Boo-E:oo•• 
AB.oE••o• 
AB .• dBFG I 
AB •• EFG.o 
B •• I~ F 
AB.,E,GH, 
J K rJr. N • , 
... K.HN. • 
• K, ,NO. 
,K,Jvl.O, 
;.~*: it: : : 
JKL,N., 
•• o N •• 
J 
• K 
J I\ 0 • . . 
• • • • • 
• K • • • 0 
J I\ • H o 
J K 1 1": o 
• • 
J K N .. 
• • • N • 
J K • H • 
0 0 
• • 
.. 
• • 
• • • M • • • 
J • • • 0 • 
J K • N , • 
• 1~., •• 
• 
J K , M 
• •• 
• • 
J 
. ~: }i • • • • • 
J K • NN • • 
... • • 
~*· L 14 J •• I! •• • • 
JKLl0 ••• 
J K 0 1>1 • • • 
• K • H 0 
J K , H N 
• 
• 32. (I •• • 
• • S3. • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• R • • ., .... 
Q • • 
•• Sl .. . 
.• Sl. 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• S3 • • • • • • 
Q Sl. U • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • 
• Sl. • . . Q 
• • • • W2, • 
• • 31. • • • 
• • • 0 • • 0 
• , 31,3 Q Q • 0 
• ~ • 0 • • 0 • • 
• • • o • o • • a 
•• Sl !> • 0 • 4 0 
Q • • • • 
I> • S2. • 0 f> 0 
• • • • • 0 0 • 0 
31. 
.. S2. u • • • 
• • 0 • • • • ~ • 
• • S]_ • 
•• SJoeQeeo 
ee8.2.e. • • 
•• Sleooeoo 
Q.S3•••o•Q 
Sl. • Q • • • • • 
.RS2oee W2, • 
• • • • • • • • 
0 • • • • • • • 
• • S1, ' . • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • 0 • 0 • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
, 31. 
• • 0 " 
. Sl. . . ••• 
• "82. Q • • • 
t;Z. 110,3 • B • • E: • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33. • • • • • 
43. 100.6 a E K tf m.. • • • • • • • • • " • • . • • • 
' 
• • • 44. 89.2 • B • D • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sl. • • • • 
45. 88.2 • B • • 1?" ._;;; • G • • • • • • • • • • • 33. • • • • • 46. 83,1 • B • E F • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
47. 74.1 • B • • E F • • I K • • N • • • • Sl. • • • • • 4S. 71.2 A. B E G H ~ J K H N Sl, • • ... • • • • • • • • 
49. 66.1 (1) A c D E :1*. " Q p S2, • • • • • • Ll • • • " • • • • 50. 52.4 • B • • B • • • • K • X • • • Q • Sl. . . • • • 51. 41.7 (v) B p F G R Sl. • • • .:.>,- • • • • r:rt#~ • • • • • • • 52. 37.6 • B • • E • • H • • • • • • • s:t. • • • • 
53o 31.4 • B • }1 • • • J • • • • • • • • Sl. • • • • • 
54. 29.5 • B • • ]I F G . • • • • H • • • • • Sl. • • • • 
55. 27.9 • B • • E- "1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 56. 23.18 A B • . E • G • • • K • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SECTION FOUR. 
;rne Reyers ed ;;>;m-Tzu Phras~. 
the Tso Chua:l 110 are told something of the purpos 
in reccrdi!lg in inscribed bronzes: 
•• , , \>'hat should. e!lgraved on such 
articles is - for the son of Eeaven 1 his 
admirable virtue; for the Prince of a 
State, a record of his services f,stinated 
accorJing to the season in which they 
been performed; for a great officer, his 
deeds 1rmrthy of ing mentioned. And 
such deeds are the lowest degree (of 
merit so coJ:L'Ueruorated). If we speak of 
the til:w (of this expedition) it very much 
interfered 1.-ith (the husbandry of) the 
people; - what v1as there in it vmrthy 
of being engraved? 1-ioreover v;hen a 
great state attacks a small one and 
takes the spoils to make an article 
the regular furniture (of the ancestral 
temple), it engraves on it its success-
ful achievement-s to shotv them to pos-
terity ( '-1- ~,) at once to manifest its 
O'Hn bright virtue and to hold up to 
condennation the offences o~ the 
other •••• 1 (Hsiang, 19th year. Legge, 
p, 483-7). 
A large number of inscriptions - if they are genui."le -
tify to the accuracy of much of accow1t. Not only 
inscribed vessels created in ordGr to keep alive 
the meritorious deeds of their authors for future gerwra-
tions, thBy -,-rere also a mea!lS ol' ensuing that the strict locus 
standi of onal and public rolationships \lould be forever 
safeguarded. Tl1e inscriptions often record details involving 
225 
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the use of terms of personal relationship and Hith or~y one. 
exception a strict order of precedence is observed: 'deceased 
grandfather' (or ancestors generally) ahrays precedes 'de-
ceased father'; deceased parents are named in the order of 
'father' "" 'mother'; the descendants to \'lhom the inscription 
is addressed appear as 'sons ar>.d grandsons'. A chronological 
" ' ' L • d 0 t t ' 0 ff t t ' b "1 oraer lS maln .alne 1n res pee. o al ercn genera lons, itJ 11 e 
pGrsons of the sarrre generation follow each other according to 
their respective status in the family: 
L (I), T 1o-Po-To-Fu, have made this precious 
Kuei-vessel 
2. to be employed in sacrifice to my august 
deceased grandfather and my accomplished 
deceased father 
3. and to be employed in the bestowal of long-
evity. liay for a myriad 
4o years, (my) sons and grandsons forever 
preciously employ it in sacrifice. 
ins. 22 .,10,, 
1. (I), Chung-Cha-l"u, have made for my august 
deceased father, 
2, X-Po (and my) august deceased rwther X-chi, 
(this) honoured 
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s cho.lar 1r1ho has questioned, let aC.aq_uatGly diseussed, 
the significance or this phrase. 
Bronze texts employ the phrase ( rod and normal) in 
the last lines of the inscription in th(o of a prayer re-
cfJ.esting that the compiler's descendants cherish and erd-
ploy the vessel in 
viTitten: 1:,_ n 
ancest:r•al temple. The phrase is usually 
, the tvo small strokes deno:;ing repetition 
each character, i.e., 1- 1- 1~, Wi-, tvhich 1V"e translate as 
'sons and grandsons 1 or 'descendants 1 • In a short ins oription 
\ill~t\e.IA 
recorded in the K'ao ku Catalogue (2/7b) the phmne ~thus 
j_n four characters - it is, 
bro:1.ze cr1ptionsa In pre-Sung period sources there are 
three record (in mod•3rn characters) of the texts of bronze 
vessels discovered .in Han and later t 
characters t 1~,; two of these have 
vlhich conta.in the 
characters repeated as 
t 1 Occasionally the soJrte doubling is found 
in tha traditional texts of the Chou period. A recently dis-
covered vessel ( • 1vhich vm consider to be a:J.thentic 
~this phrase vrritten as: 1_)!. 1-_ fl Jt. :t~, "$:. ~(Jtl ·Jl. • 
2. See J·uan Yuan's introductory study o:: IBronze els of 
Sl1ang and Chou 1 , Chi ku Catalogue pp. 4-5. The doubl of chal:'-
acters in the recorded texts would have bEJen effected the 
o inscriptions by means of the repetition marlc. Since 
Sung times many thousands of inscribed vessels have be 1dis-
coYerr.::d 1 and not a single exanple can be found of a four char-
acter 'descendants 1 phrase; obviously, the tvro .early recorded 
phrases have been expanded as the repeti.tion r:mrk ''ras not .used 
in general literature" The sole eJ::a:nple in the Sung CatalogUBS 
is no doubt a forgery; character structures give cause also to 
suspect the ins crirJtion. 

be of (my) sons, 
C -? ·~ 
itional_ texts Chou period origin the normal 
tzu-sun phrase often appears; there are only a fe\4 tances 
it revers , in of is 
cl:1d a 
rc 
of rele\' to 
en 
' 
are 
C:lS e e 
are 
' 
llf.l, 
l'lf.?. 
15"4. 
~~ !t:j11k) : }l ~ (tsi<1:f-) ; 111-0, ~ Cii~p : ;~ 1' {tsj,t~'J); 
ip (~~~l : lf: ~: ~('ki.~); 144. $ : H~ ~· f~) ~ 
?f:L {'kiat) ~ ~l J.: ~(-.: 1)11); 11,-t. ~ [1<'ia;,) : t~ ~ ; 
J~ }. ~ 1!!:. ( cli.~'t) ; 111r. /15 (-ma'}) ~· ~~- % ; 
:}l ~ : -BJ:·· ( >wi'd'f) ; ~J/0, ~l ~· { $. (Jji}1)> 
~l 1-. ·. 4~'- (r~a1) ; ~~ .. ~~, ·~; $ (.z~.;£)' 
~~- .. ~< ~ •-ft· .. · (~ t>~) ; . • .• . . l ~: .i'P. O;t~) : l~ l·) ··;f~.·(~'j;~~) .. r ·•·'1-'•<~-f- 1~ ·~ .~~·~.s~!i/.1} . 
~·.· ... c.~··~.~~l•· ~~··(7<4a"'J 
~ :fi, (s.,¥n) 
~.~~····~ ·~'-t*-. ····~· .. ···(·Ja~~J ?4-,~J··.~····· .. ·.~·:~·~.r~~~~~ ~. ~ ~ r~ ~~i~:rl JJ~,~ ~· .. t {1;t~~~~ .•... · ..... 
?U) .. 13& 1~ :£ (*i'""'~) r~ 1. ~. ~ k~fcn~) 
R~lj~~;~··.su~1ti~Piia,~~l;~~ .• Han .Pet~9a;.~~~t;~ri ~~~·iff 
text~! · Th!:! fir&~ g:r<>Uf! comJ>:rises. all cas~~>. of ····•··.·.·. ·· . 
the ;revj3rsoo phrase, al1 obviously 'I'evers('Jd .for 
purpose of rhyme;. the second group ~s a Sf3:Jje~ ... 
ti9n of. normal tzu~sun phrases i.n whiell 1 sun~ • is' 
part of• the rhYl!le pattern ... p:ume:rous other c~ses 
of ~he normal phra.sehave n.o cpMection with tl'Je 
rhyme and the natura],, o:rcl ~r ~{ the {?haracteps .ls. 
m~int~~noo, :r'll~ .. fl}stg~91lP is ~t. s.electiot1··of., 
·.other PltJ:>Il.ses reyers¢0. :!:n qrdf)r to effect :;1l~. ~' 
1;heY <>frer ~~rong. ·.~l.Xpp?rti. to ~hE~•· a:rgW!f(!lnt,s ... ;1.,1,'1,' 
this Se¢,tion for t;l.J. ey a.l~!il nevf)r . occ.nr in p:J;'l:ise 
text reve:rslild in this tnaMer.• 
• 
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period artisan or scribe could err so badly when writing a 
common every-day phrase - he certainly would not need to con-
sult a copy of the Shih ching when compiling this portion of 
an inscription and thus mistakenly copy the reversed phrase. 
So deeply ingrained is the natural order of 1 sons and grandsons' 
in the Chinese mind that we may note a definite tendency to 
return the reversed phrase to its natural order in several in-
lt. 
stances to be discussed later in this paper. 
An Eastern Chou inscription (113.1) contains the reversed 
p hrase in a position of rhyme. It is the only definite exam-
ple amongst the Chou bronze texts, In the Sung Catalogues 5 i~ 
scriptions employ the sun-tzu phrase of which. one is classifi-
able as Eastern Chou, the others are Western Chou in style. 
The early Ch'ing Catalogues contain 8 Western Chou inscriptions 
and one of Eastern Chou style with the reversed phrase; 7 others 
cannot be chronologically classified on the basis of the con-
tents. Late Ch 1 ing Catalogues contain 5 Western Chou inscrip-
tions with the sun-tzu phrase. Recent Catalogues contain 9 
Western Chou texts, lt Eastern Chou and 9 short unclass ifiable 
ones with the reversed sun-tzu phrase. The large number of 
Western Chou cases, if faked1 is to be expected for the Shih 
ching odes quoted earlier are usually considered to date in the 
lt. Ins. T.~ (v.c.) offers a most interesting case; the six 
inscriptions containing this text all employ the normal descen-
dants phrase but in (v.c.) the character 1 tzu 1 was almost 
written as 1sun 1 and the error was not corrected in the vessel 
model - 1 tzu' appears as & and is followed by a fully drawn 
I /~ 
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(p, 1B6a), Cata-
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t (or 
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t an 
'~ <• ,-·, 
'-"-' -,~ '..v result~ In the second line the two 
seem s lr1ilarly defiant of interpretation 
although the second one ' nas not been deciphered. Older comrnen-
tators transcribe it as l'ft and in the case of the variant 
text form of I*-. regard it us JJ~ lt;_ 1 engraved arrous t by 
an ingenious suggestion that the 1 jade 1 radtcal of the first 
charact:.~r is combined the second to represent this compound 
in the form of a single character (Pu chai Cataloglle, p~ l?b) <~ 
Eappily for students of Chin Shih Esueh this nuestionable 
-k 
method o_f interpretation, notvJithstancling its IJ<.lrvollous pos-si-
bilities of solvinc; almost any textual problem, is not often 
r~)sortccl to by latcH cornmentators. 
In line 4 the use of the characters Aw~ ( L e. ~·J ) and 
$ ( L e. J?J:_ ) in this section of the ins eription text 
('de generally refer to thG sente.nce type as 1 extol phraseology') 
is limited to the present inscriptions() There is nothing v1rong 
from the point of vie,,,, of charactGr usage, but the 1King's 
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stood, the sentences would express meaning clearly. The 
example in line 1 of the present inscription manifests no 
such feature; it may be thought that the difficulty lies in 
the absence of necessary 'radicals' or 1 phonetics 1 in the 
characters concerned but again we may turn to fUlly attested 
materials and discover the actual nature of the archaic script 
in this respect. Characters in pre-Ts'in times differ little 
from modern forms as far as their general structure is concer-
ned; 1 radical' + 1 phonetic' combinations were quite commonly 
used, and in such documents as the Ch 1u Silk Manuscript and the 
Bamboo Texts 
ced stage of 
of Changsha, the characters exhibit a very advan-
8. 
evolution. If the student is fully familiar with 
the attested examples and has examined them as a group, leaving 
aside, meantime, his knowledge of the pecUliarities of the un-
attested texts, he will be in a position to observe immediately 
the faulty structures of many •sentences' in the unattested 
texts, and will note also character usage which does not seem 
to be at all correct. In expressing our opinion that a certain 
group of characters is not a sentence but merely a jumble of 
nonsense, we take into consideration the points just discussed. 
Generally we disregard the 1loan1 character theory, for there 
8. This matter is considered in more detail in Section Six 
with reference to the script employed in attested documents; 
reproductions of most of these inscriptions are appended in 
Section Two and in Section Six. 
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no evidence such a loose form of ~;ritten expression in 
fully attested texts - the very nature of the archaic 
ters \Wuld limit so pr•imitive a principle expression to only 
a fell cas • 
Items (b) and (c) may not be definitely stated to be cri-
of forgHry ~7xcspt in spec cases; exanples v; be con-
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f€11ULYle documentso _The application of inte:rlpre-
:~ation seems to have orit;t.rH_q,ted scholars 
VT(;,re f~~-ced the T;roblems of dec vten classics 
to - d. a."t: various times::} the re-
forms of Li Ssu resulted in a me.rked change elements 
nur1e:rous 
them 
the scholars in attemr\t:ing to parallel 
~1"i·ot r•1"o'o···1'' ,, th~··· ~uc11 ~ ~J: ' l"'"" ·'-~ J.J-J ~-U. u ~ ;., 
in the ne1 . vly d texts t!J'n,s 
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t ' . . . ., " l i ·w:;ory l.n Gnl.n hsue 1 s 
Stleh an archaic 
used the current form 
t·Iards ; loan l charac 
so extravagantly applied(t This constd more de-
.in Section Six~ 
critsrion.. Ho1vever, the exceptic:1s o.rc 1 to a 
sr.Ge..ll nrunb(;r of c:_-ts es in tht:; midst of' of examples 
of normal 1rf0Uld most unlikely e:riterion 
so established wo'lld l&ter be found 
suspicious feature may noted hsre: charac-
ters in bronze inscriptions 
stan.da.rd 
in ority of cases; 
but seriously cons 
tond largely 
en as ~ 
to!" like 
certain 
or ~ 
as 
, for ~Lt is otrvious upper strvJ:.:J~s of 
illustr:ite the 1,1ritsrts i::~no:-ance of 1 correct 1 archaic 
Sometimes fully a tt ;sted s c1·ipt ex:unpl so: assist us 
in doc ing a correct structure and is rusrely a 
lJOSt-Chcu crcat e ou.r opinion 
on the of e that deviate 
grt~;:;., tly from in doing so an illog:Lcal structure 
be t classed arJ a 
far t\re may int i~d;ico.,l 
p:;:·o blem thnt may not ::!G.pablu of 
If ,.~e:::. ·:lr--':. 4',,-n~~~ 4 .""''0+1::.. enont,.·h +-o o'o· 7.~·~1' 
_'f <:->.. -- .J..V.I.VU,!.LC4.V-" ""t;"'- 'J J. •-·0--~·-l'J 
, or four s co~ces cript ions of 20 
char-
solution for 
or 1uore 
0rial 
pape:-. 
ers in lc:mgth (all fully att,':st ) , such a body 
possibly indicate more clearly tbr~ potential 
of the s:Iggosted criteria. hot'"d t;lc.roughout 
·.Che nun1bsrs of fully ested ir~scriptions of Chou ars 
criteria 11hich coanted in hundreds val ity of ths suggest 
still hold vlill be d r:ly assessable. 
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hand •hand' element; element here is an form tid 
clement \Vhich gener::dly restr to char actor 
( three or four illc:!Strate 
this a error r e 
An of the vessel K 1 ao ku :cata-
logue .:;.nd accompanying the s imilari t~r o: 
its elephant decor, to one 
( 1 Illustrations of C::r Objc:cts') is not , but 
(2! this \.·rorlc doeD not a Yi-vessel v;itb_ the same 
th olephant decor described 
n.tor ses 
Li t 1 u is net c:~n vessels"' I\o 
doubt this sentiment 
eas s in 1ihich es in su~ag t came to aecepted 
::ts genuine vess 
• 
He cent e scholars do not 
their studiGs; is it pcss e that they privately 
as a spurious 
)f. 
t nxt'? 
111he Ch 1 u Kung Y:i_ 
-~u-v,:ess el ~ 
1'> In the Gigh 
Cl1 tu 
o Ths t 1..ro characters 
argued to r0pt•es ent 
elf raa.d e (this) 
11.., 
<l thunder Fu-vGss 
'rain• and tthu.."'ldert possibly be 
s character •thundsr 1, iaG.,, the 
states •ooo eight • 0 0 0 
.. 0 "' "' 0 "' 0 0 
Kung Yi may he for a myriad years • 
longGvity 
0 0 () 0 0 • " "' "' • "' 0 0 0 • Q Grandsons and sons 
nay they forever cherish (it), 
rrhis bell is said to have been c1iSCO\t6rGd in Chia Yii Hsien near 
\,'fu Ch' ang in the third y:aar of Chong Ho (Northern Sung, 
1114 A.D.); various details of 
Juan Yuan 1 s c-di tion of the Fu chai Catalogue uhich contains 
block prints taken from rubbings of tcvo different originals, 
'fhere is at loast one extant bell of unusual design incorpora-
ting a fairly exact conv of the renrorJuction in the Fu chai Cata-
"' ~ ~ ~ 
logue (p. 33a); that this inscribed bell (San tai l/20a) is a 
third original is fully evident upon comparison Hith the rubbings 
reproduced by Juan, It is Hithout doubt a forged copy of recent 
times; vre suspect also that the first inscription in the Fu 
chai Catalogu'" is a copy made on the basis of the second - a 
rather careless att ems made to incorporate even the corroded 
areas o Although tho second reproduction forms the bas is of the 
ensuing observations, the comments made are equally applicable 
to the other tvJO copies"!' 
11. t',ro elements of this character appear as tvro separate char-
acters, In fully attested documents of' Chou there is not a 
single instance of such a feature; although 'de have not trans-
lated accordingly, vJe believe the 1Iriter originally intended the 
t1vo elements to be the character 1 thunder 1 , 
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very 
ss Oll3 ns-
ted c1 
conve 
13o 
<tttV."/,'1 t 
a score of texts_ 
213 
of any cons ere.ble length and most of them exhibit criteria 
11+, 
,.,,.,oAl "·ll·y,in" their fraudulence. j:J.... "-"-""" '~ 0 "' 
S£.rveral characters are rtritten Brratical 1_y 
; ~ for ~ ; ~ for :( ; 1lJ 
for 
the exception of ~ are several exnmplcs each 
char:1cter i,::; vu.rious attested documents illustrating the 
Unless 1~;e subscribe to the genf:;;ral 
view that characters in pre-Ts 1 in times vlere 1·rritten confusedly 
from one locality to another, or even by different scribes in 
tho same locality, there can 
the above fgatures othor tho_:l 
results of ignc forgery 
no acceptable cxpla2ation for 
possibility- that ,,,e :'lave.ller{3 
of later periods:5•The basic 
structure of the archa characters could or~y have become 
confus in this by one unus to reading or vrriting 
script., form of error are to not 
in tern drav:n illus 
the artists 1 lwooJing nothing of the script, produeo clmasy 
' l' .. h, eogo 
Four 
tely 
• 
the 
15. This matter is discussed at length in the concluding section 
oS: the survey; \ve thr~t fully attested crip:-
tions nov1 ava.ilable for study supJ)Ort the viev.rs e:;;:pressed ·or the 
r st.ande.rd 1 .:111 tu:rcy of the t.l.rchaic script both frora a ·ge(Jgraphi.....: 
a chronological point vietvo It , of course, a te:l-
ive theory that the basic structures of characters and ele-
ments of' characters 'Jsre brith somto excaptio!ls, no doubt) stan-
dard thl~oughout the ll le St:1tes and. Ch 1 u. Until re1hble 
evidence to the eontre.ry our theory must rece serious 
consideration.,. 
copies exhibiting a compl unawareness of the pr iples o:f 
wr irig - the characters may be recognisable but many inconsis-
tencies in structure occur. !>!any forgeries \vere made by men 
to >vhom the archaic script i-ras equally allen, as modern Chinese 
is to 1menlightened 11/estern artists. 
Inconstancy of 
/-the characters ._, 
character structure obtains in the cases of 
c£ 
and )L and has been maintained throughout 
the three inscriptions. A most unusual feature to be noted 
the presence of small characters bettveen lines 2 1 31 4; in 
some cases these may have been intended as elem of the near-
byo r:haracters, In the oracle bone texts of Shang 1 numerals and 
certain divination phra.seology are similarly placed many 
inscriptions, but it certainly not a characteristic Chou 
period inscriptions. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to transcri.be all the 
characters linoes 2 and 3 i the first four characters of li.~'Hl 
2 present, "~ore ieve 1 reasonably certa proof forgery. 
Not only is the v:riting o.f the two elements of 1 thunder' as 
arate characters a feature completely absent all attested in-
scri.!Jtions, but the resulting text also must be classed as a 
meaningless group of characters. The tendency to 1:rrite indivi.d-
elements of characters far apart is particularly noticeable 
in the last half of line 2. 
Features causing us to suspect the fraudulence of the 
three inscriptions may b(:? enumerated as: 
2 !I f) ':i-. '-' 
ess grou.ps of s, 
(b) chs~:tctcrs us 
(c) s t:n:cs, 
(d) vrr1tten 
(e) 
(f) i 
ters 
(h) J.nce of 
1 :Ln.ter-1 n(J tc::cs u be r1 as e 
no o ra.r·s 
d cover so one 
,-, ,, s l12~G3 for-
So 
illtts-
tr" s 
gsner s" 
cct:L VG c::~n eel :.18 u loose of 
onceo 
, 
.. i. 0 n:c ter 
' 
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2, tral e, 
~a-Fu-Shih 
ed the aosociat·s (called) Hai. 
Temple 
tral l'e:nple, 
a j e King 
6 • VlaS Pang., A11arded assoc tes 
ec'l , called 
T 1 :1.ao., 
extol e Son cf s grace., 
fJ (for) acccrcpl 
lG. forever preciously (it). 
of ins 
tion: the t' (92a-b), the Li tai (89a-b), and the 
ion e.:±ibits marked 
d es of a type s oxn foUP.d in ic: ;:::ntico.l criptions 
illustrated early • Li tai 
Catalogue the Hstl k 1 ao Catalogue wero both first published 
the n 12ti1 century, but tlJ.e tHo rubbings are obviously 
er-ent ; that the 
lo 65 characters 9 l of' 7 
ers and a t 1 of 2 
char~~cters ars not ~isli 
7 crs 
in 1 
left 
is e 
typ 
possi 
ions 
construct 
tion is a. 
In 
orJitt ) . , 
each t 7 line 8, 6 
ers one 
toto.l of chart-:.8ters is 
,;:;,t 8 enci of 
CI 1 8 t 
' 
it equally possible; that 
ed same 
Hsu k 1 ao Catalogue inscriD-~ ~ 
l_b-~ 
ti:le Li Ca gue 
Hsiao ttang Catalogue a rubbing 
of characters ( 
the;; first n 1 
in 1 6 
7 char-
ed 
portlo'n 
that· \eJill Clb-
CatalO_gues 
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line 9 has 6, while last line contains 3 characters. The 
insc:ri0r:;ion texts the first two cataloguos from left 
to right; the t 1 ang Catalogue text s right to 
left, each inscription are • It seems 
tt.at the Ga talcguc? tsxt a bc.;tte::- class 
bas on CatalOgue inscription, correeting the 
ection ing but cart:;lessly a charact • 
c 
Some 
:tns 
A. 
entical characters i tions o :f the iao t'ang 
, three of the Li i gue, and one the 
Sung period 
as reproduc 
edit of the Hsiao t'ang Cak;.logue 
the HsU _ ku ·?i ts 1 ung shu_, 
E. Ch 1 in.g p 
copy of 
red i.nk ecli t ion based on a r'LLHI:> 
::ao t 1 ang Catalogue, 
c. Ning 1589 red ink edition of the Li 
Catalo 
' 
t s lithographic 
ition of' t:he 
perioD. 8d1tion of the Li 
cd, 
of the l:ing 
C a tala _gue, 
i Catalogue 
Fo iing IlGriod edition, 
' 
the Hs"U. 
k 1ao Catalogue, 
ing observations be n:cade: the three original 
each e::hibitGd 
, la and 56, 53 63) but the 
iao t•ang Catalogue t furthe:.c cases (o,g. 16 and 39 1 
and 27). In success editions of ths same cat;~lo·gue the:r'B 
is a definite tend.eD.cy to maintain character snapos and struc-
tures correctly, but even if slight variations occur, the 
feature of inconstancy is adh-_:;red to IJh:::-)re it appeared in the 
original inscriptions o The three groups of cat,J.logue editions 
studied thus side by side sho1·1 quite clearly that three differ-
ent original inscriptions are in7olved. 
Our follouing discussion on the text \'Jill be bused on the 
Sung edition of the Hsiao t 1 an.g Catalogue '~'Ihich is the most re-
liable of the Sung Catalogn_es; \·Je cannot be su:c-G, of course, 
that the original inscription copied \·tas :r:1anufactured earlier 
or later than the; oth-er t·~··lo" Hov.rever, as the three texts are 
ident:Lcal in a general Hay, our comc1ents on the Hsiao t 1ang 
Catalogue text ·are alrnost equally applicable to the others a 
Recurring characters anpear Hith varying structures, eogQ ~ 
and. ~ ~~ and ~~ . + and. + ( /t'£ ) ; ~ 
' ~ ~ t1' • ~t in the charactors ; and r~~~ 
' 
and. 
and 
it 
Several characters exhibit extremely unusual forms, e,ga ~ 
for + ( \f ) ; ~ for A . HovrevGr, it is not only 
upon such conclusive evidence as variations of character struc-
tures that vre kno1'1 this inscription to be a fake; tho cont,Jnts 
are also sufficient to cond.emn it as a rather poor quality for-
g:_::ry o 
Kuo Ho-jo does not incluc1,e it in his large catalogue but 
concerning -j +- " 
-"• 
he observes that 
• 
the character (~\ 
bocause othGr 
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be regarded as a s e ancl that 
s 
t:exts mc?ntio_n the 
consider 
• 
RE:garc1 ing tl1e_ 
read 
in 
equivalDnt· to Ii1 
k ch:Aracter iri the 
to the 
ion then states: 
s o:C ancient ~Jeople definite e :Ln 
an agree(l 
Th.ere is no other cription tl:at co11ta ;JQ j an 
of facts, is unique ir:.. its the 
being in so Fur-
fuactions oi s and investeee 
Ta-Fu-Shih acts as seigneur (vrhile present!) 
and rev1ards a of people; hav this he extols the 
King's grace produces the vessel to conn7lerr.orate the affairu 
In nearly '~very inscription the character is 
used, es are enumeratr:Jd iately thereafter; in a 
cases noted the term ~ ~ , and also such combina-
Ia A~ IE ~-~ t as ~ 
' 
01 ~ etc .. ; thct;-se do not the 
rule, of vihich this the only exception\) There 
arf:: n1any inscriptions 
the present one be com.pared ~ So d ed is the 
account thcct no hesita.tion seGms necessary in 
as a fake upon the basis of such a comparison 
condemning it 
17o 
alone. 
The practice of Chi.ncs e s cl1olars of accepting such texts 
1vithout questio.n as to their auth0.:ntlcity ILlS rosulted in 
many misunderstandings of Chou period cultureo Vfl1en confrontt-'Cl 
vJith inscriptions such c..s tb.e present, they immediately lay 
dovm g:meral conclusions based upon o bs erva t ioilli, ra tlwr than 
'in the Chou J:>rc'riod it >•las thus 1 and them they quote 
r:3levant examples taken at rartdom from tho bronze texts and 
often support theso with quotations from the traditional texts 
. \vhich in all probability \vore used by forgGrs as a basis in 
the compilation of the bronze 'texts themsGlveso This uncriti-
17 . ' . h '1 ' . ' ,. d ~l . ' ' . . h . • .r-,.uo rlO-JO as possl,)J..y omlLCe v1e lnscrlpLlon ln LlS 
large survey because of similar doubtso Although it is tempting 
to ~ugg~st he::e that inscript~o?~ containing con~use~ accounts 
of --che lnvestl ture c.:.=::·remony mlgn-c, cause of thlS cnaracter-
istic, classed as fa .. kes, such texts must bo considered very 
carefully. If it ;ms indeed the custom in Chou times to record 
tho details of the ceremony in inscriptions, \·Jo arc able to 
consult a number of long inscriptions (inso S.l00,2, T.l49.J,, 
22gj., etc,) \vhich illustrate the procedure of the ceremony; in 
short inscrintions abbrevintio:n of detctil 1.-JOuld lJ8 exDectecl and 
typical examPles are also available (ins.~' 2Q,"4,~So3L1,, 
etcc) o Here the nature of the abbreviation is exactly 1ihat 
1."rould be ected. from a scribe used to composing such docurrH:H1ts. 
There are many other examples, hoi_,rever, (eog. ins. To_?S,lZ, 
27.11, To30.l:J,, T.J..i....2, etco) vrhich offor little sign of intell-
igent composition; in these cases there is every reD.son to 
suggest that, providing the prototypes from vrhich these inscrip-
tions vrere copied may still (exist; the fcrgerios vill be deter-
minable as such in much the same v!aY as illust1'atcd in the case 
of inso 21...1 (po!lj.;R) o Confusion of subject matter seems ob-
viously to be a result of copying phrases and sentences indis-
criminately from various inscriptions and other sources; in 
doing thls the forger often leavc:;s his mark 1Jhere he fails to 
understand the significance of all that he copies. 
c e to t 
as 
l 
( 
(c) 
) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
( :I.) \ \ { \ ~\ 
-/, ,~ _ _.., -y;. 
~\..-..'-
:rc 
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( 
en 
j 
! 
' 
st 
one, 
·' 
' 
80 
Tlsi 
.. 
stated: 
3 o 1 A·v;ard you \:Ii th • o " o red ::_·~neecaps, a 
a belt and sash buckle, a 
LrQ L:otal ornament reins (?), a dagger-axe, 
a1:1 ornamented lance, red SJ.nd o Employ 
these in sacrificial f'Gasts (to) your 
5o ancestors 1 and deceased fo.ther 1 s af'fa.lrs .. 
Control .and administer the Barbarian 
slaves and Hsiao.She in ('?) Lu (?) o 
6o Chou bos'fed lo'~,v~ his bdad, responded e:;{tolling 
the King 1 s grace and commando Therefore 1 
made (for) 
7o accomplished deceased father (this) precious 
Kuei-vr:ssel. Lay grandsons and sons forever 
preciously £"lmploy (it). 
F1ve different inscriptions containing this text are reproduced 
in the Po li:u, Li tai and Hsiao t 1 ang Catalogues; the reproduc-
tions in each cata,loguo are copied from the san:e originals -
hm licl-texts and three vessel-texts. They vlill be referred 
to in order of appearance in the three catalogu.es: 1fBxt 1 is 
a lid-text (Hsiao t•ang, p. 56a); 'rext 2 a vessel-text (Hsiao 
t 1ang, po 56b); Text 3 a lid-text (Hsiao t•ang, p. 57a); Text 
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lt a vessel-text (Hsiao t 1 . ·p r:;r-;1--.,_ \ ~ 
' o ')/u)';!' 
Po 58a) is enti vessel-t 
5b) 
i>:lscript , nor givG any indication 
of a .set"' T 1 to l.<r are probably 
ku Catalo 
TeL~t 5 iao t 'ang, 
in the 
other four 
basad o!1 tho Ktao 
lattsr ins 
the 9th ''? <::I' of line 2 is 1 1 an error on the part 
is :1aintz1inc:d three later catalogues, 
entrallt-on- thc-r 
tee! made on 
(see note 
' 
as J~ inst of .... ::1correct 32 
'tlr itt en r:o nnall y in Text 
r:;vors mirror-fD.si1ion 
ne:rr; .. ally T ctaructsr 
imprcved tter inscription. 1, 2 and 3_ \VGre 
probably- eel by a cl ; ncto their char-
u.cters 'r ~ 1 -; vrnlCtl arc o_ 
in details to t::1ose in T 1 
G reversed sun--tzu 
Throughout the flve t 
st:ru.ctur_es 1rray be noted 1 so confuse-d is p e VJ€ 
avo reference to variation; the Tc;.ble of ent:i.cctl 
characters, although incom:~;l c., gi vos . ' . J..eatl.on 
of confksed state of in.scrir:t T·F' 0 ...L..<.. 
::;ct tl:at :nanufactu::ers 
\VOuld have been cons snt in d oi scri:qt as :cuch as 
of th·2 decor" In l 2 of 
of 
t~::e, Chou, 'stan1s 1 
be 1 c;r 1 !) 
Incorrectly 
this is an error, 
s 
confus 
Hl. 
encest;o 
the 
t 
charactc;r 
anr1 the 
King does hil11S out d ecret::: to 
ers an ial of Court to do • t 
the 's conm;and nearly CD.Se es ti1at of 
record 
invss-
~_ee, 
of 
l:ist of ing of d Gtails of nature is 
obviously to ess ignorant copying 
available prototypes - the forgers of five t 
concerned 
character !L does, of eourz2, oceur 
accept as a forD of a b~Jrc::viation; 
l:x::trays the fact that the cOI:lpiler of 
a Ilumbe::: 
not 
ho>,cJever, 
D. 1;'htre of King's ion in ituro ceremonyo 
._,.,i. •. ~4-i.h)Q i:J.:, ..L __ ,_ Oo -:-_ "? ' l:>J..,;,.._S'1 .<.o -;to ,-~,;· "rc• (2 156?;". '' 2''2 1 m 102 1 "' 1'<l 1 
S.~ am T.£.5...1 are further exceptions caus 
co;Jt]Jilation as in ent tent. 
104. "' 
con-
20. cf. ins. s.~41J,, S.ll0.2a. T.5;00.l, T.lOJ,,J., 107,1, etc. 
A fevl occur vlithout commands sta.ted, e.g. S,J.00,2, T.l01.21 ~~ ~' etc. • s.zo.2, T.92.2, 106,1 1 atal a few other 
rare cases 1 have the 's com'nand placed aft•3r the listing 
benefic,:;;s. 
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general ea of invcsti turG corc~r.-1ony; a more thorough in-
.vestigation texts available to the Sung pos""i' 
sibly 1 to discovery of one or more of the inscriptions 
originally cop 
five criptions to be forgeries 
are: 
(a) r:mdcU context, 
(b) necGssary characters fathcr•a 
n:>w•e) ~-.:w·.t ? 
(c) month-quartE'r ('?), 
(d) inconstancy of ctGr structure.s throughout 
a series of identical l 
(e) first recorded cription of a ser:t(~S 
(in \vhich further ins vess s ¥lith 
the sar:1e text vtere presmuably 'd covered 1 
later) contains s:1sp signs of forgt?::ry. 
last int an illustr.ltio'1 of Esu Chung-shu 1 s first 
criterion (p. ) Hhich seems applica.blc , but it must be 
ad.mit't that is difficult be c that the t 
puolish ins ion vras only cne \t:as incor-
ed in E 1 ao ku Catalogue. Vf tl:1e 
this .seriss only Text 1 con~a the reversed sun-tzu 
both as a published inscription of series as 
a lid-text, it supports ~)articularly \:Jell VCLlue 
forgery. can the 
artisan having complet the engraving of text 
a c degree of' care, hurr Gngravtng 
of lid-text ::.n the t line a:roneously cngraV(?S th8 
character· He has bly not ' . d s e.iy cop :Le 
from origina: but has ed the t s ' element 
one:; or t-J!O othor inscrip-
' 
as attempt correct 
5o ins() 8 .. 120.;.1 
, :n the 's ninth mo~th on ... , d 
yi-hai, Chiang s • • I have 
0 ed to mis ~· 
I not 
3, rest in e (but ;dll) 
~:: 
u. 
harmoniously clectr 
( ) ext 
( " anc. J thus ass:Lst my (I lrill) 
extol shining 
revc~r8ntly not bring disas 
the armicls, bring into or my 
s of p 0. 9 0 
sel, small cowriss ('?) - 1,000 1 
ts illustrious con-
nands, L x, T 1ung o.nd Y 
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e 
') ! \ 8 r,-. ' T! i:· 0 \ I • 
0 
' • ' 
' 
•:.-c, 
c '],~ ,,.,_ .,, r,· l-, 
• 
' 
;:;..::; 7 r-"jl. .c :J ~- ::} 
c-, 
a 
' 
0 • 0 ' ' ' 
> ~ 
' 
' ' t 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
• 
' ' 
• • 
'·'; 
c ,, 
' v 
("l ,, r; r '-~ 
t 
a s 
c:r-
( 
2 
the Li tai Catalogue (p. 96b-97a), and the Esiao t 1ang Cata-
logue (p. Sa), A rubb.ing taken from anothsr vsssel is to be 
found_ in the i ch' ing Catalog-_le (~~/l3b-14a); this inscription 
only 5 characters par , about 30 characters 
are l<2;ft tte exception of last inscription 
the uctions in the threi.-:; ev cat;J.loge.es are all 
on that 
. 21. Ou-yang Rsiu. Our comments follo\v the Ch:!, ku lu ua 
K1ao Catalogue (l/7a); 
most respects they are e to 
:refei'ence i chting Co.talogue • 
of charact;::r structures is to ina 
cases: is en as it: ; • 1 and $f' ;$-
Reuroductions of icnl tc-:;;;,:ts in CatalognQS 
fY.om th:::; s:;:;r~e :inscriptions are usuall v clearlv 
dBtc.;l"'::nir:.o.ble as variations of detEtlls -of the 
cha.ractcrs throughout the c0.taloguss 
and sometimes c1if eY:t it sa.:;~e -Cata-
logue; such to be ~ ~t i: fully 
obvious to the reTJl'"'OO-uctJ.ons 
oarticularlv car copies of' text: 1vrwre the 
Structures Or duplicat::d characters S2.me text or in a 
series ical texts ;,-;.rere inconsta_nt,. the :.teature is 
fully p:ces !} rfhe DOSition of ind.iv_idual 
charactc:rs clearly ln accoi'd,::l.:1co of t1'"1e orig 
The s insGription areas vary; ividual characters, 
d if'i'orent s iz-e!:s,, :_:;;ristics sach as t:1es e_ ,-
in relation to hand-copies published since 1 ing 
t 1·rhlch may in turn be compared vlith the original crip'" 
tions 1 illustrate quite i•Iell the general r·3liability of the 
Sung Catalogue reproductions. If inconstancy is pres 
hand-copy in these catalogues, it appears as a purpos 
der by the copyist; other ft"atures are equally 
e remarks are especially icable to the lis 
reproductions; those othGr catalogues are some1.-rhat 
roughly dracm but prc;serve genc;ral characteristics 
of thG script •11ith accuracy. 
Ju..l'lg Keng has pro claimed this ins 
as~ and as ~ ; element ap]>3~trs 
centre stroke or two centi~e s-trokes in s chc .. ractcrs Q 
'rho cbaractsr 'F 1:-Iritten nora:.e.lly 
t~lirror- f' ash:Lon 1 11. As r ext it is -diff-
icult to v1hat this r 
text construct as a statcmsnt T sin Chi~u1g vrho 
of her " d) . ' a ec eas f0 - , ~ncn of' 
(?) in the goverllilh~nt te., Af'tsr stat 
es :Ln r-elation s, &vrards benefices to 
Day also ol;ject of sentence), 
i bly ,r sin Chiang on not 
continues her a series 
of coTrlt::ands o though 
investec·.t' Although ion re-
quires furthc::r in regard to ion ;.~"Te c~_cutt 
that B.ny ace e based. strict...; 
cri-otion is connJosed 
nu:n:.orous bronze- texts; thor8 
t stool;: vb:rasas 1 
a rather 
e by select 
fran prG-e;cLst 
upon close 
e \1aphazardly, 
sources iJ This is the 
ion of the cont 
of ~h~s /,type could conceivably have bcH3U 
by a Sung pe:r :..oCl 1 or \>JC;rlcing along the s ai':1e 
found in 
as the 
cturor of the ( ir ..s., 2.l.J) -Q 
correct here, the in arr-iving 
If our opinion 
Lln tnterp~eta-
tion will be easily 
2 ,-. .,-0_ 
Kuo Ho-jo notes a rhyme pattern in the last few lines. and 
suggests the characters ~~ to be part of it. If he is correct, 
the reversed sun-tzu phrase will be adequately accounted for; 
it is, however, not necessarily proof of the authenticity of 
the inscription. It is interesting to note in the commentary 
given in the Ming Ch 1 ung Chen edition of the Li tai Catalogue 
that the sun-tzu phrase is written twice (referring to the re-
versed form above) in its natural order, while in the Wan Li 
edition these are written in the reversed order. A trivial 
observation, but certainly one showing the propensity of Chinese 
to think in the natural order of tzu-sun rather than in the re-
versed form. 
Notwithstanding the possibility that the sun-tzu phrase is 
reversed for purposes of rhyme, it seems that the two Tsin 
Chiang Ting inscriptions are classifiable as forgeries at least 
on the basis of the first of the follot'ling characteristics: 
(a) inconstancy of character structures, 
(b) normal and mirror-reversed characters, 
(c) muddled context (?), 
(d) identical characters inconstant in structure 
in the two inscriptions.* 
The Reversed Spn-Tsu fhrase in Early Ch 1 ing Catalogue rnsgrio-
t:i,S?;M• 
Ihe X Xi. 
2 f' 2' u ·..t 
1. Hade this honoured Yi-vesselo Grandsons 
') 
'- 0 and sons may they forever value (it). 
The inscription (Hsi ch'ing Catalogue, 14/lBb) is not entirely 
clear; the character b.as only a small portion of t 'h e ,.,.•LrY11t-~.J. • » 6~ 
hand elcm:ent dratin, three other characters are also incompletely 
dra\.-Jn .. Jung Ke:ng 1 s sixth criterion (p. ~-lf~ --~- ~"'"':.his 
21+o 
incompletely inscribed vessel,- there is obviously no point 
in casting a vess Hith a text of this sort, If the forger 
hEtd placed a naLle or n. name-title cornbinatio.n before thG char-
actGr 1made 1, the inscription r,1ight not have appeared so clearly 
spurious o The; characters ~ ~ are uritten \Ilth 'up-
turned paln:s 1 on tho 1 arm 1 strokes .!..1 • • - ldl~S lS rarely found 
u..rnongst tho tns criptions o The tzu character is allTlost invari-
ably The is v.Iritten 
6 
on the 
S£lJ!18 principle as the modern form, i.e, ~ , the 
eleraents s c:ldom arc: pl<:.lced thus above the 1 cov1rie 1 element in 
archaic script, Tho vc,ssol containing this inscription is of 
illlUSual design but apparently is a fine piece of \iforkmanship, 
and illustratec~> the skill of the forgor in this respect. Fea-
tures of forgery may be enurnorated as: 
(a) incomplete text, 
2'+. See also his article (opo cito Po 8L~2) ,,rhore thE~ present 
inscription is classified as a fakeGt 
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2 <> ins o T 
1. e (this) precious 
'") r:r ing-ves s 
'- ¢ 0 sons 
(it) 0 
J, they for a myriad • 
Ghi Catalogue, 4/7b; the cl:taractors s·m-tzu s.ppear 
mirror-:eashion \Vhile ~ 
are ,,rrittcn erratteally; s in 
l:fi? X~- are reversed last 
obs ion is doubtful as thsr~~ are 11U1:1b0rs or 
Ctl3fjS; de, 
placed erroneously at 
2 inst line 3 is incornplctGly dra::,vn; so, 
Q It cam1ot 1 ~~fortunat 
the or 
The second 
ena of l 
too 
' 
the 
but the lack of 2; louer s in the t n t element 
' 
it t\'10 short strokes on: in the right-hand 
suggest strongly that J\tan Ytlax!. rscorded 
det:1il of a pdtina-freG tr_:xt surf'ace. 
i tGll:S to 
(a) Jr:irror-rc,vers charactcrrs, 
(b) vll'itten characters, 
(c) _pos ion of character el reversed ('?) 1 
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(d) j_.ncompletely \vritten characters, 
(e) muddled contcxt, 
IT) "" l \- , .i\.' --lave mG.de this ecious and 
honoured 
?o Yi-vessel; 1:1ay for a myria.d years 
3o grandsons and sons forever value (it) o 
TvJo inscriptions arc r~:;produced in the I-Isi Ch 1 ing Catalogue 
(9/7b) - a vessd-text in t\,TO lines and a lid-text in three 
lines; the co11tents ar(0 id antical., Character s tructurcs, ho';l-
ever, vary cons iclerably from one te:.ct to the oth,:r: the proper 
na1;1e IY t A is 'dritten ~ in the lid-text and ~ in the vessel-
text; 1,t Several cnarac-
tsrs are normal, several are reversed mirror-fashiono 'rhe 
vessel and lid are chly decor~~.ted, and as f\~tr as it can be 
jtldged the 1Ior1tmans11ip is of a high ordc-:ra 
In numbers of lid-texts it observed t the in-
scription is a direct copy of the cont(~nts of tho vessel-text; 
t}le lic1, ho~vrever, is actually a SGparatc object, and it t.v•ould 
seCLl correct to refer to it as a v lid t in the appropriate 
section of the cription. Cne fully attested lid inscription 
\-thJ.ch is identical to the vosscl-text describc;s itself as a 
1 lid 1 of the vc;ssol (ins. ~r>96)o Amongst the unattested inscrip-
tions is a s int 
:;;ocord obs fer 
cons ion nurnbers 
lines text cases s u.ch as 
ont a farther c that late:-::- found 
im po rtan.c e ; items that crtuse us is cr·iption 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
lllS,. T 
od 
of 
througtiout lid 
) honoar 
sons 
accompanying 
(1. '3' ' ) , '·+; •+o a 
com.r~1entator sug 
·::rs, 
'!'llUo (it)o 
ion the 
is e about the 
it 
ts that the order 
confus ordt:;r to illustrate mor0 effect:Lvoly SC.:::lSe 
abundance' (of des s) c He does not observe the unusual 
occurre.nce of a typical tecb.nique of 
inscription ents no icat of forgery other 
than the r<.~versed sun-tzu phras "" 
5. tns, T .n.h: 
Kuo 0 t) .. 0 
2o tho King. T1hurefore I 0 ) L. -· e 1 1.or lang-i:i£1U 
ecious o Gra,ndsons and sons 
value (tt), 
Hsi ch'ine Catalogue, 13/27b: the ornission of the vessel-narrtc 
in line 3 is possil)ly conclusivo proof of. forgcn·y, Th~;;r~~ are 
very fe-vr cxe ..rnplos of such carelessness~.~ T~l.s prO])Gr name 1 Y~uo 1 
the tuo cb.aractsrs 'procious 1 are erratica11y \Vri ttc:n. 
Gther tl-L.tn th2 r:3versed sun-tzu phrase th-,::rc .::-tre only these 
tvro items to be not 
(a) omission of necessary character, 
(b) erratically Hrttton charactsrso 
6, 
1. Po tJad e this p:"'ecious and honoured YU-
vessel. Hay for a myr:'Lad 
2o years grandsons and sons forever preciously 
l f•t•) ·~· emp_oy ,l- ln sacrl.clce, 
tn the second of hts series of the 1 Chronology 
of destern Chou Bronzes' (K'ao ku hslieh nao, voL 10, p, 100) 
has published a rubbtng of the original inscrtption vlith vrhtch 
the HsU chien (A) Catalogue r-~p:coduction (16/lb) compares 
cription bits no feutart:;s causing us 
to suspect its :n.th0::1t ity other than reverst:.C sun-tzu 
phraseo In short criptions is little opportunitJr to 
discover s of forgery. Possibly in a large _mea-s-
ure due to the prevz:~lence of 2. rslati7ely larga llUL.lb:":;r of 
unattested inscrir:tions sir;lilar style and 
1 (e:;g" those similar to attested ss such as ins~ 
.b.z and 6 • 2 ) >cft1 i ch have influc::nced rs ever 
since th.e faking of in.scribc:;d 
25o 
vc:;ss els corllli1~3nced o- 3revity 
of t9.xt tonds prc;clude errors character s.~.::;ructures and 
confusion of phraseology; dupl ~ . L..l.Oll compar_a...; 
t e required in the co:11pila tion are, 111ith 
the exception of personal nar,1es, simple to clravr ex-
tremely -\..rell l{:nov.rn by most educa Chincseo Inconstancy o-:e 
charactGr StructuJ.:>es rarely seen short inscriptions. 
1. hircsGlf made (this) 
Drecious great 
. ' 
2o Lin('?)~Ghung-vc;sselb sons 
----~--,--
25, It is 
scrintions 
'""'"l:·s of' v..>-"-J;-1 r.,.. -
d covered 
be solved. 
cpncluding 
too early yet to assess the snt that .genuine in~ 
ln~T1f> -tn''l\l"nccct"' .. <:•o-"'ay·,a' CO''JYIJ..'.l' qt'O'"lc. •un"'~l mo~e ~-r >•<~ < '·v .L ~ '-'·· <l ,!, L 0 c U "' '•• ~ • >J; -·"~ ,~ ·-~-
text types actually compiled Chou times are 
by scientific exc;avation this urgent problem tnnriot 
, Fu::ther rGmarks concerning the rno.ttcr appear in: t:h·e-
section. 
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may value (it)o 
Juan Y(ian first publ this inscription (Chi Catalogu.e, 
3/2); .Kuo Ho-jo :'ourth rubbing 
is poss ir..al from \>Ihl ch drev1 his copy. 
Hhich z::s 'das tal{en from an old 
' 
Exceptionally 
fine arG :reproc1uccd i~1 l:o yu 1 s San tai Catctloguc" 
but vre T 1 u lu Catalogue in .tl:e 
cr arc placed there; of these exhibits 
y car;;:~less form of on the 
artis:=tn ':tho omi tt 
to insert it a the j_n.s C!ription ,:1.rea -
position 
gravi~g" The •Chung t is uritt:en tvJo ele-
·ments i:nt , but not revers 
racl ictll should on the lcft-han.d s e, othcrtvise tee 
chaTacters are normal~ 
second tns cription lEiS chare1cts:t' :1;vritten 
· radical on the 
aro constructed on .d 
those in the f t; the ~ 
ly en and reversed in thG eighth 
character 1Chung 1 
usual locationo 
The third ins ion contains four cas cf ~irror-revers-
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ed characters and ers 
(actually only \E.. /~ arc dctermin.c1.i:lle) a:::e normaL 
fourth cr 
'£he :fifth ton exhibits a originality in 
form of 1if: inst , and has 
t taors r 
to lJe (a 
~~6a 1 
lcular style of ) • Instead of -j:::_ 
art ~ ; he omi tc place tho elmncnt ~ 
an pl:1ced it in 
l section of ole-
no!'mal are rcv~rs rairror-fashion~ 
To tb.ese otse:rv~;_t He nay add s ones() 
all cases ch 
IW ~ is Hritten in 3. similar 
to the :nod ern cr, hr:tt ir. only t'vlo cases cons tan-
cy of structures l aN1 :! \ ( !..XU.. ._,) ,r - are 
lc. ted of character amongst 
t~::_,::; cb_aracter ?J<.... has badly 
vJritten 1 but 
e occurs in 
Sev,eral comElentators 
t Chung·t in this s 
Is long discussion, 
cription~ 
e inscriptio~s; 
iest cf tho in-
• 
as: 
Doubtful of tbe fo~r 
(b) inconstu1cy 
(c) 
) 
(g) 
a ser of 
constr'ucted ers, 
ev::;rsed 
first record criDt of G. ser 
(in the furthsr Cl--ibod vt;;ss ;,lore 
uJn:ibly 'disco ' late:") coatc-J.ins 
;:;uspiciou3 signs of forgery, 
incorrect use of 
T'CJXt 4) 1 
;;:7o 
:.on$ 
in 
L, ins, T.l6 78 The X Kueis 
1. el .<?)o 'rsu-Hsin's pr-3cious 
2w Kuei-vessel. A myriad years grandsons 
3 o and sons forever prec:tously employ • 
(it), Clansign ('?) 
The Chi ku Catalogue text (6/2?b) may be compared vlith a 
ted 
rubbing from the original inscription in San tai Catalogue 
character 
In the Table the conclusion of ti.·,is Section indiv-
L!ual :l.nscri!ltion in a ser HUci1 as the present is listed vdth 
the r evant characteristics, enwnerated';l The i~ems hoted h.::;r-6 
al"e net conrraon to et:1ch of the criutions, to avoid comtli-
it is mor·a converllcmt to attend to such de-
tails in .Table\} Sir.r.ce \YX' 3 
are 
• 
but it appears to the character ~ According to the 
contoxt it tvould be expectsd that the first chara.cter should 
be a personal name, c·fhil.e the second should definitely be the 
character \t 1rnade 1 o It certainly is not tJJ.is, nor is it 
possibly the character 'The text is obviously corrupt 
here although the t1vo characters concerned are only partly clear, 
Tl ' .;. ., t• . + ' . l . 1 . ' t 0 n.e aucwl1S o! -no scr~p .... , parclcU al"' y Gna or the character 
:1'f- is v:c:ry close, indeed, to th2.t of 
above (cfc Cl12n Nang-chia's rubbing)~ may have here t110 
inscriptions produced by the se.me forgero Tho script is par-
ticularly \<Tell executed and illustrates clegre0 of skill 
that may be achieved by forgersa The inscription be labelled 
a forgery because of the corrupt text; Tsu-Hsin must be regarded 
as part of the vessel-maker's narue; this is a definite error 
for the tc•JO characters can only be interpreted as the name of 
a deceased pcrsono Other fGaturcs are: 
(a) muddled context, 
(b) incorrectly used cl:wracters. 
L In the eighth month on the day yi-hai, 
the lord, Ching-
2o Eou (the l1arquis of Ching) glorified his 
Cheng-Shlh official, (I~~ai) , and h~3ld a 
feast (in his honour) (?) in 
.(! 
·.·.·.~ 
·t1·~ 
· .. ·.~···· 
. 
• 
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3o The J,:ni Hall (?). Auarded metal C) Therefore 
made tttis honoured Yi-vsssel 
to be employed in feasts (in honour of) 
Ching-I-Iou 1 s affairs at home and abroad 
-0 0 0 0 
5o dccree:;s" Grandsons ancl sons nay they 
forever value (it), 
~r·v1o inscriptions contain this text - a lid a.:1d a vessel (Esi 
phraseology 
caring in thG text are to found ins Q T .. 30 t :£ and ~28 ol 
vJhich are close in style and content_o Inso Tol6~ol 'iiJhich is 
studied later in this section also has a p:.:::rson 
~ Lai, and the? character 1'11 
ords concorning the: pGrson 
All four inscriptions are rec-
i vrhose naJ:'te is ,,JrJ.tten differ-
ontly in textl The table of identical characters OJlposite 
illustrates further the lack of const .:,n.cy throughout the four 
iP~CI'l.iJtl'On<O·, o+Y'l.SY' r~_'nqri-:tCi-.,-::;rs. 'r·o-"',...V-'"' -~r,.,_ 4 u__::jn1·-1+-1·C .. l .·,n 
__ ;.._. ~ ,..... U~;_,_,.._ ~ ....,. ~- ~~ ; l L'C: c;;..1.' (J. 0 .J.. ·'-~··•V- .::;:~ -
nearly respect., 
Ins. To irig_?. and ~Dol record different d.ates on uhich the 
investiture Has made - the 
vrithout a date,.. It may be a case of differsnt investiture 
c::remonies, and if so, this is tho only example of a number of 
different records referring to the same investee ~,1ho receives 
(also in insc Tol62al) the sar:t_e bc.nefice on each occasion and 
\vithout any service on hi.s part being recorded! 
Such fe;J .. tD.rc3s cause us to suspect the grouD as Lt \vhole 
but t:LrG immedi:J.tc~ly 
fssts t•do features or.t1y which s Gem to suggest thn.t the text 
ts spurious (other t'Lan the genf;rr:tl points above and the occur-
renee of the reversed sun-tzu phrase), ~ character lT1 \Vhich 
rto pour out and serve gue~:;ts 1 , 
tto pour out a liba.tion in ,sa::;rifice 1 is er:.1ployed in tHo con-
t t . •. . . . •t ex s, ln one or Vlnlcn l appears Ul"to unq•ul""···bl ~· q t:;. ~,_,.Vv.f-..'--o In the 
tr:J.nslation the English rencL;ring of thold a fr:;ast ~ln honour 
of' does not il.lustrs.te vJell the discrepancy; J.t is neC!3Sf:;ary 
to cornpare the 
. 
eas arr::: essect: early in 
both texts in {ilmost exactly the s::u::u-; cont as in its f:lrst 
. ····c:2 occurrence ln lo~• The refcr(:::nce to~Jo._rds the end of Qach 
inscr12_:,,tion to the aff~:~irs of Ching Hou is, L.o1r~·vcr, expressed 
by the ""J.j. /ij<_ secona occurroncc in the pl·ssent inscrip-
entj_cal context ~Joulc1 sugg,:.;st that ~ 
. . 1 ' . . +- f.J.{: 1s equJ.va ent; ln mean1ng vO t;t_ o In fact, on the basis of 
such cl. compa.rativ,_~; stu_cty, c.-Je >dould be justifi in interpreting 
this 0 ::; character a.s t follo·~.r 1 , 1 obc:y', etc. Such an in-
t etation "':dill not, hoHever, suit the first occlirre.nceQ :rhe 
text cannot be: stat definitely to be corrupt on:; or othsr 
upon tho confused 
nature of its meaning and usag(_; in the pr3sent inscription" 
(or "'At ) in dc;_t tylo 
rarely ern 
tors ( Gntalo 
reru:_l_ 
1 ten Y r 
. ' 
date -::-i.S tho 18th 
tlree 
( 
(e) 
of so 
lcious features: 
en character, ( 
ers :tn a s::;r 
i~-1constant in 
1 
... 
1 
.s fourt 
eleventl: .. mo!lth, on 
2"' ting-mao, the ?~ing c 
X- sac::."' 
l.ru-shen 1 ( inereas 
ed ('?), 
.)e The King 
) 
until 
c:lly 
) ' 
' 
the 
VeSSel ('?) o 
Un 
cons era Pi-ChU:.J.g t s gi·andsons 
anC. sons 
cJ e 
I he 
( 
( 
or 
i~ung-Hua to give (?) a 
of unc1 land (?) to Tu~nQ Dar to 
extol the 
e ( ) 
sons and sons 
" <:.:- 0 a nyriad Gc'lploy ( ) in s ~1cr 
sons sons a 
clans ) 
cr ipt ion \-JUS in the Yi~t~-n 
), a rubb i Cu.talc 
,.-L. ) J!a (J ctcr A an 
~ 
(authorities disagrGe ;~s it 
); here 1xnant 
( 
• ,{Jk ' it as u 
vro'-lld ass the 
sanse som definite-ly no s 
for ed an 
cf i_ CLlB ' 'JOUld 
::;. s G rm of -=<t i.on of 
Luo t s :c l.inc tGxt 
eo ; it 
iGvr;:st.:_-;c omitted to ify 0 sscl u,snal 
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'precious and honoured' phrase. Such omission is extremely 
rare. Characters are, on the whole, quite well executed and 
there appears nothing untoward in the script. The 1 review 
merits' phrase will be noted as a possible feature of 
28. forgery: 
(a) meaningless groups of characters, 
(b) incorrectly used characters, 
(c) omission of necessary characters, 
(d) •review merits• phrase (?), 
(e) erratically written character. 
n. ins. T.~ The Shih Chii Kue i. 
1. In the King's third year, the fourth 
month, the second 
2. quarter of the month, on the day, shin-yu, 
the King was in Chou and arrived (at) 
the New Temple. 
3. The King, approached (?) the Cheng-Shih, 
official Shih. The King called forth 
Shih-
28. The rendering of 'review merits' has been suggested by 
Karlgren (Yin and Chou, p. 36) and is follovmd here. It is 
found in several inscriptions exhibiting inconstancy and various 
suspect features. It is, however, a phrase employed in the 
recently excavated ins. i!taJ.. and thus is definitely of Chou 
origin. The possibility that it may indicate forgery because 
of misuse is discussed in the commentary following ins. ~ 
in Section Six. 
27/ 
8 
Son 
e 
( ) d-ec. 
Cl' Lpt f ( 
,-. .- • ., .. •,ww, 
''"' ·, ...... ' 
' 
3 ( }.Lt ) 
3 (f 
(:OUI'SO, ,:;;. 
1.1ith only t\c!o detached strokes; the right-ho.ncl olement of 
f}_;~uei-vess el 1 inst of ; the character 
_?}(__ is incomplately draun, 
Shih-Chii prodLJ.ced another inscrtbed vessel- and lid vrhich 
differs, hu;,vever, in content from the earlier 'discovered 1 
vessel abovea Identic;1l cho.ract-,::;rs V;-:t.ry considc:ra1Jly ~Ln struc-
ture throughout the~ tb.ree inscriptions o The 1atcr 1 d~Lscovered 1 
inscriptions also cont,J.in the r(:;vsrsed su._n-tzu phrD.se a.nd are 
discuss in 
(a) 
(b) meCln:tngless groups of charactc;rs ('?), 
(c) 
(d) identicz:.:tl characters in a serids of in-
scriptions r;:ade by the s::u~·ie pcorson are 
inconstant, 
(e) incompletely i;Jrj_ttcn charactors, 
(f) month-quarter (?) 
_The J·ls ien Kai Vi" 
1. In tho tvrolfth month, in the third quo.rt0r 
of tho month, th 3 day being :J e:n-'1/JU, Po-
Shin-
Fu (bestowed) grace on :Len-Kai and said.: 
Tsa 1 your 8.SS istanc e ( rz) ien-Po 
30 o t curled tail t has mistakenly been clrav.rn as ~ 
3o Hall. you \"Jith a (?)' a 
T use., King _, 
ien-K&.i t to cn~tol 
Po-Shin-Fu 1 s grace sa 
PO aooo 
(part :Lcle) • a 
w1ablc not to, 
iad 
in ( 
nat 
This irrscript :nrs s 
rGp:codu.c by ( 6) , 
that puhl chien 
tairls several 
re:::product of a T'llbbing 
(cL T 1 u " t 1 ., 0 ) va a ogue, Po ~u ; 
X.~ian made h 
a furthsr i::1scr 
one, nw1orous errors, 
revors sun-tz2 
31. One of tho largest 
ec:"''"'''"'"''''' L.cnl~yiij o, 
Po 
a I ;;. 
I am 
ien-Po 
CEt talogao,s '}'as first 
Lis copy 
> ) lii. i'i S> v;:.,. 
er s there are 
a vessel with this t 
to be the original 
- a copy uacle 
errostingly it 
\<Jritte;n 
in Ja.}-;a.n; 
ersity. 
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sar-~e inscript s the f:trst ( cs are 
not nurutc::red) of 
logue (6/::::oa-b) text '.-ff1ich 
to the Drec e:riptions 
revers eu Slltl--tzu I.lo- j o es 
COpll?S Of Y1an 1 s or 
d. not kno•>f of 
correct Of the I'8VGJ!S sun- e 
the pc...inst .tl< of the cr 
are i' Borne 
ont:; er 
revers(:;d 
e used c t a typo of error 
dat no earlier Its or ntarted 
a Sung n.s 0. ir.:. the 
case 
'} ~ 
oxauinocl ~""' <l J:.1.an 
Catalogue 
exactly 
qr(;Stlma.l)ly 
of ito 
in a lid~ that in 
io:l,. A vessel 
but 'de haVd not dis-
isi of' cource 1 d the reversal first com- . S.1'20. vms possibly the earliest 1discovere-d 1 {and 
the first JJUblishod) crintion vrith the r,c;versed 
the character •tzu 1 being intended to rhyme 
;f'j as it cr then (see 
cription in the , 1/4-a) o 
~00 '+~··t 1''1 a~rli~ ... · ) V ' ' vlic_·<. i '-'.Q. .J...',J ') 
. t" ~L.·• ~ :; t ' scr~p 1ons t,JlL-n c~ rnymeo. 5':.il1- zu TJ{1rase 
'o:.'sl~ of .for_rtcrl Tn c·"'. 1-li1o· 
........... -- - ~ ............ b 
c pattern v,ras already a~-L forgers 
co:-:1su~t the Sung Co.talo curient collr::.:c.:.. 
rcqui:ced details kindo 
Ylian 1 s inscription is also obviously a forgery and bits 
several r~satures v.fhich i_nst;J,ntly prove tb.is asse:rtio.n to be 
correct, 
is 
Inconstancv of charactor 
v.;ritten as it~nd as ~ 
stru.ctures 
, as 
is to bo o bs e:cvc;d: 
as \r 
as ~ and ~~ \~C ,.) :t 0 Incorrectly '~ilritten charact::::rs such as 
~ 
' 
* 
' 
n 
' 
'lj "" 
, t~> , etc o a:ppear. Characters are 
/ 
in line 2 ·t-Ihich is given the sGnse 
of -l;z: ; also the cL~ar,'.:.cters Jf\ araong the bene-
ficos Q_inc:s 3-4) o Lines 5-? t-;xhi"'oit a hopeless conf!_lsion vrttb. 
occas ior1al fla s o.f senseo The stlJ_dsnt need not be surprised 
he dis covcn·s th0.t Ya.ng Shu-ta, vrho oftsn e~-; interesting 
tio.ns r ing obSCUI'(:3 characturs and 
:::s:snts a short study of the and conf:trms 
earlier scholarsi interpretation of it as a sort of expletiveo 
remainder of tho long text \:Jith its nttrnerous d:Lf'i'icuJ.ties 
has bGen 
ec1 sevoro.l interesting sugges-
tions, but ·it must be tt;::::d that xnost of them arc: open to 
tion, particularly from the point of vie11 of the \Vhole text 
i:JL"ltch still does not ren.d properlyo 
(a) inconstancy of character structures, 
(b) erratically \Vritten ch::tractcrs, 
(c) incorrectly used characters, 
(d) meaningless groU:tJS of charact2rs, 
(e) 
rub1 
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no nth-quarter ( '?) . ' . 
1. the flrst 
on the 
·' '-" Q Tsung-Chou arri vc?d 
f'ac 
f'i1 f 
.L 
Yi-Po as~; isted on 
ru 
north. King ordc:r 
assist 
l 
Grand 
in ing tcrr:ltor 
forests 
Fu-Tung to , and northvards ( ')) 
' . 
to 
Generations of sons sons 
ass 'tlu-Ta-Fuo De not 
7 Q yoil aga OS exto11 
Son of , his 
u. therefore e (for) accompl deceased 
} honour 
ecious Kuei-vessel., 
s des 
value (it). 
this text; eo.rliest 
one in the chien (A) Catalogue (6/29b); 
accura e Cb Catalogue ( 6/7-8) 
or published 
iJl erlal C eel In 
Catalo ( C'~ n\,) ,)- / ::\-('i• • arG te 
in each c_riptio.n, 
and ji. of 
~ ~ l (; 
~ 
' fc" l ~ 
cr c:rv:::: also %' 
are d ra:\Jl1 incorr \ 
; ' 
ion s as 1 
ths cont s es 
' 
an 
his GY':!_Ce 
tes 
n:ajcri , no e 
s nt-) 
sons sons ass 
obviously a ca,se cf s s ect 
cr a 0 
ScU18 ec es 
all other 7 the 3 o. 
funct uflich e.J..ad in one i.:J.scrip-
( 
(h) 
' ·~ 
(c) 
(d} 
in co 
( confus 
f 
\ 
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texts, 
wrJ~tten 
:inco:;:or 
er (?). 
tri te 
( 
T 
to l 
to assist 
Shen 
:tans 
ss Chi 
6o call 
E:r s 
' 
str1J.cturGs 
s, 
ters ~ 
' 
is v et: ' 
( 
!:1L1I1 
( ) 
) do 
tc r·ect 
: pt 
d not cz::.use ruin 
to 
tern 
n:tght e -• "' .. 
e 
cf 
ru 
?. 
! 
\, 
. . .. ~ 
eases. 
~~* Unerr 
( 
s::J.r 
vess -t of 
as texts A 
s 
13 
o!" the sc:.u1e 
ther 
I ther 
\ 
' 
Sl'S)-r. 
e ( ) 
a 
s c-;eiously employ 
• 
:Ln 'ing c~~~ 
(]. 
lid-t 
jo ents 
nos. l and 2 
136a) are - they are 
crt from s:1ne orig 
ve been 1 vcso 1 I 0 of 
both is text B t s 
~~ \ l-' 0 c:t11 a'l 
text A in Ghlin he 
Cescribes as a 1vessel-t is 
286 
bly a of t 
ly r it as a ve-ssel-t 
the • 
Catalo 1 9/28a) 
'1 I • 
' 
by : Lo 1 s 
' 
l:,:c .. ct s fourth but hs dc{::S not 
( VJG 
but he c 
(Se.n 
Kuo 1 s st t1:10 is 
ird 
a lid. 
to it a.3 t C) , 
above observ~:~tions so no 
gueo 
e. 
c 
texts B and 0 
* 
before ~ 
Ct:~!tted ~ :sf-- ~ (l 
d!'S 1f and k "< 
these $- ha\r:0 
first character cf the ing 
re t (line 3), tfr 
is 
1. 
only 
1 of A, 
ions 
; th 
noted: 
~.{ \ " t 
'-'I 5 c 
to 
the 
the 
B 111 
A as a 
I 
\ 
..._, ~ "-j-+), sc;cond of 
before L 
line; t b 
c ~ (1 '"') ( q 
•-=' is .LJ As lid of A and vms e th the VG!3S 
omission important ers (th:ree of uhich 
287 
VE 
!- ?> .,y 
v -,J -J SCl_., t 
t(~rs i1i 
' 
4\. ; 
' ' 
t 0 1 6 
... - .1-Se rnot 
but 
288 
:J.lence by obvious ac of 
red 
(a) 
( ~\ iJ; 
(c) 
) 
J.ng its omis:_:: 
ant 
itsr::s 
inco~:ts 
J.d ent 
ed he:· 
ur 
context, 
of 
exts, 
sion 
1. h.ing 
s 
to 
j_t before 
of l 3 is 
es, 
c;rs, 
::rc tbroughotlt 
lord 1 
) 
T s:.u'lg-Chou ~ uc.s 
sp i • on 
('?)' ~(ing a . .scend 
~on~itle-tec1 Ta-F 
shct a 
1 :Ln ( 
pronoun 
1 
cl~3ar. ·rhe 
, to 
Earouis 
p f i-
on to 
sa.cr 
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• 
ascended on to the reel baw'1c-r boat ... 
follo~Jec1 o death , cornplst • clay 
the l,ing and the ,arqt:tis entered into 
the liv:Lng s of' ce, 
L.arquis VIEtS ' ' avrarc.ea a black ornamented 
tL:e .t~lng in It \J2c.S al-
"' Q 0 .. 
serfs - t\iltO hu.ndred iGS 
l,.ing • r~:.ounting .. carriage o rse, 
metal armour, lined 
s slippers. 0n return-
ing (he) extolled (?) thr: Son of ven's 
t e.ll t1a s ~/1 all o 
Thsrefore ()" .... the Ltarquis 
paid respects to decaus father ('?) 
in Cheng., 
6o The harquis's scri ed metal 
by e lord L.arquiso Lai c:x:tollsd and 
thersfors rnad e ecious tJ.nd b.onourec1 
Yi-vessel to cnployed honour-
the ,arquis 1 s affairs abroad and 
at hoEle, to ise ('?) the t decree .. 
In the t the Son of Heaven (bestowed) 
Ti~is long 
( 0''/'<~"·) " _, .. _v ? 
k • 
vlon 
s form 
script 
only :.c. 
u.s 
0 I:-L 
line 
fo:-ras are 
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upon ( ) lorCi 
sons sons 
; 
and lr) 
associates. Sacl'ificc dn (to) 
cr ion 8-.ll'S Esi c 
t otv 
natur cor ..t 
s 
\_~ 
'f:il\ occurs 
ve t in -, 1 5 , 
ited e Jtd3t 'l 1 
,/ is of in-
t or.tly the -~st of the I'ms ..;:'ound 
1 
is 
is 
i'or·ms of 
tired 
of t 
' 
""' \~ ·~ ~ 
e;:nplcyed as a 
us 
, but in.script 
e .., no 
''-..-<~ 
"", w·e can only assume 
.;..·;_,, 
•vLJ. 
=f 
ent 
tio.:.1s 
The t\vo other 
s r::;nce 0 
in 1 latter :..s cannot 
poss fcr~n sensea the very first s 
e to the 
'.Jithout of te or 
even (l ience v,:ri th the 
t no con:JY~ 
er of ins ; in 
his and besto\1S a g on h scribe, I-
As in other tons is son, no is 
8 es 
s toth 
tion 
El 
vessel 
elf 
GS 
(Hne 6), -1,t£. 
( 
e~~ce of_ fors 
11-r: arii /·~ (1 
ers; 
are tten e.s one; 
cases of c:rs :3 unnecesJar 
are \-J:r 
strokes, /,7k. 
:;rs .for 
(lines 3 
e:n 
as inconst~ncy pr 
...,,, ~ (;:; .A~ 
5) ; '"-<i. ( 1 
r:~ of the 
(lineS 
8) ; 
ers 
arc other 
side-
l 
icns of 
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enttcal characters ar::J.o~1gst the prese.nt s.n6 three other re-
lat texts Here. not 
(a) j_ncorlstancy of character strl-lctures, 
(b) erratit:ally uritten characters, 
(c) elements of characters uritten \:1S separate 
chr::tracters, 
(d) 1ncon.stancy of cb.a.ractors thl'"'oughout a series 
of tr1scriptio.ns e by the sar:e 1)erson, 
(e) vctriant forms of' one ctor u.sed indis-
criminately 1n one Gocurnent, 
meaningless groups of characters, 
unnecess use of r '.~:tition 
X-~ line 8), 
t 
(h) confused contexto 
The: s inscriptions exaniincd in this group 1·:cre first 
l ·:;co~ catalogues nubl 
c ' ' 
aftsr this r t:riod a.re rc~f2rred to 
as B.ecent Catalogues<) This di7ision is a.rbitrar:Lly e, but 
it has a c just edt ion cause of the earan.ce of a 
new archaoologic'.i.l 6ocumont type tt1rn of century 
dev.slopmsnt of a :more 
critic:;~l attitude to thc0 :J.rchaic texts generally as a. result 
also of gro\,ring influence of 
-destern res2arch mcthodologyo 
2}} 3 
• 
l. ins. 
the t;:-Telfth mon~h, sc;cond 
Of the month on th-e t 
caus to review merits. 
OrdL~r 
j, forth • reo 
bc;,nner, 
~-, extoll e 
( Ch'i-vess , for a 
sons 
A VC:SS 1 s 1;cth . 
' 
Ts 1 ung gus ( ·~) . u 1 a 
ta-
t (p. Lo Chr:::n-yit es-
onts C:±talo 
' 
8/lt9a- 50 b) , ea1":'; 
·they •Hill be to Lo 1 s 
c::talogue. 
T C can s of a 
' 
v care-
1 e, of texts A J; t};s ,, ,, ri!, (l 
' 
ile 8 fi,El 
' 
it 
294 
came If 
' 
The text 1 
reversed 
revr::rs ed sw1-tzu ma 
of t s A B, e .. g. the 
\.?-? 
charactGrs ~l are 
T A is obviously a 
the poorly \irltten er:1 
inscri;::tton; 
as ~ ; ~ 
written 
etce no one 
as 
CO::tld ssibly justifie::I ace 
genuine Chou iod ':'~Titingl) Elements 
inconstantl;)r: 1 elements 
eme:1ts in ~ 
s 
el s of the 
els~cl.snt of c-d; 
and features 
s 
icat 
of of 
appe0.ra:nce of 
~ ; ~ dS ~ . :t~ } 
as a 
ers arc t-Iritten 
' 
ious 
3.1'2 ed YJ.r ions idc;;r:,tical 
vess obs 
• Some 
( and if ) . 
Linss 2-3 do not r ; CVGll ed 
a varb, there st Cf fOT'C sense 
char~.lctc:r u.s E: of l+ ccn-
f& ·8.<: Gl"'S 
-"f trary to , sc too, 
the line; uce of $ n ( criberl 
t 
t yot:u~ t) is erved in 3 uhich is ess part 
the 
(a) s 
(b) 
(c) 
) 
( s) 
( use of' 
(i) 
(c) ~ J 
(l) 
crs, 
) 
or 
reco_g--
' either 
13 (ar.ch-
' 
of , on day, 
~s 
c:xce.L.Lent -:.v;1s in 
Hall t 
e 
( et ) 
(stanzn.)¢ 
(..; 0062-
sanae 
and r the Son 
deeeas 
( s) ious _,_ ess Nay sons 
sons forevc:r ec 
In a n 'u 1 -~~ Catalc ( ;, 
-L ""'~ 
' ' 
dii~f2r of text . one s ) 
Catalo I'libb (10/2 ) 
the upper ions cf t ; the s 8C~ond rub-
s are n.o ;;:.Gcu1s certairi 
t text c1o~:s incl revei'sed zu e. 
e o:: small stroke on the s e of· 
curved VG:rt y CO]lS ers to 
an tai 
gu.e; 
Kuo t s second rt:.bbing three d 
to from might j !1101'8 this· 
i 
tiori on 
on1s' more 1 (eL 
se, not a re-
sun-tzu is on 
etc count 
insc:r• is s o.f 
incon,st~;. s the ers 
ements 
' 
Several 
ten: for f'or 
; 
it jo 
p~ 82b- but camp 2r seems to omitted an 
ion r oco:-::d - Ku' 
h:Ls e efforts* Ths·:r,e much 
• 
po recor·cling fact t tllz:; tJII 
be as l j 
so ied to continue th·8 
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iture cer style. 
transcribing scr Sh r er 
chcu:'l ers as 
ensity of 
e 
(a) 
(b) err a crs, 
(c) SGct of t on::1tt (?) ? 
(d) (?) • 
3. Q 
4 
.Lo 
the d 
;:;acrificed an in 
• 
e) e sacr e to • 
La 
i:'ty 
a s. espond 
5o cxtoll the J s e; 
(for) 
sons 
(it)' 
Ta- clear 
than that Kuo (T 1u lu, p. 31a), both shou~d 
stud to e-
1 characte::-s exh it cons 
appear, "o.s v~ as 
' 
ElS '\f\, , 1Son of 
He3.Vetl ten ling of 
t as SSE:l.1 crip-
v \10 cons as is '~G proof 
of It , too, 
tll t of IS 
(a) en 
( 
(c) GrS 
h 
• 0 • 
., 9 • u e e 
:~oo 
h e (for) ' 
' 
n 
/ . X-Shu (this) • ss 
S011;5 
co s cr 
(l/6b) a Catalo 
s are 
' 4/28b)" ::1.nce of 
most 
c.s ~(\ 
etc. 
f t 
' 
of 
is 
e- t7z.tol r eologyn 
ion all , a str;'.nge om s ion 
other 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
examples* 
•t+ ' t HTl ven cnara.c ers, 
omission of important phrases, 
.... t (''' monun-quar er •J. 
an 
lfiO '-' co::tven-
is 
for /fR ; 
ee 
roceivss no 
vi-eYI cf 
" v 
3tH 
ln tb.e B0!1th, 
of , on 
Chou K1 
sp 
nsr 
one; j e 
fourc 0 
ex of 
ill ious 
ac 
honott-:.: • 
s 
scn.s forever 
a l 
" ' 0; ; this 
er 
' 
s (of 
(o 
8 sc c -
' 
en's great and 
( 
e ( 
) 
SODS 
cription 
in 
GI' .:J. y 
) 
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cov;;;:red' 
~ 
and pres t~•!O c2int . ~~ &4 • . 
' ~ t~ ~~ ~J" ~L' {;j~ ·'.111d ' A 0 '.Che 1 
1 s so 
s: ~ 
poss y C' / ,., /_) 0 •::' ;. \ ,, "-c< ,___.. ~' 
" 
t ) . cf s 
r(l 'l 
• ~ ~ ) • s::s 
;\t /1 1)· H If~ 1. t~ /'; '.-'-· ' 1 '.)., l) 
' 
£ 
* 
m 
,_, ?)"! l~ :;j_ ~ fK '~ ' ' '" ~'-- ~ ' ! '7' 8) Ins a 
' 
0 
'~~ lJOI'8 tive 
t s 
a er io:.!_s: ~ @ (, 
'"' 
l 
2); in t::~ B\i, ~-~ (l s r:~ ) 6); 
r s l 
tcer:Lts 1 incorr 
due to t of s (o:rrc enc e. 
n' ~ .. vnu, 
e ional 
found 
G a •r 
• 
(a) :::rs i~1 ve::, s el 
(b) 
(c) 
) 
(e) 
( 
6, :i.ns. 
303 
(;ter structt~rt:::s 
scr,iptions perta 
constant, 
ch~racter structures 
ed ext ('?), 
er en' 
In 
on 
2~ Chou 
on 
a ser s 
s ant, 
er 
r 
' 
to out the decree to Ch 1 
inue ' . ill.S ecessors' 
Ch t.; 
, JJGa.:rl colour J 
e 
6. 
:n:erits 
• 
t sons and 
sons 
304 
8. not e to cause ruin, forever 
1 s se year .. 
'fhis ins ion tvas one 
the :eirst line was 
incorporated. portions of 
scr is te 1-vell executed !lot givs much cause 
.icn; context, hovn;:r-;.:er, s conc}.t:tsivc proof: 
line '+ is of • s record. ed docu.rEent 
out dur the cerenonyo In. gr ority of cc:ses 
cent .is f. ected tolrards thr:;: ,:Hd-c,e .. he~:"e, un.fort111 :::.te-,, .. ,;;,,, ... ; - ~c; 
for third per·son ])ron01m if- (ruoclsrn 
) 1your 1 (see ins. 
c. c:JS of the correct pre-
upon cent 
as 
' 
line 6 'extol' 
eolo tle confustd a::rl someho;'l character 
er )vt_ inst before 'itG , In the 
1 1do not dare to cause sesms D out of 
a.ce"' characters of :ines 7 8 e ' ~ anfi \
--1 j{\w ) is co dS the: s of char-
t:CI" l aTG Un'2'J8ll, 
(a) cent 
' 
(b) incorrect u.se of charact;:~r 1 
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(c) month-quarter (?), 
(d) r,c;vi.m msrits phra.se (?), 
(e) used in sense of incorr 
nt:ro1'<•Y'r' T.c.tio n. 
1. ~~:;recious 
s • 
~;~ o grandsons and sons forever 
I •. ) \ ~ 1J 0 
in.scr y 
logue of Pillsbury Colle ion (p" 84), o 
dence of for 0 
actsr t el 1 
e 
Chou iod ones 
this c:r 
gro.nd sons 
ductus cf 
• Usually 
character t:.,. • 
t 
tzu in 1 
s 
39--bn.t 
usedQ 
r;;.une or D.S 
little evi-
and sons t; 
s 
case 
COLllllGnt 
The 
Ghou<) t 
a 
cyclical 
306 
It ,_rould seem to us difficult to claSs so ~ters 
a r1orr:: or less definite pericQ es ly as are com.'I!on 
:fo rxns fua t pa:::allel in bronzes both c:rn and 
Eas as copi8s 
tGrn Chou to stern Cho':_I. 
2. ins. 
4 ~:L-Tzu-LU e (for) ( ) .Lo 
valuable 
~ honoured vess Hay sons "-• 0 
and sons ever ( j,t) u 
Other th:::.n r~;;verscd this 
tai talo 1 e. ev 8'.1C8 
' 
Char-
ten one, .ita it "i , is re-
0 
(a) rc::vc:::·s 
s (for) 
) bridal-gift 
sons .sons 
c igna 
A 
307 
will be noted that the 1 cowrie 1 element is written as ~ • 
' 
the 'ting' element similarly has a vertical line through its 
centre. 
(a) erratically written characters. 
4. ins.~ Tbe Hsiaqg K1o Kuei. 
1. In the King 1 s fifth month on the day chia-
n . 
2. yin, Hsiang-k'o made (this) Lu-Kuei-vessel 
3. K'o, may he live a long life, for a myriad 
4. years grandsons and sons forever value and 
employ (it). 
Rubbings of two inscriptions ~robably vessel and lid texts) 
appear in the San tai Catalogue (8/20a); the inscriptions are 
particularly well written and do not give any cause to be 
suspected. The reversed sun.-tzu phrase is not in a position 
of rhyme • 
'· 
ins. .l.!t...3 The Wu Kuei. 
1. Wu made (this) precious Kuei-vessel to 
be employed in 
2. preparing rice. His grandsons and sons, 
his (?) this (?) 
3. great fortune • may • ZIOO(t 
ns 
s C:c 
' 
( 
( ) 
f 
s 
308 
e VG33 
; use 
occurre::1ce 
/.' 
the /Et, 
scns 
SCI' 
fol1o\<Ting 
:Lncons 
un.con-
) 
309 
( 6/5'2a); the script does not 
s, the characters 
forg in line 2 
se-nse of 
all 
ceas 
( 
(b) 
l;-{) " 
but :15 
(3SS 
1. 
K:1ei-vessel; 
tb.c Anc 
:icle 
ers, 
month, in 
R mo 
( ) 
as 
to 
~ 1.Vi:1ich are 
' c 
cter .:¥ 
not r 
secor:.d 
in 
hsre 
sons 
'""'~c:Ju.cnC t.lb0'J8 
archaic 
; 
inscriptio:J. reprodaced L'fl San Cq.talogue (8/32b); 
'~ only the character 11!/'l indicateS the. :forgery ,.. it is vn:itten 
(,))1 vlith the .1moon' eleFient sing and the i$. element 
C.ra\m horizo::1tally! · The 1 p::.'ecious and honoul'ed 1 
sed, a feature founr:i in this cor:unonly occu::-ring 
phrase; note the sion 
:quarter" 
(b) reVE:lrsed .tsun-pao phrase (?), 
(c) month-quarter en' 
(d) omission of necessary characters, 
B. ins. 22~ 
the month .. 
la In the first month, the first 
rubbing 
day, szu-yu, Chtu ..... 
ar..d 
(this) Shih-YU-vessel (particle) • 
br al conrpanion ('?) ., Gra~1dsons and sons 
lr-9 ornal ,longevity employ it11 
ea::-s in the T1 u lu Catalogue (p. 165a). Kuo 
the a:rchaic forms: 0 "'c ~ as H ·E,.. ill]· 
noting that 0arlier doubts as to the authenticity of this L'1-
s cr·ipt io~'l '.ci.ere ed on . .a. misinterpreta of the three 
' 
because of 
an1, in 
(a) 
( 
(c) 
inscript 
._nitely l 
ether 
axtoll • 
e (for) h 
honoured 
el to 
one a num."ber of 
cr 
documcmt. It 
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4. Erh, responded extolling the Marquis's 
grace and commenced (?) diligently (?) made 
(for) Ching-
5. Kung (this) precious and honoured Yi-vessel. 
Ching-Kung, grandsons and sons 
6. value (it). Marquis • a myriad years obtain 
longevity (until) yellow and 
7. wizened. Erh daily receive grace. 
In his commentary on this inscription Ch 1en Meng-chia (p. 82) 
notes the unusual presence of rhyme in the last two lines of 
the text - this is seldom seen in Western Chou bronze texts. 
He points out the correspondence of the phraseology in line 6 
with traditional examples (c.f. Shih, ode 172.5: 'how should 
he not have a high old age? 1 ); it is, indeed, the only inscrip-
tion to employ the term 'yellow and wizened 1 ·in the 'longevity• 
phraseology. The phrase '~ Af is not unknown in traditional 
literature and appears in the fully attested Ts 1ai bronze, ins. 
~ '~ ~' as ~ ~ . • It is, however, rarely seen amongst the 
general body of inscribed bronzes which, in the great majority 
};:g ... ~ 
of cases, emp1oy the /1::1 ;;;t' phrase.~ratica.Uy writ.ten 
characters, e.g. 4f1 , ;;;:.jJ , ~ , ~ , etc., may be obser-
ved, while the element ~ in three characters is constructed 
inconstantly. Intrinsic features of the script cause doubt as 
to the authenticity of the inscription. 
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An Anel~;::; !;!%£I;fiO:s~f Forge4 
The criteria and suspect features established so far 
are those evolved from analyses of inscriptions determined as 
forgeries upon the basis of two criteria hitherto unknown and 
unexpected by earlier students of the inscriptions. Although 
their reliability cannot yet be assessed with absolute certain• 
ty, the fact that these features appear so often in bronze texts 
exhibiting inconstancy or in those containing prose use of 
the reversed sun.tzu phrase, seams to suggest that they are 
likewise acceptable proof of forgery. It is not the aim in 
this survey to attempt to discover conclusively whether the 
suspect features listed earlier (pp. ) are all reliable 
indication of spurious archaic documents; this must await future 
investigation when a greater number of attested inscriptions 
can be consUlted, In the present Section, however, it is pro-
posed to advance a little further in assessing, in a tentative 
way, the possible value of the items previously analysed as cri-
teria of forgery. An entirely new group of bronze texts will be 
examined. The lito individual documents studied in Sections 
Three and Four comprise inscribed vessels hitherto generally 
accepted as genuine articles; the inscriptions now to be survey-
ed are all regarded by eminent authorities as spurious documents. 
A. few have already been examined but the majority are entirely 
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new texts; they will not all be analysed in detail in the 
following pages, a selection of several of the more interesting 
cases only are presented,. with detailed study or particular 
aspects or the inscriptions. Analyses or the remainder are 
tabulated as in the previous Sections. 
A comparatively large group of forgeries exists in which 
the inscriptions are merely copies of earlier known inscriptions; 
a study or such cases may not at first appear to offer results 
of any value. As copies, the forged texts may only present 
evidence ot slight or, occasionally, extreme errors in charac-
ter structures; sometillles characters may be accidentally omitted; 
the text may be incorporated in a vessel of a different stylistic 
period; other such mistakes may occur. On their own, features 
like these may not appear to be significant, but if compared 
with similar features in unattested materials and a close 
identity of error-types is found, then it is to a large extent 
justifiable to assume that the errors in both cases were made 
by sil!lilar craftsmen working under silllilar conditions. It, 
therefore, known forgeries exhibit certain suspect features 
which obtain also in unattested materials, the latter must be 
viewed with suspicion, particularly when the same features are 
1. found completely absent in tully attested inscriptions. 
1. See next Section for detailed study of tully attested in-
scriptions. Forged copies of earlier known inscriptions tend to 
be carefully made and the majority or characters are fairly exact 
copies or those in the originalo However, occasionally the faker 
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Ins. S • .3Q.a.Z, for instance, was fraudulently copied in Sung times 
(see P• :&33 ) and the inscription was first published in Juan 
Y'uan• s edition of the Fu chai Catalogue; at a later date a fur-
ther copy was made which, although quite close to Juan Y'uan•s 
original illustration (measurements of length and width of the 
two inscriptions correspond exactly), manifests a number of 
2. 
variations: the placement of several characters differs as 
much as 2to 3 mmso but generally the two inscriptions appear 
identical in this respect; Juan Y'uan•s copy has several badly 
corroded areas none of which appear in the later copy; several 
characters exhibit marked structural variations from the original: 
~!.\ appears as ~~ , ~ as tml , @ as ~ , ~ as 
~ ; the obscure seventh character, ,:~s;i:> , in line 1 is bold-
ly redrawn as ;t . Certain improvements in the drawing of the 
characters may be observed: /;f as f:J' ; !\~ as R1., 
~as~ , etc. The forger thus illustrates the fact that 
he had some understanding of the archaic script, but his know-
ledge was not sufficient to prevent his falling into several 
1. errs and it is in the study of the nature of such errors 
that definite forgeries of this kind become materials of consid· 
erable value9 In the first place there is no doubt as to their 
fraudulence; secomly, in copying a complete text the for.ger is 
in much the same situation as· a more enterprising person who 
may select characters and phrases from a variety or existing 
archaic documents - both will tend to err in much the same way. 
2. We possess a rubbing of this later imitation incorporated in 
a collection of 92 rubbings of which only one or two have been 
published. The bulk of these are copies of earlier inscriptions, 
and we suspect that the collection. may be a forger's record of 
his manufactures. 
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errors; the mistakes he made in copying are exactly like those 
classified earlier as 'erratically written characters•. The 
character 1~ is a clear example; in Juan l"uan1 s inscription it 
is written as fJI: and is consequently an incorrect combination 
of elements - the right-hand element should be J( not JL • 
In the later copy the jt element was misunderstood and render-
ed as ~ which may be transcribed as :t: 3! Numerous cases of 
such features have been discussed or tabulated in preceding 
Sections. 
Ins. s.~ Ulustrates simUar phenomena in the several 
forged copies made in the 18th and 19th centuries; Ulustrations 
of all but one of the vessels containing the faked inscriptions 
are avaUable and a comparative study may be extended to these 
also. The original vessel and its inscription was first pub-
lished in the Po ku Catalogue (l/7b) , and later appeared in 
the Li tai Catalogue (p. 13a) and the Hsiao t 1ang Catalogue 
(p. la); the same original was reproduced in each case. In the 
Hsi ch1 ing Catalogue (3/20a) a fairly close copy or the vessel 
(Po ku Catalogue, l/7a) appears, but with considerable variation 
3. The original inscription (Hsiao t 1ang Catalogue, P• 26a) has 
this character written with an erratically formed X: element 
Which may have influenced the later copy. Other characters, in-
cluding those noted above, are closer in structure to the earlier 
Sung Catalogue reproductions or the original inscription - these 
are all written in 6 lines. Thus it seems that the forger may 
have consulted both the later Sung imitation and the original 
when engr~ving his text!• his correction of certain discrepancies 
in Juan Ylian1 s inscript on are obviously based on the original 
inscription, but the incorrectly written characters are closer 
in structure to the former source. 
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in minor details, e.g. 1 eyes 1 and 1horns 1 of the t 1 iao-t'ieh; 
there is not the slightest doubt that it is a case of two e~ 
tirely different vessels. 
tain variations (the Sung 
The later inscrip~ion exhibits cer-
1(' 
edition of the Hs 1 lj.o t'ang Catalogue 
is used as a basis of comparison): the second character ~ 
was omitted; .P 
~ (i.e. )7{ 
is written as fT~ ; t1/iJ as ~ ; If as 
lf.o II ); etc. In the Hsu chien (A) Catalogue (l/13a) 
a somewhat unusual vessel with a t 1 iao-t 1 ieh resembling the Hsi 
ch'ing Catalogue example above (3/20a) contains the same text; 
the fourth and sixth characters do not appear probably because 
of uncleared patination; (?¥\ is written~ ~ ; hl as W ; 
~~ as i~ ; ~ as ~ ; tp"\. as ~~.x_ ; etc. The Hs~ 
chien (b) Catalogue has a Fang-Ting-vessel with the same text 
which appears as an almost perfect copy of the inscription as 
reproduced in the Ming, Wan Li edition of the Li tai Catalogue; 
there could be no clearer proof of forgery for this edition is 
the most carelessly engraved of the various Sung Catalogues and 
4-. Ins. s.~ contains a very difficult text and problems of 
interpretation are, we believe, solely those of a corrupt com-
pilation. In our opinion, the original is a forgery of Sung 
times exhibiting as it does ~eringless groups of characters 
and employing the character r as the vessel-name. KU9 Mo-jo 
and Yang Shu-ta omit the vesse in their studies; Juan YUan was 
the last sch~Jar to write a commentary on the text. The writing 
of t7 as ~ in the Ch'ing catalogue inscription illustrates 
the forger's preoccupation with difficulties of interpretation 
which he thought might be resolved in part by this simple modi-
fication; the preceding characters read as 1 twelve 1 • 
is seldom consulted 
33:i 5o by present-day scho1arso 
The above three inscribed vessels in the Imperial Ch 1 1ng 
Catalogues are classed as forgeries by Jung Keng (op. cit~ 9 
Y.J.c.s., P• 830). Juan Yw's Chi 1m Catalogue (1.12a) con-
tains a copy of ins. S.26.z which is based on a rubbing taken 
from a fourth original. The same inscription is reproduced in 
the Ch~ ku Catalogue (2.3/57b). Two later illustrated vessels 
containing this inscription appear in the Chi chin Catalogue 
(3/25b) and the Liang lei Catalogue (l/3a); the latter vessel 
is a particularly good copy of the Po ku Catalogue vessel, the 
f'ormer is also similar but certain minor details in the decor 
differ considerably. The Liang lei Catalogue inscription has 
some features in common with that reproduced by Juan Y'uan but 
there is reason to doubt that they are both from the same 
original; the Chi chin Catalogue inscription is a direct copy 
6. from the Wan Li edition of' the Po ku Catalogue wherein the third 
5. The edition in our possession is undatedo Jung Keng (~ 
jbih tnr ~ ~' 2/5a) mentions an edition of the 16t.h year-or-
an L 1 9 printed in red and incomplete in some pages; our 
copy is probably of this edition although the paper is more char-
acteristic of the Chia Ching period. Although pages are num-
bered consecutively, several of the contents were omitted when 
the plates were engraved; the workmanship of the engraving is 
of a very low order. Inscriptions which may be determined as 
copies of the ill-drawn characters reproduced in this edition, 
in whole or in part, need little further investigation as to 
their fraudulence. 
6" This edition is dated 1589s it is not mentioned by Jung 
Keng although he lists several printings made a decade or so 
latero 
'and fourth characters are rather carelessly engraved together 
thus: 'k. while the remail'lder of the character A appears 
... 
in its correct position. A rubbing of the Hsi ch 1 1ng Catalogue 
inscription may be found in the Ch 1 ia chai Catalogue (6/3b); 
the vessel was in Wu Ta-ch 1 eng 1 s collection at this stage. 
Six vessels containing the inscription text s.~ are 
. 7. 
thus illustrated and available for comparative study; for con-
venience they will be referred to in the ensuing discussion as: 
vessel (1) : Po ku Catalogue (l/7a}, 
vessel (2) • Hsi chting Catalogue (3/20a), • 
(3) II (A) Catalogue (l/13a), vessel • Hsu chien • 
(4) II (B) Catalogue (1/lOa), vessel • Hsu chien • 
vessel (5) • Chi chin Catalogue (3/25\>), • 
vessel (6) : Liang lei Catalogue (l/3a). 
Vessel (l) is the original and is assumed here, merely for the 
7. In the succeeding pages we digress slightly from the general 
study to present a series of observations related to the vessels 
and their decor, for the present group exhibits aspects of 
statements made early (pp. '{!If/ ff .) which may be conveniently 
illustrated here. It is a partial investigation of problems in 
this .&ld, and is intended only as an expression of certain in- .· 
adequacies, as we believe them to be 1 in Karlgren1 s assertion that his chronological categories ofrer 'decisive proof of the 
general authenticit~ of both the inscriptions and the v.essels' (Yin apd C~q, p. 86). His classification of style elements in 
a chronolo~cal order is, no doubt1 acceptable in a general sort 
of way but it does not seem to us to present absolute proof of 
authenticity in numerous individual eases. The numbers of 
vessels he has employed exhibiting inconstancy illustrates the 
danger of relying on the subjective judgement of evan the best 
experts! while ,the inadequacy of stylistic criteria as proof of' 
authent city becomes quite evident. 
3 
purpose of the ensuing discussion, to be a genuine Chou period 
manufacture; the others are fakes - although Jung Keng has 
labelled only the three Imperial Catalogue inscriptions as 
spurious, the application of his principle (see p., '4z" , no. 
(a)) should be extended also to the inscriptions and illustrated 
vessels diScussed above. In Ch 1 ing times there is recorded 
thus a total of 6 vessels (other than vessel (1)) containing 
the inscription, all of which are later copies. 
If considered from a stylistic point of view, vessels (1), 
(2), (7), and (6) will be observed to manifest Karlgren's 
stylistic criteria; 2, 8, 15, and 29. Vessel (4) exhibits a 
long array; 1, 8, 13, 15, 17, 26, 29, 30, and 37. The five 
vessels are thus all consistent as Yin or Yin-Chou period 
artifacts, and contain an inscription which also is suitable 
for the vessel-types and their decor elements. Vessel (3), 
however, exhibits a mixture of both early and late elements; 8. . 
15, 18, 29, 39, lt9, and possibly 6o. The prevalence of lt9, 
•curved legs' - a Middle Chou style characteristic -must be 
8. Numerals represent the following stylistic features; 1 : 
square Ting; 2 : Li-Ting; 8 : cylinder legs; 13 : segmented 
flanges; 15 : t 1 iao-t 1 ieh· 17 : gaping dragon· 18 : vertical 
dragon; 26 :leg blade; 29 : spiral filling ci.e .. lei-wen); 30 : 
spirals on figures; 31 : spiral bandj 37 : 1T1 scores; 39 : bent. 
ears• 49 : curved legs; 6o : squat T1ng. Nos. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29 
and 31 are referred to constantly hereafter. It is assumed that 
the reader has access to Professor Karlgren's I~ ind ChQ~ ~ C~gt; Brqpzef' and no explanation of individu~ decor e aments 
w presen ed here. 
regarded as a particularly suspicious ~eatureo It exemplifies 
a type of carelessness that sometimes occurs in forgery but 
the remaining vessels give no indication of the fact that they 
are fakes other than the Sung Catalogue text incorporated with-
in them; if it were a matter of a more original but suitable 
inscription they might not have been classified as spurious, 
9. 
or even have caused Jung Keng to suspect them. He considers 
the three Imperial Catalogue vessels to be spurious because of 
two reasons: (a) few if any of the original Sung Catalogue 
vessels survived the vicissitudes of nine centuries of dynastic 
changes and upheavals, (b) the 120 or more vessels illustrated 
in the Imperial Ch 1 ing Catalogues which seem identiaal with 
the Sung Catalogue vessels,or possess incorrect combinations of 
their deaor and insariptions 1 are obviously imitations. 
The five forgeries with consistent stylistic features are 
not absolutely identical in detail. Vessel (~) 1 being of an 
entirely different type, will be disregarded for the moment; 
9. This comment is by no means facetious, for Jung Keng and 
numerous other experts have accepted scores of inscribed vessels 
with inscriptions exhibiting inconstancy of character structures; 
they were accepted mainly because there was no reason to suspect 
them - the vessels appeared to be of high antiquity and mani-
fested various characteristics which it had been customary to 
associate with 1genuine' bronzes. The 6 illustrated vessels 
under discussion, moreover, were not suspected as fakes until 
reaentlyl how many further forgeries remain after the appliaat·i· on 
of Jung Keng 1s criteria is not yet asaerta1nable 1 but some in-diaation is given as the result of our own study of the problem · (see Major Table and aomments in the Conaluding Section). 
the four vessels, (1), (2), (5), and (6) are all Li-Ting types 
exhibiting the four decor elements noted above. Vessel (1) 
was the prototype consulted, and its general features were 
maintained but QQt copied exactly; placed side by side they 
appear superficially the sameJ however, slight differences will 
be observed upon close inspection- shapes of 1 eyes 1 and 'horns•, 
placement of lei-wen pattern, etco Each of the three Li-Ting 
copies were doubtlessly produced by different artisans, and as 
a result of independent manufacture based nevertheless on the 
same original illustration, variations on the decor themes 
developed~ The present vessels offer thus an excellent object 
lesson of a phenomenon not restricted to spurious manufactures -
identical decor elements will vary from one forgery to another; 
extensive studies have been conducted on such features in 
bronze vessels generally accepted as authentic, and similar 
10. 
variations have been commented ~pon. It is too early a stage 
to test authentic materials. Vessel (4) ,, although containing 
several additional stylistic elements employs the t 1 iao-t 1 ieh 
decor (no. 15), with lei-wen background in exactly the same wa7 
as in the other vessels but the variation or this element is 
considerable. Vessel (3) also is consistent in this respect as 
far as the t 1 1ao-t 1 ieh is concerned, but has added a •vertical 
10. See Karlgren: Ngte§ on the Grammtr of Early Brpnu Decor, B~,F.EtA., vol~ 23; his useful collec ion of line drawings s ows a a glance the numerous variations of detail in identical 
decor motives. 
Elem<!il\.ts· 
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15, 29. 
2/29a nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, :31. 
2/3CA nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
2/31a nil. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29. 
3/36a nil. 2, 8, 15, 29, 31. 
45, Hsu chien(B) 1/la no,45 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
1/:J, l/6a T .n.lt (IV) 2, 8, 15, 18, 2!1, 31. 
47. l/20a no.47 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. fake, p.827, 
48. l/3la no,48 (III) 2, B, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
49. l/.32a no,49 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, fl-9, .31. 
50. l/.34a no.50 (IV) 2, 8, 15, 29. 
51. l/35a no.51 (IV) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
52. l/42a no,52 (II) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
53. l/43a no,53 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
54. 2/4a no.54 (III) 2, e, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
55. 2/7a nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
56. 2/Ba nil. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
57. 2/9a nil. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
58. 2/lOa nil. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
59. 2/lla nil, 2, 8, 1r, 12, 29. ,, 
60, 2/12a nil. 2, 8, 15, 18, 29 • 
61, Chi chin, .3/26b no,61 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, )1. 
6la, 3/25b Ins,£,26,7(IV) 2, s, 15, 29. fake. 
62, Heng hsien, p.7a no,62 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
63. p.6a no,63 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 31. 
64. p.5a no,64 (II) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
65, Liang lei, 1/Ja ins.S.~(IV) 2, 8, 15, 29. fake, 
66, Ch'ang an, l/4a no,66 (IV) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
67, T 'ao chai, 1/22a no,67 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
68. l/26a no,68 (IV) 2, 8, 15, 29. 
{i::J Hakkaku Pl. I nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31 • 
• ' ' 1 
70, Cheng sung, A/Sa no, 70(III) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29. 
71. A/9a no,71 (III) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29. 
72. A/11)3. no,72 (II) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, :n. 
73. w-6a no,73 (I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 74. Shih erh, b no,7A (I) 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
75. /lb no,75 {IV) 2, 8, 15, 29. 
76. /i.7b no, 76 (IV) 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
77. Housden, Pl.XV nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
78, Ackerman, p1.14 nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
79. T1u lu, P1,2 ins.~ (IV) 2, 8, 15, Y! 29, 
80. Yamanaka, Pl,X nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
81, B,l·I,F,E.,A., 2~'Pl.7 no,81 (!II) 2, 8, 15, 29, 31. 
82. 16 1,22 no,82 (I) 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. fake (Kar1grel 
83. 9/Pl.7 nil, 2, 8, 15, 18, 29. 
84. 9/P1,8 nil, 2, s, 15, 115, 29. 
85. 9/Pl.9 nil. 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. 9,6 . 9{Pl.9 nil. 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. 7: :Pillsbury, p .2 no,87 (III) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 88, Cull, Pl,2 no,88 pn) 2, 8, 15, lS, 29, 31. 89. Kanka, A/P1.7 no,$9 I) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. 
dragon1-like element (noo 18) on each sideo The t'iao-t'ieh 
shape varies much from the examples in the other vessels. 
Vessel decor thus is liable to differ from one imitation to 
another in much the same manner as shapes and structures of 
identical characters do in the inscriptions. The fact that it 
is a feature common to both faked vessels and unattested 
vessels is matter of particular concern; obviously fakers find 
the situation much to their advantage for it will not cause 
special comment if, for instance, their t 1 iao-t 1 ieh should 
contain, say, any one of the following eye forms - ?£J} ; 
~ ; ~; @ ; G ; with or without an 'eye-hrow 1 ~ o 
The combinations of such minor details have become so confused 
with succeeding 1discoveries 1 ov.er the centuries that any new 
combination will easily establish itself in the general melee. 
The :forger must, of course, take care in combining the 
more general elements of the decor; his task is easy for he 
has available many prototypes from which to work, and if reas-
onably observant, will produce vessels that will not be easily 
detected as fakes. The Table opposite illustrates the point 
effectively; 60 Li-Ting-vessels appearing in the Sung and 
Imperial Chling Catalogues with the stylistic criteria 2, 8, 15", 
18, 29, and 31, are listed; a further 30 vessels 'discovered' 
since the early decades of the 19th century form the last 
section of the Table. The total of 90 vessels might possibly 
be augmented by another ten or more in catalogues not available 
to us. However, they form a sufficiently complete group for 
a general study. Only one of the vessels (no. 2) is accompanied 
by a vague attestation; 15 are either suspected or classed as 
fakes by Jung Keng and a further one by Karlgren; one of these 
(no. 26) is dealt with in the preceding paragraphs, while in 
the last section of later 'discoveries• nos. 6la and 65 are the 
vessels (5) and (6) already examined. The materials thus offer 
9 more definite forgeries (nos. 16, 17, 22, 25, 27, 38, 39, and 
lt7) and 6 suspect cases (nos. 11, 13, 21, 2lj., 36, and 37). The 
inscriptions vary considerably and only two are immediately 
obvious as direct copies of Sung Catalogue originals. Vessels 
whose genuineness has not hitherto been held in doubt amount 
to 71 items; as in the cases of those determined as forgeries 
they manifest the same stylistic criteria and contain Shang or 
early Chou style inscriptions. Closer observation will show 
that identical characters differ in various respects from one 
vessel-text to another while items of decor exhibit mutual 
variations just as those noted in the 6 spurious examples. 
Amongst the 90 vessels there are four combinations of 
stylistic features: 
(1) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. (57: 3 Sung, 
lq 
35 Ch 1 ing, ~Later) 
(2) 2, 8, 15, 18, 29. (17: 2 Sung, 11 Ch' ing, lj. Later) 
(3) 2, 8, 15, 29. (12: 2 Sung, 6 Ch 1 ing, lj. Later) 
(It) 2, 8, 15, 29, 31. ( 3: , 2 Ch 1 ing, 1 Later) 
T.k.BIJ lio, j 
Inllc;t;~Ilti. on Tl:lJejl and Des:;o:r Gombinatim~t 
Group 1 ~: 2, s, 15, 29. (1) 
C!l' i.!H~: 2, s, 15, 29. (1) forgery, 
~: 2, s, 15, 18, 29, .31, (2) Qll'i.n..:: 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, 31. (1.3) 4 fakes, 2 suspect. 
J;&te~;:: 2, s, 15, lB, 29, 31. (7) 
Qtiher 'laJ:5a1;i.on!il: ~·~i: 2, " 15, 18, 29. (1) o, 
J;&ter: 2, 8, 15, 18, 31. (1) 
Group 2 §:!m.g: 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. (1) 
Ch 1 l!}(!: 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. (4) 2 suspect. 
~: 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. (2) 
~ ~aJ:;j.~t;j.on~: Cl:! I i..lli:: 2, 8, 1" .,, 18, 29. (1) suspect • 
Group 3 81.U1f": 2, s, 15, 18, 29. (1) 
r.a.ter: 2, s, 15, 18, 29. (2) 
Qtiher IeriatiO!:IIl& !:in I i.Dfl= 2, s, 15, 18, 29, 31. (6) 2 f~Jl:es, 1 suspect. 
Late;tt 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. {2) 
QD.'in~~;: 2, s, 15, 29, :u. (1) 
'ii!t~t= 2, 8, 15 29, .31. (1j Qh•ing: 2, s, 15, 29. (1 :!.'alte, 
GroJW4 S1mg: 2, 8, 15, 29. (1) 
GJl'i.!ig: 2, s, 15, 29. {2~ 1 fake, J;&ter: 2, 8, 15, 29. (5 2 fakes. 
Other itadat:i,gps: Ch 1ing: 2, s_, 15, 18, 29. (~\ 2 fake_s, 1 suspect. /j 
.Ql:!....!..:i.ll.fl: 2, 8, 15, lS, 29, 31. (2) 
Later: 2, 8, 15, 18, 29, .31. (2) 
GrO~;p 5 SunJY• 2, 8, 15, IS, 29. (1) ~·~n·L~iif:: 2, s, 15, 18, 29. ( '\ (no inscTiptiDn~) >., Later: 2, 1:1, 15, 18, 29. (2) 
other Var~at~on~: Ch t j..."~"H1: 2, B, 15, 18, 29, 31. (10) 
~: 2, 8, 15, J.8, 29, 31. (6) g' •. 2, s, 15, 29. (1} ..:U·lng: 
Ch1ing: 2, B, 1.5, 29, 31. (1) 
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Forgeries and suspect cases in each group are: 
(1) ' fakes, 
(2) 2 fakes, 
(3) ? fakes, 
It suspect. 
2 suspect. 
- • 
The fourth group is not represented by Sung Catalogue examples 
and the vessels have not been suspected. Inscriptions appear 
on 61t of the vessels and may be classified into four major 
types; Group 1 comprises Shang style inscriptions consisting 
of a symbol and the name-type 1Father - X'; Group 2 have 
the •Ya 1 character as a major element ot the inscription; 
Group 3 consists of various symbols usually without characters; 
Group It comprises long inscription texts. A certain relation-
ship may be noted between decor combinations and inscription 
types; this is conveniently expressed in Table No. '· Particular 
comment should be made on the tendency for Sung Catalogue 
examples to head each group, while.sub-groups manifesting 
slight differences through the addition or the omission of 
decor elements are introduced by Imperial Ch 1 ing Catalogue 
examples and followed by later catalogue vesselso If all the 
inscribed vessels are genuine the Table Ulustrates a .pbs~'tl:J:Ly' 
natural feature; if, however,, they are all forgeries the Table 
may likewise be regarded as a natural expression of the 
11~ 
situation. As a rather large number of the vessels have been 
11. Th.s sums up the difficulties of serious research in Chin 
Shih Hsueh and it is essentially an expression of the two major 
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classified as forgeries it is indeed tempting to interpret 
the Table in the latter way, especially in view of the rather 
even distribution of 1£akes 1 and 1suspects 1 throughout the 
tour groups. It is obvious that the alignment of decor groups 
and inscription types is not sufficient in itself as proof of 
the authenticity of the whole group of 90 vessels; moreover, 
the fact that each vessel exhibits concurrent stylistic criteria 
is even less proof of authenticity, for although several forged 
articles have been discovered amongst them on the basis of 
certain discrepancies in the inscriptions, there is no reason 
to believe that all such forgeries have been adequately deter-
mined., In particular there remains a group of 25 uninscribed 
vessels to which no acceptable criteria have been applied at 
all! 
The Li-T ing-vessel type las been excavated under scientific 
conditions but, to the best of our knowledge, only one example 
. 12. 
baa been unearthed. It differs from all the unattested examples 
11. problems confronting students in this field; the general 
lack of acceptable testimony and the known prevalence of forgery. 
What is lacking is the existence of an adequate form of control 
outside of .the general body of materials accumulated over the 
past nine centuries. The situation differs greatly fl't;?j!l J;hat of 
archaeology outside of China; although forgery is not~ 
elsewhere it is not so crucial a problem in studies in other cul-
tures, for scientific excavation of ancient sites has been in 
progress tor many decades, and a scientific approach to .the 
materials has developed as a result. 
It 12., rt is .Wustrated in the ~hung ~o ~·ro 1p1 hsq$ Rao (con-
tinuation of the T*£in Yf. k1~ iii@kiiO~ vol .• 3 •. ·.:Plat·e·s 9A 
and 10/'+ following Ch s I tud es of Hsiao-t•un Bronzes•. 
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and the vaguely attested vessel in the K1ao ku Catalogue in 
the placement of the legs - these. slope outwards from the body 
of the vessel in a very pronounced fashion. The decor is one 
common amongst unattested bronzes but bears no relationship 
(except in location) to that of the present group. Stylistic 
comparison with attested Li-Ting-vessels is thus limited at 
present but it is clear from our preceding observations that 
authentic bronzes in the group will not be scientifically 
determinable until sufficient archaeological specimens are 
unearthed to prove that Li-Ting-vessels were produced in 
antiquity with the decor elements discussed above. The group 
as a whole is not to be cast aside, however, nor is Karlgren1 s 
stylistic criteria to be set at nought; all that we have 
attempted to illustrate here is the importance of employing 
considerable caution in utilizing unattested vessels in serious 
research. The forged examples are determined as such upon the 
basis ot limited criteria, but because of their general simil-
arity with the characteristics of the 'genuine' bronzes, the 
latter should be held in doubt until some suitable means of 
deciding their fate is discovered. 
The inscriptions offer a certain .degree of support to 
the possible authenticity of several of the inscribed vessels. 
At the conclusion of the list of inscriptions appended here are 
reproduced copies of all fully attested Shang and early Western 
Chou inscriptions published to date that may be used as a basis 

of comparison. It should be observed that they occur .in a 
variety of bronze vessels and other artifacts; there is, ~ 
:fortunately, no example of a Li-Ting-vessel inscription,. 
Early Chou types (nos .. 7 and 9) testify to the general validity 
of Group 1 inscriptions. Shang 1Ya 1 inscriptions (nos. 1~ and 
22) suggest Group 2, nos. 5, 15, 37, 52, and ~ to be possibly 
genuine; early Western Chou No. 10 is identical with no. 37 o:r 
this group, but whether noo 2~ may be accepted cannot yet be 
judged. Symbols and characters o:r Group 3 illustrate aspects 
in common with the numerous types amongst the attested in-
scriptions. Further than this little can be said, for the 
attested materials are not sufficient to allow a more detailed 
study; short inscriptions, moreover, are diffieult and dangerous 
documents for such comparative investigation, and are particu-
larly easy to copy. Increasing numbers of reliable examples 
may, however, lead to a knowledge or intrinsic features which 
have escaped the observation of forgers, meantime we must keep 
in mind the possibility that genuine-appearing short inscrip-
tions may well have been fraudulently copied, even as early as 
13o 
sung times, from genuine vessels now no longer recorded. 
13o Long inscriptions in Group ~ are not compared here with 
fully attested examples as these are grouped together convenient-
ly in the next Section. Later excavations will probably show 
whether inscriptions of considerable length were actually en-
graved in Li-Ting-vessels; nos. 3, lt-6, 68, and 79 may .later be 
discovered to be types used in other kinds of vessels. Specu-
lation of this sort, of course, leads us nowhere at present for 
it is impossible to follow it up by active research. · Neverlneless 
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Several forged inscriptions have been determined as such 
because the characters they contain are copies taken from the 
Stone Drum Texts, the Shuo wen, and other relatively late 
sources of archaic script. The Tsin Hou P 1an is a striking ex-
ample of this rather naive method of compilation; the vessel 
llf.. 
and inscription have been described in detail by s. W. Bushell, 
its first foreign owner, and it has been afforded considerable 
investigation by L. c. Hopkins, one of the foremost champions 
of its authenticity - 'opposed to the hosts of ieonoclasts 
led by the great names of Chavannes, Pelliot, and Vissiere, 
and in England, of Professor Giles.• (The Bushe;J.l Bowl, J.R.A.S., 15. . 
1912, p., ltliO) .. It is not proposed to study the inscription in 
13. such possibilities must be kept in mind and checked against 
each batch of new materials as they become available in illus-
trated ~ourna.ls. Gradually over the next few years problems of 
this kind will be solved to a greater or lesser extent. 
llf.~ Chfnese Aft Vol. I~ Victoria and Albert Museum Handbook, 
publica ion No. 69, 192'+; PP• 72-?6; figs. lf.9 and 50. 
15. Hopkins quotes Giles 1 s arguments, but we have .. not access 
to those of the French sinologues referred to. That of Giles 
offers some points of interest - "With regard to the 1bowl' at 
the Museum, I gather from my own inspection of it, from a 
passing acquaintance with other bronzes, and from a careful 
perusal of the passages translated above, (1) that the bowl 
itself is of doubtful antiquity; (2) that: the inscription was not 
cast with the bowl, as would have been the case with a genuine 
antique of the seventh century B.c., but was incised later; (3) 
that the inscription when cut was covered at once with a varnish-
enamel to conceal the fact mentioned in (2); (4) that the bowl 
and its inscription have never been noticed by Chinese archaeolo-
gists, because it was known to be a fake, tor which reason, too, 
it was readily allowed to slip, for a consideration, from the 
collection of the Imperial Prince who owned it; (5) that the 
argument against such a lengthy inscription is fully borne out 
l any great detail for there is ample literature available deal-
ing with the subject; the characters are, for the most part, 
almost exact copies of Great and Small Seal forms and numbers 
are taken from the Stone Drum Texts as clearly illustrated by 
Hopkins (unwittingly) in his article referred to above. His 
list of characters in the inscription paralleled with §hup wen 
forms, the Stone Drum Texts and oracle bone forms ~ay be taken 
to present almost conclusive evidence of the forgery. The list 
is particularly valuable in its illustration of the method in 
which forgers have worked since earliest times in manufacturing 
faked inscriptions. Compared with the analysis of ins • .7LZ 
(pp. ·~ and that of ins. 131·2 made later in this 
Section, table shows elearly how necessary it is to 
pursue. investigations more thoroughly in respect to compara-
tive studies of characters and phrases in the bronze texts. No 
attempt is made here to do more than refer to the method of 
16. 
inquiry required and the results that must surely obtain. 
15, by a comparison which I have made with scores of inscrip-
tions on ancient bronzes; and finally (6) that MM. Chavannes, 
Pelliot, and Vissiere may be said to have gained the day.•• . 
Hopkins counters each argument (nos. 2-'+) quite well with the 
materials at his disposal_, and the knowledge of archaic .docu-
ments which he had accumUlated at that time. · 
16, Photographic copies of each inscription should be made am 
the individual characters cut out and pasted on cards prepared 
for the purpose. The characters should be classified according 
to structures and shapes. We would expect to find numbers of 
apparemtly unrelated inscriptions with many of their id~ntioal 
characters maintaining the same structural idiosyncrasies, 
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The inscription is obviously based on typical chapters 
of the §hu Qhing and has even incorporated material tram the 
Tso ®wm; in this respect it may be compared with the Mao 
Kung Ting, theTa~ Ting, the Shih P1ai Kuei, etco, which also 
were compiled with possible assistance from traditional texts. 
A few lines of Hopkins 1 translation will illustrate the char-
acter of this: 
1 It was in the King 1 s first month, on the 
hsin yu day, that the Marquis of Tsin, 
having reported the subjugation of the 
Tartars, had audience of the King. The 
King thrice acknowledged the service -
on the frontier, at his capital 1 and before the ancestry. He granted an 
audience in the Sacred Hall, and then gave 
the Marquis of Tsin a banquet in the Chou 
dynastic temple. The King rewarded the 
Marquis of Tsin for his services with a 
commission of authority over the Nine 
Tenures, and thus spoke the King: "Uncle, 
bravo! In past times amongst the kings · 
before me were such men as Wen, Wu, Ch'eng, 
and K1ang. Steadfastly and watchfully 
they never failed in devotion to goodness; 
their glory reached to the Far Wast; and so 
it came about that alike in midland Hsia, 
and on the marches and frontiers, the 
punishments under the rule of devotion to 
goodness were held in awe and respect, so 
that, whether afar or near, at home or 
abroad, there was perfect goodness .. oolll 
Similarity, vague or marked, with traditional texts either in 
16. illustrating thus a possible feature of forgery. On the 
basis of further photographic copies from which identical phrases 
and sentences are selected and classified according to script 
variations, numerous instances of the features found in 
ins. ~ would appear. 
respect to general literary style or to frequent use of terms 
and cliches cannot be regarded as reliable proof of forgery; 
it is, however, a feature that must in the first instance causa 
sufficient doubt to arise to warrant a more careful examination 
of the inscription concerned. The Mao Kung Ting, the Shih P1ei 
II Kuei, the Ta Yu Ting, etc. exhibit inconstancy and are thus 
definitely classifiable as fakes, but the fact that the present 
text and these inscriptions contain so much Chou time lore is 
not in itself adequate reason to believe that other inscriptions 
of similar compilation, although apparently lacking acceptable 
proof of forgery, are necessarily spurious. From a general 
point of view, however, such inscriptions should be considered 
with caution and exhaustively examined. Inscriptions of .this 
type and content are usually long and 11' faked, should present 
in most cases, definite evidence of the fact. The TsinHou ptan 
offers a whole array of evidence which is conveniently summarised 
by Jung Keng (Shang cp.ou yi clJ.'i t'ung k'aot PP• 206-209); it is 
mainly concerned with textual criticism' based on comparisons 
of names and events in the inscription with those recorded in 
the traditional texts, the two studies be quotes list the 
following points : 
(1) the use of --" for )£ in the term 'the first month 1 , 
(2) identical phrases are incompletely copied from traditional 
sources; events more than a century apart are treated as co~ 
temporaneous happenings. 
(3) names of places, persons, benefices, ete. are confusedly 
drawn from incompatible sources, 
(~) meaningless phrases occur and the expression does not 
always accord with ancient literary style, 
(51 characters are copies of the Seal scripts, the Stone Drum 
Texts, and the San Shih Pfan inscription, 
(6) the pronoun ~ is rarely found in the bronze texts and 
t i f th f >.~t whi~h is b i 1 here s no occurrence o e orm ~ v o v ous y 
copied from the Stone Drum Texts, 
(7) the particle fl!L is employed in the sense of ~ 1 your 1 
which is quite contrary to its function in other inscriptions, 
(8) the character ;:1: F is drawn in a form used only since T 1ang 
times, ~ G , 
(9) the modern characters /f, and ~ always appear as _::r.: 
in each ease in the bronze texts, and are never differentiated 
as in the present inscription, 
archaic character (10) towards the end of the San Shih P 1an the 
for modern ;I_ appears and up to the date of 'discovery' of 
the Tsin Hou P1an was incorre9tly transcribed as ~ , and 
,E-. 
interpreted as a vessel-name.')\ Items 6-10 are additional ob-
t \ 
servations made by Jung Keng himself. In Section One no mention 
was made of the 1criteria' above as they have never been applied 
to other inscriptions and the present text is in the nature of 
a special case., The pronoun "% , for instance, occurs in the 
Mao Kung Ting and the Shih P 1ei Kuei, but it is studiously 
34'1 
interpreted otherwise although the sentence shows clearly enough 
that it was originallY intended as the pronoun; the three 
inscriptions contain the only cases of ~ in the bronze 
literature4 
Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i has described the practice of engraving 
genuine bronzes lacking inscriptions with faked texts, and 
several examples of these are illustrated in Shang Ch 1 eng-tso 1 s 
article on forgery referred to earlier (p. ) ; ins. 131.2 
reproduced on page 265 of his article originally contained 9 
characters - the first five of line 6 and the first four of 
line 7 - the remaining 122 characters were engraved into the 
vessel so as to include the original group. Minor cases of 
inconstancy may be noted and a few characters are written in-
correctly. On the whole, however, the job was done with a fair 
degree of skill. or particular importance is the presence of 
meaningless groups of characters, e.g., line 6: 1' /~~ J~ 
IKe'.- .ijt ~ ~ and line 9: ~ t~ M1 ~- f§ • Several of 
the phrases and sentences may be easily traced to earlier known 
-me ... 
inscriptions.~lustrated on p. 268 (ins. lQ.l. and lZA§) were 
likewise lengthened; ins. 10.11 originally comprised four char-
acters (lines 1 and 2), while ins. J..Z.& had only one character, 
5f-1 , in the second line., The second character or the first (t ~ 
line, ~1 , is employed as a verb; it appears in s .. ~ as a 
compound verb, rif ~ , followed by the particle :f in a 
group or characters defying interpretation; this compound is 
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found also in ins. 1Q9gl in the sentence, 1 the ~so,;,eh 1 e Nieh-
to Wang Chiang (viz. the King 1 s Con-
1-Ji.A 
}~ing offered a sacrifice 
sort) 1 • Ins. Jl...!:t has an unusual combination of 
'~11 which is meaninglesso Ins. ~ appears with 
the character as a proper name which is uaual in most other 
16. 
occurrences. The present inscription employs the character in 
a context quite unsuited to its meaning of a type of sacrifice 
(see Kuo Mo-jo, Yin chou ts 1 ing t 1ung ch'i m!Qg wen yen gptg. 
P• 24- ff. for study of the character). The Jen-Fang comprised 
a territory often at war with the Shang Kingdom (cf. Chu Fang-
" P 1u 1 s qgia kq psu§h shang shih pien, 5/3a), thus 1 the King -~:acrificed ( lJl ) the Jen-Fang ... 1 is a combination quite 
incompatible with the normal use of this character, In the 
.. Chun ku Catalogue appears the inscription from which ins. l.Z.Ji 
was copied: ins. ~ (2. 2/86a) J the first line was complete-
ly transposed, the first three characters of line 2 were omitted 
and in their place the original character W appears followed 
by a badly drawn ~ (?), while the remainder of ins. 189 9 
completes the text. ~hus the second line becomes a meaningless 
combination of '~ 1 ien • myriad (?) • Tso-ch1 e cowries' which 
in ins. 18.9 read as ' uu The King awarded the Tso-ch 1e X 
cowries.' Variations in the character structures a.nd shaJf:s 
are interesting; ~ becomes~ (i.e. modern ~- ) ; A' 
16. It is confirmed as a place-name in the recently excavated 
bronze inscription, 127.1, discussed in the next Section; in tb.e 
oracle bones it usually appears with the sense of a sacrifice. 
becomes ~\_; 19\becomes t=~l ; examples such as these 
illustrate well the limitation of the forger's knowledge of 
archaic script., Although he had some idea of the subject it 
is obvious that he was unaware of the errors noted above, 
!-particularly in the cases of the two X... elements. His in-
terpretation of~ as ~- is, of course, based on Wu Shih-
fen1 s modern character rendering. That he had compiled a 
meaningless sentence in line 2 probabl1 escaped his attention 
altogether, although it must be considered possible that he 
may have intentionally allowed it to appear 1difficult' to 
interpret - thus presenting a greater aroma of authenticity. 
Ins. itL.5. illustrates a muddling of phrases of a particu-
larly blatant kind - the date reads, 'In the King•s second 
' 
month, the third quarter, the first quarter, the day being 
wu-wu •• " 1 ; as Shang Ch 1 eng-tso correctly points out (p. 25'0), 
two month-quarters cannot be employed in this way. The inscrip-
tion is copied, for the most part, from one of the Wu Wei texts 
(ins.~), but sentences from other sources are also incor-
porated., The forger was careful to copy the combined ~ 
( rlj t ~ ) as separate characters and to alter the name of 
the investee, the text of the King's command, and the list of 
benefices., With the exception of the month-quarter error, the 
text reads smoothly, and from the point of view of the context 
manifests little other definite evidence of fraudulence. Slight 
cases of inconstancy and several erratically written characters 
may be observed. 
Ins. 219 21 is a similar case of careless compilation; 
the characters read: 
1. Shih-X-Fu entered 
2. the Ting Ancestral Temple. Commanded, 
commanded the Son of Heaven 
3. illustrious • extol • made (this) precious 
4. K1uang-vessel, to be employed in 
sacrifice. May (he for) 
5. a myriad years forever value (it). 
The forger was, no doubt, a Chinese, yet he succeeded ad-
mirably in composing a text that cannot make sense even in this 
highly flexible language. 
Other inscriptions classed as fakes by Shang are incorpor-
ated in Table 6 later. As far as it is possible to judge from 
his article, most of the spurious texts reproduced are ones 
engraved later 1n the vessels concerned, thus personal inspec-
tion of the text area would possibly result in recognition of 
the fraud without recourse to other evidence. What forgers 
will achieve in the engraving in metal will appear also 1n texts 
they cast with the vessels. A cast inscription is, contrary to 
the opinions of Ch 1en Chieh-ch'i and others, a much easier 
undertaking 1f the fact of fraudulence is to be hidden, than is 
the case of engraved texts. In the first place, the medium of 
'writing' is less difficult to handle - the model being con-
structed from wax or clay is not only easier to engrave but 
also errors that may occur can be corrected before the mould 
is made. Secondly, once the vessel is cast, aging of the sur-
face by artificial means, and the later polishing with wax, 
covers many minor defects that might otherwise cause suspicion. 
Engraved texts are rarely found amongst vessels 'discov-
ered 1 since the closing decades of the 19th century - this is 
probably due to Ch 1 en Chieh-ch 1 i's efforts in publicising the 
characteristics of this aspect of forgery. As no further 
attempts were made to deal with forgery until the late 1920 1s, 
fakers continued their activities with greater care and pro-
duced mainly cast texts. They certainly cast faked inscribed 
vessels throughout the Ch'ing period, numbers of which found 
~ 17. 
their way into Juan xuan1 s famous catalogue. Jung Keng considers 
17. Juan i~ has, however, recorded that engraved inscriptions 
were current in contemporary collections; he himself possessed 
a bell (Chi ku Catalogue, 3/19a-b) whose text was engraved after 
casting; he did not, of course doubt such inscriptions, and in 
his commentary following the text of this hell exhibits current 
attitudes: 1 In his commentary on the K'r{ i;ung chi (section of 
the Chou lr) Cheng states: 11 the inscrip on was engraved." In 
his annOtaion of this Chia states: "the engraving (of the in ... 
scription) rightly refers to the engraving of the vessel-model; 
not on to the vessel (after it is casted).11 However, although 
an examination of the inscriptions on ancient vessels shows that 
cast inscriptions are certainly numerous, nevertheless there 
are occasionally cases of engraved texts. The archaic script on 
this bell was engraved after the casting was completed.• 
It is our opinion that a comparatively large number of the 
inscriptions reproduced in his catalogue were engraved texts; 
those that are obviously copies of Sung Catalogue inscriptions 
often create this impression. 
3~12 
5'+ of the inscriptions listed to be spurious amongst which 20 
are copies of Sung Catalogue inscriptions. i'wo of the latter 
are of special interest: ins. S.2..J. (Chi ku Catalogue, 5/7a) 
which appears within a 1Ya 1 symbol with the characters reversed 
mirror-fashion; the characters P~ and ~ are written errati-
cally. Ins. Sl20 81 - a fourth copy (see p ) wnich is barely 
recognisable because of the extremely badly written characters, 
' (Chi ku Catalogue ~/41~~ 
necessary here regarding 
A few comments are particUlarly 
Juan ~uan•s ability to deal with 
archaeological documents, and his notes on ins. S.l20,l, show 
quite convincingly that his knowledge of the physical aspect 
of the documents has been exceedingly over-rated. The Yi Hai 
Ting, as he calls it, although containing so roughly executed 
a text, is obviously a copy of the Tsin Chiang 'ring as may be 
ascertained after a few seconds' comparison; he suggests, 
however, that the script may be a form of 1 grass' character, 
and he merely notes a few transcribahle character.; in lines, 1, 
8, and 9, (which instantly show that it is a copy of ins. S.l20 11J). 
Even at that time it would be expected that an expert of Juan 
It Yuan's standing and experience would have, at least, recognised 
this inscription; however, it is perhaps not so remarkable a 
matter when we observe three archaic style inscriptions origi-
nally manufactured in Sung times with Sung period contents, re-
garded by this authority as Chou period artifacts (Chi ku Cata-
logue, pp. 5/~b, 7/l~b, 7/l5a)l It seems surprising that only 
a mere 5'0 or so forgeries have so far bean found in his cata;. 
logue. The number of forgeries that received not only his 
acceptance, but also were accepted by various private collector.s 
who sent him rubbings of their inscribed pieces, must have been 
considerableq There was no archaeological excavation undertaken 
and if we assume that accidental discoveries of archaic vessels 
and grave-robbery were in progress, we must also assume that 
the proportion of inscribed objects to uninscribed could hardly 
have bean greater than that obtaining in the extensive controlled 
excavations of the last 4-5' years. On the basis of such a 
comparison it would be remarkable if more than a score or two 
inscribed vessels were discovered containing inscriptions of 
notable length in the late 18th centuryo Jung Keng 1s criteria 
have succeeded in weeding out the most obvious cases - the job 
is still incomplete. 
In a catalogue of bronzes belonging to Co T. Loo and Com-
pany entitled Bronzes Antiqqes de la Chine is reproduced a 
remarkable bell with a long inscription of 26o characters~ Kuo 
Mo-jo quotes the catalogue in his Lhmg cj:lou chin wen tz•u ta 
~ (1932 modern character edition), and also in his T1u lu 
Catalogue, but does not incorporate this inscription. No auth-
ority has attempted a study of it, although its contents are 
certainly of immense importance if a genuine article; no one 
has apparently accepted it or condemned it. Complete silence 
such as this is surely suggestive of doubt, for no scholar would 
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J?la.tell• Rubbing of ins: 260,1 (v.b). 
place aside so long and valuable a text if he felt it were 
genuine. We assume therefore that the inscription is either 
suspect or classed in the mid& of recent scholars as a fake. 
We possess a rubbing of an identical bell with the same in-
scription, but with slight alterations in cases of a few 
lh .::i-t 
characters: the ancestor's name in the Loo bell is 11PK 3 
~~ ; in the rubbing it is ,f~ ,~, \f (line 2); \l'i is 
written as r(ID and as ~ ; 1:\S as l';f and as l'J ; ~ 
(?) as ~)' and as ~:iJ1 ; other examples may be discovered 
upon closer inspection of character variations from one vessel 
to the other. In both inscriptions are examples of characters 
reversed mirror-fashion: ~ tl (line 1); J/!'f (line l); one 
is written upside down: I~ (line 11). Seal forms such as 
~ ( ~ ) ; ~~ ( '*(£ ) ; 3t ( ~ ) ; ~ ( /i ) 9 
etc., abound together with characters copied from the San Shih 
P'an and other sources. Meaningless groups of characters appear 
of which the most obvious examples are located in lines 9 and 
10; slight cases of inconstancy and erratically written char-
acters are also evidento The two bells were, no doubt, pro-
duced by the same forgers who evidently altered one or two 
sections of the text on the second vessel model in order to 
give the impression that they were made by two different people. 
The bells themselves, however, give the show away: 12 bosses 
are constructed on each section of the tone chamber, a feature 
contrary to all known examples. The rule is that groups of 
9 bosses only appear on bells. 
Forgery of Shang and Chou period documents is not limited 
to bronze inscriptions; oracle bone texts have been produced in 
immense quantities by the simple process of engraving pseudo-
Bhang texts on genuine blank bone. Several illustrations of 
the earliest fakes (collected between 1900 and 1910) appear in 
articles by L. c. Hopkins in the J.R.A.S. volumes referred to a 
raw pages back (e.g., Plates II band V b, J.R.A.S., 1911; Plate 
III, J.R.A.S., 1912,opp. p. 102?), which are easily determined 
upon inspection of physical characteristics of the character 
stroke grooves even in the reproduced photographs. We refer to 
these illustrations for they show clearly the broken edges along 
each side of the stroke grooves which are the natural result of 
carving the brittle ancient bone; there can be little doubt 
when one peruses the Qou1igg-Chalfant Collection of In§cribe4 
Oragle Bone that Chalfant was indeed duped on a relatively large 
scale - he wrote in 1910: 
1My good wife and certain colleagues 
guy me about the business, and mockingly 
declare that there is a bone-factory in 
Weihsien city! I smile a grim· smile, 
and am unmoved by this raillery.t (as 
quoted by w. Po Yetts in his Introd.uction (p. XIX) to Hopkins' The S1K Sgripts). 
The truth of the jest is borne out not only by the materials 
themselves, but also by the reliable account of one such factory 
in the same city recorded earlier (p. ~g,). A careful study of 
PJ,ate p, Rubbing of' p'$uedo-Shang il:lscribed antler, 
Inscription composed of a haphazard select-
ion of sentenc.es and phrases in ins. T.285,1 
(portion only inscription above). 
spurious inscribed bones in collections assembled at this time 
would result in valuable knowledge of the art of forgery which 
might profitably be applied in weeding out fakes from the vast 
array of unattested Shang documents reproduced in numerous ca~-
II loguas since the publication of the T'tiP. YU11 t•san, lg.tei~,fh~i!!l¥. 
The student in this field has a comparatively easy task for be 
can consult many thousands of thoroughly attested documents; 
not all cases of fraudulence will be found readily determinable, 
however, for fakers often copy genuine texts in whole and if 
carefully engraved the deception may not be discovered without 
access to the actual bones. Some oracle bone texts are 
instantly assessable as fakes; in our collection are two un-
published rubbings that illustrate the minimum standard attained 
by forgers in this field. One is taken from a large 1mammotb 1 
bone covered with hundreds of characters, many of which are 
correct Shang forms but few of the 1 sentences 1 result in mean-
ing; the other is taken from an antler covered with many scores 
of beautifully executed Shang-like characters which, however, 
are discovered on close inspection to be excerpts copied con-
fusedly from the Ta y'J. Ting inscription! H. G. Creel has well 
summarised the situation of the reliability of oracle bone texts 
in the first decades following their discovery: 
1The carving of forged inscriptions on oracle 
bones undoubtedly began very early. One 
often hears it said that •They were bought 
4\ These inscriptions have not previously been studied 
and only one has been published. Several scholars to 
whom we showed photographs of the rubbings readily 
stated that the documents could not be genuine. Dis-
crepancies in the text such as illustrated in Fig. 27 
following formed the basis of their opinions. 
very early before they began making fakes." 
But a little consideration or the circumstances 
will show the absurdity or this. In the first 
place, the subsequent excavation of the National 
Research Institute have shown that about ninety 
per cent or the pieces or genuine ancient divina-
tion bone found have no characters. These then 
provide the forger with unlimited ancient raw 
material on which to work. And in the early 
years there was a good demand at very high prices, 
with a small supply, since large scale digging 
for them had not yet f'looded the market. Add to 
that the fact that since nobody could read the 
inscriptions, nobody could very well be sure 
what was genuine and what was not, and one 
has a faker's paradise.' (Stu4ies 1n Early 
Ch1qese Culture, pp. 2-3). . 
The same impression must result when the circumstances aceom-
panying the 1discoveries 1 of inscribed bronzes in Sung, early 
Ch 1 1ng 1 and late Ch 1 ing times, are carefully considered; there 
is essentially only one aspect that differs - in no period, 
until very recent times, were the 'discoveries' accompanied or 
followed by archaeological excavationo Until the 1920 1s at 
least, bronze forgers have lived in a veritable 1faker*s para-
dise 1 • 
In the Naito Collection or rubbings appears a series or 
pottery fragments containing particularly well executed .Western 
Chou style inscriptions; each rubbing is stamped with the seal 
of Ch 1en Chieh-ch*i 1 and presumably the originals were once his 
property. The whole group of 29 inscribed fragments are 
spurious but present, nevertheless, valuable information on the 
~ 
practice of forgery. They are obviously the products or one 
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'fil'lll' exhibiting as they do a certain identity of writing and 
execution of the scripto Amongst the various fragments, however, 
several identical characters differ markedly in shapes and 
structures; the selection of variations opposite illustrates a 
feature commonly found amongst lists of identical characters 
taken from the general corpus of bronze inscriptions. It. is 
closely related to the concept of constancy of structures and 
the •criterion' ot erratically written characters - the same 
character in different inscriptions should be written on the 
same structural principles4 Where the structure deviates, in-
constancy and (as a consequence) erratically written charac~ 
tars result. In the next Section this matter is discussed in 
some detail tor attested inscriptions suggest strongly that 
constancy should prevail even throughout separate documents4 
Forgery of the archaic script is thus not limited to the 
inscribing of bronzes, and appears in document-types of various 
kinds; the same suspect features are evident no matter whether 
the inscriptiotl is engraved or cast, or whether it is execut.ed 
in clay, metal, or bone. The quality of the spurious texts 
varies considerably both in the script and in the composition. 
The forger may be extremely clever and produce inscribed vessels 
whose inscriptions will pass the scrutiny of the best. experts, 
or he may not take the least interest in hiding his ignorance 
and manufacture inscriptions whose fraudulence is immediately 
Fig. 28. Examples of some of the poorest efforts of 
forgers. Compare )0.17 with T.~ ; ~ 
and .i..2J. are neither archaic nor Chinese ; 
Jung Keng quite correctly classes T.4.12 as , 
a fake, Neither ~ nor 18.17 have been 
t ied by Chinese-scholafS but are reproduced 
' positor1es • 
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evident. Between these two extremes various grades of achieve-
ment may be noted. Examples of the worst efforts in forgers 1 
products are illustrated opposite - some of the inscriptions are 
neither archaic nor Chinese! Ins. 27.11, referred to on p. ix 
of the Introduction, is a copy of approximately one quarter,~f 
ins. T.l0~.3 (v.b.) with the first 3-~ characters in each of 
the five lines copied omitted; the inscription is a cast text 
and appears perfectly 1normal 1 in this respect. The mode of 
compilation in this case is in much the same class as that of 
other spurious examples wherein the forger has not been es-
pecially interested in the 1correct' composition of his text. 
In the following Table, 38 inscriptions accepted as fakes 
by various eminent scholars (two only are merely suspected) are 
analysed for suspect features. Other than a considerable 
number of spurious copies of earlier existing inscriptions 
determined as fakes by Wang Kuo-wei and Jung Keng, the inscrip-
tions comprising this Table are, as far as we are aware, the 
only forgeries accepted by previous scholars which are not 
copies of earlier known texts. There are cases of several very 
short inscriptions which are omitted because they exhibit only 
one or two suspect items; altogether, Chinese and Western 
scholars have been able to find fewer than 50 inscriptions 
(original compilations as opposed to copies) which they consider 
to be spurious. The limitation of their research, based upon 
an opinion that forgers copy rather than create, is fully 
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illustrated by sosmall a number of eases; the majority of the 
inscriptions so determined contain fewer than a score of 
characters. 
A second Table (No. 6(b)) contains a selection of examples 
of spurious copies which exhibit further suspect features over 
and above those in the originals and also examples of improve-
ments that occur in some faked copies. Generally, however, 
spurious copies tend to reflect the same features of the 
original inscriptions~ 
Upon comparison with the Tables of Analyses in the two 
preceding Sections a consistency of 'forgery-error' will be 
observed throughout the three groups of inscriptions - each 
assembled upon a different basis of determination of fraudulence. 
It remains now to examine the nature of fully attested documents 
to discover the value of the features so far analysed as possible 
criteria of forgery. We must repeat, however, that the items 
discussed from Section Three to the present will require fur-
ther consideration as new materials become available, and that 
the features called 1suspect 1 are not yet justifiably to be 
termed criteria of forgery. 
TABLE No 9 6a 
(a) Analysis of Accented Fgrgeti~g. 
(b) Aqal&sis of Spur;j,ous Copies~ 
The original inscriptions ( e. 
those a:re :not faked copies 
existing texts) cleteru:ined as 
is ; tht:: Table comprises 
the examples vxe have beeJ:l able to 
and is cons augmented by the 
pottery inscr l.Vhieh have not e-
viously been It will be obser-
ved that fetf cases inconstancy appear 
ar:1ongst the group - the feature has nevt::r 
~ause~ pr:evious s s to question the 
J~:lscr lptlons" 
conies of 
have been found 
numbers by recent 
econd s(~;ction of the 
n selectio~ ?f e~amples 
\,Ihlen a I r~-\-t are 
by others,.. The 
have: been 
in-
as they 
are unsuitabl'" to illustrate more 
one or suspect features (they are in-
clud the Jv!ajor Table). It 
not~1 faked cop~es S?m:times 
"tS :~.mprovements on cne or:tglnals, e. g. 
S.ll0.2 S,lOlt.l; generally, ho\vever, 
forgers tend to incorporate more more 
of the we suspect as they pro-
duce grt::ater nurnbers nf copies o The 
group {T..§Q .... l) vessel-lid sets ex-
hibits an intc::r~0st dt?Vt3lopment r.:; 
1'0 8 1 ' ) ) \.Lo 0, {Voao, 
criptions the 
second set, e lid-text of this 
became the prototype of e ird seto. 
l. 
2. 
.3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10. 
n. 
12. 
1.3. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2.3. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
ZJ. 
28. 
29. 
.30. 
.31. 
.32. 
.3.3. 
.34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
5.38.1 
260.1 
1.31.2 
'1'.112.1 
110 • .3 
T. 7S.1 
{;ff.5 
67 • .3 
5.3.4 
49.4 
T. 45.1 
:r. 37.8 
29.8 
P. 28.8 
27.11 
p. 21.24 
19.9 
19.8 
18.16 
:u. 18.1 
1". 17.10 
17.8 
P. 16.14 
p. 15.10 
T. 15.8 
l'. 14.22 
To 14.16 
T. 12.25 
T. 12o24 
12.17 
T. n.6 
llo5 
lO.ll 
10.5 
T. 7.22 
T. 7.21 
'f. 7.20 
T, 6,12 
(v.a) 
TA!»Ji NO. 60>-) 
blysis of_ -4catPkd Forgeries 
• B • • E • • • • 
~::~~::! 
• b • • B • • • • 
• B • • E • ••• 
a ••• E-o••• 
• b •• E.Go• 
o • • • • F • • • 
•••• EFG •• 
• b • D B • • • • 
• • • • B • • • • 
• • • • E • • • • 
• • • • E • • • • 
. . . . ~ . . . . 
• • • • B • G • • 
• o • • E • • • • 
• • • • E • • • • 
• b • • E ••• • 
• • • • E F G • • 
• • • • E • • • I 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • E • • • • 
a • • • • • . • • 
• • o • E • • • • 
• • • • E F G • • 
• • • • B • • • • 
• • o • E • • • • 
• • • • ~ • G • • 
• • • • E-. • • • 
• • • • B • G • • 
o • • o E • G • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • E • • • • 
.h •• BF. •• 
• • • • E • • • • 
• • • • l! F G • • 
• • • • E • G • • 
• • • • • F G • • 
J • L .M •• • 
J K L M • • • 
• K • ~. 0 • ilf-• • !?f • •• 
• • • • • • • 
• K • M • • • 
.K.M.o. 
( obaoUl"e text) 
J K • • • • • 
JK.MNO. 
• • • M • • • 
• K • M • • • 
• • • • • • • 
JK 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
N • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • 
• • J/1.. • • • • 
• K • • • • • 
•• • M • 0 • 
.K.M,O. 
J '~· ••• p 
• K • • N •• 
J K • M ••• 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• o • M • 
• K • M • 
J K • M • 
J K • • N 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • 
JK.MN •• 
J K • • • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
•••• 
• N • • 
• • • • • • • 
••••••• 
. . . . . .. . 
• • • • • • • • • 
.. ..... . • • 
• • Sl • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • 83_ • ••••• 
• • • •• • • • • • 
•• Sl, -.3 • •• -· • 
• •••••••• 
• • Sl·. • • • • • 
• • Sl. • ••••• 
• • • •••••• 
• • • • • • • • • 
•• Sl • ••• 0 • 
•• m . •..•• 
• • • • ••••• 
• • • • ••• 113 .• 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • S2 •• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • •• u •• • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
. .... -.. 
...... ,.,. 
• • • • • • • • • Q • • • • • ••• 
• •••••••• 
....... -·· 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
0 ••• • • • u •• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 4 • • • 
'l'&.flll No.6 (b) 
fpe'lysil\! of Sp!.!1'i9US CR¢es 
1. S~JiQ.l (v,a) Ab • J) • F • • • ;t*'i". If. • • Q • • • • • • • • 8.120.1 (v.b) l!.b • DE F , • • ~K"'. M*. • • ~: • • u • • • X •s.120.1 (v.d) I!.B .D:iFG • I JI"K • M"f'-. • • • • u • • • X 
2. s.;u~.2 (v.a) a B • , E F G • • JKL • M • • • • m.. • • • • • s-.3~1.6 (v,b~ • b • • • FG • • JKL • N • • • .SJ..u. • • X 
.S.ll0.2 ( v.e • • • .'IFG • • JKL • N • • • • SJ.. u • • • X 
3. S,1Q4.1 (v,a) 1!. • CD 1!1 • • • • • • • M • • • • • SJ.. • • • • • 8,104.1 (v,b~ 1!. • • D E. • • • • • • • M • • • • • Sl. u • • • X 8.104.1 (v.c 1!. • • D • • • • • • • • M • • • • • S1, U • • • X 
4. s.:J.Qg.~ (v.a) • b • D E: • • • • • • • • N • • • • 8,3, • • • • • 
'l' .l(il1.2 (v.b~ • b • DE • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8,3, u • • • • T,1011 2 (v.c • B ,DE.G • • • • • • N • • • • S.3. U • • • • 'f.~ (v.d) • B ,DEFG, • • • • • N ,p ..s,.u. • • • 
s. '1'. 84.1 (v.a~ A • • DE • • • • JK • M • • • Q • 8.3 • • • • • • 
•T. 84.1 (v.b .6. • CD B • • • • JKLM, • p Q • S3. u • • • I T. 84.1 (v.c .... .DE, • • • JKLM. • p • • S3. u • • • I 
6. T. se.1 (v.a~ • ,CDEF, • • • • • M N • • • • Sl. • • • • • 
'f. 80.1 f1.a • ,CDEF. • • • • • M • • • • • Sl. • • • • • T, SC,l v.b • • 6. D l!l F • • • • • • MN • • • • S1, • • • • • T, 80.1 f1·b~ • • CD E F • • • • K • M N • • • • Sl. • • • • • T, 80,1 1.e • • CDEF • • • • K • M • 0 • • • S1. • • • • • 
SEQTION SIX. 
Fu1ly Attested Brgpze tnsgrigtions. 
From the point of view of the survey generally -
the extent and nature of forgery amongst Western Chou 
style inscriptions - there is little to remark upon in the 
present Section, The fully attested and acceptably attested 
inscriptions exhibit practically none of the suspect features 
tabulated and discussed in the preceding pages. They offer 
thus negative evidence, which in the circumstances, may be 
accepted as a highly significant control. In some respects 
the conclusions arrived at in this paper may seem to be 
based to too large an extent on negative evidence which in 
itself may often justifiably be regarded as 1no evidence' at 
all; it should be clear to the reader, however, that although 
observations of a negative kind permeate the study, their 
validity is always supported by ~ither (a) statistical fact 
or (b) the characteristics of indubitably authentic material 
as contrasted with those of unattested material. Inconstancy, 
.for instance, is unknown in authentic Shang and Chou period 
writing - fully attested documents prove this fact in nearly 
every individual inscription. The very numbers available 
are sufficient to present evidence that can only be inter-
preted positively- inconstancy is a feature alien to archaic 
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writing as it was practised in a variety of document types 
over a period of a millennium. Where it occurs in the gener-
al body of inscriptions it must be characteristic of a later 
period. On the basis of such reasoning and our general ex-
perience in the study of the archaic inscriptions, we have 
asserted that inconstancy is definite proof of forgery. As 
to the suspect features analysed in the preceding Sections, 
however, we make no such definite assertion, for the controls 
available are still meagre although we believe them to be 
significant. The aim is primarily to tabulate these features 
for later assessment as to their validity as criteria of 
forgery. Amongst the inscriptions in the present Section 
suspect items R ( 1 revievt merits• phrase) and S (month quarter) 
appear; as far as the archaic script is concerned items F 
(mirror-reversed characters) and G (incompletely written char-
acters) are found in a few short bronze texts. The signifi-
cance of each i tern will be discussed in its appropriate place. 
As the inscriptions are all genuine documents it is 
necessary to examine them in much the same way as the accepted 
forgeries were treated in the last Section- the study, there-
fore, will be that of a somewhat detailed investigation of 
the nature of the attested inscriptions: what general features 
do they exhibit, what was the actual nature of the archaic 
script 1 how did the ancients express themselves, what matters 
3() 3 
are related in the documents? In considering such charac-
teristics \ve take the opportunity of progressing 1 in a ten-
tative manner, a step further and attempt to assess the import 
of the inscriptions as historical sources. Obviously there 
is little justification to examine doubtful or spurious texts 
from this aspect. It will be observed, no doubt, that our 
attitude towards the present group of inscriptions differs 
considerably from that in the earlier Sections. For various 
reasons we have regarded the unattested materials with con-
siderable suspicion and have not permittecl. them to influence 
our interpretation of what should be characteristic of a 
genuine document. The discipline has resulted in the dis-
covery of the principle of constancy and a number of other 
items that may be of similar significance; it must, we believe, 
continue to guide research in this field, and it would be 
most unwise to relax our attitude and approach even in 
respect to the authentic documents when examining them for 
1 
an historical purpose. • Thus precedence is given them from 
whatever aspect they may be studied. 
Text-types that may be parallelled with the attested 
inscriptions are sought in a few cases amongst the lli<attested 
body, but such comparison that is made may not be considered 
1. Even as far as translation is concerned, the literal style 
employed earlier is applied here. There is a marked difference, 
however 1 in the impression gained bf the translator; the text-types 1 1·or the most part, have litt e in common with the 
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reliable proof of the authenticity of the unattested documents; 
it merely suggests the strong possibility that they are 
authentic or failing this, that they are copies of, or com-
pilations based on, genuine inscriptionso Should such texts 
be employed in historical research, it should be made fully 
evident that they are unattested sources. 
1. ins.~ The X Y,!. 
1. When the Duke • • • • ( •ver b?) in T sung Chou, 
2. X followed the Duke •••• (:verb) •••• -Lo 
3o at z. (The Duke) awarded X co~;ries. 
Therefore (X) 
4. made for Fu-Yi (this) precious and honoured 
Yi-vessel. 
This is the longest text amongst a number of inscribed 
bronze artifacts excavated under scientific conditions at 
'"'' 2 ~---tJ' "  Q Hstin Hsien in 1936; illustrations of the inscriptions are \,,, 
appended opposite. Four characters are not understood, but 
their function in the text is readily ascertainable: .the 
third character in line 1 is a verb and although there is a 
1. unattested bronze documents, the vocabulary is no longer 
of the restricted kind with which he has had to work, the texts 
read smoothly and any barriers met in translation are due to 
ignorance of the meanings of certain characters, not to the 
literary style of the text. 
2. For full account see T'ien ye k 1ao ku pao kag, 1936. 
slight possibility that it may be a proper name (co:f., ins •. 
~~ 11:. W.. , which some commentators regard as a title-
n 
name combination), we concur with Yang Shu-ta (Chi wei sh~, 
p. 167) that it can hardly be so interpreted. Characters ~ 
and 5 in line 2 are similarly entirely new archaic graphs; 
the first is without doubt a verb, in fact the two characters 
may :form a compound verb. 1Lo 1 is a geographical name while 
the second character of line 3 is almost certainly another 
~ 
geographical name (Yang suggests it is modern '& , Po 163, 
but does not regard it as a place-name; he also suggests 
~ /;<... /;z_. ~~ to be a loan for ~.T 1arrive 1 , but .in view of the 
numerous examples of the usage of both characters in the in-
scriptions, this cannot be taken seriously). When later ex-
' cavated inscriptions with the above characters appear, it will 
be possible to discover, with reasonable luck, the meaning 
o:f this sentence. From our knowledge of the inscriptions 
generally we would expect one of the following meanings to 
result, or something similar: 
(a) X followed the Duke in •••• •••• -ing the Lo 
(river?) at z. 
(b) X followed the Duke in QOOQ -ing the Y (and) 
Lo (districts?) in z. 
Reference to the omission of the element f in the 
second occurrence of the investee 1 s name has already been 
made (p. 
avoiding a 
(modern ~ 
Yang transcribes ~ thus cautiously 
~ definite statement as to whether the element / 
) is present or not - it is just discernable in 
one of the reproduced rubbings in our collection. The cowry 
element in 1 precious 1 appears with only one inner stroke as 
contrasted with two in the character I~ , line 4; there is 
a faint suggestion of a second stroke in the two different 
rubbings consulted, but because of the uncertainty all similar 
cases noted in the unattested inscriptions {where the 1 cowrie 1 
element and the 1 cowrie 1 character only exhibit this minor 
feature of inconstancy) are denoted by the code letter 1b 1 • 
We tentatively regard it as a minor exception of the same 
type and insignificance as the few rare cases observed in the 
Shang oracle bone texts (see P• l~,2). 
Ins. ~ confirms the authenticity of the following 
inscription text-types: ~' 31&1 1 ~' 24.12, T.23.19, 
T.23.2, Z!&Z, ~, 20.12, ?0.10, T.20.4, 20,2 1 ~' 
T.~; they are not necessarily all genuine inscriptions but 
each is strongly reminiscent of the attested example. As 
an historical source, ins. ~ cor~irms the place-name 
Tsung Chou; the nature of the 1 feudal 1 relationship-
service and award; the employment of cowries as articles of 
benefice; the title of Duke; the dedication of the record 
and vessel in which it is inscribed to a deceased forbear. 

When the nature of the service is deciphered the docttment 
3. 
may obtain greater historical .value. 
2. ins. 127.1 The Y1 Hou Nieh Y~, 
1. In the fourth month, the day being ting-
wei 1 •••• Wu Wang. 
2. Ch 1eng Wang attacked the Shang frontiers 
and then inspected the Eastern States 1 
frontiers. 
3. The King (i.e. Ch'eng Wang) stood (i.e. took 
his position in readiness for the ceremony) 
in the Ancestral Temple (?) of Yi 1 facing 
the south. The King eommar.ded 
4-. the Harquis of Chi ien, Nieh 1 saying: ''Be 
Narquis of Yi.'* A.1>rarded (Nieh) •••• 
<=p1ace-name?) 
3. It well to note even the most trivial details when re-
vie~Ting the attested inscriptions 1 and each item must be care-fully considered in relation to s~ilar items in the unattes-
ted textso Only thus. shall we be able to discover amongst 
them possibly authentic docttments that may be relatively free-
ly used for historical research. As greater numbers of · 
attested inscriptions become available it is to be expected 
that the practice of working from 1 the known to the unknown 1 
will become a major line of research supplementing current 
studies of the newly excavated inscriptions. IIl this Section 
it is not possible to present 1 etailed illustration of this 
method of research in individual cases; in later papers 
stud s of each of the inscriptions no~ed in the following 
pages will be dealt with in considerable detail with the major 
aim of determining what unattested inscription$ may be genuine 
or possibly trustworthy materials upon comparison with the 
authentic examples. 

5. aromatic spirits - one flask; Shang boiler -
one item; red (?) bow - one; (red) arrows -
one hundred; 
6. black bows - ten; black arrows - one thousand. 
Awarded (Nieh), land, chuan-areas-
7. two hundred; •••• , (quantity) - one hundred 
and twenty; ••• , , towns - thirty-
8. five; • , •• , one hundred and (forty?) 
Awarded (Nieh), (resident) in Yi, 
9 •. Royal (clans)-men - seventeen surnames, 
Awarded (Nieh) Cheng(?) •••• knights ('?), 
10. 0 Cl' 0 0 ('?) hundred and fifty 
persons. Awarded (Nieh) Yi serfs 
11. six hundred and sixteen persons. The Marquis 
of Yi, Nieh, extolled 
12. the King's grace and made (for his deceased 
father) Ch 1 ien Kung (i.e. Duke of Ch 1 ien; 
with the sacrificial name of ) Fu-Ting 
(this) honoured Yi-vessel. 
In June 1954, a four-handled Kuei-vessel containing the 
above inscription, together with a number of other bronzes, 
was found by a peasant under a few inches of soil on the 
southern slopes of Yen-tun-shan, Tan-t•u Hsien, Chiang;.;·tt • 
~ l';c,._ 
The vessels (12 in all) passed into official hands within a 
short time, and a full account of the matter appears in a 
recent issue of the Wen wu. ts 1an k 1ao tz•u liao (1955, 5'/58). 
Ch'en Meng-chia and Ch 1 en Pang-fu each working independently 
forwarded transcriptions and commentaries of the inscription 
to the above journal which were published together in the 
same number (pp. 63-69); Ch 1 en Meng-chia incorporated the in-
scription in the first of his articles on 1The Chronology of 
Western Chou Bronzes• in the K1ao ku hs~eh pao, no. 9 of the 
same year (1955') with several modificatior~ on his earlier 
transcription. In Number 11 of this bulletin (1956) Kuo Mo-jo 
further transcribes and comments on the inscription. Our 
rendering above takes into account the preceding studies. 
The day-date is not clear, Ch 1 en Pang-fu has ting-tzu, 
the others ting-•vei; 
always render the l:">L 
for want of a better alternative we 
phrase as, 1the day being 
the exact meaning 
4. 
determined. 
of the phrase has not yet been adequately 
Following the date are hro completely obscured 
characters which, if cleared, would be of considerable im-
portance in interpreting the ensuing context; Kuo suggests 
they should be I. ~ 1 the King inspected 1 and continues 
4. It appears in the Tso Chuan, Ch•ao 9th year and is trans-
lated by Legge as: '1 If the day be Tsze-maou ••••"' (p. 626); 
commentaries discuss the significance of the date, accepting 
the characters K< * as being equivalent to 1ft or 8 , 
but say nothing directly about this term. It is to be found 
in in~~~tions recorded from Sung times to the present· in 
the m;!J'~''~:~t: <:>f cases it appears in Western Chou style in-
scriptions. 
sense as: 
of the temple d ing scenns the of the Kings 1tlu 
and Ch' eng on Shang thetr inspection of Eastern 
5. ~t t --!-, ~ th ~;; a es. ,,nJ.s 1 . e mentiont~d in the inscription would 
a mor~; suitable interpretation. 
stops sense at the end of 1 1 and suggests the tw·o 
obscured characters to be the name of a sacrificial cerE,rnony; 
Ch 1 eng liang becomes the living King mentioned only as 
1 in lines 3 and 12. fo11ovJ Ch ten Is punctuation here 
and also· agree his interpretation of ~~~ as ~1\5 ;. this 
ts not, of course, loan usage but simply a case the archaic 
graph ~ being equi,Ialent in Chou times to modern -@f 
6. 
and possessing then the roeEtning of 1frontier 1 • ic/hether 
'). The character ;(~ (somet in,~orret1tly transcribea as {13 , sea Kuo i<lo-jo, Yin chou 1 L'1F t 1u ch 1 i mi.nr lven ven 
chiu, pp. 21-2) seems to require t e translation of 'military 
inspection 1 in the sense of a tour of inspection vri th a con-
stderable body of troops with the aim of causing recalcitrants 
to confirm tqeir allegiance. It may possess a meat1ing even 
closer to /I'~ with which character it oftm occUl'S in the 
same inscription. Kuo 1 s suggestion that ;~ is one of the 
obscured characters does not seem acceptable either from the 
noint of view the present crtption context or of' that 
of unattested inscriptions contatning this charactero 
6. If JE in the present cont is 1 frontier 1 , ·,border 
states 1 1 or something similar in meaning, the presence of 
encirclme element could be taken as a support for such an 
interpretation; in cases like this sound of the char-
acter as it been recorded since Han times may not be sig-
nificant" may well be a further example of the some1vhat 
this was actually the meaning when the inscription was com-
piled is not, 
acter 
( io e. 
of line 
/ j.J-. ~p /l~ 
of course, absolutely certain. The second char-
' 3 is SL 1 here equivalent to the i~ .q-
) of unattested inscriptions. Ch 1en is in-
correct in transcribing it as 
,, 
1to divine'; Ch 1en Pang-
fu is also in error in making it 1 enter 1 • Characters 5 and 7 
\.~ in this same line seem definitely to be, respectively, /r~ 
and ~ (here we follow Kuo); the fourth character of line 
4 is either l:J or <j 1 the former seems the more accept-
able; the next character is not clear. For the remainder of 
the text we follow Kuo with certain modifications which may 
be checked from the transcription appended earlier. 
The inscription is one of paramount importance; it 
records the fact that Shang was by no means vanquished by the 
time of Ch 1 eng Wang but illustrates the growing power of the 
State of Chou which, probably during this King 1 s reign or 
very soonafter, finally succeeded in subjugating the Sh~;mg 
territories. The record speaks only of an 1attack 1 against 
the Shang border-states. It records the names of other allied 
(?) territories known as the Eastern States - the latter 
probably were held by Chou in an uneasy state of submission. 
The State of Yi was apparently one of these and was invested 
in the Narquis of Ch 1 ien together with spoil and captives 
6. arbitrary measures in respect to the script effected by 
Li Ssu discussed after ins. ~ later. 
7. 
obtained from the earlier attack on Shang and also prisoners 
of Yi and of another State, Cheng. Cheng, Yi, the Eastern 
States, and Chou are all mentioned in Shang oracle bones and 
s. 
generally appear as enemy territories, thus the present in-
scription is an important link between the comparatively well 
(primary-) documented Shang period, and the somewhat unreli-
able mixture of myth and fact of \<!estern Chou which has sur-
vived the fires of Ts 1 in only to be indoctrinated with Con-
fucian lore. Ch 1en Meng-chia has correctly stated that Ch 1eng 
Wang's expeditions to the East are confirmed while the 
1Regency' of Chou Kung (the Duke of Chou) described in tra-
ditional sources does not, in the face of this new evidence, 
appear reliable (p. 66). Not only this, the practice of the 
Kings of Chou of employing what has hitherto been accepted as 
7. It is not absolutely certain that the context can be read 
in this way; the Yen-boiler is definitely called a 'Shang Yen-
boiler' but the captives are not so precisely modified. The 
term 1 in Yi 1 (line 8) may possibly require the interpretation 
of 1 to reside in Yi 1 rather than the 'resident in Yi 1 in our 
renderlng, and may thus have to do vlith the traditional record 
of the removal of the Shang people after the revolt of Wu Keng. 
The Chinese commentators are of the opinion that the captives 
were, indeed, Shangs. As the 1 attack on the Shang frontier' 
preceded the 'inspection of the Eastern States' frontiers' it 
would be expected that captives and spoils from the former 
would play a part in gifts made after the two expeditions were 
successfully concluded. This seems to be as much as one might justifiably read from the context. 
8. See !<1a Tsung-hsiang, Chia ku ti ming t 1ung chien, for 
locations of relevant examples. 
their posthumous titles (i.e. Wen Wang, Wu Wang, Ch 1 eng Wang, 
etc.) during their lifetime, is now definitely established -
the system of posthumous royal titles was instituted much 
9. later. As regards the question of posthumous titles gener-
ally, hmvever, ne~r light is cast in the last line of the in-
scription: the Marquis of Ch 1 ien refers to his deceased 
father as the Duke of Ch 1 ien and also as Fu-Ting; the first 
illustrates the custom, found even amongst small States, of 
granting the dignified rank of 1Duke 1 to deceased feudal 
princes; the second comM.nation, occurring together with the 
first, is particularly significant. Amongst the unattested 
inscriptions the title-names, Fu-Chia, Fu-Yi, Fu-Ping, etc. 
abound and invariably are interpreted as a reference to the 
investee 1 s deceased father. Although the present text does 
not precisely state the fact, Ch 1 ien-Kung-Fu-Ting can be no 
other than the 
tary nature of 
Marquis's father and predecessor. The heredi-
10. feudal appointment is thus shmm; while the 
9. This was first noted by Wang Kuo-wei on the basis of ins • 
.2'.3.a..?. 7 T.J.2 .. a.!b S.2L.J., and 8.131.1 1 and the thesis was further 
expanded to incorporate Eastern Chou cases by Kuo Mo-jo {Qhjn 
wen ts 1ung k 1ao, p. 88 ff.). Several of the inscriptions 
cited by both authorities are to be strongly doubted as gen-
uine materials; ins • .2'.3.a..?. 1 for instance, not only comes under 
this category but also lacks any mention of a King by his name 
(c.f. Karlgren 1 s remarks under B.l7 Yin and Chou p. 54)! 
The present inscription and the nexi decides conclusively the 
fact that Western Chou Kings used during their lifetimes the 
names by which they have come to be known posthumously. 
10. Kuo Mo-jo 1 s study of the inconsistencies of titles 
amongst the feudal princes of the same States both as fotmd 
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deceased forbear being recorded with both his posthumous 
title of 'Duke of Ch 1 ien 1 and his other title of Fu-Ting is 
a feature strongly suggesting that the Fu title must have a 
religious significance. Chou customs in this respect may not 
have differed greatly from those of Shang, but much research 
yet remains to be accomplished before the matter can be fully 
understood. 
The Marquis of Ch 1 ien was, no doubt, one of a number 
of feudal princes who had followed and assisted King Ch 1 eng 
in the two military expeditions mentioned; on account of his 
services in connection with these, or possibly as a sort of 
down-payment for the services commanded (line 4 is not clear 
enough for a definite transcription), the King awarded Nieh 1 
the Harquis of Ch 1 ien, a series of gifts. These ranged from 
10. amongst the inscriptions and as observed between tra-
ditional accounts and the inscriptions (Chin wen ts 'ung k'ao 
pp. 38-41) being based as it is on unattested sources will 
require, as will any other similar study based on the same 
materials, considerable reconsideration as the attested in-
scriptions increase. Although the present inscription may seem 
to offer support to Kuo 1 s thesis- the rulers of Ch 1 ien being 
referred to as Harquis and Duke in the same document - we are 
of the opinion that this is to be regarded as evidence of the 
validity of the custom. of promoting State rulers to the dig-
nity of Duke after their death, particularly as it is the 
deceased ruler only who is recorded with this rank. If this 
opinion is correct, then the deceased ruler was also a Marauis 
during his lifetime - as to the status of other rulers of " 
Ch'ien, before and after these two people, we must await the 
excavation of further documents. The inscription, furthermore, 
illustrates the early date of this custom. 
« This passage was written before vol. 12 of the ~ 
ku hs~eh ~ao arrived; the photo of the inscription area 
Shows tha the character 8 is definitely this char-
acter. Fig. 30, it should be noted, is a further re-
drawing made with reference to the photo - on the basis 
of it some minor modifications in the following dis-
cussion will be required. Further revision of this 
sort ~till be effected in a later paper; as far as we 
can judge, there will be no fundamental alteration of 
vie1vs expressed here. 
land, villages, captives, and serfs to precious objects such 
as wine, a (bronze?) vessel, and weapons. It is unfortunate 
that the actual nature of the service deserving of such a 
large array of benefices cannot be fully deciphered; the text 
reads 1 'The King commanded Nieh, Marquis of Ch 1 ien •• ,. .... 
-Marquis to (in?) Yi.r We would expect one of two possible 
statements to appear upon a more thorough examination of this 
part of the original inscription: 
(a) 
(b) 
commanded rUeh saying: "Be Marquis in Yi. 11 
commanded Nieh to •••• (:verb) 
name)- Marquis in (to?) Yi. 
Ch 1en Pang-fu favours the first and suggests that the char-
acter following 8 (which is itself not a definite trans.,. 
criptiah) may be equivalent in meaning to J.~ in the ~ 
ch;J.ng ode 300 : 
)5 );11 ~ I~ /j* 1( f 3'l_ /}~ 7_ tl, )l\ J.. IB P-<1 ~-
•And so he appointed the prince of Lu and made 
him prince in the east; he gave him mountains 
and rivers, lands and fields and attached states' 
(Karlgren, B,H.F 1E,A., 17/96L 
The parallel is striking and we tentatively accept (a) above 
which seems to be further supported by the context of line 11: 
I The Harquis of Yi, Nieh, extolled the King's grace. 1 
11. 
He is now known as the prince of the State of Yi; the record 
11. The very fact that Nieh, in the early part of the text, 
is recorded as J'.!arquis of Ch 1 ien, then in the concluding lines, 

is thus one of a feudal investiture involving the grant of 
both title and territory, and nowhere amongst the inscriptions 
recorded to date does there appear a more 
of the workings of ancient Chinese feudal 
informative example 
12. 
organisation. 
Amongst the benefices are items of particular interest: 
(a) may be parallelled with both traditional text and un-
attested bronze text examples but with one significant 
11. having received gifts of captives from the State of Yi 
wherein the investiture was held, now calls himself 1Marquis 
of Yi', is sufficient information in itself to illustrate that 
Nieh received over and above the benefices the rulership of Yi. 
It may further be interpreted that the spoils obtained after 
the defeat of this State, as well as the State itself, became 
immediately the property of the King; his granting of Yi cap-
tives to the Marquis of Ch 1 ien, whom he has also made Marquis 
of the defeated State, shows that other captives, other spoils, 
and even possibly other sections of the Yi territory were re-
served as gifts by the King for bestowal on other princes who 
had accompanied him on the expeditions. Nieh, himself, has 
received gifts from a variety of sources. These observations 
form an interesting commentary on the power of the early Chou 
monarchs and the allegiance they were able to exact from the 
vassal princes. 
12. In dealing with historical material of this kind it is 
very easy to adopt Western terminology which, in some cases, 
may not suit the institutions of the alien culture; already 
we have used the titles, King, Duke, Marquis, etc., without 
attempting either to define or support their validity. 
Whether the term 1feudalism' or the many aspects of it as 
known to Western historians may be generally employed in 
studies of Shang and Chou institutions, is not a matter to be 
discussed in these pages at any length; the Western terms 
used here should be regarded only as temporary expedients 
vrhich in a more extensive work would be fully defined. Refer-
ence should be made to Ch 1 i Ssu-ho 1 s excellent account 1A 
Comparison Between Chinese and European Feudal Institu{ionst 
(Yenchint Journal of Socia1 Studies vol. 4, no. 1, 1948) 
wherein ihe studied use of Western terminology may be noted. 
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difference, namely !:} the place-name character JI which replaces 
/. / 
the invariable )f-1:.. in the other sources; (b) is compared 
with the Shih ching 1 j~ ?- by the commentators - a very 
doubtful pairing; (c) offers, however, a most remarkable 
parallel with the Shu ching (\lien Hou Chih :!<ling): 1one red 
bow and one hundred red arrm>'s, one black bow and one hundred 
black arrows• (Karlgren, B.H.F.E.A., 22/80) and the similar 
benefices bestowed on the Harquis of Tsin (Hsi, 28th year): 
'one red bow and a hundred red arrows, a black bmv and a 
13o 
thousand black arrows' (Legge, p. 210-11). Kuo discusses at 
length the numbers pertaining 
comments on the character )ll 
sentence74" ~ 7::._ ~ )lj 
to the grants of territory and 
He quotes the Chou li • 
and considers how the land-
measure Jlj ties up with the general context of this part of 
the inscription; unfortunately, hovrever, his study is based 
on the misplacement of the broken fragment containing the 
bulk of the numbers examined as shovm in his reproduced 
rubbing - he would have been wiser to have consulted Ch 1 en 
II Heng-chia's rubbing (Plate 8) in vol. 9 of the K1ao ku hsuel). 
~ which has the fragment placed correctly. Our transcrip-
tion is based on this and our reconstruction is, we believe, 
13. It would appear that the Tso Chuan text has become slight-
ly corrupt here in mentioning only one black bo1rr in relation 
to 1000 black arrmrs. 
14. " Chin ting chou kuan yi shu, chuan 15', p. 6a. 
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a more exact one. ~ The character ..:::r is employed in line 6 
in a manner unknown in earlier available bronze literature: 
~ -
(measurement) - 200. 1 
• 
1Awarded territory, 
The two characters ~ )tj appear 
in the sense of a land~measure; in line 7 ~ \?: .=:t" e.:. is a 
similar enmnerator and is similarly follmved by a nUillber 1 35. 
~ The two other discernable cases of ~ are obviously based 
on the same word-order principle; our reconstruction here is 
both logical and possible in view of the blank or obscured 
text areas available. The recording of quantities as shown 
this inscription might 
(a) territory, $ )lJ 
200. 
be graphically expressed as: 
(in chlian measurements totalling) -
(b) towns, Ef 6 (in totals of stockades (?)) - 35'. 
Unlike the enumerating of small articles or of men the 
enumerator precedes the nUillber; Kuo 1 s contention that 
enumerators follow the numbers 
15. 
not seem to be tenable. 
this part of the text does 
15. It should be noted that the preceding discussion is based 
on reconstructed portions of the L~scription which have been 
broken and lost, while several of the remaining characters are 
not discernable. The conclusions as stated above are not idle 
speculation, but are the result of many hours' observation and 
thought. Although the reproduced rubbings consulted are not 
perfectly clear and the original is broken and incompletel . 
there remains sufficient evidence of the original state or the 
inscription to permit a reasonably reliable reconstruction of' 
the text. 
The method of comparative analysis of identical and simi-
lar sentence-types and phraseology to elucidate problems of 
3'19 
In the majority of inscriptions of two or more scores of 
characters which are concerned with accounts of the investi-
ture ceremony, the general practice is to record various 
details of the ceremony together with the names of several of 
the persons who took part in it. Ins. T.l49.l is one of the 
most complete examples of this, and in the traditional litera-
ture, too, several accounts are recorded. The present text 
dispenses with such seemingly urmecessary detail and differs 
in the relevant context considerably from all previously 
published inscriptions; the King does not 1 take his position' 
( §I jl . JL ) , but 1 stands in 1 the position he occupies for 
the ceremony - in the present case it is the Ancestral Temple 
(?) of the ex:;..ruJ.ers of Yi. The investee does, no doubt 1 
'face the.north 1 when confronting the King, but here is the 
w1ique description of the King 'facing southwards' known in 
traditional literature but lacking in any earlier known bronze 
inscription! At the conclusion of the text the investee does 
not record his making obeisance nor dwell at length on cum-
bersome 1extol 1 phraseology. He merely writes 'extolled the 
King 1 s grace'o This latter observation may not be significant 
(c.f. the 1extol' phrase in the next inscription), but the 
15. the above kind is gradually being resorted to by Chinese 
sc~olarsl· an interesting application of it may be noted in Li 
Hsueh-ch in's study of the Bamboo Tablets (lien wu ts 1a.n k 1ao 
tz 1u liao, 1/48-9, 1956). 
llj.. Several of theTa~ Ting sentences enumerating 1 serfs 1 
or tslaves 1 seem parallel in some respects to the similar 
enumerations in the pres~nt inscription. In the latest 
number of the K1 ao ky h~eh pao (vol. 121 Plate 2 after p. 94) appears a clear reproduction of a photograph of the 
text area of ins. 127.1 which assists somewhat in determin-
i~~ the nature of the partly destroyed character preaeding 
t3 in line 9. The character following 'award' is transcribed 
by the commentators as ~ !- ~~ ) which rendering we have 
followed· the archaic form is this much clear, and there 
appears to be two further s all strokes just below the lmver-
most horizontal stroke thus forming a ,.-;; element, Two 
interpretations are possible: Cheng is written as ~ or as 
- i§ - both forms are known in other inscriptions in the 
sense of the State-name. However it is also possible that 
the two small strokes belong to the partly destroyed charact-
er which the commentators regard as -1::.. (archaic -t ) . Of 
this character only the lower part is discernible: • ; as 
it appears thus L~ the rubbings the commentators have a 
pretty definite case for regarding it as 1 seven'. It may 1 however, be an entirely different character. The photograph 
suggests this in its clearer definition of the shape of the 
two small strokes which seem to tend very much towards a 
~~~""'- form (i.e. """') rather than the I ' form which would 
be expected if they were part of the character 'Cheng'. 
If the following character is not 'seven' it may be a 
further place-name coupled with Cheng; the text would then 
read: 'Awarded (Nieh) the Counts (?) of Cheng and X, their 
fetainers (?) totalling •••• hundred and fifty persons.' 
Should it be the numeral 1 seven 1 the following reading 
may hold: 1 A'vrarded (N ieh) seven Counts of Cheng and their 
retainers (?) totalling •••• hundred and fifty persons.' 
Exactly what ~ means here is not easy to decide but 
as it is preceded by the place-name Cheng it must refer to 
persons of comparatively low rank taken as captives from 
this State; it will be noted in the preceding sentence that 
the captives •to reside in Yi 1 are called 'King's men' and 
are enumerated as ~ 1 surnames 1 1 while the 'Counts' and 
the other persons grouped with them are merely enumerated 
as :};;_ • 
It may be stated with some degree of certainty that the 
character 13 has a ftWction here which cannot be paralleled 
with the similar Ta Yu Ting sentences for these record first 
an official then the number of them followed by 8 used as 
an enumerator~ 
3~0 
'facing the southr phrase may be found representative of 
later discovered L~scriptions - its absence amongst the un-
attested 'investiture ceremony 1 inscription types in contexts 
where it might be expected to appear, or where it is replaced 
by the 1facing the north• phrase is a feature that causes us 
to suspect the entire group. It is, indeed, strange that 
nine centuries of excavation have not resulted in the dis-
covery of text-types that may be parallelled with this in-
scription. The commentators have noted certain similarities 
vli th the Ta Y~ T .ing and the Nieh Ling vessels; the benefices 
have something in common with the first and the names Nieh 
and Fu-Ting are fotu1d in the second. Such parallels that 
have been observed in the three commentaries, however, are not 
16. 
entirely justifiable. 
ins. .2!±a.J. The Chang X Yi. 
1. In the third month, in the first quarter, on 
the day ting-hai, Mu Wang 
2. IV 'I'Tas in the Lower Hsu Settlements (?). Mu Hang 
held a feast with new sweet spirits; Chi-
3. Ching-Po and (?) the Ta-Chu (official, Chang-
X ?) shot arrows. 1-iu Wang acclaimed (?) 
Chang-
16. This opinion ;.rill be supported at length in a later paper 
dealing with the present inscription in detail.* 
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4. X because of (his) attendance on (?) Chi-
Ching-Po-Shih; Chi-Ching-Po-Shih drew un-
5. erringly (?). Chang-X was praised in full (?) 
and presumed to respond extolling the Son 
6. of Heaven's great and illustrious grace • 
. Therefore industriously made (this) 
honoured Yi-vessel. 
An account of the find comprising 17 bronze vessels and a 
number of other objects is recorded in the Wen wu ts 1an i'ag 
tz 1u liao4 vol. 2, p. 129, with which notice a reproduction 
of a rubbing of the above inscription together with a tran-
scription by Kuo Mo-jo appears. Of the 17 vessels, 7 contain 
inscriptions, one with 18 characters while 5 average 2 or 3 
characters each; reproductions are not available. Li Ya-neng 
has published a fairly detailed commentary on the text (K 1 ag 
" . ku hsueh pao, 9/177-81) wh1ch has assisted in the above 
translation$ 
The general meaning of the inscription is easily assessed: 
during the visit of King Mu to Hsia Hs~ 1 a feast followed by 
an archery contest was held; Chang-X,who was connected with 
Chi-Ching-Po in these activities, conducted himself well and 
received the praise of the King. To commemorate the occasion 
he cast the inscribed vessel. This much is clear, but in 
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details there are difficulties which cannot be solved 
without the aid of further attested texts containing some of 
the same characters and phrases. The character )~ , which 
is considered to be modern J!i in the sense of 1dwelling 1 or 
'settlement', is known in unattested examples and in similar 
context (e.g., ins. S.lOO.l); the term lfeast with new sweet 
spiritsl is found in several inscriptions and has been per-
petuated in the traditional texts (Tso Chuan, Chuang 18th year); 
17. 
the official rank of Ta Chu is described in the Chou lia Such 
matters are comparatively easily dealt with; however, the 
•review merits' phrase, the character ~~ , the character~~ , 
and the character ~ 1 can only be considered tentatively 
at present., 
Ching ( # ) is a State-name tvell knovm in the oracle 
\E?n bones as well as in unattested bronze texts; we believe ~r 
also is a State-name, although the only reliable support in 
this direction is its occurrence as a personal name of Shang 
period diviners. Li Ya-neng suggests it to be equivalent to 
;?fc, 1 to come to 1 as in the Shih ching, ode 58: t. ~p ~ 
'You came to make proposals to me 1 1 but this does not 
seem to suit both occurrences; in line ~, the characters Ching-
Po-Shih are each accompanied by repetition marks; the preceding 
17. We interpr.et the rank as that held by the investee, Chang-
X; it may, however, be a further title held by Chi-Ching-Po. 
vlhichever way we interpret this matter it ••ill not greatly 
affect the later sections of the inscription in their general 
meaning. 
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character Chi is heavily patinated where a repetition mark 
would be placed, but there is a suggestion of a portion of 
such a mark in the rubbing - if this area could be further 
cleaned and its presence or absence definitely determined, the 
validity of our interpretation of it as a State-name will be 
18. 
immediately assessable. Ins. 127.1 illustrates the fact that 
a single prince may be ruler of two States, and he might well 
be called Ch 1 ien-Yi-Hou, such may be the case here. 
N~· The character '~ has a verbal function; the element 
~ .J__ is not /~ as Kuo and Li have interpreted it, c.f. the 
•tree• portion of $% and ~% in the inscription. It is 
an entirely different element. 
In line 5, ~ , as understood since Han times, is diff-
icult to interpret in the present context; as it is preceded 
by ~ the meaning should result along the lines of 1 not un-
worthily', 1 not 
preceding 
erratically', 'unerringly', etc. The second 
;;(-,1, in line 6 is usually in this context re-
garded as ;f. 1 great 1 , and the phrase is almost unanimously 
taken to be equivalent to the common ;r:. ~~ 1 great and 
illustrious' of the unattested texts and the 'classics•. This 
18. The ~attRsted inscription l~~26 should be cited here: 
'r .... f(jt._ ?16 ~ 110 (·I~ ?J . .i. ~ ~.. the fifth character is 
possibly ~p ; it certainly appears as a proper name in this 
context. The character preceding it is identical with the 
third character of line ~ of the attested inscription, but its 
exact sense is still not clear. 
3R4 
may be correct, but we wonder if the character /f1- may not 
actually contain a negative meaning and that 
this case, merely the negative 
/ 
19, 
particle? 
is, in 
The character R is an honorific term that may be 
compared with similar usage in ins. ~ illustrated later~ 
Now, the 'review merits 1 phrase; as noted earlier, we 
follo\ved Karlgren in using this translation. Kuo observing 
the connection of the term with military matters suggests 
t_ lfi J•'f'J-r If it to be " )'l!f 'loosening armour 1 which might be 
interpreted as :t. ?l, Ai: A5L (Qh!n wen ts 1 ,!,l.llg k 1 l!;o, 
P• 239a), As far as we can judge, the four characters may be 
interpreted as 1 exempted from military and civil obligations'-
it is not clear just what Kuo really means by this. Li 
suggests the phrase is equivalent to XiJ J/tfi 1 exert 1 , 1urge 1 , 
'endeavour', etc. Other interpretations might be discussed, 
but it has been our opinion until now that Karlgren's 
19. It is to be expected, of course that individual charac .. 
ters in Shang and Chou times would often obtain several differ-
ent meanin..gs; /f:. could be both the negative, ;;r, and the 
meaning ~ 1 great', just as q (archaic 1:1( ) is both a 
prohibitive negative 'don 1 t 1 and 'mother' in attested Chou 
period inscriptions. However 1 the interpretation of ;f, as ~ in the *great and illustrious' phrase is based on refer-
ences to the same phrase in traditional literature; as the 
bronze inscriptions which contain it are all unattested, we 
have at present no reliable means of knowing whether /1" ~~ 
was originally written with the lower horizontal stroke under 
-'!:. or whether this character was indeed written only as~ 
in Chou times. In the attested. inscriptions its use is 1 with 
only the present possible exception, merely that of a nega-
tive particle. 
suggestion suits the unattested cases far better than the 
several Chinese attempts. Hovrever, 1review merits 1 will not 
easily fit the character ~ in line 3; it may be stretched 
somewhat perhaps, as has been done in our translation. The 
renderings of 1acclaim 1 and 1 praised in full 1 are based on 
possible meanings in relation to the context; the actual 
meaning will not be understood until other relevant attested 
examples become available. It was originally intended to 
consider at some length L~ this paper the score or more 
examples of the 'review merits 1 phrase in the unattested in-
scriptions, but the present inscription has been available 
for examination only for the last few days and has caused us 
to reconsider several ideas which now require modification in 
the light of this text. The phrase is, of course, no criterion 
of forgery, but there remains the possibility that amongst 
the unattested examples, forgers have employed the two char-
acters 1 incorrectly1 ; the present inscription suggests this 
in a.number of cases where the term is split, e.g. ins..S.1'\Ll: 
at>, 3it _.,. f_ 7f~ QX.../~ t 16 inscriptions exhibit this feature, 
8,131.1 7 T.2$.,, T.~, T.~, T,~, T.~, ~~ ~~ 
.!tJ....Z, ~~ .3.Z...l, ~~ ~' ~~ ~~ l.i...a1 and each one 
reveals several suspect features. Seven inscriptions employ 
the phrase in a similar way to that in line 5 in the present 
text, s • .!.tQ..J., T.:m...3., T.j0.14, ~~ .2.l...l. 1 SJ..a!±, and 12.28; 
the first, third and last inscriptions may be authentic 
(i.e. they lack evidence possibly causing them to be suspect); 
the second and fourth are definite fakes and the remainder are 
to be suspected, Three inscriptions employ ~ only, .l.~, 
T • .ll...3, and ~' but the 1 sentences 1 involved. not only differ 
from the present text example (lines 3-4) but also obviously 
are cases of 'meaningless groups of characters 1 • Four remain-
ing cases in the unattested inscriptions, ~~ 43,2, ~' 
and ~~ exhibit little in common with the attested text usage; 
the first two have the reversed sun-tzu phrase and a consider-
able number of suspect features; the last two are by no means 
free from suspicion.,, The above observations are as much as 
we feel justified in recording at the moment; the possibility 
that misuse of the phrase will later be determinable amongst 
the above examples must certainly be kept in mind. 
As an histor1.cal document, ins. :i!:.L.l. is of especial 
importance: it verifies beyond any doubt the use of 1 post-
humous1 names by the Kings of Chou during their lifetimes up 
to the reign of Hu Wang (1001-947 B.C.) ; certain terminology 
found in traditional sources (i.e. ~ ~~ ; }:;__ Ji\Yu ; .;!tt ) 
appears with much the same meaning; it has a potential value 
in augmenting our knowledge of the nature. of feudal relationship 
and the significance of names and titles when the problems 
discussed above are resolved. 
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There is no parallel text-type amongst unattested 
materials, although many of the characters and phrases are to 
be observed. In only one other inscription, however, does 
'making of vessel 1 phraseology contain the character /fl 
' 
(ins. ~) - will this sentence-type be discovered to be a 
common feature in future excavated inscribed vessels? 
ins • .2.J.2 The X Yi. 
1. X made for Fu-Keng this honou~ed Yi-
vessel. 
the 
Of the several short inscriptions only the present one will 
be discussed. It exhibits two suspect features: 'mirror-
reversed character' (F) and 1 ineompletely written cha.racter 1 
(G). It contains the o~ly case ofF amongst the general 
body of attested documents. 
element in the character f~ 
G refers to the absence of the ~ 
• As no particular significance 
has been given to the two suspect features, no further comment 
will be made here; the character ri, , it should be observed, 
is also essentially classifiable as E 1erratically ><ritten 
character 1 (c .f. other 1honoured 1 characters amongst tl;lis 
group 1 all of vlhich possess two small ve:rtica1 strokes in the 
1 body 1 of the character), but there remains the possibility 
that this is simply a matter of an abbreviated form; future 
discoveries may soon clear up the problem as the inscription-
type is one that may be expected to turn up in relatively 

large numbers. 
ins • .QJ....l· 20 0 The X-Ch 1 iang Chyng. 
1, In the twenty-second year, X-Ch 1 iang 
engaged in 
2, military action (on behalf of) his lord, 
Han-Tsung, and then led (troops) to attack 
3. Ts 1 in and to,.,, (harass?) Ch 1 i; he entered 
Ch 1 ang-Ch 1 eng, and was first (foremost?) 
in the meeting (of allied troops) 
4. at P 1 ing-Z; (their) military (force having) 
reached timely strength, (they) 
5. seized Ch 1 u-Ching (the capital of Ch 1 u?). 
(X-Ch 1 iang) was rewarded by Ran-T sung, 
distinguished 
6. by Tsin-Kung, and received in audience by 
the Son of Heaven. Therefore (he has) 
7. clearly recorded it in (this) inscription. 
Nilitary and civil •• , , 
8, renown for eternal posterity; not to be 
forgotten. 
20, This is the famous 'Piao Bells 1 text, The sixth character 
of line 1 has been erroneously transcribed with three 1 horse 1 
elements within it; the elements are not 1horses 1 , thus the 
sound of 1 piao 1 has no real basis. For this reason as well as 
the impossibility at present of determining exactly what the 
three elements are, we denote the character by an 1X1 • 
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No introduction is necessary to the text of the famous Piao 
Bells which has been discussed in detail by Kuo Mo-jo (Chin 
wen ts 1ung k 1ao, pp. 240-?1) and by Karlgren (13.I>f.F,E,Au 1 vol. 
6, p. 137-49). There are other commentaries to which we have 
not had access; Karlgren presents a tentative translation 
which reads: 
1 In the 22nd year Piao K1 iang made x; his 
prince the chief of the Han house (named) X 
led (an army, or armies) and attacked Ts'in 
attacked Ts 1 i entered Ch 1an7-ch'eng (The 
Long Wall) a~ first joined ,the allied armies) 
in P1 ing-yin; with extreme bravery and relying 
on their force they made a rush and captured 
Ch 1 u 1 s capital; he (Piao) was re;.rarded by the 
chief of the Han house, was distinguished by 
the Duke of Tsin, was received in audience by 
the Son of Heaven; therefore he illustrated 
and recorded it in this inscription; military 
and civil •••• renown for eternal generations 
not to be forgotten' (op. cit., p. 137). 
\1 Yang Shu-ta (Chi wei ghu, p. 161) is one of the fevl to discard 
the questionable interpretation of the first character of 
line 2 as the vessel-name (c.f. Kuo, op. cit., p. 243a); he 
regards the two charactel,'s "f ~ as a compound verb with 
the sense of 'assist' to be related to the matters recorded 
in lines 2, 31 4, and 5 - hence, he was 'rewarded by Han-
Tsung'. The 'dagger-axe' element of 1\ is clear in one of 
the large bell texts, but the left-hand element is not so 
easily discerned; for this reason we suggest the idea of 
1engage in military action1 which ties up reasonably well with 
3BO 
21. as 
the ensuing context. The sixth character n1L in line 2 may 
be equivalent to the particle 11~ written in unattested in-
scriptions as ~U and in the Ch 1u Silk Document as~~ ; 
it is equally possible that it may be Han-Tsung 1 s name. The 
remainder of the text seems fairly straight-forward and the 
only character requiring particular discussion is the charac-
ter ftJ 
particle 
in line 7; since H~~ 
sense of archaic~~ 
times it has been used in the 
, the present inscription, 
however, employs it with the meaning of 'record' or 1 engrave 1 , 
which sense has apparently become obsolete. In unattested 
inscriptions the combL~ation of the 1Ting 1 element and the 
1knife 1 element is often found - the same combination appears 
in the Shuo wen; the Silk Document form is, however, the only 
attested pre-Ts 1 in 
with an element -~ 
example of the character and it is written 
which is certainly not archaic ~ 
1knife 1 • The present inscription thus employs the character 
5!>1 in a sense unknown in Han and later literature. Obvious-
ly some radical change has been effected since ins. ~ was 
compiled - probably in 'fs 1 in times. The character ~{Z in 
line 3 is a similar example: it is equivalent in meaning to 
1. Ins. 4g.2 employs 'f together with,fct in the combined 
meaning of 1 cast'; 'f- in the present text is similarly used. 
Al thg.ttgh the second character is not perfectly clear it may 111ell 
be ;~-.,;- which with its meaning of 1vTeapon 1 1 1warrior 1 , 1chariot 1 , 
etc,, presents some support f'or our interpretation. 
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modern fc 1 longt and has the 1 standing' element; in Ts 1 in 
times this was dispensed with. 
Some indication of the nature of Li Ssu1 s reforms may be 
assessed with reference to the authentic inscriptions: such 
characters as ll. , '::'.f: , .(;r- , ~ (, sh\ ) , ~ 
-.:'\:\'_ '. ~ 1: .u ! i h 
,lo)(. I ;Ci(_ I )t_ ' ; _;V<2 1 etc., are in nearly every respect 
identical with the modern forms, they have experienced only a 
slight evolution in technieal execution and are fundamentally 
~;!1- -;:~a, 
identical in structure. Characters such as: } t ( Nj ) 1 
ti ( jjL :: ~-t ) ' 11 ( ~ ) I t1t ( ftt ) J f~ 
( ~ ) 1 etc., are easily recognisable but have beer> altered 
considerably. Numbers of characters -vrhich nov1 have 1 radicals' 
1 ( ,;f,j ) , 'F ( /1: ) ' lacked them in pre-Ts times: ,><:_ \ /I ~ - .ll:: 8-l- ,!:, /~ ( Jj.Y:_ ) ' { 1' ) ' { ) ' etc. Amongst -"r ' X.:. ; ::{ 
the general body of attested materials are many scores of 
archaic characters which bear little or no resemblance to any 
recore.ed form: tll , @t~ , ~ , ~ , ~\ , [Jf. , 
~ , etc.; the meanings which they represented are now em,. 
bodied in characters '"hich illustrate no connection with the 
pre-Ts 1 in characters. There are also many 1 ical' + 1 phonet-
ic 1 combinations whic!-~ although freely transcribable into modern 
scr·ipt, vJill not be found in any dictionary. A study directed 
towards the nature of' the archaic script as it appears in 
fully attested documents. is urgently" required, for many views 
now held are based to too large an extent on unattested and, 
in many cases, spurious inscriptions, It has, for instance, 
been stated: 
1 In our current Chinese writing, which goes 
back, in principle, directly to Ts 1 in and 
Han times 1 the phonetic compounds (hie 
sheng) characters consisting of one sig-
nific l'"radical'1 ) and one ttphoneticn, form 
the great majority; so-called kia tsie 
phonetic loans, where a character, without 
the addition of any signific, stands for 
another word because of sound similarity, 
e.g. wan 1scorpion 1 used for w~~ 1 ten 
thousand' are comparatively very rare. In 
Chou time, on the contrary, the kia tsie 
~rere extremely common, and the phonetic 
compounds much rarer tb,an in later times. 
In fact, the majority of the latter seem 
to have been created out of kia tsie 
characters by a later (late Chou, Ts 1 1n and 
Han) addition of elucidating, specifying 
s ignifics ("radicals''). What is no111 the 
"phonetic half'1 of' the character, was in 
middle Chou time the entire character used 
as a kia tsie, phonetic loan ••• 1 
(Karlgren, Some Fecun4ity Symbots in Ancient 
ChiPQ 1 B.M.F,E.A., vol. 2, p. ~ • 
Karlgren has written further on this matter and in the follow-
ing two extracts the generally held opinions, particularly in 
respect to 1loan' character usage, are conveniently summarised: 
1 It was the great phonetic similarity, sol!le-
times homophony, of large groups of mono-
syllabic words that gave rise to the prin-
ciple of phonetic loans (kia tsie) 7 the 
character for one word being applied 1 as a loan, to a totally different word that vias 
identical or similar in sound, a principle 
1which in its turn, by the elucidating 
addition of' determinatives ("radicals"), 
led to the creation of the great, even 
dominating category of characters known as 
hie sheng, phonetic compounds, consisting 
of one "Radical" and one "Phonetic't. 
(Gramrnata Seri~a, B.M.F,E,A., vol. 12 1 pa 1). 
1 It is possible to write without distin-
guishing radicals as long as the subject is 
limited to a few well-known religious for-
mulae (as on oracle bones or ritual bronzes). 
It is practically impossible when it comes to 
writing extensive lay texts with thousands 
of different words. The ambiguity in using 
one and the same kia tsie for a dozen 
different words would be unendurable o••• 
the great majority of kia tsie loan char-
acters must have been supplied with eluci-
dating radicals (i.e. changed into hie sheng) 
in the moment there arose a real literature, 
i,e. already in Chou time. The hie sheng 
characters which we find in the Shuo Wen are 
therefore, in principle and composition, those 
that were in regular use when the Chou culture 
flourished; only the technical execution was 
abbreviated and simplified and normalized 
through the siao chuan reform of Li Si's. 
(On the Script of the Chou Dynasty, B.M.F,E.A., 
vol. 8, p. 177). 
In this last study, Karlgren has suggested that the employment 
radicals 'may nevertheless have been in practical use in 
everyday life and in profane writings already in early Chou 
time' (p. 178); it was in 'sacred script• that the radicals 
were so rarely used. The Ch 1 u Silk Document, although a 
•sacred 1 text, and the Bamboo Tablets from Changsha fully 
support his remarks, but as far as the attested bronze (i.e. 
'sacred') texts are concerned, a similar extensive use of 
•radicals' is equally evident as may be observed in the various 
genuine inscriptions reproduced in this paper. Furthermore, 
there is practically no evidence - certainly no definite evi-
dence - of wide-scale 1loan1 character usage in the attested 
' texts. Some characters possess two or more meanings, e.g. ~ 
in ins. ~ (line 1) differs some11rhat from its normal sense 
of 'make'; many characters obtaining the same structures as 
their modern counterparts, e.g. :{h. in ins. ~~ may exhibit 
meanings that no'" are obsolete. In such cases there is no 
support in asserting that ~ or that 
-l>. ~- .l-r-fi!;:. is a 1loan1 for v.t or iJ- , as the commentators have 
done; the assertion implies that both 'f and-{'f and 
ir , were co-existent characters and that one or the other 
was loosely used when the particular sense involved was to be 
expressed. In the numerous Chinese commentaries on the in-
scriptions exceedingly excessive resort is made to this supposed 
feature of archaic writing. By means of its application almost 
any required sense can be forced out of even the most difficult 
of passages; a certain amount of 1loan 1 character usage existed 
in ancient times, no doubt, but the attested documents give 
no indication that it was a general feature of written ex-
pression. On the contrary, the archaic script as executed in 
a variety of docw~ent types, shows quite clearly in its rich-
ness of 1 radicals 1 that so primitive a method of expression 
3 (\ ,. rJ tl 
would hardly be required. When the documents themselves are 
closely studied the student must search far for definite eases 
that may possibly be described as 1loan 1 usage. 
As regards the development of the script itself, con-
siderable revision of recent views must result; Wang Kuo-•Iei's 
discussion on the subject (Han tai ku wen k 1 ao) is conveni-
ently summarised by D. Bodde: 
1. 'The Seal, or to distinguish it from the Small 
Seal, the Large Seal, was a highly pictographic 
script derived from the earlier script of the 
Shang or Yin bone inscriptions. It was origi-
nally used under the 1tlestern Chou dynasty, and 
later continued to be employed in Western 
China 
2. After the Chou dynasty moved its capital from 
the west to the east in 771 B.C. and went into 
decay, a new form of script, full of corruption 
and variants, evolved in Eastern China, This 
was mistakenly termed the Ancient Script by Han 
scholars, because by their time it could only 
be deciphered with difficulty. 
3. The state of Ch 1 in1 expanding over eastward 
in 350 B,C. established its capital almost on 
the site of the ancient Western Chou capital, 
near present Sian, and thus inherited the Seal 
script. When Ch 1 in unified China in 221 Li 
Ssu simplified the Seal script into the ~mall 
Seal and made its use universal, This nrocess 
was probably only a mechanical simplification 
and did not introduce any radically new struc-
tural feature into the formation of Chinese 
script •••• 
4. The Li script had long existed side by side 
with the Sea1 as a simpler form, but became 
important only in Ch' in times as a still fur-
ther simplification of the Small Seal. By the 
3H6 
end of the Han dynasty it had evolved into 
very much the kind of Chinese 'trriting we kno"l 
todayo' (Chjna 1 s First Unifier, Chapter 8, 
p. 156-7)' 
This has already been disputed by Kuo Mo-jo (Chin wen ts 1ung 
~' p, 25lb) on the basis of the Shou Hsien inscriptions; 
the attested script generally exhibits a remarkable continuity 
both from chronological an.."l. geographical aspects - a continuity 
broken radically in Ts 1 in times. Unattested criptions, on 
the other ha,.ld, tend to support 1tlang 1s thesis, and a close 
parallel of the archaic forms with many Shuo wen characters 
may be observedo Attested script also exhibits parallels, 
but there is a difference the significance of which tre shall 
not attempt to illustrate at this stage. 
The preceding notes on the archaic script are representa-
tive of the arguments \rle propose to put forward in a separate 
~" ::.c:.. 0 believe that the study of the archaic script along paper; vte 
22. In the preceding discussion we have quoted mainly from 
Karlgrents work as he has been working continuously in this 
field of research for some decades, and his views are conveni-
ently expressive of much general opinion based as it is on a 
confusion of both attested and unattested docu.r.'lents. Numerous 
other authorities should also be consulted, but to do so here 
111ould call for too lengthy a digressionj 1-te have purposely 
omitterl, for instance, an interesting s<:udy by H, G, Creel 
vrherein the extent of 'radica1 1 + 1 phonetic 1 (i.e. hsin~ sheng) 
charac is shmvn to be con.s iderably less than the 901~ 
usually stated (On the Nature of Chinese Ideography, Tto\L'lg Pao 1 
vol. 32). How this fits in with the picture of the archaic 
script roughl v drawn above cannot yet be assessed • ther.e is no 
certainty that the characters which we loosely call 1 radical I+ 
systematic lines - particularly the div ion of documents into 
attested and unattested groups - \Ifill not only clear up 
several misconceptions in regard to the nature of the archaic 
script but also will assist in the d ermination 
scriptions amongst the unattested materials. 
As regards the content of ins. 61 2 ~ little need 
faked in-
dis-
cussed here for the inscription adequately dealt with by 
Karlgren; one matter only need concern us 1 namely, the record 
of the capture of the capital of Ch 1 u. If this is indeed the 
interpretation, am1 it is highly probable that it is correct, 
22. 1phonetic 1 combinations are all indeed such, no doubt 
there will be sufficient mater available soon to determine 
this matter. In this same article (p, 87) Creel has put .for-
~!ard a view, the importance of which is illustrated in various 
parts of the present S ion: 'From the phonetic point of v.iew, 
Chinese has long been studied by eminent scholars? the impor-
tance of whose researches would be impossible to over-esti-
e. But comparatively little has been done by ;'Jestern 
scholars toward the serious 1 system'l.tic study of Chinese ide-
ography from the point of view of the methods by which, and 
effectiveness in vThich, it conveys the thought of the writer to 
the mind of the reader. This is a field for research which is 
of profound importance for philology, psychology, and the 
general project of human history.' The necessity of studying 
the archaic script from visual rather tm n phonetic aspects is 
the point we have in mind in quoting the above; the characters 
cannot all be treated as ideographs, of course, but the under-
standing of the archaic texts will require a considerable 
amount of comparative-analytic research \1herein each character 
must be treated as a symbol of meaning rather than a recording 
by partial phonetic means of meanings verbally expressed. In 
other words, the doc1~ents must be treated as literary expres-
sion in a concise form as opposed to their being 1 the natural 
reproduction of the spoken language' (Karlgren, Philologv a~ 
!ncient China, p. 42). 
we have then record of an event not perpetuated in the .Tso 
ch~n or in any other traditional source. The matter has 
worried the Chinese commentators and Yang Shu-ta attempts to 
solve the problem by regarding the passage as merely a piece 
of bravado on the part of the compiler. Although Chinese 
historiographers,as much as the scribes of any other ancient 
or medieval culture.have not been entirely innocent of such 
extravagant recording, it does not, however, appear to be 
fanciful propaganda in the present text - to doubt the record 
merely because it does not fit traditional accounts will only 
result in retarding k~owledge of this period:3• 
The long inscription is cast in each of ~ bells of the 
set while 8 smaller bells contain the1bur characters: •x-
Shih's bell'. Const~~cy prevails throughout the set, the bulk 
of which is at present lodged in the Sumitomo Collection in 
K~to; there is little reason to doubt the date of 550 B.c. for 
• ::>4. 
their manufacture and thus together with the preceding inscrip-
tions they exhibit the general high quality of script execution 
23. Tl1e very nature of the present inscription does not allow 
for extravagant phraseology· the Ts'ai bronzes, shortly to be 
examined, ho\•rever~ illustrate examples of emotional expression 
which is difficult to translate and amongst which sentences 
more concrete in content may 1-rell be idle statements not to 
be taken too literally. 
24. A problem which is still requiring solution is the matter 
of the 'year-date 1 : 'What is meant by the 1'22nd yeartt? All 
the interpreters so far have taken it for granted that since 
the t 1 ien-tsi ''Son of Heaven" occurs later in the inscription, 
it must refer to the Kin~ of Chou, and they have adduced other 
examples of bronze inscr1ptions following the royal dating 

that obtained over the preceding five centuries. Amongst 
unattested materials ther<? are no inscriptions that may be 
directly parallelled with the present. 
6. ins , .3.ls.Z Ch'u Wang Yu Kung Ting, 
(a) The King of Ch 1 u and ('l) Yu-Kung fought 
in battle and collected military metal, 
In the first month 1 on an auspicious day, both parties cast ~this) .... Ting-
vessel for the purpose of joint sacrifices. 
(b) X X. 
(c) Three Ch 1u. 
(d) The X-pen-ofncial, P 1 an-T 1o 1 assisted (?) 
Ho-X to manufacture it. 
7. ins • J.:hf: 
(a) The King of Ch 1u (and) Yu-Kung fought in 
battle and collected military metal. In 
the first month, on an auspicious day, 
24-. though treating of feudal court events. It is ind very 
probable that this is right. And yet we should, I think, 
verify i'rhether there is any other possibility. Since the bells 
celebrate a henchman of the Han-house, which in its turn had 
the Tsin as their feudal lords, the only imaginable alternative 
to the royal Chou dating would be that of the Tsin house. 1 .. 
(Karlgren, op. cit. 1 p. 139). vfe would venture to suggest that there the possibllity that the Han ruler may have requir 
his henchman to employ the date of his ovm reign which, no doubt, 
would be constantly referred to in the Han territory. Such an 
explanation would help little toviards dating the bells and 
reliance would have to be placed on recorded events. That each 
feudal State maintained its own dating system of years would 
seem to be expected in the loosely knit organisation of the 
Chou Kingdom. 
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both parties cast (this) ooo. Ti.ng-
vessel lid for the purpose of joint 
sacrifices. 
(b) X X. 
(c) The X-pen-official, Shih-Ho, assisted ('1) 
Ho-X to manufacture it. 
8. ins. 29.10 
(a) The King of Ch 1 u (and) Yu-Kung fought 
in battle and collected military metal. 
In the first month, on an auspicious day, 
both parties cast ~this) •••• P'an-vessel 
for the purpose of joint sacrifices. 
(b) The X-pen-off ial, Ssu-T 1o 1 assisted ('1) Ch 1en-Hsin to manufacture it. ·. 
These are the three longest texts amongst the famous Shou 
Hsien bronzes unearthed nearly 30 years ago; the inscriptions 
were incised after casting. The script, although representa-
tive of that current in the State of Ch'u, exhib.its a striking 
identity with the l>liddle States 1 script in the authentic in.o 
scriptions. Throughout the Shou Hsien bronze texts constancy 
prevails with the exception of a few cases noted earlier as 
spurious copies. Some remarks regarding the above translations 
are required. 
It has been a general practice to interpret the two char-
acters which we have transcribed as Yu-Kung as the. name of 
the King of Ch 1u, and they have been erroneously parallelled 
t-rith the prince, Hsiung Han, mentioned in the Shih Ch;l. who 

later became Yu Wang (237-228). Karlgren summarised the main 
points relating to his acceptance of this theory: 
~ 
1Thaij, -$ Yin of the inscriptions is equal 
to !f's_ Hiung of the literary sources, the 
first syllable in the names of various ~<;< 
princes of Ch 1 u is absolutely certain. ~ 
was an arch. 'iir"'--nv • ~ has several 
diCtionary readings, corresponding to arch. 
·~ft-. , ;x:;;m. etc. Kuo Mo-jo is decidedly 
righ~ in identifying the prince here as 
?t~ >i!f Hiung Han of the Shi ki, i.e. Yu Wang (237-228 B.c.). This vessel was found in 
Shou ch 1 un, Shou-hien, in Anhuei, the 
capital of Ch 1u from 241 B.C. 1 
(Yin and Chou, p. 59). 
The argument is based on two assumptions neither of which has 
I~ 
any real basis in fact: ~~ is transcribed as h ® , and 
~ ,, 
~ is transcribed as .,."t.- • The archaic 
first character is 1\ ; it is composed of 
and {§ , the latter is the modern element 
structure of the 
two elements J~ 
@i (c,f. ins. 
~) but the former can hardly be accepted as k 7 • Unfor-
tunately the attested inscriptions do not contain examples of 
this character; they do, holfrever 7 employ the similar characters 
~ and ~ , which may be used as a basis of comparison; 
the Stone Drum Text No. 8 has a character ~ in \vhich the 
/ t::-upper element is the element 7 • These three 
illustrate 
1/. 
examples 
A-
the rather questionable .transcription of ~ for 
,, 
The second character is written by Kuo Mo .. jo as /t_. and 
owing to the perpetuation of this error several scholars have 
sought to read an urmecessary significance in the name, There 
is no =f element in the archaic form at alll The ancient 
engraver took care to write exactly what he intended to appear -
the element is /1: which is quite different from lr ; it 
is a very easy matter to check through the genealogical lists 
of the Shih chi and find a name combination superficially 
similar to such an archaic compound and then transcribe this 
combination into a modern form containing elements in common 
with the characters in the genealogical list name. Kuo 1 s 
ingenious discussion (K 1ao shih, p. 174a) regarding the evo-
lution from l to T is based entirely on unattested in-
scriptions several of which are to be strongly suspected as 
forgeries. His argument is otherwise unreliable, for he has 
not studied the character closely enough to observe that the 
centre vertical stroke does not fall belo~r the second hori-
zontal stroke; he does not notice, too, that the character~ 
in ins • .z1t and ..i1£2 (which he transcribes as /~' ) has a 
continued vertical stroke and because of this the 1heart 1 ele-
ment is written aside of it so that the vertical stroke is un• 
impeded. The position of the 1heart 1 element in the character 
~ is such that it is clearly evident that no continuation 
was either intended or required. Furthermore, because of the 
two strokes above /1- , there is the possibility that the 
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complete portion/>f- is on its own an element whose sound 
is unknown. The Ch 1 u Silk Document contains a character with 
the f element (2.10:29) which serves to shmT the incorrect 
rendering of /"t- as /~ as well as the truth of our asser-
,/ 
tion that there is no character/~- in these inscriptions. 
In the Ch 1 u bronze texts are two further examples of 
names following the characters Ch 1u Wang: ins. ~' a sword 
~ ~ 
text which has the characters W\J i'- and ins. 13.6 with the 
characters ®l ~ ; if these are the names of the Ch 1u Wang 
in each case - they may quite well be so interpreted - then 
they record three rulers of Ch'u who are not listed intra-
ditional sources. As far as we are a\vare, no commentator has 
discussed the three names together; we make no attempt to 
present a final solution of the problem here, but merely 
suggest that there is a possibility that the three names are 
not necessarily those of the King (or Kings) of Ch'u - they 
may be names of other persons who together with the ruler 
jointly cast the vessels concerned. This interpretation is 
supported by the context in each case: 
4Jil\ (a) the character ~ is written in a form which corresponds 
,------~---? 
to ~.i •two ancestral temples' (7), an interpretation which 
is perhaps a little romantic but not beyond serious considera-
(b) the character (modern ~ ) likewise refers to the 
activities of two people: 1 joint sacrifice' as the phrase in 
question is rendered in our translation, 
1.0 (c) the character !l~ was the clan-name of the princes of 
Ch'u, yet one must search far amongst even the traditional 
texts for any evidence pointing to a general practice of 
:rulers of States referring to themselves by means of their 
clan-names. The inappropriateness of the clan-name in contexts 
of the present kind has previously been considered, 
(d) ins. 21.19 contains the name ~.(,& [t::-~ thus according 
with traditional accounts particularly well; the inscription 
offers little evidence of either authenticity or forgery, and 
unattested, 
that the Kings 
Assuming it to be genuine, one might 
;,n 
of Ch 1 u should employ a character 1JJ 
well wonder 
as their 
clan-name when the character 1\~, >vas already available to them 
in an archaic form. 
The short texts accompanying the long inscriptions 
probably r the names the artisans or officials con-
cerned with the manufacture of the vessels. Several of the 
Shou Hsien inscriptions are executed in an ornate script; ins~ 
12,22 (Fig. 9, opp. p.i\}~6) pre2ents an interesting example. 
Although highly stylised the fundamentc>.l strtlcture of the 
characters preserved; the scribe has permitted himself a 
,t:,J:: AE 
certain freedom in omitting elements, e.g. ,I_ as -;L , and 
in adding elements, e,g. h as /c' 1 (note also Fig. 36). 

The purpose is obviously an aesthetic one and has no bearing 
on the principle constancy as applil~ this paper. 
ins. 29.11 Yu X Cb 1 en Hu Fang. 
In the King 1 s fifth year, the year that Yu-X 
(and) Ch 1 en-Hu (?) for the second time (es-
tablished the affairs.) made preparations for 
a military expedition (?); in the first month 
of \dnter 1 on the dayJ mou-ch 1en, (they) 
greatly va~quished (?; the Count of Yen. 
Ch 1 en-Y entered and (attacked.) ravaged (the 
city of?) Yen •••• •••• •••• booty. 
The vessel is descr.ibed by Andersson, 'l'he Goldsmith in Ancient 
China, B,l<!,F ,E.A., vol. 7, 24-9) while a short account of the 
inscription by Karlgren is also incorporated. 
10. ins. lt6 9 ? 
the tenth year, the foljrth month, on an 
auspicious day, Ning-X-Chun 1 s (the lor'<l, 
lHng-X) heir-son made and cast (this) hon-
oured Hu-vessel. Harmoniously respect-
fully (?) (may it bring) health and happi-
ness (to) our family. Amply and liberally, 
modestly arid elegantly (may 1>1e) {receive,.) 
aspi.re to great virtue. (\>le) pray that 
(without limit:::) unceasingly for a thousand, 
ten thousand, a million years, sons of (our) 
sons 1 grandsons of (our) grar1dsons, will 
forever employ it. 
Two vessels excavated from the same site as the Piao Bells 
contain this text engraved on them; abstract expressions such 
as abound this inscription are commonly found in Eastern 
Chou an1 Chan Kuo period bronze texts, and present often con-
sin difficulties in interpretation. Numerous synonyms 
are available, many \·Jith slightly different shades of meaning 
and seldom can the translator feel confident that he has 
captured the original sense of the highly emotional phraseology. 
It may be observed that two characters, ~ and ~- , which 
normally possess 1 radicals 1 in the archaic script lack them 
here; the unusual 1descendants 1 phraseology is duplicated no-
where else. 
11. ins,~ The Chung Hu Sheng Vessel. 
1. Chung-!'lu-Sheng of Chiang-Ch 1 uan 
2. herself' made (this) •• , .-vessel. 
The inscription is reversed mirror-fashion and reads from 
left to right; this feature may possibly be due to an error 
in reproduction. 
12. ins. 82.1 The Ts 1 ai Hou X Chung. 
1. In the 1 cheng 1 fifth month, the first 
quarter, the seventh day (meng-lreng), ( 1o:""1 ) 
Ts 1 ai-Hou (the Harquis of Ts 1 ai) said: 
2. Although I am a petty and insignificant 
person ( l5ka'f ) I have not dared to remain 
in idle repose; (-mjifa~) 
3o with reverence (not frivolous:) and care ( d~e'r ) 
(I) have assisted the King of Ch'u (Ch 1u 
!efang) ; ( 'J j "''"""'J-) 
I. lit )~ /f!;l ± ~ • ....,+ fj_ ;~, El: t= 3i &__~ .1- \:7 Y!Z. 
' 
).:::- )[~ if k Et ' t 11,{t :t_• qp 'TC ,-:r, • z,, /-r, ~ )~'; , 2-. 
-
3. ;f=j )t ;r, ~ 
' 
~ -ia ~ :£.. 
' 
,)o i /.'~ 1=1 J(__ 1-._ \iii -li Jr. ;;,:t. ;_t. )_...;c' /_,f /!::__ 5- . 
'--' 
;;, 
,..)_.._,. 
:t):=J ;Y_ i:r, /(;t__ ~ ~ ~; jC 
{3-- + t z ~ 'f t3.. dz.,. ~~t .. \:1 :I'll? • /~' /~', \:/0..::.:.' 
'1· 
:iJ:J . ~ *- *-. :i!_ ~ JP I~L 
~ h' \Ill' '7 ;r, /{)it /1- ~ et. /'::? 
' 
/~ '7.. j 
0 1: )..-::-r-. 1>1; ut ~ t '1. . 0.\?J ~~ /w. • ~ 
1- ~' :t~.- k. 10, ~x._ 
Fig. 38. Modern character transcription of ins. 82.1 • 
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lt. firmly (have I) attended to the adminis-
4 
tration ( tf!:"'} ) and the Heavenly Mandate 
has been good; ( Jci"'""'t?) 
5. (I have) uniformly stabilised the numerous 
territories (p'foy) and have received full 
approvaL (k'f:a"'ff') 
6. Having (accomplished this) whole-heartedly 
vtith deference ({'fr<1't) virtue has been 
prolonged. ( lo>k ) 
B. 
All (you) princes and officials ( Pi"'• ) 
(;~ho) founded my territor 
cause the Nandate 
and unerringly. ( t';;i() 
and State (k..r~k ) 
unfailingly 
9. Hyself made (these) (singing.) sonorous 
bells; ( ijun1) :;.-ikn-wul time without 
(end) C;l~~'f'- ) sons and grandsons strike 
them. ( tj4't) 
~etails of the important finds unearthed last year at Shou 
ien 1 Arillui, incorporating the above inscription the two 
vrhich follow later, may be found in the Wen wu tslan k 1ao tz 1u 
liao (vol. 8, 19551 28-39)1 aThi reproductions and transcrip-
tions the texts with commentary by Kuo Mo-jo appear in the 
II ( 6 6) K1ao k* hsueh pao vol. 11 1 195 , pp. 1- • Reproductions 
of the :rubbings are unfortunately of a poor quality thus 
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detailed examination of the script is difficult, There is 
ample evidence, however, of constancy. The character 
" / --::~ 
'make' in ins.~ has a 1word 1 element, ~~z ; this is a 
case of variation in structural composition. Although struc-
tural composition may have varied both in place and in time, 
the available attested inscriptions illustrate very fe~T ex-
amples of individual elements varying structurally throughout 
the texts. The element 'Ir: (modern .l,1!2. ) , for instance, is 
t~ritten as such in the majority of cases; in ins, 2.t.l,3, 
hm,rever, it is written as X. ~ Communications in ancient 
China were, no doubt 1 not of a particularly high standard, 
and it would not be surprising to discover a certain degree 
of variation of the script from one locality to another; it 
is remarkable, ho•·rever, that such variation manifested in the 
attested texts is limited to a small number of cases of 
differing combinations of elements in the same characters, 
and a few rare examples of the elements themselves beit'lg con-
structed on different principles. An astonishingly high per-
centage of standard ed elements and characters is typical of 
the script from early Chou to the Chan Kuo period in inscrip-
tior~ on bronze and other artifacts from widely spaced sites. 
The three inscriptions now under survey were compiled in 
accordance with a certain rhyme pattern which is illustrated 
in the translations by Karlgren 1 s reconstructed archaic sounds. 
Rhyme pattern of ins. 82.1 
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /t ( ktln1) A 0 0 0 0 
~ (l:s:i:at> b t:. ( 1n ~ w~<:ng.) A 2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /~' 
3. 0 0 0 ~ (d.};O:~ ) b 0 0 0 1.. (;] ~ ...ra."'-9 ) A 
:;Et. 
~ 
·Ji 4. 0 0 0 c i~enJ) (l 0 0 0 i- O<i 71" .,a-> A 
'). 0 0 0 fr ( p.;:;_nff') (l 0 0 0 ·Jt_ ( k'-j4:-n1) A 
6. '2-> ( 'l'£'a;r) d ~%- ( b1 ) E 0 0 0 /·~· 0 0 0 
7. 0 0 0 *- ( p~-wo) d 0 0 0 ~~ ( kW".d' k ) E -
8, 0 0 0 ~7 (?un1) r 0 0 0 ~ ( t':/k. ) E 
.ft " t 9. 0 0 0 ( t kU11f) f 0 0 0 ( f~"'J ) E 
J.O. 0 0 0 ..J:. <h'-'t) E 
Rbyme pattern of ins 92.3 
J.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ( fa'f) A 0 0 0 
2. 0.0 0 1-p ,,. ( mja:nft) b 0 0 0 }liii ( l)'ar) A 
3· .o 0 0 1~ ( J.•ii-,.'t ) b 0 0 0 ·~ ( T:>j,'acf} A 
4. 0 0 :;;.. ('WIJ.n<f) b 0 0 0~ ( ? i a:r) A 0 :5i1Z-
'), L>. ( z. i ~1 ) a o ia ( ~'1-f£ ) c 0 0 0 Y;;l 0 0 
6. t:, (z.ja;r)a -1:)- ( dia.. ) c 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;;e., 
7. 0 0 0 -l3t ( '1->1. ";J ) a 0 0 0 \t: (-mjt.r~7') c 
8. 0 0 0 %~ ( ?i, a:n,,t) d 0 0 -11i 0 J.e.:t, < r1f.o;r > E 
9. 0 0 0 ~ < sja.?'t.~> d 0 0 0 if ()?S'j-) E 
f. ±. 4 J.O • 0 < 3 i W"t>:)··s > d 0 0 0 ~ ( df:8'',} ) E 0 0 
"' 
""' 
~ 
_tl:. ~ n. 0 0 0 18 ( t'i"-~) d 0 0 0 ( i i "~) E 
J.2. 0 0 0 ~~ ( h'""""ff) 
" 
d 
Fig, 39. Rhpmes in the Ts 1ai bronze inscriptions. 
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?or convenient reference diagrammatic illustration is appended 
opposite - the rhyming characters together with Karlgren's 
reconstructed archaic sounds. Several 1 subsidiary 1 rhymes 
(denoted by small letters) do not accord smootr~1Y but gener-
ally the reconstructions fit the rhyme pattern of the inscrip-
tions. It is not proposed to discuss the significance of the 
variations here at any length for this is best left to lin-
guistic specialists; the 1 c 1 and 1d 1 subsid.iary rhymes of 
ins. ~ and the 1C1 rhymes of ins. ~ seem to require 
particular consiclera.tion. Contrary to our normal custom of 
following the alignment of the original texts, the present 
group is arbitrarily divided into lines of 8 characters in 
.,;-c.> ·-b-
accordance with the rhymes, The reversal of the phrase ~h.::..' 
in order to facilitate the rhyme is a particularly important 
support to comments made earlier regarding the reversed sun-
tzu phrase (see p, ~32 ) so, too, the structure of lines 4 and 
8: 
. 
. 
Although these are merely elements of snbsid iary rhymes, the 
variation in word order here has obviously occupied the 
attention of the compiler as much as that the major rhymes. 
13. ins.~ The Ts 1ai Hou X Lq. 
1. The first year, the first month, the first 
quarter of the month, on the day 
.p-~ -y-,F-... t~i-~. 
- k.i: J£_ J~ -fJJ ::l:.. if t ~A€ :fl' :Jl . I, ;.._. ~- \.2 :i\.._ • ;if!~t~ 
I ;t ~ * /--. J:_ 
" 
f~ ~;;(-I '-- /b1" ) Lu • • I :t. , ' 
• ~ I ~Hx_ -'<1- ,If, i~' Jt *- ;j-. I ~. ~f, JqJt ' 
I mi~ • k.;- ~i ~~ ~ • HJ t~ I • j.-rfl ' \.. ' -It' .illl; I 4. 
I 
-G- I.El. b f ]! ''\? 1 I Jftt I 5. \~ ;,te_ 'Cl, 1::.. 12 • 
I 
15 ' 
)~~ );,.Y ±} ~ ~ {-fl !£ ~-6 I t. <-:£ JfV1 ~;>/{_- ii. 
I ' '<17 ..!- I. l?J- )' J-I '7. 7f.fJ ILl ~~ I.; J.l~ ..q . 
I 
' ' 
0 tn • <"£1 J-~ ~ ~'it I ,{) ' 4 I 4,. /......::::;,' j"'-'-
,-$7 i_ I I~' ht it i! i1; =ff·l 't· """'~ 
~t mi~ 
* 
l, ;r: ~ ~ ± \~ I D. 12~ ~; 
1~ 1t 8 a< /.-.::z m .it \1, \."F \9 z, lA::-
' J 
{ ~ :!it- ~~ /·- :£. 
Fig. 40. Modern character transcription of ins • .22....3.. 
hsin-hai ( ;~';;:t) 
2. Ts 1ai-Hou, X, reverently :fulf.illed (.accepted 
the honour bestowed on him by) the Grand 
Mandate, ( mjd:'>t::J) the upper and lower 
(officials?) ascended and paid homage (?) 
< b'fr'"r ? ) 
3. Respectfully and (not carefree.) attentative-
ly (d~~) (will he) diligently assist the 
Son of Heaven. ( tsi",r) 
4. Therefore has made (for) the great first 
lady, ( """'-"-"""!) Chi-X, (this) sacrificial 
Lu (?)-vessel; (?is~/) ~ rf 
5. in the •••• sacrifices it is to be employed 
( '--~d.!) ... , covenants and have (obtained) 
peace ( '})w~) 
6 •. blessings received unceasingly c~~~~) 
Q 0 0 0 4 • • • 
7. Maintain moral integrity of (?) (her) royal 
mother 1 ( m019) solemnly and resolutely, 
( .. ,j>J;;;>') 
B. 
and far-reachingly ( d~8J ) 
9. the divine Hsii5'and the .... Shang. U:ia.ry.) 
25. This is the earliest reliable record of a reference to 
Hsia in pre-Ts 1 in texts; two other bronze texts - the 1 in 

Peacefully ••o•t reverently love C;t8~) 
10. and devoutly mate with the King of Wu <t*~~~) 
avoiding not a ripe old age ( ii';i8~) 
• Sons and grandsons (may they be) numerous and 
" prosperous (l~~~) and eternally preserve 
" and employ it ( tj,a'r) 
12. for decades and years without end. ( k~ct.:;t) 
25. KWlg inscriptions (see ~ao shitf, P. 247-50) also refer to 
Hsia, but these are Wlattest • H. • Creel has made an in-
teresting study of the Hsia and summarises his results as: 
••The trad:!.tions concerning a Hsia dynasty are mentioned very 
little any literature as early as the early Chou period, and 
every reference to them occurs in literature of a highly propa-
gandistic nature. This and other facts warrant the hypothesis 
that the story of a Hsia dynasty was a part of the political 
propaganda of the Chous, designed to give precedence and legi-
timacy to their displacement of the Shang house and to secure 
acceptance of their rule by the s~bject population •••• The 
evidence warrants us in concluding that ~rhile was not a 
Hsia dynasty, in the traditional sense, there was a state by 
this name ••• 1 (Studies in Early Chinese Culture 1 P• 130). 
The present inscription offers interesting support to Creells · 
views - as it is datable in the early 4th century B.c., it 
illustrates the current acceptance of a Hs dynasty which 
anciently had similar sta to that of Shang. At this time 
there vlas apparently no question of its being a dynasty - the 
legend, if it indeed such, vras already current. There is 7 ho",mver, the conspicuous absence of reference Hsia in 
attested Shang texts and none in Chou e texts 
(attested or otherwise). Creel's suggestion that the legend 
of the dynasty is to be linked with the memory of a Hsia State 
is bas on occurrences of the term Hsia in traditional sources 
most of which are datable (if authentic) not much earlier than 
the Ts'ai inscriptions. The Shu and the Shih only are gener-
ally regarded as earlier compi1ations. ins. 127.1 illus-
trates the conquest of Shang was a much later affair and there-
fore it seems possible that even the Shu and the Shih '?rith their 
1higr.cly propagandistic 1 accounts of matter may have had 
siderebly later orig than is supposed~ These points may no 
doubt, be more clearly u.>1derstood as further rt,levant inscrlp-
tions become available. 
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The rhyme pattern here is partictliarly consistent both in 
what vJe have tentatively termed 1major 1 and 1 subsic1iary1 
rhymes; after the statement of the date and the mention of the 
Harquis, the rhymes as in the preceding inscription, form 
tmits of four characters; in each group of eight characters a 
complete unit of sense is effected. 
Kuo transcrlbes the fourth character in line 3 as t/~ , 
this is incorrect for the character is written T~ ( ~' ) , 
the right-hand element of 111hich is quite different from ~ 
\9 ( IJl ) in the preceding inscription; the rhyme pattern also 
supports this observation, A certain liberty has been taken 
to render ~ which Kuo says 1 is a loan for *)} ; anciently 
12 years \'iere reckoned as one ,t~ based on Jupiter 1 s 12 year 
orbit 1 , as 1decade 1 , 
26. 
dering. There is no 
thus avoiding 
character A:t 
a cumbersome English ren-
in the inscriptions; { 
is employed as 1winter 1 (ins. 29.11) and in several unattested 
~.~ inscriptions it appears in the sense of ;r., 1 end 1 ; Kuo may 
be correct in reading it as J{ in the above sense, but ;dth 
the meaning of 1winter 1 acceptable sense results: 1winters 
and years 1tTithout limit 1 • 
14. ins.~ iiu ~fang Kuang Han. 
1. In the King's fifth month, the second (?) 
26, cf, Legge: 1He is twelve then, that is a full decade of 
years, the period of a rEevolution of Jupiter,' Siang, 9th year, 
p .• 441. 
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quarter, on an auspicious day - the 
seventh day (ch'u-keng) ( k£""1) 
2. the Kil:',g of i•Ju, Kuang 1 selected this lucky 
metal, black lead, and white tin (k~~~?) 
II 3. to make (for) Shu-Chi, Shih-Yu, (this) 
sacrificial o "o a Han-ves • Employ 
(it in) sacrHices, employ (H in) filial 
loyalty; a ripe old age vTithout limit (k~"-""1 ) 
4. Go then, Shu-Chi, respectfully a.nd devoutlY; 
your descendants, must not forget (this 
honour) ( -mi """"'!) • 
The number of characters in each rhymed line is not cor1sistent; 
the ftrst two are possibly not intentional rhyme - the com-
pHer being content 111ith only partial rhyme towards the con-
clusion of the text. 
The three inscriptions are of considerable historical 
importance, particularly the present one which is datable 
during the reign of King Ho-Lu of Wu (513-494 B.C.). This 
King '~as knov.rn as the Kung-tzu, Kuang, before he assassinated 
his predecessor, King Liu (')25-513 B.C.). In the inscription 
he refers to himself as the King of Wu named Kuang 1 thus main-
taining still the name by which he was knmm before his assump-
tion of the royal title. He cast the vessel in honour of a 
younger female relative who was to be sent as bride to the 
ruler of Ts 1 ai - the bride groom is not mentioned .in the text 
,but the location of this otherwise unrelated inscription 
in the Ts 1ai grave seems certain proof that the lady, Shih-
y'~, was married to the Marq_uis mentioned by name in the two 
preceding texts; the inscribed bovll was portion of her dovrry. 
The marriage was effected during King Ho-Lu 1 s lifetime.; 
during the lifetime of the same l'larquis of Ts 1 ai a similar 
marriage was contracted tvith the Kj.ng of Wu (unnamed) and a 
female relative of the Marquis - the record comprising ins. 
~. Why this vessel should have remained in Tstai 
somewhat an enigma. Even more puzzling is the imtermarriage 
of princely families bearing the same surname ~Ji ; Kuo 
notes a relevant example in the traditional texts, but it 
seems to be an unusual happening and hardly one that could 
27. 
be considered customary. 
It is unfortunate that the dates are not fully tmder-
staru'lable; the 1first year 1 of ins. ~ seen1s to be that 
of the Narquis of Ts 1 ai who is apparently concerned 1flith two 
ma;jor. matters: (a) his duties to~fards the Son of Heaven and 
(b) his alliance by marriage treaty with the King of Wu. As 
regards the former, the Marquis states quite explicitly his 
humble acceptance of the Grand Mandate and his intention to 
27. Cf. large 
gh 1 iu shih tai 
II 
array of evidence assembled by Stm Yueh, Ch 1 un 
chih shih tsu, pp. 20-21. 
serve diligently the Son of Heaven, which phraseology 
together with the 1upper arui lower (officials) ascended and 
paid homage (?) 1 implies, \ve believe, that the ~farquis had 
only recently b.een invested as prince of Ts 1aio His ur•gency 
in marrying Chi-X (a lady of probably comparatlvely high 
II 
station as contrasted with Shih-Yu in ins. ~) to the King 
of Wu was 1 no doubt, one of several diplomatic measures 
needed for his future security, "Within five months we find 
in ins. 82.1 evidence of his wooing the King of Ch 1u whose 
territory bordered the greater half of Ts 1ai. If the dates 
are taken thus as those referring to the reign of the Marquis 
of Ts' a!, they seem to suit the interpretations we have 
suggested (particularly in respect to ins. ~) better than 
would the acceptance of their being references to the Royal 
dating system. Wu inscription differs considerably in 
its employing the character 1Wang 1 in the date and also a 
month-quarter term parallelled no111here e in Chou period. 
documents. I:f this date should be interpreted as the fi.fth 
month of the first year of King Kuang's reign one might well 
appreciate his desire to further :friendly relations with 
Ts 1 at the earliest opportunity in view of his rather un-
ethical method of promoting his accession as King of Wu. 
22. The last four characters in line 5 of this inscription 
may possibly be interpr as 'marriage covenanted to-main-
tain peace'. 
An interesting investigation is possible on the basis 
of the above three inscriptions together with relevant 
records in the Tso chuan, the Shih chi, and other sources. 
Kuo has brought some ingenious ideas forth in the space of 
a few pages in his short study but his determination of the 
Marquis's name of p,jli • ill as t - the name of Sheng Hou (4-70-
455 B.C.) 
-
is not convincing. The presence of the Wu in-
scription in the grave fixes the earliest possible burial 
II • date at 513 B.c., Wu was extinguished by Yueh 1n 4-72; thus 
Sheng Hou who commenced his reign in 4-70 would hardly be 
concerned with marriage arrangements ~>Ti th \'lu; the vessels 
must date between 513 and 472 and if the year of reign of 
ins • .2Z..a.3 refers to that of a Ts 1ai ruler it 111ould be the 
opening year of Prince Ch 1eng, 489 B.c.; if the first year 
II 
of the King of Chou, it would be that of Yuan \fang, 4-74- B.C. 
which is, hmvever, rather too close to ~iu 1 s date of extinc-
tion. 
These then are the more important of the attested 
bronze texts no1-1 available for study, and in the contents of 
the longer inscriptions, in particular, the student finds 
many i terns >vhich do not accord vrith his kno1-1ledge of the 
unattested materials. To illustrate this fully and effective-
ly even >vith the present small body of authentic materlals 
vrould require the space of several score more pages and con-
siderable illustrative notes, Therefore, the preceding study 
ed as a r.::t t:tve or~e 
ma ion oi' the 
tst s of bronze of the inscr·ip-
tions have transcr , translated, and thA 
piled reproduc 
only a t while • 
Addi tioMl Note~ 
~ince above Section •-ras writ vol. 12 of the Kfao 
ku hsheli, Ili\Q 3-rrived China and two further commentaries 
of interest on inso 127$;& and the Ts 1a1 bronzes ;:Jithin 
its A fa ch:ar IJhotoe;raph of the area of 
ln Plate 2 follovl 1 s 
(a) 
( 
(d) 
scur 
so, 
h 
e case 
read ine 
(line 1) 
slightly 1 
"' 1 2 "rE~ad as 
as 
*-in the photogr;:tph, 
corre;ct. 
lower· 
.tiJ 
ps.rt 
but 
f:Jrn. 
13 \·rhi.ch 
ob-
de.r:tni tely 
) ' 
t the 
fifth 
the photogrr:tph 
:tngs that: 
) potnt 
; this seems 
gc~st that 
Ch 1 en t s st~1dy tf1e Ts 1 
sae contains 
; iniJl 
e :tnforma t 
a pUPl 
short1 
J:E3Cetv~~J 
ion d exclusi 
published clear 
.... it Viill ec;.g;erl:r· scrJ.pt 
(p, 109) ar<3 a fevr slight variat 
him l,; ~~ \:er f:1 
the T s' bronzes 
reproduct of the in-
~ In transcript 
i•1 i.nt t ions to 
e of Kuo Mo-jo 'tJe gener&.lly folloc·led. They wi11 
be recorded or commented on here; it is t avTa.it the 
publication of clearer reDroductions in order to check more 
thoroughly Chen's transcr1.ptions. He maintains, for :instance, 
1~A for ~~ (see p. 412, Sec.tion Six) showing h).s unaware-
ness of the subs rhymes as \<Tell as a misinternl"etation 
of the archaic question. · 
CONCLUD u;g SECT ION. 
In this survey the research has largely tended to be 
'destructive' rather than 1constructive 1 ; the aim has been to 
find ways and means of clearing an important group of documents 
of spurious texts presenting often uu~tenable evidence of Western 
Chou institutions and culture. To do this, it has been necess-
ary to limit the investigation to rather narrow channels; it 
has been possible, however, to observe at times the effects of 
a 'scientific' approach both from the point of view of an his-
torian and that of a philologist. With the same disciplines 
in research, we have indicated the need for a revision of 
ideas on the nature and development of archaic Chinese script. 
Authentic script illustrates features which hitherto were gen-
erally believed to date no earlier than Ts 1 in and Han times: 
1 radicalised 1 characters were extensively employed and although 
numbers of characters now possessing 'radicals' lacked them in 
Chou times, they form only a small proportion of the total at 
present known. The written language differs little in appear-
ance and in function to that known in traditional sources from 
Han times; the characters, however, underwent a fundamental 
change before the advent of Han - probably during the period of 
the Ts 1 in Empire. Not all characters were affected, but a con-
siderable number of archaic forms are now no longer recognisable 
for what meanings or sounds they earlier represented. Some of 
the •reformed' or •standardised' characters differ much from 
their earlier prototypes, but seen in appropriate contexts 
are fairly easily recognised. 
Both from a chronological and a geographical point of 
view, the script appears, to a remarkable extent, to have been 
standard in structure throughout several of the Middle States 
and Ch'u - particularly in respect to character elements; 
structural composition of certain characters, however, seems 
to have varied regionally. It is not yet clear exactly how 
far the pre-Ts'in script may be termed •standardised', but the 
attested evidence points strongly towards a considerable 
degree of uniformity. 
Attested texts and the script in which they are written 
exhibit little sign of 11oan1 character usage. In Chou times 
radicalised characters were so commonly employed that this 
primitive method of expression would have found little favour 
and certainly would have been a hindrance in written expression. 
The nearest approach to 1loan 1 character usage is the occasional 
example found of certain characters exhibiting two or more 
meanings somewhat unrelated - a feature common enough in modern 
colloquial and literary Chinese. There is not, however, the 
widespread and loose interchange of characters as imagined by 
some scholars. By means of the 1loan1 character theory Chinese 
scholars effect practically any desired meaning from both easy 
and difficult passages. And, it is only too evident, the 
meanings so obtained are in many cases preconceived ones. 
The extravagant manner in which Chinese scholars have resorted 
to the 1 loan 1 character theory in their interpretations of the 
archaic texts is neither scientific nor supported by the 
attested documents. 
It is in the content of the inscriptions, however, that 
material of great interest will be found. The few attested 
inscriptions discussed in some detail in the previous Section 
indicate the possibilities that await the historian and the 
nature of documents that will doubtless become available in 
increasing quantities during the next few years. There remains 
still many thousands of Shang oracle bone texts scientifically 
excavated which must supplement studies particularly of such 
early Chou period inscriptions as ins. 122.1. This material 
has not been investigated as thoroughly as it deserves; it is 
genuine beyond any shadow of doubt, yet recent studies of 
Shang are for the most part concerned only with the unattested 
bone texts which offer all kinds of exciting information re-
garding Shang life and institutions. It has been correctly 
remarked that •scarcely one or two people have quoted the 
texts' excavated at Anyang by the old Academia Sinica (mainland 
edition of Y.C.W.T.I. Catalogue, postscript on last page). 
The investigation indicates, ~<re believe, that the exis-
tence and the extent of spurious documents amongst the 
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unattested bronze inscriptions is a matter of particular con-
cern, and in the preceding pages considerable evidence of the 
minimum extent of forgery amongst the bronze texts of Western 
Chou has been presented. The discovery of the fraudulence of 
such highly revered inscribed bronzes as the Mao Kung Ting, 
theTa~ Ting, the San Shih P1an, etc. is sufficient evidence 
in itself that the entire body of unattested bronze texts must 
no1:< be regarded with suspicion; that numerous Chinese connois-
seurs and scholars, and a few Western students, have been 
duped is surely a most disconcerting state of affairs and. 
a fact whose significance can only point in one direction:-
the urgent necessity of a thorough and complete re-study of the 
documents. In this paper the first systematic attempt to 
deal with the problems involved on a wide enough scale to 
achieve acceptable results is roughly drafted 1 and the methods 
of research that must be brought to bear illustrated in a 
general way. The field is too vast, however, to allow a 
complete and painstaking investigation to be successfully.con-
cluded within the short period of two years, but the results 
of the survey as far as it has progressed seem to indicate 
beyond any reasonable doubt that research along the present 
lines must be continued and completed before the bronze docu-
ments are again consulted .as historical sources. 
The first approach of sorting the mass of documents into 
two major groups - attested and unattested - vlaS the result. of 
our discovery of the principle of constancy of character 
structures; the discovery of this feature of the archaic 
script was accidental and was based in the first instance 
upon an examination of the structures of the 1i- elements in 
several characters of the Mao Kung Ting inscription as a 
check against an archaic form in some other inscription -
inconstancy ~ras observed, suspected, and immediately investi-
gated with special reference to properly attested documents of 
various kinds that were available at the time. This ~<ras a 
short step towards the thorough application of this elementary 
research discipline to all relevant aspects of the study. 
Hitherto, scholars had never found it a necessary approach, 
but had been content merely to accept the inscriptions rather 
than to entertain thoughts of doubt concerning themo 
The principle of constancy is the basis of the survey 
and its establishment and its application towards the determina-
tion of spurious archaic script has occupied a considerable 
portion of the time engaged in active research; it has been 
an effort well spent for at least 50 different 1-lestern Chou 
style inscription texts (spread amongst 90 different inscribed 
objects) are now definitely classifiable as forgeries. If it 
should be considered legitimate to apply the principle further 
to cases of vessel-lid texts exhibiting inconstancy (criterion 
1C1 ) the total of faked inscriptions would amount to more than 
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250 items. Series made by the same individuals manifesting 
inconstancy throughout the inscriptions would considerably 
augment the numbers. We do not wish, at this stage, ho\•ever, 
to press the principle of constancy too far, but rather to re-
main content in asserting the individual cases noted in Sec-
tions Two and Three to be spurious. In our major work the 
matter will be considered at greater length. 
The reversed sun-tzu phrase seems similarly acceptable 
as proof of forgery, and the fact that a high proportion of 
the cases exhibit inconstancy and nearly all contain suspect 
features entirely absent in the attested inscriptions, is 
possibly sufficient commentary on its reliability as a criterion 
of forgery. 
Three groups of spurious inscriptions determined by un-
related methods and on the basis of isolated characteristics 
each provide tables of common suspect features. The group of 
accepted forgeries (faked copies of pre-existing texts being 
omitted) forms a sort of control because all the inscriptions 
incorporated are already accepted as spurious; faked copies of 
earlier recorded texts often exhibit upon analysis a similar 
series of suspect characteristics. Thus four groups of un-
attested materials determined as fakes by other scholars as 
well as by us dress tables of suspect features common through-
out the inscriptions concerned. The combinations of particular 
features vary from one inscription to another - this is to be 
expected for the inscribed vessels were not all produced by 
the same artisan or factory. Fully attested inscriptions, on 
the other hand, are practically devoid of the suspect features 
analysed in the unattested inscription groups; unfortunately, 
they amount to too small a body to permit final assessment of 
the validity of the items as criteria of forgery just yet. 
The significant absence of the suspect items in attested 
materials strongly suggests that future discoveries will also 
lack the majority of them; such is the opinion one must arrive 
at upon studying the inscriptions in accordance with the dis-
ciplines of research established in this paper. Its justifi-
cation must, however, await the arrival of more archaeological 
evidence. 
When we investigate earlier attempts to determine the 
nature and the extent of forgery amongst the bronze inscriptions, 
a surprisingly small amount of research in this direction is 
found. The approach is emotional and haphazard; it is seldom 
objective or systematic. Although some important criteria 
have been developed, they are necessarily of limited value and 
have never been fully or efficiently app1ied. The modern 
Western historian who is not particularly interested in the 
aesthetic value of his documents, but is deeply concerned with 
their reliability as historical sources, cannot but look as-
kance at materials with so vague a record and authenticated by 
research techniques which are essentialiy primitive and often 
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untenable. 
No attempt will be made here to assess the full extent of 
forgeries amongst the unattested materials; the Major Table 
shows perfectly well that the percentage of spurious bronze 
texts can hardly be expected to be a small one. In the pre-
ceding Section it was observed that few of the attested in-
scriptions illustrated contents and phraseology comparable with 
those of the general body of texts; again the control is slender 
but its significance may well be substantiated soon. As more 
fully attested inscriptions become available it may be found 
that their very contents and phrases alone (without recourse 
being made to the script) will settle the fate of many un-
attested marginal cases. The month-quarter terms, for instance, 
(see Appendix A) already point to interesting possibilities. 
As to the extent of forgery, therefore, it is fitting in 
a preliminary investigation of this kind to regard the study 
as a pioneer work which has simply opened a highly necessary 
trail of research. The trail is one that no serious student 
can by-pass, and when it is further blazed with the light of 
increasing archaeological discovery, the nature of the ground 
covered will become more clearly apparent. 
Hajor Table of Analv8es Comuleted to Date.& 
This Table is, :tn effect, a. summary of 
research accompllshed up to noi<l and 
entr.:;red in consider·able detail on index 
cards for convenient comparison as fur-
ther inscriptions became available. 
As it stands, the Table is useful as a 
general reference of susnect charac-
teristics in individual bronze texts, 
but it necessary to consult reproduc-
tions of the inscriptions concerned 
vihen comparing new materials exhibiting 
any of the suspect features analysed in 
this survey. It is thus a guide in re-
spect to the features vie have noted in 
each .inscription and have recorded in de-
tail on cards. The reader employing the 
Table \.Jill knm,r v!hat features to look for 
vrhen consulting the inscriptions listed. 
Asterisks*before the serial numbers cle-
note the inscriptions to be spurious 
copies made in Sung times; red circles:• 
indicate the inscription concerned to be 
faked - an opinion of other scholars; a 
red square: CJ precedes serial numbers of 
recently discovered (but unacceptably 
attested) inscriptions; serial numbers 
underlined indicate what ~Je believe to be 
cases of spurious copying. 
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• 
• 
• :SF G 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• ~ F G • • 
• 
J K 
• 
• • • • • • 
~ . . . . 
• 
• K 
• K 
• 
• K 
J K 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
M • • • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
•• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
J .; 1 ITi • • 
• K H,.O. 
'Jii' J!l', 
J •• 
• • 
• • 
• H 
. . ::;. 
Yf • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 0 • 
Q H G • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • • H • 
]' • 0 • 
• I-T*. • • 
• • • • • $ 
• • • • (> 
J 
• • • ••• 
• 
• 
Sl. 
.• Sl. 
• • Sl. 
.• Sl. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• S3 • 
, lo'L 
Sl. 
83 • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • .::1 • 
• • • • • • 
• • • Q. R Sl. 
• • 
• 
51,3 • 
. ~ . . " 
. . . .. 
• • • 
Q R S2 • 
Q R S2 • 
• E S2 • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • 
• 32. Q • 
• R • 
• R • • • 
• R • • • 
• H • • • 
•• s:t •• Q 
Sl~~o ... ,., 
••SJ.•n• 
• S3, 4 •• 
, • S3, 4. • 
Sl\1 0 • 
• • !3J .• 
• 
• 
.. m, o o 
• • :31. • 
•• SJ...Q • 
• • SJ. • • .:) 
• ••• 
• 
• 82. • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• Sl. • 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
• • 
•• 
• • 
• •• 
• • • 
••• 
• •• 
• • • 
• • • 
. . . 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
•• 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• •• 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
••• 
• • 
... 
• • • 
• •• 
• • 
• •• 
• • • 
• • 
' ' 
• •• 
• • • 
• •• 
• • • 
• •• 
••• 
• • • 
518. 
519. 
520, 
521, 
522. 
523. 
524. 
525. 
526. 
527' 
5211' 
529. 
530. 
531. 
532, 
533. 
534. 
535. 
536. 
537. 
538. 
539. 
540. 
541. 
51;2' 
543. 
544. 
545. 
546. 
547. 
548. 
549. 
550. 
55l. 
552, 
553. 
554. 
555. 
556. 
557. 
558. 
559. 
560, 
561. 
562. 
563. 
564. 
565. 
566. 
567. 
568. 
53.2 
52.4 
52.1 
51.4 
51.3 
0 51.2 
50,2 
50,1 
50,1 
• 49.4 
1,9.3 
q 48.5 
0 48.5 
i1 48.5 
D 48,5 
48.4 
48.1 
48.1 
48.1 
47.4 
47.1 
46.4 
46.4 
46,4 
46.1 
46,1 
45.4 
Cl 45.4 
045.4 
45.3 
45.3 
45.2 
43.2 
43.2 
43.2 
43.1 
42.7 
42.6 
42.4 
42.2 
42.1 
41~8 
41.7 
41.7 
41.6 
41.6 
41.5 
41.4 
41.2 
41.2 
1.1.2 
(v) 
(1) 
(1.a) 
(v,b) 
(1,b) 
(v.c) 
(v.a) 
(1.a) 
(v,b) 
(v,a) 
(l.a) 
(v,b) 
( v,a) 
(v,b) 
(v,a) 
(1.a) 
(v,a) 
(v) 
(1) 
(v,a) 
(l.a) 
(v.b) 
(v) 
(1) 
(v,a) 
(v,b) 
(v,aJ 
(v.b) 
( v,c) 
• h 
• B • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
b 
• b 
• b 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• • • 
b • 
• 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
b • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• E_ • 
"B • 
• E' 
, E F 
• 
~--
• 
.. E:-
• 
"' B • 
D T\ 
• 
• • 
• 
I 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • • 
• • 
• 
I 
• 
• • 
• .. <l' - • • 0 
• • • • 
• E, • • • • 
E. • • 
• E: ~ • 
• E • • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
, G H , 
•• H o 
• • • • 
• • d • F •• 
• G • 
• • • • • G 
• 
• 
• 
• G 
• 
• 
F • 
F • BCD R 
BCD E F 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• B • D E F G HI 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • E 
·-· 
• 
• • • d • • • • 
• b • = • i'-'J • • • • 
• • • • E; '* • • • 
• • • E • • • 
• 
• K • 
• • • • N • J+<@ 
• 
• • • 
• ~- • 
• 
• • 
J K 
• K J¥. 
J.l<. 
.:A'~ 
Jlt. 
• 
• 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
11 n o • 
• ~1vi • • • 
' • • ;,ci< 0 
• .r~ • • 
• t~rf't'. • 
• Jftt'. • • 
• N N 0 • 
• }!k,. ... 
• }·f*. • • 
• 
.T K L 
.r~. • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • It ••• 
• • • • 
• • • • • • i!E 
•• • M • • 
• • • H . . 
• KL£,f ••• 
tT.LH ••• 
J.Ll·I 
J,LN~.P 
• • • H•. • • 
• • 
• • • 1f'lr • • 
• • • Q • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
Q • Sl. 
Q • Sl. 
• R S2 • 
• 
• • 8.3 • 
• • • • 
, R SJ, 
• R S3. 
• 
S:L 
• • 
• • • •• 
• 
• • •• 
• • • • 
• • 
• . .• 
• 
. . 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • •• 
• • S3 • • • • • 
• 
• S3 c o • • • 
83 • • ••• 
• • SJ.. • • • Q • 
• • • • • • 
R • • • • • • 
• n • • 
• R • 
Q • • • Q}!.EtL. • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
0 Sl 0 0 
• • S1. •• 
R Sl. • 
• R Sl •• 
.RSJ.. c 
.. ~ .. 
• S2. • 
• 
• . . .• 
. . . -· 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• 't\t2 • • 
. . . " 
• • .. 41 
• • 
• • • 
• • • • • •••• 
Q R S2. 
'~RS2. • 
Q R S2 • 
• 
• 
•• SJ.. • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
•• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • EtL. • • • • • 
• Sl. •• • • 
• Sl. • • • • 
• B •• EFG ••• 
(fragment containing 
• • R Sl •• 
only a :f:evr characters) • • • 
"' • • • 
• .;a, • • 
• 
• • • • B • • • • 
• !) • E • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• •• E .. FG •• 
..dE.F'••• 
..,.dE.F ••• 
• ,dE"F. • 
• I{ • • • • • 
• K • • • • 
• • • • 
J K • • • 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • •• 
• 
• • • • • • • •• 
• • Slr • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • S4. . . . -- . 
• • 34 • 
• • 34. •• • • • • 
569. 
570. 
571. 
572. 
573. 
574. 
575. 
576 • 
577. 
578. 
579. 
580o 
581. 
5$2. 
583. 
584. 
585o 
586, 
587. 
588. 
589. 
590. 
591. 
592. 
593. 
594. 
595. 
596. 
597. 
598. 
599. 
600. 
601. 
602, 
603. 
604. 
605. 
606, 
6Cf7. 
600. 
609. 
610, 
61L~ 
612. 
613. 
614. 
615. 
616. 
617. 
618, 
619. 
41.2 
40.6 
40.5 
40.4 
a 40.2 
!J 40,2 
0 40.2 
• 40.2 
0 40.2 
39.3 
0 38.4 
38.3 
P.37.8 
37.6 
{;; 37.5 
37.4 
37,2 
37.1 
36.8 
36.4 
36,1 
o 35 ,J, 
0 35.3 
:: 35.3 
31+.4 
34.1 
34.1 
34.1 
33.2 
32.7 
32.6 
32.6 
32.5 
32.4 
32.3 
32.3 
32.3 
32.3 
32.2 
32.2 
31.5 
31.4 
31.3 
31,2 
• 31.2 
31.1 
30.16 
30.15 
30.12 
30,10 
(v.d) 
(v} 
{v.a) 
(v,b) 
( v,c) 
(v.d) 
( v,c) 
(v) 
(v.a) 
(v,b) 
( v ,a) 
(v,b) 
(v ,c) 
(v) 
(1) 
(v,a} 
( l.li) 
(v.b} 
(l.b) 
(v} 
(1) 
(v .a) 
( v.b) 
• • 
a • • 
" b • 
• • 
1-<:'• . .;....;\· . • 
• E F , 
• E. 1-r • 
ob.!Jil:., 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
E • 
• • • • • 
• K • • • • 
• • • • N • • 
• K • N • • 
• • • •• • 
••• DEF.H. ·~ • • N • • 
.,DE.F • • • • • • • (:rubbing not available) 
(:rubbing not available) 
• • • • • • • 
• • 
• b 
• d ... 
• E • 
• H • 
• • • 
• • • E • • • • 
• b • E • • H ~ 
• b • • • • • • 
• • • E • • • • 
• • • 
• p_: F • • • 
• • • E • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • "' E~ • • H • 
• b • • 
• b • • • 
• " Q • • • • • 
o b , D Er * 
.b.DJ<:: •• 
.b.DE.c 
• • 
• • • • • G • 
• • "' 
• .;..I. • • 
• • • • E • • 
• b • • E • • 
' 
• • F • 
• 
c • K • • 
• 
• • • • E • 
• • • 
• E.:; • • 
• • • • E • • 
• • • • F; • • 
• • • • E • 
• B • 
• • 
• b • • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• I 
•• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • " . . . . . 
• • • m: • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
F G , 
• 
• • • :s • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• K 
• 
• 
J • 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
J • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • ~. 
• • 
• • 
')I.. 
J • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
J 
J 
J 
• • • 
• 
• • 
H 
• !'1 • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
• 0 • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• :M II' • • 
1)'; 
• J'• • • • 
• l1 • • • 
• H N 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• •• 
• 
•• 
• • • • • 
. . . ;: . 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• N • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• K :nN. • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • . . ;:; . 
J 1\ 
J K 
• • 
• • 
. . 
• • 
• • 
• 
., 84 • • • • • • 
• R • • • . .. . . 
Q , S3. • • 
• Sl, • • • • 
• S2. • • • • 
• S2 • • • • • • 
• S2. • • • • • 
• • S4. • • • • 
• • • • . (} . . 
• 
• SI, • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• S2 • • • • 
• • Q • Sl •• 
S3, U , 
• • 
• • • • 
• Sl . • • • • • 
• R S4 • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
- . . . . . . . 
. .. . . .. . . 
• • • • • • • 
• •• • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • '¢ 
• •• • • • 
• 
, S3, 
, Sl, 
• Sl. 
• • 'W2. • 
• • • .. 11 • 
• • S2. • • • 
• • S2. • • • • • 
• Sl. • • • •• 
.. • Sl. • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . . ~ . 
. .. . . .. . . 
• • • • • • • • • 
• R s~. • • • • • 
• R S4. • ' . • • 
Q • • • 
• 
S1, 
• •• Q • ' . . ••• 
• R • lil •• • • • 
• R ... U • ••• 
• • • • • • 0 • • 
. . .. . . . . . 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• 
Sl. • ••• 
620. 
621, 
622. 
623. 
624. 
625. 
626. 
627. 
62fl. 
629. 
630. 
631. 
632. 
633· 
634. 
635. 
636. 
637. 
638. 
639. 
640. 
641. 
642. 
643. 
644. 
645. 
646. 
647. 
6L,B. 
649 • 
650. 
651. 
652. 
653. 
654. 
655. 
656. 
657. 
658, 
659. 
660, 
661, 
6(:1,~. 
663. 
66L,, 
665. 
666. 
667. 
668, 
669. 
670. 
30.4 
30.4 
30.2 
)0,2 
30.2 
.30,2 
30.2 
30.2 
30.1 
29.1-'" 
$ 29.8 
29.7 
29.7 
29.7 
29.5 
29.4 
29.3 
p,2S,8 
t1 28.7 
28',6 
2$~5 
28.4 
28.4 
28.3 
28.2 
28.2 
28,1 
27.12 
27.12 
• 27,11 
29.9 
27.S. 
27.6 
27,6 
27.5 
27.6 
27.5 
27.5 
27.5 
27.5 
27.3 
27.3 
27.3 
26.9 
26.9 
26,8 
26.8 
26.4 
26.3 
26,1 
,18 
(v) 
(1) 
(v,a) 
(l.a) 
( v,b) 
(l,b) 
(v.c) 
(l.c) 
(v,a) 
(l.a) 
(v,b) 
(v) 
( 1) 
(v.a) 
(v,b} 
(v) 
(1) 
{v,a) 
(v,b) 
(v,a) 
(1,a) 
(v,b) 
(l.b) 
(v,c) 
(v,d) 
(v,a) 
(l.a) 
(v,b) 
( v) 
(1) 
(v) 
(1) 
• • 
• • 
• o'E-,.G. 
• E; • G 
• 
• • CD E .. • • • 
• 
c l1 ]; • 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• c D F 
.cDE-. 
. c n .. 
• C D E • 
• 
• 
• • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
if' 
•••;t-&J•o• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
' 
• B 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • E • • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• F • 
o F • 
• F • 
•• E •• 
• • • F • 
• • E;+:. • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • E • • • • 
• • Q • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.B.,.EF • • 
• 
• • • • 
0 • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• •• 
• • • • 
••• D.l?.t. • 
<> • • ~ Bill) • • • 
• • • D • F , H ~ 
•• D.F •• 
4 b u D • • •• 
.b.oZ'o••• 
.b • • E •• o 
• • C • E F G H • 
.-bC.Bo.••• 
• • • • • • • 
• • • 
a E F • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • • 
J • • J.-1 .. 
• J ;.-_.~ • 
• 
;r • 
• • 
J • H • 
J • • N • 
• 
• 
J • H • l'i • • • 
• • • • 
J K • • • • 
. . . . . " 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • •• Q •• 
• • N • • • 
J K • • •• 
• • Ji N •• 
J K • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
J • 
,T 
;:r • 
•• 
•• 
F 
• ."-l • " • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 0 • • ~ 
. ~ . . . 
• • • • e 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• H • 
• H • ,., 
. . .. ~ 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • N •• 
• • • ~-1 • • • 
• • • • 
• K • l<T • • • 
• K.ivi• • • 
• K • H • • 
• K • fJ • • 
• K • N • • 
• K .. l'l • • 
'cjJf 
• • r • 
!J'f 
. . ~· . 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• N1', • 
• 0 • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • Q 0 • 
• • • • • • 
• K¥. • • • 
• • •• N • • 
• R • • • 
• R • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
... u • 
•• u " 
.. n • 
• • u • 
• Sl • • 
• 
• • 
• 
•• 
• • 
• 
• Sl. 
, Sl, 
• Sl. 
. Sl. 
• • • 
• •• 
••• 
• • • 
• • • • 
• Sl, 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
•• 
• 0 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Q • Sl. 
• • • • • • • • • 
• Sl ' 
, R Sl, 
• • • 
• •• 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• R • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• Sl. 
• Sl. 
• • • 
, Sl, 
. Sl. 
• 0 ••• 
• 0 0 •• 
•• ~. 0 
• ¥12 •• 
•••• 
• • S1 $ 
• • 
•• 
• • • 
••• 
• 
• Sl., • • • • • 
• • • ..... 
• • 
r. 
• 
S2T • 
• • •• 
.. . • •• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • 
• • • u • • • # 
, Sl, 
• S! • 
•• 
• 
• SJ. o' • • 
, Sl. •• 
• S1 0 • • 
Sl. •• 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• e • • • • • ;, • 
• • • • • • 0 • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 0 • 
• • S3 • • 
• 
• S3, • 
• • • • • • • 
• 
• Sl . • • • • • 
• 
• S3, • • 0 • • 
• • • • • • • 0 
671. 
672. 
673. 
674. 
675. 
676. 
677. 
678. 
679. 
680, 
681. 
682. 
683. 
684. 
685. 
686~ 
687. 
688. 
689. 
690. 
691. 
692. 
693. 
1!:!14. 
6951f 
696. 
697. 
698. 
699. 
700. 
701. 
7CI2. 
703. 
704. 
705. 
706. 
7(.17. 
708. 
7C$. 
710. 
711. 
712. 
71.3. 
714. 
715. 
716. 
717. 
718, 
719. 
720. 
721, 
25.16 
25.14 
25.13 (v) 
25 .1.3 ( 1) 
25.11 
25.10 (v) 
25.10 (1) 
25.8 
25~5 
25.3 
IJ 25.1 
1:1 25.1 
t:J 24.12 
24.7 
24.4 
24 • .3 
24.2 
23.18 
2.3.17 
23.16 
(v) 
(1) 
23.14 
2.3.13 (v) 
23.13 (1} 
23.11 (v.a) 
2.3.11 {v,b) 
23.11 (1.b) 
23.11 (v.c) 
23.7 
23.6 
23.5 
2.3.5 
23.5 
23.5 
23.1 
22.9 
22.8 
22.8 
22.7 
22.6 
(v.a) 
{l,a) 
(v,b) 
(l,b) 
(v) 
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APPENDIX 
A. 

The Montij Ouarter. 
In date formulations of the Chou period the month is 
divided into four quarters each approximately a week in length; 
they are termed ch 1u-chi (the first quarter), chi-sheng-pa (the 
second quarter), chi-wang (the third quarter), and chi-ssu-pa 
(the fourth quarter). These terms are found in only two tradi-
tional sources: the Shih ching which has one case of the first 
quarter; the Siju ching which has several cases comprising the 
second, third, and fourth quarters. The formulations incorpora-
ting the month-quarters are appended opposite; the bulk of 
them, it will be observed, appear in the forged Wu Ch 1eng chap-
ter of the Shu which is quoted also in the Han shu exhibiting 
variations from the present Shu text. As the traditional 
sources indicate, the recording of the formulation of the month 
quarters has probably in several respects become corrupted. 
\~ 
*1 The Han shu extracts, for instance, employ the character 
/ / 
which has been superseded by 13~ in the Shu .text; there is 
also a lack of standardisation in the manner in which the 
terms are expressed, especially in the cases of the second and 
fourth quarters. 
Unattested bronze texts (unless otherwise stated ~Je refer 
"""'•" specifically to ~lestern.,style texts) present a simple and sys-
tematic method of formulation: ch'u-chi, chi-sheng-pa, chi-
wang, and chi-ssu-pa. With only two exceptions (ins. S.l'}g.l 
. . 
.~cr+ptfat~s.··, ·. 
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and ins. T.~) the terms do not vary in respect to the 
characters used - variation in the writing of the characters 
themselves often occurs but always the same characters are 
employed. 
In Western Chou inscription texts there are 70 cases of 
the first quarter, 28 of the second, 26 of the third, and 9 
of the fourth; in catalogue groups the numbers are: 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Sung Catalogues: 7 3 3 0 
Early Ch 11ng Catalogues: 19 7 8 1 
Recent Catalogues 44 18 15 8 
Eastern Chou style texts exhibit a preponderance of first 
quarter dates amongst which the combination of ch'u-chi-ting-
hai is often found. Month-quarters do not appear at all in 
inscriptions of the Shang period; this system of dating seems 
to have originated in Chou times. 
Date formulations in authentic inscriptions of Chou con-
firm the use of the first quarter throughout the period (see 
examples opposite); there is one instance of an Eastern Chou 
text incorporating the second quarter written as 'i;f'-' ''& 8 itA 
a combination unknovrn in the unattested inscriptions. Because 
of it, we put forward the suggestion that the chi-sheng-pa 
combination was not a Chou period term; it is merely a copy of 
the distorted phraseology of the Shu. Similarly, we believe 
the fourth quarter will be discovered later to have had 
' 
entirely different expression in Chou times. This opinion is 
supported to some extent by the date formulations in attested 
materials; nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11 manifest date phraseol-
ogy that appears quite alien to the usual formulations amongst 
unattested inscriptions. Obviously it is impossible at this 
stage with only a handful of attested documents to press the 
matter too far; however, the possibility that later excavated 
inscribed bronzes will confirm the point must be kept in mind. 
Further support of our suspicion of the authenticity of 
the month-quarters as expressed in unattested inscriptions and 
traditional texts is to be noted in the following table of 
second, third, and fourth quarter occurrences in Western Chou 
inscriptions recorded from Sung times to the present. Of the 
65 cases (lid-texts and duplicated texts are omitted ) 3 are 
regarded as spurious by other scholars; 19 are classifiable 
as forgeries because of inconstancy; 8 contain the reversed 
sun-tzu phrase. Thus nearly half of the texts are wholly un-
reliable materials; the remainder are well saturated with sus-
pect items. 
It is possible that forgers in Sung times established the 
month-quarters on the basis of Shu examples paying particular 
attention to the Han shu quotations from the Wu Ch 1eng chapter 
which contains the largest assembly of month-quarters. Outside 
this forged chapter there are two cases of the second quarter 
written as ~ j_ 61~ and one of the third quarter; the 
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chapters incorporating the two terms are generally regarded as 
authentic, thus the source consulted by the Sung forgers seems 
clearly to be the spurious chapter and the missing sections of 
it as quoted in the Hwq shy. The possibility that the fore-
going comments are, at least in some measure, correct is also 
suggested by the following table - of the 6 Sung Catalogue 
occurrences, 3 exhibit inconstancy; of the 16 early Ch'ing 
Catalogue cases 8 exhibit inconstancy; so high a proportion of 
forgeries determinable on the basis of the one criterion does 
not augur well for the fate of the remaining cases. The earliest 
recorded inscriptions incorporating the second - fourth quarters, 
as a group, are to be strongly suspected. 
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B. 
Further Research. 
On several occasions we have stated that certain topics 
will be dealt with in later papers and because of the impossi-
bility of preparing the present paper in a properly digested 
form at this early stage of research so that it may be in an 
acceptable state for publication, we list hereunder a series 
of titles of papers which we hope to publish gradually as 
complete studies commencing early next year. Most of the 
subjects are dealt with in the present survey and the views 
expressed here will no doubt be modified in some cases, par-
ticularly if newly excavated inscribed articles should arrive 
before the various papers are finally drafted. 
1. The Principle of Constancy of Character Structures. 
A modification of Section Two with considerable 
addition of illustratio~s of archaic script; 
the inscriptions which are determinable as 
forgeries on application of the criterion will 
be noted in somewhat greater detail. 
2. A System of Serial Numbers to be Applied to rnscribed 
Archaic Bronzes and other Artifacts. 
The long table of inscription locations at 
the conclusion of the Introduction is essen-
tially the basis of this article. It will 
be evident that a form of serial ~umbers is 
urgently required in Chin Shih Hsueh but the 
presentation of a list of such numbers should 
be accompanied by reproductions of each in-
scription so that efficient standardisation 
of reference will be possible in all future 
writings. It will be most unlikely, however, 
that a work of this magnitude will find 
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support for publication; the Hsiao hsiao 
Catalogue which we have recently purchased 
and which should soon arrive from China 
will replace the San tai Catalogue as the 
bibliographical source and obviate refer-
ence to a number of other Recent Catalogues, 
thus making the application of the system 
of serial numbers comparatively easy, 
3. The Reversed Sun-Tzu Phrase as a Criterion of Forgery. 
Section Four will be modified somewhat and 
only the more obviously faked inscriptions 
will be dealt with in any detail. 
4. Studies of Individual Inscriptions. 
Both unattested and attested inscriptions 
will be surveyed individually or in groups 
such as the Ts 1ai bronzes. Every character 
will be considered individually as a pre-
lude to the formation of an archaic charac-
ter dictionary. The contents will be appraised 
from an historical view-point. For the most 
part, newly excavated inscriptions will re-
ceive priority as the subjects of study. 
5. The Nature of Archaic Chinese Script in the Light of 
Recent Discoveries. 
This paper was completed some months ago but 
now requires considerable re-writing in order 
to incorporate much newly acquired material. 
6. Date Formulations of Shang and Chou. 
This will be an expansion of Appendix A to 
be finally drafted when more relevant 
material becomes available. 
7. The Sung Catalogues - a re-edition, 
In the present survey very little support 
has been given to the assertion that the 
reproductions in these early catalogues are 
reliable copies of the original inscriptions. 
So much illustration would be required to 
prove the point that we have decided to plan 
a re-edition of the catalogues based on all 
available early printings; with proper in-
dexing and careful editing the project will 
supply a long felt need as well as achieve 
the above aim. 
8. A catalogue of Ancient Chinese Bronzes in Australia and 
New Zealand. 
The less serious side of our study is devoted 
to the collection of photographs of relevant 
objects in private and public collections in 
this part of the world to be compiled into 
the orthodox •catalogue'. Up to now more 
than 80 items have been located and studied 
in some detail. It is intended to prepare 
a long introduction incorporating interesting 
material not hitherto employed in works of 
this kind. 
9. Inscriptions of Shang and Chou, 
Such is the tentative title of our major work 
which will take several years to compile and 
which will comprise many thousands of individ-
ual documents. Tung Tso-pin 1 s Yin hs\\ wen tzu 
wai pien published a few months ago illustrates 
the general lay-out of Shang texts that will 
appear: a photograph of rubbing, a handcopy of 
the same, modern character transcription, trans-
lation and notes. Each inscription will be 
dealt with thus, Chou bronze inscriptions will 
be accompanied by photographs of the-vessels 
and rubbings of the decor - the lay-out compar-
able with the Shih erh chia Catalogue. As 
stated in the Introduction, this major work is 
intended as a 1 new Shu ching 1 and will contain 
both 'chin wen• and 1ku wen 1 1chapters 1 - i.e. 
both genuine and spurious inscriptions. His-
torians consulting the work will find the 
assembly of all available inscriptions in one 
publication a most convenient tool of research, 
especially as it will be thoroughly indexed and 
each inscription transcribed and translated, 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
B mL IOGRAPHY, 
The system of arrane;ement is a provisional one; the 
Bibliography is divided into six major sections: 
l, Special Reference ~forks: the dictionaries, indexes, 
bibliographies, etc, 111hich the student in this field 
must consult constantly over and above the sinolog 
tools normally used in other branches of Chinese, studies; 
the are just as nec•~ss,sry in Chin Shih HsUeh, but 
we omit reference to them here. 
2. Catalogues of Bronze Inscriptions: these are dtvid 
into four catalogue groups- Sung, early Ch 1 ing, late 
Ch'ing Recent, and within each group the catalogues 
appear in chronological or>der; titles are given first, 
A fifth group comprises collections of original rubbings 
consulted. 
3. C51talogues of Oracle Bone Inscrintions. 
4. General \1orks: These, for the most part, are publications 
consulted for minor points during the period o:f ;,;riting; 
some are, of course, extrc;mely important works amongst 
1r1hich Jt:mg Keng 1 s Shang chou vi ell 1 i t 11L'lg k 1 ao must take 
th8 foremost position. Editio!'s of classical texts re-
ferred to from time to time have not been recorded as 
they play so small a part in the survey, 
The above four sections are devoted solely to Chinese and 
Japanese language public~tions, 
5. Western Publications, 
6, Art:!,,;:le~ ac"ld Short Studies, 3oth \!/estern and Chinese 
~rritings are grouped together, 
Owing to technical d ifflcul ties and to our determination that 
the bulk of the bibliographical information should appear in 
Chinese text - especially in the first three sections - it 
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been found more convenient merely to reproduce photographically 
(reflex method) our hand\1JTitten manuscript of this portion of 
the Bibliography, Sources quoted in the last three sections 
seem reasonably clear without Chinese text; articles appear 
in a limited nwnbers of journals and may be found without 
difficulty - where an English title .is g.iven .in the journal 
•re employ this r'Jther than a romanisation of the Chinese title; 
this seems preferable in the absence of characters - it .is 
particularly convenient to the vrriter iiho is a Cantonese 
speaker and only slightly profic.ient in 'Mandarin 1 • 
Chinese books are not counted in 1 chuan 1 but in numbers 
of physical volumes; the word 1 volume 1 is employed in the 
sense of •tse 1 or 1 pen 1 • 
A list of the more prolific writers ivhose ioJOrks are 
scattered amongst the divisions of the Bibliography together 
with locations of their publieations is appended. 
A list of abbrevi.nted t:ltles employed in the survey 
together 111ith the full romanised title and a reference number 
to its location in the Bibliography is also appended, 
The Bibliography incorporates sources actually employed 
or consulted dur:Lng the period of research and writing; it 
has no pretensions of being a complete list of sources in this 
field or a fi.nal form of presentation of bibliographical in-
formation, 
ChI en Heng-chia: 
Ho~kins, L. Cct: 
H su C hu..ngii shu: 
Hou-hsuan: 
Jung Keng: 
Karlgren1 B, 
Kuo Mo-jo: 
Li Chl: 
Li Ya.-nen": 
Lo Chen-y\!: 
Sun i-p 1 o: 
r:!:un_g Tso-pin; 
Umehara Sueji: 
?Jang Kuo-1.vei: 
List of Prolific Writers. 
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Abbreviations of Titles. 
(a) Catalogues gf Bronze Inscriptions• 
Ch 1 an an Catalogue 
Ch'eng ch 1 iu Catalogue 
Cheng sung Catalogue 
Chi chin Catalogue 
Chi ku Catalogue 
Ch 1 i ku Catalogue 
Ch 1 ia chai Catalogue 
Chiang hsia Catalogue 
Ching wu Catalogue 
Ch~ ku Catalogue 
Feng shih Catalogue 
Fu chai Catalogue 
Hai wai Catalogue 
Heng hsien Catalogue 
Hsi ch'ing Catalogue 
Hsiao hsiao Catalogue 
Hsiao t 1ang Catalogue 
Hs~ chien (A) Catalogue 
Hs~ chien··· ~B) Catalogue 
Hs~ k 1 ao ~Catalogue 
Hsb t 1 ao chai Catalogue 
Huai mi Catalogue 
K1ao ku Catalogue 
Kuan chia Catalogue 
Li tai Catalogue 
Liang lei Catalogue 
l·feng p 1o Catalogue 
Heng wei Catalogue 
Ch 1ang an huo ku pien, 57. 
Ch 1 eng ch 1 iu kuan chi chin t 1u1 so. 
Cheng sung t 1 ang chi ku yi wen, 
79. 
Chi chin chih ts 1un 1 56. Chi ku chai chung t1ng yi ch 1 i 
k 1uan chih, 50. 
Ch 1 i ku shih chi chin ••en shu, 72. . 
Ch'ia chai chi ku lu 69. 
Chiang hsia huang shlh tsun ku 
chai ts 1ang ch'i, 111. 
Ching ;vu hsin shih yi ch 1 i k'uan 
chih 1 61+. Ch~ ku lu chin wen, 63. 
Feng shih chin wen yen p 1u 1 76. Fu chai chung ting k 1 uan chih1 44. 
Hai wai chi chin t 1 u lu 97. 
Heng hsien so chien so fs 1ang 
chi chin lu, 60. · 
Hsi ch'ing ku chien, 45. 
Hsiao hsiao. ching ko chin wen 
t•o pen, 93. 
Hsiao t 1 ang chi ku lu, 42. 
Hsi ch 1 ing hs~ chien chia pien, 
1+7. 
HsJ ch'ing hs\\ chien yi pien, 48. 
Hsu k 1ao ku t•u, 37. " . 
T1 ao chai chi chin hsu lu1 66. Huai mi shan fang chi chin lu, 
53. 
K1ao ku t'u, 34. 
Kuan chia lou chi chin t 1u 1 107. Li tai chung ting yi ch'i k 1uan 
chih fa t 1 i~h 1 39. Liang lei hshan yi ch'i t'u shih, 
59. 
M73~ p'o shih huo ku ts'ung pien, 
Meng wei ts 1ao t•ang chi chin 
t•u, 67. 
P1an ku Catalogue 
Pao Y&n Catalogue 
Po ku Catalogue 
San tai Catalogue 
Shan chai Catalogue 
Shang chou Catalogue 
Shih erh chia Catalogue 
Shih liu Catalogue 
Shuang chien Catalogue 
T1ao chai Catalogue 
Tsun ku Catalogue 
Ts 1ung ku Catalogue 
T1u lu Catalogue 
Wu yiny Catalogue 
~ ch ing Catalogue 
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P1 an ku lou yi ch 1 i k 1uan chih, 
5'8 . 
Pao·y\b lou yi ch 1 i t•u lu, 75. 
Po ku t•u lu, 35'o 
San tai chi chin wen ts•un, 101. 
Shan chai chi chin lui 88. 
Shang chou yi ch'i sh h ming, 62. 
Shih erh chia chi chin t 1u lu, 
96. 
Shih liu ch 1 ang lo t 1ang ku ch 1 1 
k 1uan chih k 1aol 49. 
Shuang chien ch 1 h chi chin t 1u 
lu, 89, 
T 1 ao chai chi chin lu, 65'. 
Tsun ku chai so chien chi chin 
t'u ch'u shih, 99. n 
Ts 1ung ku t 1ang k'uan chih hsueh, 
61. 
Liang chou chin wen ts 1u ta hsi 
t'u lu, 91. 
Wu ying tien yi ch'i t 1 u lu, 86. 
~ ch 1 ing kuan chin wen, 5'~. 
(b) Catalogues of Oracle Bones. 
Chalfant 
C.H.C.K. 
C .K.i-1 ,L. 
C,K,W.P. 
C .S .T. 
F,S.Y,C. 
P.T,T.T. 
Reports 
s.n.z.s. 
Y.C.H.P. 
Y.C.I.T. 
Y.C.L,P. 
Y.C.P.T. 
Y.c.s.c. 
Y.C .S.T. 
Y,C.T.P. 
Y,C,\v,T. 
Chia ku pu tz•u, 119. 
Chan hou ching chin hsin huo 
chia ku chi 135'. 
Chia ku wen iu, 128. 
Chia ku wen pien, 129. 
Chien shou t 1 ang so ts'ang yin 
hs\\ wen tzu k 1 ao shih, ljlt-. 
Fu shih yin ch 1 1 wei wen, 133. 
Pu tz 1 u t 1ung tsuan, 122. 
Prelim. Reports of Excav. at 
Anyang. 15'6, ·1 
Shodo al¥Shf·1l" vol~(l931 ed,), 109 o • . . • r• 
Yin ch 1 i fu yi hs~ pien, 125'. 
Yin ch 1 i yi chu, 120. 
Yin lis\\ wen tzu lei pien, 127. 
Yin ch 1 i pu tz 1u shih wen pien, 
12lo II 
Yin hsu shu ch 1 i hou pien, 126. 
Yin ch'i shih to 124. 
Yin ch 1 i ts 1ui plen, 123. 
Yin hs\\ wen tzu chu2 ho, 136, 
Y.C.W.T,I. 
Y.H.v1.P. 
(c) Bulletins and Jourgals. 
B.A.S. 
B.M.F.E.A. 
J.R.A,S. 
K.K.H,P. 
K.K.T .H. 
T.L.T,C. 
T.Y.K.K. 
Y.J.c.s. 
(d) Miscellaneous. 
Chi wei ch~ 
K'ao shih 
Shang Chou 
Yin and Chou 
Yin hs~ wen tzu yi pien, 130. 
Yin hs~ wen tzu wai pien, 132. 
Bulletin of Academia Sinica, 
Institute of History and Phil-
ology. Peiping-Taiwan. 
Bulletin of the Museum of Far 
Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm. 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, London. -
K'ao ku hs~eh pao, Peking, 
K'ao ku t 1ung hsnn, Peking. 
Ta lu tsa chih (Continental 
Magazine) Taiwan, 
T'ien ye klao ku pao kao (The 
Chinese Journal of Archaeology) 
Academia Sinica, Nanking. 
\'len wu ts 1 an k 1 ao tz 1u liao, 
Peking. 
Yenching Journal of Chinese 
Studies, Peiping. 
Chi wei ch~ chin wen shuo, 32. 
Liang chou chin wen tz 1 u ta hsi 
k'ao shih, 92. 
Shang chou yi ch 1 i t 1ung k 1ao, 
148. 
Yin and Chou in Chinese Bronzes, 
222. 
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vol, 1, 1954. 
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